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I am very happy to share my thoughts with you Tumkur University Political Science Teachers’
Academy is one of the most active Associations under Tumkur University. The Academy has been
actively organizing academic activities since the beginning of its inception. The Academy expresses
its heartfelt gratitude to all senior Professors Prof.B.S.Lingaraju, Prof.Anjana Reddy,
Prof.Basavarajah,
Prof. Lakshmikanth, Prof. Venugopal, Prof. Vijayakumar, Prof. Natraj, Prof.
Rajanna, Prof. Rachi Louis, Prof. Channa Basappa, Prof. Daniel Manoraj who have laid the foundation
for our Academy, and we are following the bright path of success that these senior Professor have
shown us.
It has conducted many seminars, Conferences and Workshops for teaching fraternity. The Academy
has always been helping the students to gain academic potentiality. The Academy was registered body
in Karnataka co-operative Society in 2019.The Academy organized Two day National Webinar on
National Security: Indian Civil and Military Perspective. On July -22,23-2020. The webinar was
inaugurated by the honorable Vice Chancellor of Tumkur University, Prof. Y.S.Siddegowda Our
Academy very grateful to him.
The webinar speaker Dr. Sandeepshastri Pro-Vice-Chancellor of Jain University. He is International
Political Analyst and Political thinker, Indian Constitutional Expert he delivered a Lecture on Post
COVID world Order Indian Dimension. The Academy thanks him profusely. The Academy also
thanks Prof. M.J.Vinod Professor and Chairman (Rtd) and Expert in International Politics, Bangalore
University, Bangalore for delivered lecture onIndia and the Neighborhood Scenario: With specific
reference to China & Nepal.
The Academy also thanks Prof. Basavaraja. G Chairman Department of Political Science and
Prof. Meenakshi Khandimut , Professor Department of Political Science, Tumkur University,
Tumakuru who had chaired the sessions. The Academy also thanks to members of the Organizing
Committee, Advisory Committee, Review Committee and the Academy also thanks to Prof. Jagadeesh
K.S, Principal, Government First Grade College, Tumakuru and Prof. Jagadeesh Principal,
Government First Grade College, Bellavi, Prof. Shivanandaiah N.P President and Prof.
ShivalingaiahT.L. Treasurer of our Academy for motivating and supporting this webinar.
The Academy also extends its grateful thanks to Dr. Yogeesh.N Chief Editor and Editorial Board of
Tumbe Group of International Journals, Government First Grade College Tumakuru for Publishing
Articles in the Esteemed Journal. And also thanks all those who supported directly and indirectly to
make the webinar a grand success. Our Academy has received papers from across the country. Papers
on various sub-themes have been identified by the organizers and reviewed committee. Papers are
relevant to the topics and themes like National Security, India and China, Nepal, United States, Russia
relations, India’s neighborhood Foreign Policy, Politics of Globalization, India and International
Organizations, India and Nuclear Suppliers Group, Revocation of Article 370 etc. On this occasion it
is my duty as the Organizing Secretary to thanks all those who have helped generously and extended
their support to us. The Academy wishes you all the best.
By.
Mr. Nagaraju. MS
Secretary, TUPSTA® Tumakuru.Assistant Professor of Political Science,
Government First Grade College, Tumakuru.
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CONFERENCE CONVENERS
Patron and Webinar Convenor
Prof. Shivanandaiah N P
President, Tumkur University Political Science Teachers Academy®,
Executive Committee Member, State Political Science Association Tumakuru,
Academic Council Member, Tumkur University and
Principal, Sri.Honnadevi Government First Grade College, Dandinashivara.

Organizing Secretary
Mr. Nagaraju. M S
Secretary, Tumkur University Political Science Teachers Academy®,
Tumakuru and Assistant Professor of Political Science
Government First Grade College, Tumakuru.

Webinar Coordinator
Mr. Dharanesha S T
Assistant Professor of Political Science,
Government First Grade College, Bellavi. Tumakuru -Taluk.

Main Speakers:

Date on 22nd and 23rd July 2020

Dr. Sandeep Shastri
Pro- Vice Chancellor of Jain University International Level Political analyst and
Political Thinker, Indian Constitutional Expert. Delivered lecture on ‘Post-COVID
World Order: Indian Dimension’.

Dr. Vinod. M.J
Professor and Chairman (Rtd) Expert in International Politics and Foreign Policy,
Department of Political Science, Bangalore University, Bangalore. Delivered lecture
on ‘India and the Neighborhood Scenario: With specific reference to China &
Nepal.’
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India and the Neighborhood Scenario:with Special Reference to China and Nepal
Dr. M J Vinod
Dr M J Vinod provided a holistic picturesque of the areas of divergences and convergences
concerning India- Nepal- China triad. He looked into the changing geo-political, economic, political
and cultural dynamics, besides on the role of civil society amidst the other civil- military engagements.
He gave insights on how Nepal is a part of Chinese projects like the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) and how India is consciously refraining from it. He threw light on the nature of Indian and
Chinese investments in Nepal and asserted that the local intermediaries have been harnessing the
development dividends. These need to percolate to the masses in Nepal in order to realign the positive
relations between India and Nepal, for the narratives to be reset and for the challenges to be addressed
in a better manner. The perceived hegemony of India has fueled anti- Indian sentiments in Nepal and
the present regime has added to the contention by incorporating constitutionally endorsed cartographic
changes. At the outset, besides the political and economic engagements in China and Nepal, cultural
connect by means of building on historical linkages; linkages between people to people should be
capitalized upon. Amicable solutions should be resorted to rather than handling the situation militarily,
given China’s overarching presence in the South- Asian region. Sub- regional arrangements could
contribute towards minimizing such confrontations. It is in the interest of the individual nations and
the region at large, that people and governments learn to live with their differences and respect each
other’s stakes.

Post-COVID World Order: Indian Dimension
Dr. Sandeepshastri
Impact of pandemic In march 2020 clearly visible. In July we we are anticipating post covid
normal. No body can sure the pandemic end, assuming new real normal emerge by 2020-21. How has
the pandemic change the world order and what does it change. There are three angles. Angle of
Politics, Economy and Society. In the time of politics today world leaders evaluate handle the Covid19, it indicates Democracy. Singapore, New Zealand elections how the people react, New Zealand is
Covid free country how the Government is handling. Most of the survey in USA People are unhappy
President Trump handling the Covid situation. It look at politics today the world leaders how handled
covid-19 across the world people viewing the Governments handling the Covid crisis and Democracy,
Political systems, Leaders from the perspective. Re-defining Economic activities- Migrant problems,
availability of human recourses and capital. Economy of several countries fall down. Lot of research
Economy argue Two countries terms of dealing of pandemic –China and India. Covid -19 changes in
Society –re-working of human relations, Teacher, Students, Researchers in Social Sciences. Today we
are doing not social distance it is physical distance each other because of Lockdown seen Physical
Distance. But seems people emotions bonding much more. India play important role in Pandemic
situation, in politics very active. New terms of interactions. No- Alignment is key stone of Foreign
policy India would play better. India, USA joined Japan and Australia much more interactions, CoOperation, Collaboration. India play look at SAARC region also development. India took initiative
favorable to SAARC. Local is very important not Globalization it is Localization look locally. (make
in India) Our honorable Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi express focus Economic self reliance it
is Athmanirbhara. It much sharper economic deal with domestic.
The policy which were passed and executed are commendable, successfully maintained. The mortality
rate which is comparatively less than many other advanced countries. The COVID-19 package announced to all
the sections of the country is also remarkable. The country has trying to address the issues of all sections of the
society. Being an Indian every one must appreciate the India’s Foreign Policy.
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Politics of Globalization
Dr. Vikas Singh
Associate Professor
Department of Political Science
Himachal Pradesh University
Summerhill Shimla-5, Ph. 9418190194
Human civilization has been always in search of new avenues for its existence. Change is the
law of nature and it is the law of society. The dynamics of human nature has always instigated man to
open new ways of invention in almost every walk of its life, right from the existence of divine state to
the journey of a welfare state, human history has travelled a lot in search of better ways and means of
its life. Man is a social animal living in society according to its nature and requirement and following
the rules of regulation made by state in which he lives. Since a state is also an international entity and
likewise a state also cannot be self sufficient without having relation with other state in the internal
scenario. So a state also has to maintain its relation with other countries so that it can have its existence
in the world family of other independent state.
An independent state connects itself on the basis of social, economic and political relations
with other sovereign states in the process of internationalization where there is a flow of ideas,
messages, goods, money investments and even people within and outside of the country. Rules and
regulation are maintained about these relations. In this process there is a flow of individualism,
industrialism, capitalism, colonialization, imperialism and democracy also. In this connection with the
outside world of man brings him into the contact of global community of people of national and
international origin who form a community within and outside of a physical space and who subscribe
to a diverse range of norms and values that inform their visions and perspectives about the world
around him.1
In the era of liberalization, and privatization there is universalization of goods and facilities
and are standardized and homogenized universally and the trade barriers and capital control visa
requirements are diminished. There is a free flow of goods and services within and outside the country
with other Nation States. The mixture of all the services and goods of internationalization and
universalization are called globalization. This is a mixture of all these different activities in the world
level with a common consent. It does not include only one activity rather there are numerous activities
and processes. It is a joint collaboration and free flow of input actors into making the both agency and
structures. Different extents and wearing patterns are developed in different areas. Goods and services
are flawed and activities are stretched outside the border and the effect of one activity has its impact
on the other parts of the world. It has its far-reaching effect with its complex nature and had its
important position at the global level. Due to its complex nature it is blamed as an evil also.
India entered in the process of liberalization, privatization and globalization with the
introduction of economic reforms during 1991. It liberalized the economy from the state control and
there is a free flow of investments outside and within the state. India entered by giving the relaxation
in economy and economic rules to establish an Idea of free market. Today it has grown beyond the
idea of free flow of goods in economy and it is now affecting through social economic and political
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aspects of global level and various processes of change are seen in culture, religion, society and
politics. In this way multinational become global concerns, standardized time, money and expert
system are introduced everywhere. A massive, global exchange of people goods, services and images
takes place by means of telecommunication and transport technology. There is a wide increase in
migration in short distance to long distance. Regions and countries are involved in more and more
areas of social, economic and political sphere on international level. There is a change in the pattern
of consumption, lifestyles along with in the field of cultural expansion. This is exchanged in more and
more areas of one and other countries. Development of a political ideological, religious, or cultural
nature, which originally appear to be connected with a specific regions, culture, period are being
echoed in large parts of the world.2
The impact of globalization in India is a way that it has opened its door of economic policy of
old market for integrating domestic markets. Foreign multinationals are allowed to enter Indian market
and Indian multinational are also investing in abroad at global level. Although it has make the people's
life happy by opening new avenues of employment to make their life more enjoyable and comfortable
through the help of new technology and scientific innovations. It has made the life fast. There is an
international exposure of multi culture and the distance of time and space has been minimized through
new ways and means adopted in Science and Technology. It has also influenced the policy makers in
addition to society and economy. Including to the developing world the democracy is spreading. In
many countries of the world the process of democratization is increased but due to the larger global
networks of relationship the realities of living in a local level is being challenged. Worldwide impact
on the youth, family and education are seen frequently. The lives of youth growing in a many countries
are linked only to the economic realities. Social systems are predicted on the need to impart value to
the youth growing up today. It has also created the dimensions on transnational and international level
in the sphere of social, economic and political behaviour of people, which needs to combine and create
forms at international level to deal with these issues. A number of transnational issues are to be
countered by international action. Environment problems and climate change is combined action of
many countries, often with effects far distant from where they were created.3
Because of the newer international division of labour through various networks new
hierarchies of power are growing in affecting different countries at the global level. State is attempting
to manage all these divisions that are rising in different social groups but the process is becoming
difficult to sustain all these which now needs to reform. In the global economy there are some winners
and some losers in the new global economy. Global capitalist system is increasing unevenness as has
been seen as an important spatial implication in the perspective of new transformation which is
articulated through various networks. Capitalism is seeking to transact national boundaries through an
extension in the transport and communication to the far flung areas of the world restlessly seeking to
expand markets throughout the world and to appropriate even greater tranches of labour power.
Capitalism is clearly the vehicle of economic globalization because its particular institutions- financial
markets, commodities, contractualized labour alienable property- facilitate economic exchanges over
great distances.4
Economic inequalities in the developing countries are increasing due to global market. The
tremendous economic gains associated with deeper and more efficient global market are not equally
shared by those who are having strong and right assets like financial capital, human capital and
3
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entrepreneur skills. These are main in many domains. Environment is polluted and the polluter captures
the benefit of polluting without paying the cost of it. Global markets tend to be disequalizing because
trade, migration and intellectual property regimes at global level naturally reflect the greater market
power of the rich. Today's battle to reduce rich countries agricultural subsidies and tariff that
discriminate against poor countries.5 The depletion of the ozone layer, global climate changes or
population growth are problems that the states often fail to address in clear-cut foreign policy terms
because such issues cannot be made into electoral issues which are concerned with day to day essential
problem. Even if the developed democracies may handle these better, experience shows that even there
is domestic compulsions come in the way of taking bold steps to arrest the environmental degradation. 6
National and international factors are causing a social change in the society of developing
countries including India. Rapid scientific and technological changing are causing a revolutions in the
life of the people. The meaning of the trade and commerce has been changed due to the use of
Information Technology. The technology has changed the notion of trade and commerce which have
begun to change the mind of the people at large. New ways of transport, communication and media
have considerably altered the people's way of looking at the external world. These processes are having
desirable and undesirable impact in the country. Societies of different countries are facing racial and
ethnic discrimination resulting conflict and tension among societies along with economic inequality
paving a way for dispute over immigrant rights and immigration policies structured in racist, classicist,
heterononormative and ethno-centric ideologies. Because of the consumer culture the issue of identity
has come to surface than earlier. There can be several causes of inter-state migrants and refugee
moments, such as civil war and insurgency, ethnic or religious persecution, environmental disaster,
famine and political vendetta. people do not flee their governments, they flee violence, disorder and
lack of resources created by a particular crisis when the cause is political vendetta, the refugees are
small in number and they flee their governments. The consequences of the refugee problem for
receiving countries include pressure on economic resources and physical infrastructure, security risks
and threats to governmental authority- especially if the government is incapable of controlling the flow
across its borders.7
The corruption, mediocrity indiscipline, venality and lack of moral imagination of the political
class those essential agents of representation in any democracy, makes them incapable of attending to
the wellbeing of citizens.8
Consequently the state is unable to uphold the minimum requirements of formal legal
rationality attributed to it. The lines between legality illegality, order and disorder, state and criminality
have come to be increasingly porous. Rather than an artifice, impartially superintending society, the
state itself comes to be constituted by a network of power relations between a wide-range of
constituents. Rather than upholding the law and enforcing it in some neutral way, state officials and
actual enforces of law selectively intervene, depending on the sense of their own interests and the
pressures they take themselves to be under. If government can often convert citizens rights into a matter
for discretion, citizens in turn can often convert law into a matter of convenience. All of this does not
result in anarchy, but a politics of countless negotiations.9 In relation to the labour of working-class
immigrant youth the transnational popular culture is seen in practice. The culture citizenship of those
immigrants based on institutional practices of labour and education that are regulated by state as well
as articulated by global economy. The inclusion of migrants into a host-nations citizenship structure is
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the most obvious case of the development of citizenship through increases in the number of persons
meeting existing criteria of membership rather than through the advent of new rights as components
or elements of citizenship.10
Consequently it undermines the authority of nation state and globalization is seen as the actor
and the nation-state as the subject.11 In this way due to free flow of economy states are always under
the pressure of global economy and they are compelled to take steps in favour of the interest of capital
to strengthen the economy giving less consideration towards labour protection which is backbone of
the economy. Government policies are affected by the international finance. Multinational Companies,
investors and banks play an important role in shaping the government policy of a state making nationstate less democratic towards their electorate. So there is a need of global effort to make the process
meaningful to the masses.
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Abstract
The development of the concept of security in the global scenario is being influenced by the
changes in environment. As globalization takes shape in the post-cold war era, it is strongly believe
that it will drag along significant increment in violent crimes, drug trades, transnational terrorism,
diseases, environmental degradation and many other aspects of human life. National security is a
condition open to the assessment and evaluation of both the regime and the people. Whether or not the
national security agenda represents the state’s national interests is another case in point. In this article
some of the important aspects are being discussed like the present scenario of India’s National
Security, its problems and prospects.
Key words: Security, Diplomacy, nuclear weapons, non-proliferation, nuclear treaty,
Introduction:
The traditional view of security focused on the application of force at the state level, It is now
widely acknowledged that there is more to security than purely military factors. Today’s definition of
security acknowledges political, economic, environmental, social and human among other strands that
impact the concept of security. It is clear that there are manifold pressures emanating from the
international environment which make for a complex and multilayered set of challenges and
opportunities for India in the changed world order. India would have to respond to, if not anticipate,
the new challenges and maximize its strategic political options, drawing essentially from its own power
potential and bargaining leverages. This would at the least call for proactive strategies in terms of both
restructuring old ties and forging new relationships at the regional and global levels. An overarching
framework of India's national security has to take cognizance of military and non-military dimensions
in terms of both external threats and internal challenges to its territorial integrity and national unity.
Threats to a nation emanate as much from external aggression as from internal strife, but at times
internal factors can erode national security more critically than any external danger. National power
based on political stability, societal cohesion and economic development would thus remain central to
the future of India's national security.
Objectives of the Study:
 To study the sessional factors which are contributing for National Security of India.
 To examine the problems for India’s National Security.
 To analyze remedies to address the problems of India’s National Security.
Strategic factors of National Security:
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It is clear that India is slated to play an increasingly larger role in the coming decades. however,
depend as much on its ability to manage the present stage of transition as on the projection of its
strategic perspectives and policy options for the future. Two or three points deserve mention in this
regard. First, India's status and power projections remain essentially contingent on its national security
in terms of political stability, economic development and military strength. Second, although the
asymmetrical power structure in South Asia ensures India's centrality, its regional power and influence
tends to get circumscribed by the neighboring countries' sustained pressure to counter its pre-eminence.
In particular, Pakistan's unceasing search for parity with India makes for a deep-rooted strategic
dissonance in the region which effectively reduces its capacity to shape or influence events in its
neighborhood. Third, continued involvement of external powers in the region remains an integral part
of South Asian geo-political realities. The end of the Cold War has weakened the inevitable link up
between regional conflict and Great Power rivalry. However, the inability of the states of the region to
evolve a credible bilateral and regional framework for cooperation would continue to play an important
role in reinforcing the pattern of external involvement--primarily in pursuance of their own strategic
interests--in the region. This is bound to impinge on India's security perspectives, both short-term and
long-term.
The Indian state is faced with a varied set of threats in the conventional, sub conventional
(insurgency and terrorism) and nuclear domains. Along its land frontiers, India faces disputed
boundaries and competing territorial claims with both Pakistan and China. The Line of Control (LOC),
a de facto boundary with Pakistan, and the Line of Actual Control (LAC), an unmarked boundary with
China, have remained contentious for decades. In the conventional sphere, both states pose military
threats along India’s continental frontiers as well as in the maritime domain. Today, for the first time
in the fraught strategic history of Sino-Indian relations, Beijing is a stronger actor in the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR), as regular surface and subsurface naval deployments by the People’s Liberation Army
Navy testify. The establishment of fixed Chinese bases, coupled with logistics and supply hubs, in the
IOR will shrink the Indian Navy’s geographic and strategic advantages in the region. Substantial naval
cooperation already exists between China and Pakistan. Gwadar in Pakistan serves as a deep-water
port for Chinese nuclear submarines while Karachi serves as a major logistics hub. To be sure, SinoPak naval cooperation is in a league of its own and there are few parallels when it comes to China’s
naval engagement with other countries in the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf.
The Problems of India’s National Security:
There are many problems of India’s National Security, since India is surrounded by many
states, which are geographically very small except China when we compare with India, though they
are small nations, they have many disputes with India in one or other aspect. China and Pakistan have
the border disputes, the other nations have some other disputes with India. We can discuss some of the
India’s National Security as under.
 China claims 90,000 square kilometers of territory from India in the eastern sector, which
includes the entire northeastern Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh, spread over 83,743 square
kilometers. In 1960, India rejected a swap offer made by China’s former Prime Minister Zhou
En-lai asking India to recognize China’s control of Aksai Chin in the west as a quid pro quo for
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China’s recognition of the McMahon line, subsequently India initiated a “forward policy” to
control Arunachal Pradesh. The policy was blamed for having induced the 1962 war between
India and China, has but has retained Indian control over the state.
 India’s land forces lack sophisticated weapons and armory, the navy’s submarine fleet has
dwindled down to 40 percent of the minimum requirements, and the fighter squadrons are at the
level of 60 percent of the mandatory need, which indeed is a cause of concern considering the
slow pace of India’s defense modernization. Therefore, when taking into account of the changing
nature of threats in the emerging geopolitical scenario.
 Issues of regional peace and stability continue to loom large on India's strategic horizon. South
Asia is today on the threshold of a new era of democratization as the process of evolving
democratic structure is under way in almost all the countries of the region. The peaceful electoral
transfer of power in Pakistan four times in a brief span of nine years reflects a growing
commitment to democratic norms in that country. Bangladesh is firmly back on the track of
democratic functioning after a long paralytic spell of negative agitational politics.
Notwithstanding ups and downs, Nepal also continues to manage its democratic experiment
credibly. At the same time, there are vested and deeply entrenched authoritarian interests in all
these states, particularly the ones which have been under military rule for long years. For instance,
the continued dominance of bureaucratic military oligarchy in the political set-up in Pakistan
makes for a fundamental disjunctive in its policy. Given the fragile democratic institutions in all
these countries, the democratic process itself is releasing new pressures. It is thus that the
domestic environment in South Asia continues to remain generally characterized by political
unrest and regime instability.
 This is a formidable challenge and no country, however large or powerful, has the wherewithal
to insulate itself from such omnipresent threats, of which terrorism stoked by distorted religious
radicalism is the latest and most grotesque manifestation. Other universal concerns include
threats from traffickers of drugs, arms, human beings, organized poachers, ships that
clandestinely discharge oil and toxic cargo into the sea or onto the shores of unsuspecting and
ill-informed states, mercenaries and modern-day pirates. In addition, there are several ‘nontraditional security threats’ as well. These common challenges can only be faced through the
common resolve of like-minded states, facilitated through multilateral structure as well as
opportunities and mechanisms for constructive engagement. It will need a transformation in the
way we think, and in the way we look at one another. It would also require those nations which
have the necessary resources and wherewithal to take the lead in ensuring all forms of security
to life, trade and property. Concerted efforts at capability-enhancement and capacity-building of
the smaller countries of the region, through active assistance of larger neighbors would be crucial
to such efforts in the long term.
 A word on coordination of maritime security closer to our coast. Preventing ingress of terrorists
from the sea is an abiding challenge. Our long and porous coastline and several island territories,
many of which are uninhabited, offer avenues for infiltration of men and material into our
heartland, as well as safe havens for clandestine activities. Intrusions via the sea are extremely
difficult to prevent with our current state of material and organizational preparedness.
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 International terrorism poses the greatest challenge to the security and stability of the country. It
was until recently confined to the state of Jammu & Kashmir but has gradually spread across the
length and breadth of the country. The terrorists are opposed to the very idea of India; they want
to destroy its icons and its symbols.
Present Scenario:
India has formulated a new war-fighting doctrine. In this doctrine, the Armed Forces must
prepare for a cyber-based war in the 21st century that will require substantial military modernization
to prosecute. The reorientation of India’s fighting doctrine is based on awareness that its offensive
forces must not be used in a way that could make them an escalator for nuclear war.10 Huge tank and
artillery armies are therefore obsolete and the emphasis will be on smaller highly mobile battle groups
designed to destroy adversary combat capabilities rather than occupy territory. Thus, hyper war will
aim to neutralize enemy offensive forces using smart munitions well before they come into visual
range.
Currently, the defense budget is only 2.3 percent of GDP, with increasing pressure to raise this
number, due, primarily, to rising concern over China’s future intentions and Pakistan’s nascent nuclear
and long range missile program. With inflation and rupee depreciation factored in, budgetary numbers
become even slimmer. Currently, as little as five to ten percent of the defense budget is earmarked for
modernization and weapon induction. The lion’s share is expended on pay, allowances and
maintenance of aging equipment. Defense analysts argue that the defense budget must be increased to
three percent, at a bare minimum, to compensate for these factors.
Indian armed forces are currently in the midst of a huge modernization process. However,
owing to the resource crunch, their ability to pay for it has come under a great deal of stress. The
resource crunch has been so intense that they are finding it difficult to even pay for the past
contracts. In 2018-19, as against a requirement of Rs 1,10,044 crore to meet the Committed
Liabilities, the total budget (including for New Schemes) was Rs 74,116 crore. If the requirement
of the New Schemes is added, the shortfall on modernization front was a staggering Rs 67,363
crore or 48 per cent.
As against a huge shortage on modernization budget in the previous year, the latest budget
has allocated an additional amount of Rs 6,893 crore, the same amount provided in the interim
allocation. The additional amount is grossly inadequate, to say the least. However, partial relief
is provided in the form of exemption of import of defence items not manufactured in India from
the basic customs duty (CD). The MoD estimates the CD exemption will lead to a savings of Rs
25000 crore over the next five years.
Conclusion
Under the national self-reliance program, India 2020, strategic objectives have been set to reach
high levels, if not complete self–reliance in national production, including defense production over the
next 20 years. · Historically, India has tried to achieve self-reliance by a combination of diversification
of sources of supply, licensed manufacture of armaments, and indigenous design, development, and
9
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production. However the decade of wars starting with the Sino-Indian conflict of 1962 caused India to
forgo extensive indigenous developments in favor of rapidly acquiring Soviet equipment on long-term
credits at low interest rates. At that point, licensed manufacture of Soviet systems became the primary
vehicle for self-reliant. Since India is in strategic geographical area, it needs to be adopted the multidimensional approaches to strengthen the India’s National Security.
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Abstract
India is land where people believe in cooperation and maintain healthy relationship with its
neighbor. India has always been known as a “peace-loving country”. India has official political
relations with most nations. India is considered as the world's second most populous and democratic
country. Its economy is the fastest growing around the world. With the world's eighth largest military
expenditure, third largest armed force, seventh largest economy by nominal rates and third largest
economy in terms of purchasing power parity. India is a regional power, an embryonic global power
and has capability to become superpower. India has a developing international influence and a
prominent voice in global businesses.
Many unexpected but important developments are taking place in India’s neighbourhood. New
political dispensations with new agendas have emerged in Pakistan, Bhutan, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, the
Maldives, Nepal and Pakistan. Besides, one would have to await the elections in Bangladesh in the
next few months. Presidential elections are due in Afghanistan next year. India’s “Neighborhood First”
policy will have to take into account these changes and tweaked, if need be.
Key Words: Indian International Relationship, SAARC, Indo-China relationship,
Introducation
The developments affecting India’s neighborhood over the past decade have led India to take
a close look at her foreign and security policies. There is a widely shared belief that India has to
formulate policy options to secure her national interests, keeping in view the changes occurring in her
neighborhood.
The important of this paper is study the geopolitical situation in the neighborhood is likely to
change significantly due to uncertainties in the global economy, chronic instability in the Af-Pak
region, increasing salience of external factors in regional politics, continuing anti-India sentiments in
some of the countries, demographic pressures, growth in illegal migration, and adverse consequences
of climate change. However, there are also signs of greater desire for economic integration,
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strengthening of democratic institutions in some countries, and emphasis on regional cooperation.
While India may face increasing security challenges due to instability in certain countries, there will
be an opportunity for it to better integrate its economy with the region.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
When reviewing historical approach, India's international influence varied over the years after
independence. Indian prestige and moral authority were high in the 1950s and enabled the acquisition
of developmental assistance from both East and West. Although the prestige stemmed from India's
nonaligned stance, the nation was incapable to prevent Cold War politics from becoming intertwined
with interstate relations in South Asia.
In the decade of 1960 and 1970s, India's international position among developed and
developing countries faded in the course of wars with China and Pakistan, disputes with other countries
in South Asia, and India's effort to balance Pakistan's support from the United States and China by
signing the Indo-Soviet Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in August 1971. Although India
obtained substantial Soviet military and economic aid, which helped to strengthen the nation, India's
influence was undercut regionally and internationally by the perception that its friendship with the
Soviet Union prevented a more forthright disapproval of the Soviet presence in Afghanistan. In the
late 1980s, India developed relations with the United States, other developed countries, and China
while continuing close ties with the Soviet Union. Relations with its South Asian neighbours,
especially Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Nepal, occupied much of the energies of the Ministry of External
Affairs.
In the mid-1990s, India fascinated the world attention towards the terrorism supported by
Pakistan in Kashmir. The Kargil War resulted in a major diplomatic victory for India. The United
States and European Union recognised the fact that Pakistani military had illegally infiltrated into
Indian Territory and pressured Pakistan to withdraw from Kargil. Several anti-India militant groups
based in Pakistan were labelled as terrorist groups by the United States and European Union.
After disastrous terrorist attack in September 11 in 2001, Indian intelligence agencies provided
the U.S. with significant information on Al-Qaeda and related groups' activities in Pakistan and
Afghanistan. India's extensive contribution to the War on Terror, along with a surge in its economy,
has assisted India's diplomatic relations with several countries.
India championed the cause of peace in the world. Being a large country, India has a long
border and many neighbors with them have traditionally maintained welcoming and good neighborly
relations. Countries nearby India include Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh, China, Pakistan, Burma,
Sri Lanka, Maldives, Bhutan, and Nepal. These neighborhood countries are the member countries of
the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). The constituent countries
individually as well as collectively represent a world of historical links, shared legacies, commonalities
as well as diversities which are elaborately reflected in their ethnic, linguistic, religious and political
fabric. China and Myanmar, the other two neighbors, are no less complex.
The South Asian region is also full of inconsistencies, disparities and paradoxes. In the postcolonial period, the South Asia has been a theatre of blood spattered interstate as well as civil wars. It
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has witnessed liberation movements, nuclear rivalry, military dictatorships and continues to suffer
from insurgencies, religious fundamentalism and terrorism, besides serious problems associated with
drugs and human trafficking.
The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) has remained in existence
for over two decades, yet South Asia is considered as the least integrated of the global regions. This is
despite the stipulation in its Charter that "bilateral and contentious issues shall be excluded” from its
deliberations, thus making it possible to put the contentious issues on the back burner and focus on
areas of possible cooperation. On the positive side, the region has been registering good growth during
the past several years. Also democratic forms of governance are beginning to gain some ground in
most parts of the region.
India and China:
When the Communists came to power in China, India had welcomed the change and was one
of the first countries to recognize her. She also advocated China’s admission to the UN.
In 1954, Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and the Chinese Prime Minister, Chou- enlai, had signed the “Panchsheel” agreement.
They adopted five principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty.
Mutual non-aggression.
Mutual non-interference in each other’s internal affairs.
Equality and mutual benefit.
Peaceful coexistence.

In spite of this, in 1962, China attacked India in the North-East and occupied a part of Indian Territory.
The war ended soon but relations between India and China remained strained for a long time to come.
The visits of the Indian Prime Ministers Rajiv Gandhi (in 1988) and Narasimha Rao (in 1993)
to China have improved the situation to some extent. Several trade agreements have also been signed.
But it is not an easy task to restore peace and mutual trust between the two countries.
While the Indian Government has largely played down the issue as a regular
occurrence,security and intelligence reports have cautioned the ministry that the Chinese have been
clearing tracts of forests in Arunachal Pradesh,which some have interpreted as a challenge to India’s
sovereignty over the state. Added to this is the far better state of communication on the Chinese
side,where a prominent network of roads has been built. This would enable Chinese forces to reach
the border at a much quicker pace than Indian troops posted in the region.
All this has meant that the Line of Actual Control (LoAC) which continues to be disagreed over,is
highly militarised and patrolled,China holding a distinct advantage should there be an escalation of
tensions and any form of direct engagement.
There is also the issue of conflicting maritime interests. The Indian Ocean is a hotspot for
commercial activity and control over the waters of these parts remain high on the priority for both
countries. China’s aggressive policy at sea has been highlighted by its many incursions into the South
13
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Sea,whose waters it shares with Japan,and notwithstanding the latter’s objections,China has continued
to send its coastguard to hover around the disputed Senkaku Island. China has also taken over the
administration of a number of ports in Sri Lanka,Bangladesh and Pakistan. India has replied by
entering into joint-cooperation pacts with its maritime neighbours to underscore the importance of
maintaining security and surveillance,with a tri-lateral pact with Sri Lanka and Maldives to combat
piracy and track merchant vessels in an Economic Exclusive Zone (EEZ) coming days after China had
taken over the Gwadar Port in Pakistan. Experts are increasingly seeing this as a conflict between
China’s development model up against India’s security model.
After a three-year hiatus,diplomatic relations between the countries are likely to be kickstarted,with hints that a resolution to the border dispute may be in the pipeline,but given the nature of
Chinese diplomacy and dissemination,it seems unlikely that a lasting solution agreeable to both parties
may be found in the short run.
India and South Asia
South Asia comprises the countries lying to the south of the Himalayas and the Hindukush
mountains. India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Maldives and Sri Lanka are the countries
belonging to the region. Most of these countries were previously ruled by the British. They have similar
cultures, social habits and economic problems.
All these countries face problems arising out of overpopulation, poverty, malnutrition,
illiteracy etc. It is believed that these countries of South Asia could progress fast only through
cooperation with each other and by devising common plans for development. This concept led to the
formation of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) with the objective of
mutual economic and social development.
The South Asian Association:
The late President Zia-ur-Rehman of Bangladesh first proposed the setting up of a regional
body, countries, held discussions on the need for cooperation among them and identified several areas
where cooperation was urgently needed.
The Foreign Ministers of these seven South Asian countries studied these proposals. The first
South the SAARC Asian summit held in Dhaka in 1985 marked the formation of the SAARC.
It’s Objectives:
The Dhaka Declaration states its objective as the making of “the full use of all the human and
natural resources and accelerate the economic and social development of the region”.
Broadly speaking, the objectives are:
1. Strengthening economic cooperation so as to improve the quality of life of the people of South
Asia;
2. Increasing the pace of economic growth;
3. Giving mutual assistance and cooperation in areas like agriculture, scientific development, etc.;
and
14
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4. Promoting social progress and cultural development.
It was made clear from the very beginning that no member state would interfere in the internal
affairs of another. Only those matters would be discussed which concerned all the member states.
After the formation of the SAARC, a number of summits were held. Each summit undertook
several specific programmes. The South Asian Preferable Trade Agreement (SAPTA) was signed to
inaugurate a new era of economic cooperation in South Asia. India hosted the first festival of the
SAARC countries in 1992. Artists, musicians and dancers from all the SAARC countries participated
in the festival.
The first SAARC Trade Fair was held in New Delhi in 1996. Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Sri Lanka and India participated in the fair.
Achievements:
The progress of regional cooperation among the SAARC countries was slow. Yet a few
noteworthy developments took place.
1. It established a cultural link among the SAARC countries. The SAVE (SAARC Audio-Visual
Exchange programme) was launched in 1987 to make people aware of one another’s cultures
and make them conscious of the need for cultural exchange. Regular monthly programmes on
radio and television are contributed by each member country.
2. The SAARC Regional Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism came into force in August
1988. The members also signed a SAARC Convention on Narcotic Drugs in 1990 to combat
the problem of drug trafficking and drug abuse.
3. A SAARC Trade Fair with the theme “Cooperation for Growth” was organized in New Delhi.
4. The South Asian Federation (SAF) Games are held by turn in each of the member countries.
It is difficult for the SAARC to achieve its objectives because of internal dissent. There are
differences between India and Pakistan on the Kashmir issue and cross-border terrorism. India also
has a dispute with Bangladesh over the sharing of river waters and strained relations with Sri Lanka
on Tamil militancy.
The Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN):
The South-East Asian countries of Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma), Thailand and Vietnam are
economically important countries. While Myanmar, Thailand and Vietnam are rice- producing
countries, Malaysia produces rubber.
Possibly for fear of communist domination, the governments of Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines and Singapore formed the Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 1967. It
was decided to make the region a “Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality”. Later on Brunei, Vietnam,
Myanmar and Laos joined the ASEAN.
The ASEAN was founded with the objective of accelerating economic growth, social progress
and cultural development in the region. It sought dialogue with the powerful nations of the world in
order to attract investment. These nations were called “Dialogue Partners”.
India and the ASEAN:
India has cordial relations with the ASEAN countries. She was made a full-fledged Dialogue
Partner in 1995. Her relations with the ASEAN countries improved. India was also represented at the
ASEAN Regional Forum Conference in Manila (1998).
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At the same time, not doing anything is not an option. India has substantial socio-economic
relationship with its neighbours. It has contributed significantly to the growth of these countries. India
should do what it does best – offer socio-economic assistance, build connectivities, facilitate trade,
offer scholarships, promote tourism, provide access to its healthcare facilities and build national
capacities of these countries. It is necessary to build people-to-people contacts by forging strong
institutional mechanisms in the social sectors as well. India can also promote regional cooperation
through BIMSTEC and BBIN. India can share its scientific and technological capabilities with its
neighbours. In other words, India should not allow itself to be pitted against China in every field, but
continue with its engagement with the neighbours in mutual interest.
India has natural advantages in South Asia, that of geography and culture. These cannot be taken
away. India should be ready to deal with any government that comes to power in these countries.
Engagement with new leaders should be stepped up. At the same time, India should support and align
with the democratic forces in these countries. Engagement with the youth, women, farmers and civil
society should be stepped up. New ideas for cooperation will be needed. But, even more important is
the need to improve the delivery. India should be careful not to overpromise and deliver in time what
has been promised.
Conclusion
To summarize, India is a huge country with manifold cultures. It has high status in the South
East Asia. India has vast cultural advancement therefore nation has maintained good and sociable
relations with all its neighbours. India’s foreign policy is to maintain peace, freedom and mutual cooperation among the nations. Its foreign policy is based on the philosophies of Panchsheela,
nonalignment disarmament. India’s immediate neighbours are Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal,
Bhutan, Maldives, Burma, China and Afghanistan. India has cordial historical, religious, economic,
ethnic and linguistic relationships with all of these states. Preferably, India would prefer a peaceful,
wealthy neighbourhood responsive to its own needs and wishes. But from the outset of its history as
an independent country, India’s major challenges have included the promotion of internal cohesion
and the management of its often troubled relations with its neighbouring countries, the two often being
closely linked, for example in relation to Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka. In India, political leaders and
populace always look forward for friendly relationship with neighbouring countries, though many
conflicts emerged in past.
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INDIA: PERAMANENT SEAT IN UNSC.
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The united nations is an international organization. The mission and work of the united nation
are guided by the purposes and principals contained in its founding charter. India was among the
original member of the united nation. It is operated through its five organs, among the organs UN plays
an important role in contemporary time. India strongly support the purposes and principals of the UN
and has made significant contribution in implementing the goals of the charter and evolution of UN
specialized programs and agencies. The security council is mainly an action agency of the UN and
thus is akin to the executive organ of government its aim is to maintain international peace and security
and also to equate geographical distribution. e.g. five from Asia and Africa, two from Latin America,
one from Eastern Europe and two from Western Europe and other states.
India has been a member of the UNSC for eight terms a total of ongoing sixteen years with
most recent being the 2021-22.India for long has been in the view that the UNSC sought to be reformed
by expansion in the membership of the security council in the both permanent and non-permanent
categories. India, with an objective criterion such as population, territorial size GDP, economic
potential, civilization legacy, cultural diversity, political system is eminently qualified for permanent
membership.
The existence of UNSC is more than 75 years, it requires reforms, however it does not
represent the geopolitical and economic realities of the 21st century and also it is un democratic, baring
two regions North America and Europe, other regions are either under presented like Asia or not
represented at all Africa, Latin America and small islands developing states. And even lack of global
governance, there are no regulatory mechanisms for global commons like the internet, space, high seas
and no unanimity on how to deal with global issues like terrorism, climate change, cyber security and
public health as seen in the current pandemic. Misuse of veto power by permanent (P5) five countries
to serve the strategic interest of themselves and their allies. In case for permanent membership of India
in UNSC, India is the founding member of the UN since its independence. even before that, India has
been an active participant in all under taken by the UN like millennium development goals, sustainable
development goals and various UN summits including on climate change. Today, most significantly
India has almost twice the number of peace keepers deploy on the ground as much as by P5 countries.
India being the largest democracy and second most populous country in the world, are the
primary reasons for India to be granted permanent membership in UNSC, also is now the fifth largest
economy and one of the fastest growing economies in the world and 3rd largest in terms of purchasing
power parity as of 2020.India acquires state of nuclear weapons state in May 1998 also makes India a
natural claimant as a permanent memberas all nuclear weapon states.
India’s international profile and capability rise due to its even expanding global foot print in
diverse areas are the primary reasons for India to be granted permanent membership in UNSC. Like
political sustainable development, cultural, science and technology. Based on credentials India claim
for permanent membership is supported by G4 countries majority of permanent members of UNSC
and majority of countries in the UNGA were advocate in forums to bring reforms in the UNSC. India
is representing the developing world, is also undisputed leader of the 3rd world countries reflected by
its leadership role in G77group.India has maintaining international peace and security, and struggle
against colonialism and apartheid system in the world. India’s status as a founding member of the
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nonaligned movement. India also played a prominent role articulate in the economic, environment,
and development. It also promotes and protects human rights, has also been an important focus on
India’s foreign policy in international forums.
Seeking of permanent seat in UNSC, according to the G4 proposal, the UNSC should be
expanded beyond the current 15 members to include 25 members, India was demanded permanent
security council is extended to south Asian nations and be a supporter of the G4 plans and also India
suggests that this will leads to greater representation of the developing nations rather than the current
major powers. India makes number of claims to justify its demands. India is the largest contributor of
troops to the UN peace keeping missions, it has contributed more than 1,80,000 troops, the largest
number from any country participated in more than 43 missions and 156 Indian peace keepers have
made in the UN mission as of 2019.
Although the US and other permanent council members were not very supportive of expanding
the security council. During the Barak Obama visit to India has offered his support for India to become
a permanent member of the council however the reaction from other council members are not very
clear particularly from china. Critics from permanent countries argued that India has still has not
signed NPT and also refused to sign the CTBT in 1996. Though India is a bright spot in the global
economy and its macroeconomic fundamentals are stable, yet it shows poor performance in many
socio- economic indicators like Human Development Index. India is competing with other countries
of G4 grouping (Japan, Brazil and Germany) for a spot for permanent membership in UNSC. India’s
capacity to project its military powers beyond the Indian ocean region is still to be tested. Further,
India heavily relies on weaponry imports from the US and Russia for its military requirements. Coffee
club is a group of nations which counter the bids for permanent seats by countries such as G4 under
the leadership of Italy it aims to \counter the bids for permanent seats proposed by G4 nations
India has been acknowledged as a rising power by most of the states. Also, there is a pressing
need to democratize multilateral starting from the United nation system itself. In this context India is
making a legitimate claim for its rightful place in the changing architecture of global governance,
including the UN Security Council. However, for that to happen political will, especially of the P5
nation and strong consensus among all the nation is the need of the hour the issue of push to expand
UNSC which is tasked with primary responsibility of maintenance of international peace and security.
India become a permanent UNSC member is essential for maintaining balance of power with china
and countering china’s hegemony within Asia. Equal representation of all the countries across the
world is essential to maintain international peace and security.
REFERENCE:
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Abstract
India and China are rising giants of Asia. Both are world’s most populous countries and fastest
growing major economics. The far-reaching growth in China and India’s global diplomatic and
economic influence has also enhanced the significance of their bilateral relationship. China and India
are two of world’s oldest civilizations and have co-existed in peace for millennia. Both countries have
effectively tried to reignite cultural, diplomatic and economic ties. China has emerged as the largest
trading partner of India and two countries have tried to expand their strategic and military relations.
The economic relation between two countries is considered to be one of the most significant bilateral
relations in the current global economic scenario and this trend is expected to go on in the years to
come.
Introduction
In the past India and China had maintained very cordial relations. The greatest son of India,
Gautama Buddha gave a message of peace and brotherhood to the world and Buddhism, once the
religion of India which replaced Hinduism has all but disappeared from the land of its birth. But the
message of Buddhism was introduced in China during 5th century. Many Buddhist scholars went to
China and this introduction of Buddhism, brought India and China together to a relationship of
friendship and cooperation. After India became free, then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, called an
Asian conference in Delhi in 1946 and our country tried to establish friendly relations withal Asian
nations including China.
When the People’s Republic of China was established in that country after a bloody conflict
between nationalist and communities, India was one of the few nations which recognized to communist
China, and Jawaharlal Nehru, realizing the common experience of exploitation of the people of china
and India by the western imperial power, sincerely tried to befriend the Chinese revolution and for
about a decade in the 1950’s the relationship between India and China flowered and of “Hindi Chini
Bhai Bhai” was the slogan of the period. But However, China had other ambition and desire and in
1959, it started the border conflict and mounted massive invasion of India in 1962.
The Genesis of Sino-Indian War of 1962:
During the 1950.s Nehru went to China and Chinese premier Chou- En- Lai visited India. Both
of them were received warmly in their respective countries. However, the Chinese communists, like
their ancestors, considered India as inferior. However, Nehru’s conception of the international scene
at that time thought that India and China can be an effective force in maintaining peace in Asia and
19
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would be effective in the cold war period as a peace force to be reckoned with. Therefore, India under
Nehru, deliberately created in India an atmosphere of euphoria with his slogan of “Hindi Chini Bhai
Bhai.” But the Chinese looked at India as an agent of western imperialism. During the same period
India played a significant role in world affairs both in the United Nations and outside and was
instrumental in heading off the war between China and the U.S.A. in the Korean War.
India also emerged as a significant actor in the Geneva Conference on Indo-China in 1954.
Generally, India was acting as a spokesman of the Third World in the Cold War period. The Chinese
obviously did not like India’s role in the world politics and expected India to know her place. Nehru
was a well-known figure in the West as well as Asia and Africa among the intellectuals and after the
World Wars among the general masses in Europe and Asia. Whereas Chou-En-Lai was still no more
than Mao-Tse-Tung’s guerrilla commander unknown outside China, as Che Guera of the 1930s. At
the Bandung Conference of 1956, Nehru was already at the peak of his influence in the international
community.
However, the Chinese considered India’s policy of non-alignment as a sham. In the Chinese
view, non-alignment was a mere cover to extract more and more economic aid from both the Soviet
Union and the West. India’s rule in world affairs was rescued by Chinese as time passed and India still
considered china as china and the Chinese as brothers and was confident that the border as delineated
by McMahon line would be accepted by the Chinese as he was told by Chou-en-Lai that the old maps
of china would be rectified by the PRC which showed large parts of India as belonging to china.
The Sino-India boundary is a question is a question later over by history there is a traditional
customary boundary between the two countries but the boundary between the two countries have never
been formally limited the so called McMahon line in the eastern sector is a line which the British
imperialists attempted to force upon china by taking advantage of the powerlessness of the Chinese
and the Indian people. It is illegal and has never been recognized by the Chinese government after the
independence of India and especially around the time of the peaceful liberation of the Tibet region of
china, the Indian side gradually extended its scope of actual control in the eastern sector north ward
from the traditional customary line to the vicinity of the so called McMahon.
The Chinese government has always held that even though china and India cannot for a time
reach agreed opinions on the boundary questions. This should not lead to border clashes as early as
1959 the Chinese government repeatedly proposed that the armed of each side withdraw 20km all
along the border and stop frontier par roles as to disengage the armed forces of the two sides and avoid
conflicts.
The Chinese, they settled the boundary dispute with neighboring countries peacefully but
however, made India the target of their jealousy and expansionism. They started to build a road in
Kashmir in Askai Chin as early as in 1958 linking Tibet with sinking. China went on establishing
military posts during 1958-62. They established three military posts at the Fort sector of Ladakh,
practically on the international frontier between Tibet and Ladakh. Nehru described these military
posts as an aggression on Indian territory in the Lok Sabha on November 28 th 1961. He further said
“we attached importance to the NEFA border for various reasons and we had succeeded in protecting
it adequately”. He said on 7th December 1961 in the Lok Sabha “it is a conflict of two of the greatest
countries of Asia. We have to see it in proper perspective, geographical perspective, historical
20
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perspective and try to understand it. Something very big has happened, which is not going to be set
aside merely by our getting angry even though younger may be justified. We have to plan for the future
in perspective to how to deal with a situation like this which is of the most vital importance to us, to
the future of Asia and of the world we have to prepare for it”.
The Prime Minister made a general observation about the conquest of Indian as follows
“whenever India has been conquered or defeated, it was not because of any wonderful deeds of the
conquer, but because of our feebleness, our lack of unity, our backwardness, economic, industrial
backwardness, better weapons on the other side. That is more important. 450 million do no good at all
unless there is unity and they are trained up and they have a modern mind. Again he said “one of the
simple things our ancestors were lacking in was possessing even a physical map of India.
Guessing the movie behind the Chinese invasion of India Nehru observed that china did not
like India’s policy of non-alignment and they wanted the cold war to engulf India also. He was sure
that cold war would come in India if India joined any of the two blocks further referring to some
member’s observation, he said “we must join some military block to save us from this (invasion). That,
I am not prepared to do. Even if disaster comes to us on the frontier, I am not prepared to do that,
because I am not going to let India re-lie on foreign army to save its territory, that I am not prepared
whatever happens. Nehru was of the opinion that India should have a dual policy. One to whole the
Chinese and second settle the problem peacefully. According to Nehru the Chinese invaded territory,
which has not been in their position ever. Even in the history of the last 10,000 years. The Chinese had
an advantage over India because they had built roads all over Tibet. Which facilitates moment of army.
The Chinese made the full-fledged invasion on 20th October 1962. Nehru described the Chinese
invasion of India as a clear case of imperialist aggression and expansionism.
In fact, China’s internal problem of anti-rightist campaign militant and left to ward course in
Chinese foreign policy, differences with Soviet Union, ridicule of NAM and peaceful co-existence and
vigorous stress and struggle against imperialism and support to national liberation moment etc., made
PRC to embark on an aggressive policy towards India. China really wanted India to abandon the policy
of NAM. It was also jealous of India’s role in international affairs. Its enemies were the USA, the
Soviet Union and India. In this context the western powers especially USA and Brittan had showed
sympathy for India. The mighty Himalayas which stood as a sentinel guarding India and dividing china
and India have become less formidable because of modern technology and communication. China,
geographically enjoys certain advantages over India. It looks down upon Indian on the hills and plains
of India from its higher mountain tops in Tibet and Sin Kiang. In the late 1950s, China became
disenchanted with world community and felt that it was denied its rightful place in the committee of
nations by the United States and hence became resent ant whereas India was working for International
Detente and removing of tension.
Tibet Issue:
In October 1, 1949, the establishment of the People ’s Republic of China was formally
proclaimed. On November 24, 1949, Peking Radio broadcasted a message of Mao-Tse-Tung
encouraging the people of Tibet to over throw the rule of the Dalai Lama. When the news of the
Chinese attack on Eastern Tibet trickled in, the Government of India sent a protest note to the Chinese
Government on October 21, 1950 against the military measure being taken in Tibet. To this, the
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Chinese replied on October 30, 1950, stressing that China would like to make it clear that Tibet is an
integral part of Chinese territory. The negotiations started in April 1951 and ended on May 23951.
When Sino-Tibetan agreement for the peaceful Liberation of Tibet was signed. This agreement was
based on the assumption that Tibet was a part of China. The Sino-Tibetan Pact of 1951 did not exclude
the continuation of special contact between India and Tibet. And so India’s legitimate interest in Tibet
could yet be safeguarded.
Pakistan factor in Sino-Indian Relations;
When India was partitioned in 1947 and Pakistan came into being, the Pakistan leaders decided
to join the western bloc; during the same period a civil war was going on in china. India had full
sympathy for the Chinese people, soon after china under Mao-Tse-Tung’s leadership established PRC
in 1949.India was the second nation to recognize the Communist Government in China. For a time
seemed that Pakistan on the other hand put all it’s in the American basket and Pakistan’s entire energy
in foreign affairs was directed against India and tried every effort to get the support of Western bloc
and other nation to support its cause in Kashmir issue, when the border dispute between India and
China became serious in 1959. When 10 Indian policemen were killed in the Western sector of the
Sino-Indian border, the Pakistan leaders who had assured Chou-En-Lai in the Bandung conference that
Pakistan was not against Chinese people and Government and their membership in western bloc were
only against India. When a full-fledged war broke out between India and China in 1962, the Pakistani
leaders were happy and jumped to the conclusion that they, along with PRC, can defeat India and
attempted to establish closer relation with communist China. China became the chief supplier of
military hardware to Pakistan. Most of the Pakistani loss in military equipment during 1965 and 1971
wars with India were made by China and they were mutually free of cost. This relationship was not
impaired when Deng and his supporters returned to power after the passing away of Mao.
It may be mentioned that Pakistan occupies a strategic position as far as China was concerned.
It had border with the Soviet Union and India along with China. India will have to fight two friends
and it would be a very difficult task for the Indian Army. On Kashmir issue the Chinese in the sixties
and seventies have supported Pakistan in its demand for self-determination for the Kashmir people.
However, in 1980s when the relation between India and China improved, the new Foreign Minister
Wuxueqian visited Pakistan in 1983 and addressed a press conference at Islamabad airport and said
that India and Pakistan should settle their dispute over Kashmir through friendly consultation in
accordance with the U.N. resolution and Shimla agreement.
Mrs Gandhi who became the Prime Minister following the death of Lal Bahadur Shastri on Jan
11, 1966, was of the opinion that the policy of NAM has served India well. In the 1971 war between
Pakistan and India, the Soviet Union supported India and China supported Pakistan.
In September 1976, Mao-tse-Tung died and in 1977 the Janata government came to power in
India. The new government followed the same policy as the previous government with regard to China.
Another problem was the perception of the two countries about South Asian region. India since its
independence, have maintained that their foreign interference in the region is justified whereas China
was seeking a role in the South-Asia. The South Asian countries specially the Chinese deep
commitment to Pakistan. China helped Pakistan in many ways including transfer of nuclear technology
to that country and other weapons which continued up to till today.
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Conclusion:
The Sino Indian relation should be viewed in the context of three important factors. Firstly,
Chinese and Indian perception of the South Asian region. China and India being the two largest
countries in Asia are likely to play a major role in Asia in general and South Asia in particular.
Secondly, the changed world situation which had diluted Chinese concept of the world revolution.
Beginning in 1981, a number of agreement were reached between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. on nuclear
weapons. The subsequent disintegration of the U.S.S.R., and the introduction of market economy in
Soviet Union had a deleterious impact on china. The opening of China for multinational investment
and the opening of the Chinese market has diluted Marxism and Leninism and Maoism. Thirdly, the
Sino-Indian relation and border problems in the context of the present international relations. The
Chinese ambition to play a leading role South- East and South-Asia cannot be full filled unless she cooperates with India Japan.
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A moment of introspection
In the Indian foreign policy discourse, the period from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s is often
referred to as the ‘lost decade’. Some Indian strategic thinkers refer to that phase as one absorbed in
‘navel-gazing’, in which the atmosphere of rising religious intolerance and violence dissipated any
opportunity for growth. It was only after the private-sector-driven IT revolution triggered economic
growth in the country, however uneven, that India acquired the self-confidence to wrest its space in
the global sphere largely through offering its market of one billion people. With growing economic
muscle came a sense that India had allowed its obsessive relationship with its South Asian neighbours
to dominate foreign policy concerns for far too long. Or as a senior Indian diplomat says, ‘It is time to
push the frontier by engaging with the bigger powers as part of building up a new paradigm.’
Yet at this time of soul-searching New Delhi also realized that claiming its privileged position
as America’s special friend in Asia has implications for its immediate neighbourhood. There were two
primary reasons for this rethinking of its relationships in the region: first, the realization that its
strategic space within South Asia was dwindling and this in turn was paving the way for other players,
notably China and the US, to exert greater influence; and, second, the recognition that India’s own
policies of ‘connectivity’ with the rest of the world depend to some degree on a cooperative
neighbourhood. India needs, for instance, a supportive Bangladesh which will allow the transit of gas
from Myanmar to northeast India. The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and
Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) was a regional initiative encouraged by India to improve trade
between South and Southeast Asia.
There are contradictory strands in India’s views on the region. But most Indian commentators
strongly believe that recent developments have compelled the government to change its tack and pay
greater attention to its neighbours. Among these are strong pressures on the government, from Chinese
competition and by the domestic private sector, to improve its economic performance. Even those who
firmly believe there has been no significant departure in New Delhi’s regional policies admit that there
has been an attempt to allow economics to trump politics and allow greater integration in the region.
While the Indo-US relationship to a large degree has reduced the menu of options in regional
relationships, a more pragmatic view seems to be gaining strength, i.e., an understanding that regional
integration must take precedence over politics. ‘The most crucial problem is that India has lost its
constituency. Where is the critical mass of support in the neighbourhood?’ asks a New Delhi academic.
While India’s reluctant yet influential role in bringing the Maoists and official political parties
together since 2005 has countered some of the negativism towards India in Nepal, distrust is deep
rooted. Indian commentators accept that India has contributed to this antipathy by its massive
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interference in Nepal’s internal affairs. India’s backing gave King Tribhuvan of the Shah dynasty the
push needed to launch a bid for power against the ruling Rana dynasty in 1950 and, coupled with the
armed revolt by the National Congress (NC), provided him with a plank to return to Nepal to set up a
new government comprised of the Shahs, the Ranas and the NC the following year. Since then, say a
few Indian foreign policy experts, the Indian ambassador has behaved ‘like a viceroy’ in Nepal.
Apart from political interference, India stands accused of not playing fair with Nepal on
resource sharing – primarily water – and trade issues. Through a non-negotiable, unilateral agreement
on the free movement of goods and people between the two countries, India gives Nepal duty-free
access to all agricultural and industrial exports. In its 2006 budget, however, India imposed a 4%
customs value duty (CVD) which raised substantially the cost of exports from Nepal. Yet another
contentious issue is the quarantine testing of Nepalese agricultural products. Nepal has been arguing
that since India and Nepal share the same agro-climatic zones, India should do away with these tests,
which raise costs and render Nepalese products uncompetitive in the Indian market.
Slowly, India seems to be realizing that small changes in its policies make a huge difference to
its smaller neighbours. Indian bureaucrats admit that while there has been one-way free trade between
Nepal and India, there has been no progress in investing in Nepal. Nepal remains economically isolated
from India, and Indian policy-makers have not gone beyond the traditional conception of aid – ‘of
building hospitals and roads’, says an Indian foreign policy expert. They are now beginning to
understand that the negative attitudes in Nepal are not about sharing hydropower with India but about
increasing market dependence on one country.
An unresolved historical legacy, political differences emanating from perceptions and realities
of its ‘hegemonistic’ past and an ongoing rivalry with Pakistan have combined to play out in the region,
gradually diminishing India’s influence. Political differences have become a barrier to regional
economic cooperation and development, undermining projects such as the mutually beneficial India–
Bangladesh–Myanmar pipeline project and efforts to fully utilize the advantages of regional economic
mechanisms such as SAFTA and SAARC. Unlike Northeast Asia, South Asia has not been able to
separate politics from economic relationships and this has resulted in the subcontinent being the least
integrated region compared to East Asia, Europe, Central Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, North
Africa and sub-Saharan Africa. While India’s quest for energy and trade has made some inroads into
Central Asia and West Africa, its attempts to draw its immediate neighbourhood into a strategic energy
and trade framework have been far less successful.
India’s economic growth has been crucial in shifting mindsets to viewing neighbouring
countries as essential arteries for regional trade and resources rather than as security threats. Suspicion
has been replaced by a policy of cautious engagement, yet despite mutual economic interests, bilateral
relations with Pakistan and Bangladesh remain tense and political differences impede greater
cooperation.
India’s foreign minister says that it is ready to accept asymmetrical responsibilities, including
opening its markets to its South Asian neighbours without insisting on reciprocity. Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh has already announced that before the end of 2007, India will allow the Least
Developed Countries (LDCs) among its South Asian neighbours duty-free access to its markets. It will
also further reduce the number of items marked as ‘sensitive’ in respect of these countries. Yet the
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concept of economic integration is new to India. For a start, the Indian Union retains tariff barriers
between its own states. Despite being a federal republic encompassing 28 states, it is, in itself, not yet
a single market.
Connectivity through trade and energy corridors
India’s strategic thinkers believe ‘connectivity’ is the key to realizing regional economic
potential. This shift from the traditional national security paradigm of viewing borders as essential to
keep out external threats to a more pragmatic thinking which views ‘boundaries as connectors not
dividers’, has, since 2005, driven the Indian government to actively forge bilateral, regional and
multilateral trade agreements with a host of countries and trading blocs as a new pillar of its economic
diplomacy. When fully implemented these trade pacts will cover every country in the wider region
from the Persian Gulf to the Malacca Straits and including Mauritius, Israel, Russia, South Korea, the
African Union, the European Union and ASEAN.
Realizing that its vision of becoming and retaining its position as a global power rests heavily
on energy self-sufficiency, India has pursued its energy diplomacy with vigour. At a meeting in Jakarta
in 2005, it called for Asia and Africa to end their ‘anomalous’ dependence on Western governments
and companies for the buying and selling of oil and gas, saying it was high time the two continents –
which include some of the world’s largest producers and consumers of energy – evolved a ‘framework’
of their own. The needs are pressing: India already ranks sixth in global petroleum demand and by
2010 it is projected to replace South Korea as the fourth-largest consumer of energy, after the United
States, China and Japan. With demand for power rapidly outstripping current supplies of oil, gas and
coal, energy and trade are expected to dominate India’s foreign policy concerns for the next two
decades.
India’s talk of an Asian gas grid and oil market is increasingly finding traction with major
importers such as China and South Korea and with suppliers. Yet in its quest for energy selfsufficiency, India has to come to terms with the choices it has made in being accepted by the US.
Indian commentators believe that the unwritten aspect of the Indo-US deal will push issues such as
pan- Asian hydrocarbon cooperation onto the back-burner. ‘The American fear of exclusion from any
Asian cooperative structure will undoubtedly put pressure on India and limit its participation at
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation’, says another foreign editor of a leading Indian daily.
Bilateralism over multilateralism: the triumph of the Sri Lankan FTA
Despite its professed and ostensible support for multilateralism, India has been actively seeking
alternative mechanisms to expand trade. This has inspired a flurry of free trade agreements (FTAs)
within the wider neighbourhood. For Indian policy-makers, the contentious history of the subcontinent
has played a major role in slowing the movement on multilateralism: the chronic tension, occasional
conflict and perennial absence of trust between India and Pakistan and periodic hiccups in relations
with other neighbours have contributed to the uneven progress on multilateral bodies like SAARC.
For India, ‘SAARC is two decades old and has moved nowhere’: existing internal trade between the
SAARC countries only amounts to 5% of their total trade. In contrast, trade within member countries
of ASEAN and the EU accounts for 22.5% and 55% respectively. Further, the track record of SAARC
in resolving contentious bilateral disputes has been less than promising.
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India has been traditionally lukewarm about SAARC. There has been for some time an
underlying conviction within New Delhi’s political and bureaucratic elite that SAARC bestows an
undeserved sense of equality on its smaller neighbours, an opportunity for them to gang up to the
detriment of India’s interests, and that India can prosper more easily if it is not shackled to its
immediate neighbourhood. As far as India is concerned, to some degree SAFTA will demonstrate
whether the regional cooperative framework can work at all. Yet, New Delhi remains sceptical as to
whether Pakistan will in the end accept the SAFTA structure. Whether that would derail the initiative
or India would go ahead with the others remains an open question.
The Indo-Sri Lankan FTA, on the other hand, say Indian policy-makers, is an example of an
economic instrument which has had political consequences – in promoting collective interests and
building intra-regional interdependent relationships. There is a firm belief in New Delhi’s Foreign
Ministry that the Indo-Sri Lankan FTA holds the key to regional integration. Buoyed by the momentum
of an exponential increase of Sri Lankan exports to the Indian market, both sides are eager to expand
the present FTA into a Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) which will cover
investment and services as well, in addition to the current trade in goods.
Apart from the significant increase in trade volume that the FTA has brought between the two
countries, Indian commentators talk of the gradual process of integration between India’s southern
states and Sri Lanka. Nearly 120 flights operate on a weekly basis between India and Sri Lanka and
economic interdependencies are beginning to take a denser shape. This reflects a natural leaning
towards economic integration based on need, rather than one forced by political expediency.
The FTA negotiations and implementation have not exactly been seamless. In promoting
regional trade, India has zealously guarded its own domestic producers. When the FTA was discussed,
for instance, the issue of zero-duty imports of hydrogenated vegetable cooking oil from Sri Lanka to
India was not an issue as the Indian government’s duty structure did not work to the disadvantage of
local producers. Successive budgets, however, have raised the internal import duty to 80%, making
the playing field for Sri Lankan vanaspati (vegetable cooking oil) importers in India highly uneven.
After hectic negotiations, India decided to entrust the National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing
Federation of India Ltd (NAFED), a state enterprise, with the task of fixing both the rate of import
duty and a quota for imports (250,000 metric tonnes).
Trade ministry officials justify their protectionist approach by saying that third countries,
particularly palm-oil supplier Malaysia and pepper-provider Vietnam, could use the ‘domestic value
addition’ (DVA) clause in the Indo-Lankan FTA to export to India. There is also a sense that, given
the protectionist regime from which India has emerged, unless it takes measures to protect agriculture,
textiles, automobiles, small-scale industry and other critical sectors, these could become vulnerable if
opened up too quickly.
The bottom line, according to Indian economic commentators, is that the trade pact with Sri
Lanka has benefited Sri Lanka much more substantially than India. India’s diversity in production and
large consumption ensures that anybody who joins it will gain access to a large market. ‘For smaller
economies, it is an immensely beneficial arrangement,’ says an Indian Trade Ministry official. This
line of thinking leads some in India to view its economic relationship with Sri Lanka as a confidencebuilding measure designed to provide India with a strategic foothold in the Indian Ocean. This
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economic relationship, they believe, will give Indians additional leverage with Sri Lanka and prevent
China and the US from gaining economic dominance.
India’s insistence on separating the economic and political dimensions of its relationship with
Sri Lanka, and its reluctance to explore the impact of the FTA on the conflict, serve to strengthen the
argument that India views the trade agreement more as a political tool. Whether this has any enhancing
impact on India’s political leverage with Sri Lanka remains debatable.
Some Indian policy-makers believe that the Indo-Sri Lankan FTA brought few political
dividends. Sri Lanka’s military and economic relationship with two of India’s rivals, China and
Pakistan, offset any leverage that India commanded as a result of its trade relationship. Others believe
that India’s reluctance to clinch the Indo-Sri Lanka Defence Agreement and strengthen its military
relationship, along with its continued insistence on a political solution to the ethnic conflict, have
reduced Indian strategic influence on the island further.
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Abstract
China’s rise as a world power marks the coming of age of a country that has in recent years been
considered part of- and yet different from -China’s south-south relations are shaped by the nature of
the Chinese state; a highly capable, developmental state that uses an array instruments to promote its
interests in addition to foreign investment and commercial loans, the Chinese have developed soft
power tools to engage other developing countries .Chinese ties are shaped by long-standing foreign
policy principles, including non-interference in the internal affairs of others, equality, and mutual
benefit. China’s need for raw materials and resources, the political imperative of reassuring other
developing countries that China’s rise will not preempt their opportunities, and China’s embrace of
globalization and the growth of its own multinational companies also condition its ties with other
developing countries.
Key words : Instruments of Engagement .Fuelling the Chinese Economy. Controversies.
Introduction
At least since the founding of the people’s Republic of China in 1949,the Chinese have
considered themselves to its territory to the colonial ambitions of others ,suffered armed invasion and
revolution, and endured more than a decade as a failed state in the ‘warlord period’ between 1916 and
1928 Yet China’s history as a developing country is also quite different from most other parts of the
global south Chinese foreign policy is influenced by the five principles of peaceful coexistence. These
principles emphasize sovereignty ,non- interference in each other’s internal affairs ,non –aggression,
equality, and mutual benefit. with some notable exceptions, such as Chinese support for left-wing
rebellions abroad during the cultural revolution, or sporadic clashes along the borders with the former
Soviet Union, Vietnam, and India, Chinese leaders have shied away from political or military
intervention overseas and promote non-interference as a standard that prizes sovereignty over newer
norms such as universal human rights or the responsibility to protect.
Instruments of Engagement
Although it attracted little notice until after the millennium, Chiinese business engagement in
Asia ,Africa, and elsewhere in the developing world had been steadily growing since the 1990s. As
that decade began, Chinese construction companies were already starting to win contracts in countries
around the world. In a separate trend, in 1993 China’s oil exports for the first time. By the end of the
1990s,it was clear that south-south cooperation would need to be vastly increased if China was going
to find the new markets and access to resources required to sustain its rapid modernization.
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Following in the footsteps of Japan ad other developmental states, the Chinese established new
instruments to meet these goals. China Export Import Bank ,set up in 1994, offered preferential
government loans to facilitate trade and investment, particularly also manage in poorer countries .It
would also manage a new foreign aid instrument; low-interest loans. China Development bank, set up
in 1994,primarily to serve development needs within China, global.
Soft power;-In addition, China’s soft power expanded. Just as the French promote their
language and culture and influence through the alliance Francasise , and the Germans through Goethe
Institutes, so the Chinese have been setting up Confucius Institute to teach the Chinese language and
sponsor cultural events .Between 2004 and 2009 , more than 282 confucius Institutes were set up in
88 countries. Since 1963, more than 65 countries have hosted Chinese medical terms.etc
Arms and peacekeeping: China’s military presence ;-Chinese arms in world export markets ,
and the emergence of Chinese peacekeepers are two other sides of Chinese involvement in the
developing world. Small arms made in china have been a feature of most conflicts in the developing
world in recent years. Yet the restructuring of China’s defence industry and the divestiture of
enterprises formerly owned by the military means that it is difficult to track the dimensions of this
trade Beijing has not published information on its export of arms, while arms traders have sometimes
mislabeled shipments of Chinese arms as agricultural equipment in order to slip past arms embargoes.
It is likely that more than half of China’s arms exports go to Asia , with Africa receiving about 17 per
cent .China is estimated to be third behind France and Russia as a supplier of arms to Africa .
Going Global; Fuelling the Chinese Economy
Above all, China’s growing partnerships with other developing countries today are based on
economic interests. China’s rapidly growing economy and position as the ‘world’s workshop’ require
raw materials and markets . since 2001,under the Going Global’ policies, Chinese companies have
expanded their efforts to diversity their markets and assure a supply of raw materials to the Chinese
economy. Chinese firms are encouraged to invest abroad, helping Chinese industries at home to move
up the value chain, and to shift away from labor and energy-intensive manufacturing.
Trade is central in this effort. In 2004,visiting Latin America and the Caribbean ,and in 2006,
during a large summit of African leaders in Beijing ,Chinese president Hu Jintao announced targets
of US$100 billion in trade by 2010-with both regions. China succeeded early. In 2000,trade between
china and Africa was only us$10.5 billion, and Latin America, US$12.2 billion.
Chinese banks have ratcheted up their loans in developing countries, and some of these large
loans are linked to natural resource exports. In Brazil, newly discovered oil deposits locked between
layers of deep-era salt beds will require billions for state-owned petrobras to unlock.CDB offered
petrobras aline of credit of US$10 billion to be repaid by regular exports of oil.
In resource- backed construction deals like this, and by winning contracts financed by the
World Bank ,other donors, and African governments ,Chinese companies have earned billions of
dollars in recent years ;US$12.7 in Africa:US$23.8 billion in Asia and the Middle East and US$47.9
worldwide in 2007 alone. Many of these construction were secured by telephones companies such as
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Huawei, as the Chinese state helped them to profit by assisting Africans to bypass the era of fixed line
telephones and jump directly into wireless.
Controversies
Chinese engagement with other developing countries is more controversial than that of any of
the other BRICs. Some worry that large new loans will exacerbate debt burdens. particularly in Latin
America and Africa, critics charge that Chinese economic engagement replicates ‘colonial ’patterns;
exports of manufactured goods, and imports of raw materials. Chinese textiles, plastic products, and
other simple manufactured goods threaten the weak industrial sectors in some countries. Colombia
imposed tariffs on Chinese textiles, and South Africa asked China for temporary voluntary export
restraints. while Chinese demand benefits commodity exporters through higher prices, Chinese goods
have provided devastating competition for many manufacturers .to counter the political frictions
caused by these trade patters, the Chinese have announced programmes like the planned construction
of at least ten over-seas economic zones, in which Chinese companies will be encouraged to invest in
manufacturing.the same time, Chinese leaders want their country to be seen as a ‘responsible power’
the rise of which will provide more opportunities than threats to other developing countries . As it
grows wealthier, Beijing does not want to replicate the familiar ’North-South relations based on
foreign aid . And yet it runs the risk of being seen as reproducing ‘ neo- colonialism’ through patterns
of trade and investment based on raw materials and low-level manufactured goods. Because China’s
engagement with other developing countries has grown so rapidly, it is difficult to find more than
anecdotal evidence of the impact of China’s ties on governance., debt, environment, employment, or
social standards. This makes it challenging to find balanced and accurate analysis , but it also means
that the field is open for evidence-based research on an important new phenomenon.
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Abstract
NSG, a conclave of 48 states was established in 1975, primarily in order to regulate the transfers
of civilian nuclear material and nuclear related equipment and technology which are largely used for
peaceful and commercial purposes such that they are not used to make nuclear weapons. The member
states had voluntarily agreed to coordinate their export control to non- Nuclear Weapon States (NWS).
Therefore, these states do not have nuclear trade with governments which do not allow subjection to
confidence building international measures and inspections. NSG has been instrumental in ensuring
the dominance of its member states in nuclear technology.
Key words: Nuclear Non- Proliferation Treaty, International Atomic Energy Agency, Missile
Technology Control Regime, India-US Civil Nuclear Agreement
Introduction
The Nuclear Non- Proliferation Treaty (NPT) negotiated in 1968 granted non- NWS access to
nuclear materials and technology for peaceful purposes but allowed sharing specific equipment and
materials. In 1971, NSG member states had formed the Zangger Committee to insist states not having
signed the NPT to abide by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards before importing
certain equipment and technology which could be used to pursue nuclear weapons, generally known
the ‘Tigger List’. With India’s nuclear device explosion in 1974, Zangger Committee along with
France, which was not a NPT signatory then, came together to form the NSG. Besides, additions of
supplementary technologies were made to the original ‘Trigger List’ and trade restrictions were
thereafter meant to all states, within and outside the ambit of NPT.
The Nuclear suppliers’ Group (NSG)
On 6 September 2008, India was exempted from the full scope safeguards condition of the
NSG, after 16 years as a result of tough negotiations and strong resistance to nonproliferation
conditions. It was by and large, an acknowledgement of India’s nuclear energy requirement. It was
accompanied by two informal assurances- no member state had a policy to transfer sensitive nuclear
technology to India; and the member states would have nuclear trade with India after reassuring itself
of India’s nonproliferation commitments. Thereafter, India has begun its bid for NSG membership but
without having to sign the NPT, a core eligibility criterion for entry into the NSG; which was the first
of its kind within the NSG. India being a responsible actor in the international realm, was given such
a waiver based on its following non- proliferation commitments- separation of its civilian and military
nuclear facilities in a phased manner, placing its civil nuclear facilities under IAEA safeguards,
adherence to IAEA’s additional protocol, continuation of its unilateral moratorium on nuclear testing,
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agreeing to India-US Civil Nuclear Agreement as well working with the US in Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty negotiations, refraining from transferring enrichment and reprocessing technology to states
which do not possess them, its comprehensive export control legislation with respect to securing
nuclear material, adherence to Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) and abiding by the NSG
guidelines, despite not being a member, not engaging in arms race, no- first- use of nuclear weapons
and not being a source of proliferation of sensitive technologies. Besides, India- specific waiver can
also be seen to acknowledge the strong democratic set up in India, which also serves as an undeniable
factor in its bid to be an integral part of every important multilateral forum as the NSG. While some
argue that the NSG could be strengthened with India’s membership; some others argue that allowing
India into the NSG could undermine the sole purpose and credibility of the group and such exemption
could provide a slippery slope for other nuclear suppliers and recipients. India has agreed to NSG
guidelines but not completely committed to a legally binding nuclear testing moratorium, a ban on
enrichment and reprocessing technology, automatic termination of the waiver in case of violation of
its nonproliferation commitments and a review mechanism to monitor India’s commitments. India has
considered the nonproliferation regime as discriminatory and proliferation trade controls as a neocolonialist, racist tool of humiliation, used by the West to thwart India’s technological advancement.
NSG was in fact, formed in the aftermath of 1974 nuclear explosion by India.
India and NPT
In October 2006, in its working paper on Nuclear Disarmament to the United Nations General
Assembly (UNGA), India emphasized on a global, non- discriminatory and verifiable elimination of
nuclear weapons within a specified timeframe; the very reasons why India was not a signatory of NPT
or Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. Thus, when questioned on the waiver by nations, India asks why
they are not supporting India’s move at the UN for time bound elimination of nuclear weapons.
India reaffirmed that its nuclear explosions in 1974 and in 1998 were carried out for peaceful
purposes. Ever since the inception of India’s nuclear program, heavy reliance has been on indigenous
technologies but energy demands of the contemporary and emphasis on Make in India makes adopting
newer technologies that NSG possess important. As of March 2018, India has 22 nuclear reactors in
operation, in 7 nuclear power plants, with a total installed capacity of 6,780 megawatts. Under the
Paris Climate Agreement, 2015, India’s Nationally Determined Contribution aims to reduce
dependence on fossil fuels and garner 40% of its energy requirements from renewable energy sources
by 2030. Despite nuclear reactors in India, some reactors do not work at optimal potential, given the
shortage of resources like uranium. Being a part of NSG, could facilitate India’s access to greater
fissile material and increased nuclear power production. Further, this could help initiate talks about
plutonium trade for its thorium program which is in the interest of India’s energy independence and
security and increased thorium export, as India has second largest and most advanced thorium program
based on fast breeder reactors, only after Russia. NSG membership could benefit India’s nuclear
commerce and of not being isolated in any international platform. French, Russian and American
nuclear energy firms that invest in the country will also gain from this increase in high tech
manufacturing at competitive prices.
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India and multilateral export control regimes:
India intended to be a part of all the four multilateral export control regimes- NSG, MTCR,
Australia Group and Wassenaar Arrangement. India formally became a member of the MTCR on 27
June 2016, member of Australia Group in January 2018 and member of Wassenaar Arrangment in
December 2017 and aspires to be a part of NSG as well. Given India’s emerging economy stature,
large size civilian nuclear industry and rising energy requirements for its large population, it is in
mutual interest for India and the nuclear material export states to engage with each other. India had
updated its atomic transfer control list to the standards of export control regime especially NSG and
MTCR and in November 2010 stated that it had fulfilled conditions for entry into NSG. The NSG
waiver was in itself reflective of India’s commitment to harmonize its export controls to the NSG
guidelines. The United States, France, Germany, Russia, Australia and the United Kingdom had
supported India’s bid to join NSG but China stalled India’s entry into the elite club arguing for
equitable policies towards all countries, citing Pakistan, its ally has also been kept out of NSG for not
having signed the NPT. During the course of time, like- minded nations which opposed India’s entry
into NSG have added greater nonproliferation conditions as signing the CTBT, curtailing production
of fissile material, restraining its nuclear weapons program through IAEA safeguards on additional
nuclear facilities, freezing further development of long- range ballistic missiles that could carry nuclear
weapons among others. However, India’s strategic community opposed adherence of any such added
conditions at the cost of NSG membership. If agreed, it could mean a compromise of India’s deterrence
ability, which is unacceptable to India. This would hinder its nuclear weapon program in the near
future and sovereign right to determine its security policy. In its bid to enter the NSG, India has been
making strong diplomatic efforts like sending its representatives to states and trying to convince its
position and limitations, particularly the like- minded states. India is holding meetings on the sides of
NSG meetings too. However, India has not applied formally for the membership and is trying to garner
wide international support for the same. India’s bid to NSG membership is also mirroring its quest for
greater international status, in particular, greater nuclear status. This would showcase to the world
India’s advanced level of strategic technical development, its governance capacity to administer
complex trade controls and image of a global rule maker on strategic technology. This could also add
to India’s bid to UN Security Council permanent seat too. Reiterating India’s credibility as a stable
and transparent nuclear power to gain the confidence of NSG member states is one of the core tenets
of India’s foreign policy in the recent times and presses for the NSG members to accept India by a
merit- based system rather than criteria- based system. China’s opposition to India’s bid may become
untenable with China desiring Pakistan’s entry into NSG as Pakistan too is not a NPT signatory.
Conclusion:
NSG membership is viewed by a portion of India’s strategic community as merely a symbolic
one. In other words, if India does not become a NSG member, it means very little. Despite the NSG
waiver facilitated by the US in 2008, not even a single megawatt of nuclear capacity has been added
to our nuclear facility. Even the two units at Kudankulam have nothing to do with the one- time waiver.
While the 10 pressurized heavy water plants (700 MW each) of Nuclear Power Corporation of India
are likely to come up, there are no hopes for foreign plants due to environment- related, liability issues
and have been priced outside the market. As long as India is not prepared to openly link the possession
of sensitive nuclear technology and nuclear arms with international power and status, India will focus
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its membership bid on a more limited, tangible and utilitarian grounds. Being a part of NSG will make
India to be a part of rule- making in nuclear commerce, rather than the rule- taking scenario. It will
facilitate India’s import of sensitive nuclear technology from member states. With the NSG waiver,
India is able to import all nuclear and dual- use items subject to controls except the sensitive nuclear
technology. Some experts say that India will find it difficult to meet its climate mitigation targets under
the Paris agreement, remaining outside the NSG. India will definitely be a member of NSG but may
take a few years.
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ABSTRACT:
At the international level, there exist unilateral, bilateral and multilateral relations. At the
contemporary times, there is growing regional cooperation. The regional organizations like EU,
SAARC, ASEAN, Arab League, ECOWAS, SCO, APEC, EAC, UNASUR, CELAC, ECO, AEC,
NAM, COMESA, BRICS and others prove the significance and relevance of regional organizations in
a nations development. When we look towards South Asian region, we can observe that there are so
many common issues and problems. Our mind particularly focusses on conflict areas such as bilateral
issues between the nation states, geographical border disputes, river water crisis etc. on the other hand.
We can also see the impacts of these issues on nation building process, refugees crisis, identity crisis,
terrorism, anti- state activities, ethnic crisis, minority problems, environmental problems etc. While
comparing with Europe and South Asian regions we are facing so many problems- between the
countries and within the country. There is also cooperation among the countries but it was under the
shadow of conflicts. After independence, India has given importance to development in regional level.
And also gradually plays significant role in regional development of South Asia. With this background,
this article tries to emphasis on India’s role in South Asian regional development and what are the
obstacles and issues gone by our country as well as present challenges of India.
KEYWORDS: South Asia, Regionalism, Multilateral Development, Globalization, Regional
Cooperation
INTRODUCTION:
The interdependent nature of human beings also applies to international relations or
international system. Therefore, all the nation states given importance to the development of
international affairs. At the same time, all the global level issues and developments immediately
affect and connects with administration and decision making process of a nation. Therefore, every
nation consciously watches these kind of issues and take every move with careful manner. When we
emphasis on India’s sovereign steps towards the world after the independence from colonialism and
imperialism, it gives more priority to principles and objectives of United Nations; the institution
supports and protects sovereign power of the newly independent countries. Likewise, with regard to
the membership and support to United Nation and other international organizations, India is also
trying to extend its friendly relation and cooperation at regional level. We strongly believe that
regional level peace and cooperation is very essential to us from our past experiences. Therefore,
makers of our foreign policy consciously added the principles of India’s role in regional organization
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through aims and objectives of India’s foreign policy. These aspects help strengthen India’s position
in South Asian region and also fostered regional development.
In the South Asian region, India co- existed with other regional sovereign countries like
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. The nature of South
Asian region are not a very distinctive from each of them. They were similar in most aspects. In this
situation, maintaining relationship between the countries is not problematic. But when official
relation of the state collapse, it effects further relations between the countries. These relations are
very suspicious or doubtful of nature. Therefore, the initiatives to be taken by the countries to continue
peaceful and friendly cooperation are lesser identified than conflicts and crisis. Because conflicts are
more familiar to common people than cooperative measures towards the neighbour.
At the global level, in a very short while, when developed countries adopted globalization and
liberalization, it did impact the developing countries too. Newly independent countries observed that,
multilateral agreements and arrangements of World Bank, IMF and WTO kinds of organizations in
reality favoured only the developed countries. Therefore, in this situation there was a search for
alternatives. Particularly in South Asian region, the socio-economic problems such as poverty,
hunger, illiteracy, unemployment, lower income, corruption, health problem etc. are very common in
every country. So, in this context, we have understood that cooperation with our neighbours is
indispensable.
After the end of the colonial regime, all the South Asian countries began to build their countries
consciously focussing on independent recognition of their self. Hence, ideologies, religion, ethnicity
emerged as identities and priorities of the South Asian countries. The nation building process thus,
took care about of their neighbourhood. At the same time, there were two important challenges faced
by the South Asian nations namely, the elements of Cooperation and the elements of confrontation.
This means that nation building strategies of all South Asian countries were not in favour of or easily
accepting their neighbouring countries. They have been continuous suspicion on the behaviour of the
neighbours.
While such situation existed at the regional level, we had to face the consequences of Cold
War also. The two major global blocs- US and USSR tried to widen its geo-political power and
influence the developing countries as well. Therefore, different strategies were implemented through
their foreign policy under successive administrative regimes. Another important loophole with Inida
was that during the initial period, we did not give much importance to few smaller countries of South
Asian region in some platform like NAM. Further, the failure of NIEO, North-South Dialogue and
the Oil crisis realigned our priority and attention towards South Asian cooperation.
Era of the 1970s: Indian Context
Newly independent country like India, faced many obstacles in its nation building process till
1970s and also later. On the basis of ‘Two Nations theory’, India and Pakistan emerged on the basis
of different ideologies. At the same time, partition of two states resulted for migration, refugees,
economic crisis, political instability, food crisis, military issues, border disputes and many other
problems. These resulted in some bilateral wars and pacts like Shimla agreement being signed and so
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on. On the other hand, when India supported the emergence of Bangladesh (East Pakistan) as an
independent and sovereign state, Pakistan again started suspicion towards India .
In 1972, ‘Indo-Bangla Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation and Peace’ was signed. So, from the
both sides, gradually positive relations and mutual cooperation started. Also, marine and border issues
between Sri Lanka and India reduced because of the creation of national boundaries from each
country. Further, India and Nepal signed ‘Treaty of Peace and Friendship’ in 1950. The five principles
in ‘Panchasheela Agreement’ inspired other neighbour countries too. India’s role in Non Alignment
Movement in 1961, provided a platform for cooperation in the South Asian region.
Creation of SAARC: Bangla proposal
In 1970s, various factors led to the formation of regional organizations in South Asia. Now in
this background, ‘Bangla Proposal’ became important. In 1979, Zia-Ur-Rahman made a call for South
Asian region cooperation. He addressed official letters to the leaders of the countries of South Asia,
presenting his vision for the future of the region and the compelling arguments for cooperation in the
region. Poverty minimization, economic cooperation, reduce disparities between the region, overall
development in South Asia were primary objectives of that proposal.
Unfortunately, Soviet Union’s intervention in Afghanistan, created suspicion and sceptical
mind-set. In India, new government (Smt.Indira Gandhi) came into power which reinstated India and
Soviet Union relations. During the period of Zia-Ur-Rahman in Bangladesh, he stated negative role of
India in some cases (territorial problem, Ganga water issues etc.) and also internationalization of such
problems. Most importantly, it was feared that such cooperation may be against the interest of smaller
countries.
India was aware of these kind of situations and also India seriously had vision about future as
to what may happen in the absence of collective effort of other South Asian countries. Therefore, it
made some conditions as joining regional organizations, bilateral and contentiousness issues not to be
taken in regional organizations (like Kashmir and other boundary issues); all decisions in the regional
organization to be made on the basis of the unanimity which means not to go with importance of
majority, every country to be considered equally important. Thus, all such conditions were accepted
member countries. Those countries acknowledged the importance of India’s role in South Asian
region.
In 1981, the first foreign secretariat meeting was held in Colombo. Five areas of cooperation
were identified and highlighted, such as; agriculture, rural development, telecommunication,
meteorology and health and population activities. Later, it added transport, coastal services, science
and technology, terrorism,drug trafficking etc. Broader areas were meant to promote welfare of the
people in South Asia, improvement of the quality life of the people and collective self- reliance among
the countries. In 1985, thus SAARC(South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) was officially
established. At the Dhaka summit, they decided the structure and function of SAARC. Further,
developments in this regional organization were discussed in various summits from time to time.
India’s role in South Asian Region:
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India is one of the largest country in this region. It played a pioneer role in SAARC too. Most
of the countries in this region highly depend on India for various reasons. Sceptical and suspicious
nature towards our country had turned into very positive manner. It supports all the initiatives of the
association and also try to extend its helping hand to other member countries also. During the time of
Cold War, the two global powers did not give much importance to India and other South Asian
countries. But when gradually India strengthened with NAM, SAARC and other regional organization,
global powers turned their eye on third world, non- aligned South Asian countries also.
With regard to economic aspects of SAARC such as SAPTA(South Asian Preferential Trading
Arrangement, SAFTA(South Asian Free Trade Arrangement), MFN(Most Favoured Nations),
GRP(Group of Eminent Persons) etc. India has given lot importance. India also gave greater
administrative support to the functionaries of SAARC. Thereby, India also strengthened its foreign
policy, diplomatic issues also. The classic interest of the regional organization like agriculture and
other things are now extended to food security, terrorism, global warming, experimental pollution,
natural disaster, child welfare, trafficking of drugs, trafficking of women, infanticide, matricide,
poverty, education, refugees etc.
Regional organization are very significant for the development of South Asian region. Because
all those countries (SAARC member states) are facing common kind of problems both at the external
and internal level, arriving at common solution became easier. Summits and conferences of regional
organization help to bring them on common platform, to share, discuss and to get solutions also. So,
the self -sufficiency nature of the country is increased. The economic relation in the regional level
contributed further. With the success, India tried to extend its regional cooperation and relation with
other regions.
CONCLUSION
India from the beginning played an important role in promoting regionalism in South Asia. In the
objectives and principles of foreign policy, our country emphasised on it. India as the largest country
with large population, industry and technology, continued to play an important role in the success of
the SAARC. However, on several occasions, India preferred to act alone with regards to developments
in other South Asian countries. India has taken initiatives to promote regional Confidence Building
Measures(CBMs) especially in relation to the non- use of nuclear weapons, pending their limitations.
So, now India has the responsibility of removing the impression about its hegemonic intentions and
trying to project that it is interested in the general welfare of the region. So, these help India to assert
its importance in South Asian region and promote regional development.
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Abstract
This paper explores India’s ties with China, outlining how they have evolved over the course
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s years in office. It lays out the elements of cooperation, competition,
and potentially conflict in the Sino-Indian relationship, as well as the leverage the two countries
potentially hold over each other. The paper also examines the approach that Delhi has developed to
manage its China relationship — one that can be characterized as “competitive engagement with Indian
characteristics.” The paper details how and why India is simultaneously engaging with Beijing, where
that is feasible, and competing with China, alone and in partnership with others. Finally, the paper
considers what could cause India to reevaluate its approach to China either toward greater
accommodation or greater competition. The paper argues that India’s recent “reset” has thus far been
limited, consisting of greater high-level interaction, efforts to improve economic and people to-people
ties, and the restarting of boundary and military dialogues. However, the persisting boundary dispute,
China’s support for Pakistan, concerns about China’s increasing activities and influence in South Asia
and the Indian Ocean region through the Belt and Road Initiative and beyond, and an unbalanced
economic relationship have ensured that the Sino-Indian relationship remains a fundamentally
competitive one.
Keywords: India-China relations, mutual interests, constructive engagement. Competitive relations,
bilateral ties,
INTRODUCTION
In October 2019, Chinese leader Xi Jinping and Indian prime minister Narendra Modi were
pictured hand in hand in the southern Indian seaside temple town of Mamallapuram, near Chennai.
Behind them loomed a large boulder, precariously poised atop an incline. In many ways, the photo is
an apt reflection of the state of the China-India relationship. Over the last few years,
The current debate on India-China relations among the members of strategic and academic
community has raised a number of issues including the future prospects and the major challenges
confronting the bilateral relationships. The last six decades of India-China relationships have seen
more of mutual mistrust and suspicion than friendliness and cordial atmosphere. Such mutual mistrust
and suspicion grew over the years and have gone beyond proportions in the current context. The
challenge has always been to bridge the differences of opinion from both sides and reach to a common
understanding on a number of sensitive issues including Sino-Indian border issues. At the same time,
one should not come to the conclusion that both India and China have always been at loggerheads. A
series of serious attempts have been made by both India and China to bridge the differences more
particularly on the border issue. It must be emphasized here that India and China relations are
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expanding and deepening despite several divergences on many pertinent issues impacting the bilateral
relations. The deepening of India-China relations was reflected when the two countries established the
Strategic and Cooperative Partnership for Peace and Prosperity in 2005 and also signed A Shared
Vision for 21st Century in 2008. Undoubtedly, India and China have emerged as the two rapidly
growing economies and their bilateral relationship to a greater extent has assumed global and strategic
relevance. It would be important to introspect India – China experience in the past and then explore
the mechanisms by which the bilateral cooperation can take a robust shape. There is certainly a very
important element guiding India-China relations and that is the growing shared interests on a number
of issues including trade and commerce. China and India have become important trade partners.
That process has reset the tone and temperature of the relationship, but thus far has not
fundamentally changed its strategic — and competitive — dynamics. Over the last few years, as the
good, bad and ugly elements of the China-India relationship have played out, they have elicited from
Delhi an approach that can be described as competitive engagement, with Indian characteristics. In
this context, the Modi government has largely approved of the Trump administration’s more
competitive view of China, even as it does not have similar concerns about China as an ideological
challenge and despite Delhi's discomfort with certain elements of Washington’s approach toward
India’s largest neighbor. Convergence on China has indeed laid the basis for U.S.-India cooperation
across a range of sectors, but particularly in the diplomatic, defense, and security spheres. But a change
in the Indian view of its China challenge or of American ability or willingness to be helpful in that
regard could cause Delhi to reevaluate its relations with either or both countries.
FROM DOKLAM TO ASTANA TO XIAMEN TO WUHAN TO MAMALLAPURAM
When Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) came to power in 2014, some in China
thought the new prime minister would “inject new vitality” into the relationship, given that he had
made it clear in his previous avatar as a chief minister (the equivalent of a U.S. state governor) of
Gujarat that he wanted to do business with Beijing.3 There were expectations that Modi would be like
Deng Xiaoping, focusing on internal strengthening and economic development,4 objectives which
China — an infrastructure development and manufacturing powerhouse — could help him achieve.5
There was even hope that he would “steer…away from a tilt toward the U.S.” and limit deepening
cooperation with China’s neighbors like Japan.6 Some in China even expected that, as someone from
the right, Modi could be India’s Richard Nixon and achieve a breakthrough in resolving the border
dispute. Foreign Minister Wang Yi publicly declared that the Sino-Indian relationship stood at “a new
starting point.”7 And Delhi reciprocated the optimism, with the Indian national security advisor
speaking of the possibility of the relationship taking an “orbital jump.
COMPETITIVE ENGAGEMENT, WITH INDIAN CHARACTERISTICS
Given the cooperative and competitive dynamics in the relationship, India’s approach to
managing China, which has had mixed success, has involved two broad elements. The first element is
engaging with Beijing where that is feasible. The second element is continuing to compete with China,
alone and in partnership with others. This approach is designed to stabilize the relationship, to take
advantage of it where possible, to incentivize certain kinds of Chinese behavior and deter others, and
to prepare for the scenario of Beijing breaking bad. It is also designed to expand India’s leverage,
recognizing various Chinese points of leverage vis-àvis India.
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CHARMING
There are multiple reasons why India has sought to engage China and seek stability. One, as
mentioned above, keeping the China relationship stable is important for domestic reasons. A peaceful
periphery would allow India to focus on its socio-economic objectives at home, particularly economic
growth, job creation, and social service provision. It could also mean India not having to divert
expenditure from development to defense, and could buy time to build up Indian military capabilities.
Second, Modi still hopes that India’s economy can benefit from China’s. He sees Chinese strengths
particularly in the infrastructure and manufacturing sectors as attractive.11 Moreover, from this
perspective, Chinese companies can bring much needed investment, which has been limited till
recently. The Chinese market is also potentially attractive for Indian goods and services, particularly
certain agricultural products, pharmaceuticals, information technologyrelated services, and movies —
areas where India believes its farmers, firms, and filmmakers have a comparative advantage. Third,
Delhi has believed that engagement could potentially incentivize Beijing to respect Indian sensitivities
or offer it opportunities. As a result of China’s membership in various international institutions and its
relationships with India’s neighbors, Delhi is well aware that China has the ability to affect India’s
interests and options — negatively or positively. For instance, in the past Delhi has hoped that a
positive relationship with China might persuade it to use its leverage with Islamabad to shape
Pakistan’s behavior in a way that might benefit India. A fourth set of reasons to engage China involves
India’s relationship with other countries. Lacking the ability to do so alone, India has sought to ensure
a favorable balance of power in the region (and enhance its own capabilities) through a portfolio of
partnerships, including with Japan, Russia, and the United States. However, India does not like to be
dependent on other countries and believes that its need for these countries vis-à-vis its China problem
gives those powers leverage over India. Easing its China problem could reduce India’s dependence on
these partners.
WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM ITS FRIENDS
Even as it has engaged with China over these last two years, India has doubled down on its
partnerships with a number of like-minded balancing powers that also have concerns about China’s
capabilities, intentions, and/or actions. These partnerships can (1) help enhance India’s capabilities
across the board, which is crucial given the widening China-India gap, (2) contribute to
capacitybuilding in the Indo-Pacific region, (3) help shape Chinese behavior and a favorable balance
of power in the region, and (4) serve as leverage for India with China. This set of partnerships involves
the United States and its allies Australia, France, and Japan (and to some extent the United Kingdom
and South Korea), as well as Russia. Over the last two years, India has deepened each of these
relationships, particularly in the defense and security sphere. It is engaging with these countries
bilaterally, trilaterally, and even quadrilaterally (in the case of Australia, Japan, and the U.S.) And it
is cooperating and coordinating with these partners in third countries, as well as regional and global
institutions. India’s efforts with these countries have been focused on acquiring defense equipment
and technology, increasing maritime domain awareness and information sharing, improving
interoperability, facilitating regional capacity-building and connectivity, and expanding India’s reach.
It is from this perspective that India keeps a close eye on these partners’ relationships with China. As
far as U.S. relations with China are concerned, India has taken a Goldilocks’ view: it does not want
them to be too warm or too cold. A too-cozy Sino-U.S. relationship (a “G-2”) would freeze India out,
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impinge on Indian interests, and eliminate one of Washington’s key rationales for a stronger
relationship with India. An icy China-U.S. relationship that could lead to crisis or conflict, on the other
hand, could destabilize the region and force India to make choices it is not ready to make. (Washington
has a similar Goldilocks’ view of Sino-Indian relations; when they’re “just right,” they incentivize
Delhi to move closer to the U.S. while not requiring choices or commitments from the American side).
REORIENTATION?
India’s perception of and relations with China have shaped its view of the United States as
well as a number of key American allies and partners in the Indo-Pacific. It is not an exaggeration to
say that India’s concern about China’s capabilities, intentions, and actions has been a critical driver
of its partnership with the U.S. over the last two decades. What could cause an Indian reevaluation or
reorientation with China, which, in turn, would have implications for the India-U.S. relationship? What
might lead India to adopt a less competitive approach toward China, and perhaps one more
accommodating of Chinese interests and sensitivities? An Indian reorientation is less likely than those
by other countries. For one, Delhi’s view of China as a challenge has pre-dated those of many other
major powers and has remained fairly consistent since the late 1950s. Second, there is deep mistrust
toward China among both policymakers and the Indian public. A spring 2019 Pew Research Center
poll indicated that only 23% of Indians surveyed had a favorable view of China — globally, only the
Japanese had a less favorable view. Moreover, China’s favorability rating in India has on average been
on a downward trajectory since late 2013/early 2014, when it stood at 35%.55 Nonetheless, there are
some factors that could cause an Indian reevaluation. One would be internal developments in India
that could cause Delhi to want to avoid confrontation or competition with Beijing. This could involve
a stalling or significant slowdown of the Indian economy that could (a) require Delhi to focus at home
and avoid confrontations or commitments abroad and/or (b) leave Delhi fewer resources to expend on
defense as opposed to development, potentially limiting its ability and willingness to resist Chinese
actions or lessening its resolve. In the past, this “guns vs. butter” debate has shaped how India has
viewed and approached China.56 The internal developments could also involve political or social
policies in India that might open it up to criticism — and pressure — from the U.S. and other
democratic partners, such as the restrictions the Modi government has imposed in Kashmir, or the
citizenship amendment act that has raised concerns in conjunction with a potential national register of
citizens. Beijing or Moscow are unlikely to express similar concerns about illiberalism or human rights
violations, which could lead Delhi to gravitate towards them. Indeed, those countries might even offer
India support. Recently an article in the Chinese Communist Party newspaper the People’s Daily, for
instance, backed India’s internet shutdowns on security grounds, even as many in the West criticized
it.57 (Thus far, however, these developments have not opened the door for China significantly, since
criticism from the executive branches of Western governments has remained relatively limited — in
some cases precisely because of their concerns about.
CONCLUSION
There continues to be robust debate about China and the approach to take toward it both within
and outside government in India. Even within the ruling BJP, some see China as India’s primary
challenge — whether from the security or the economic perspective — while others argue for a better
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relationship with China from a cultural perspective (as fellow ancient civilizations), an economic
perspective, an Asia-for-Asians angle, or a sovereignty perspective.
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http://www.globaltimes.cn/ 3 content/864530.shtml.
[5] Interviews, Beijing, summer 2016.
[6] Yang Jingjie, “Modi likely to be pragmatic toward China,” Global Times, May 14, 2014,
http://www.
[7] globaltimes.cn/content/860166.shtml; Pu Zhendong, “Beijing, New Delhi poised for closer
ties,” China Daily, June 4, 2014, http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/201406/04/content_17560513.htm. Liu Zongyi, “Modi victory could cause disquiet in West,”
Global Times, May 6, 2014, http://www.globaltimes.
[8] cn/content/858538.shtml. Pu Zhendong, “FM delivers message of unity to India’s Modi,”
China Daily, June 10, 2014, http://www.
[9] chinadaily.com.cn/world/2014-06/10/content_17577029.htm. Atul Aneja, “China-India ties
poised for an ‘orbital jump,’ says Doval,” The Hindu, September 9, 2014, http://
[10] www.thehindu.com/news/national/chinaindia-ties-poised-for-an-orbital-jump-says-nationalsecurity-adviser-ajitdoval/article6395047.ece. Then-Indian Foreign Secretary Subrahmanyam
Jaishankar, quoted in Elizabeth Roche and Shrey Jain, “ModiXi meeting in Astana: PM calls
for respecting each other’s core concerns,” Mint, June 9, 2017, https://www.
[11] livemint.com/Politics/Ii1uWldxHRg32p8sdsHnTK/ModiXi-meeting-in-Astana-PM-calls-forrespecting-each-othe. html. This is something the Indian government has flagged as a concern.
See Press Trust of India, “Dependence.
[1]
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National Security and India- An Organizational Set-up
Nagaraju M.S
AssistantProfessor
Department of PoliticalScience
Government FirstGrade, College
Tumakuru-572012
Gmail: msnmakam@gmail.com
Abstract
Today the security of the national is the most important issue due to the advancement of science
and technology there would be an uncertainty in the security of nations in the planets have spent huge
amount to develop their armaments. Many of the under developed states also wanted to acquire military
equipment. Our neighbor particularly China and Pakistan are trying to be more powerful nations to
curb our nation. So we are in the strategic geo-political situation. Hence India’s national security is
very crucial factor for south Asia in particular and world in general in this paper the researcher tries to
analyze the meaning, significance, the problems and prospects of India’s national security. The data
will be collected from the secondary sources such as books, journals, periodicals etc. This Article
explores the meaning, objectives and elements of National Security and also especially Indian
dimension. It examines how India has dealt with the use of force and how it seeks to shape its armed
forces in the face of new threats and emerging capabilities. The Indian state is faced with a varied set
of threats in the conventional, sub conventional and nuclear domains. Along its land frontiers India
faces disputed boundaries and computing territorial claims with both Pakistan and China. India has
emerged as a major power in the evolving international power matrix of the 21st century.
Key words: National security, Military strength, armaments, welfare of the nation, national power.
Introduction
The National Security Council (NSC) of India is a three-tiered organization that oversees
political, economic, energy and security issues of strategic concern. It operates within the executive
office of the prime minister of India, liaising between the government’s executive branch and the
intelligence services, advising leadership on intelligence and security issues. The National Security
Council comprises the Strategic Policy Group, the National Security Advisory Board and a secretariat
from the Joint Intelligence Committee. The National Security Advisor presides over the NSC, and is
also the primary advisor to the prime minister.
Objective of the Study:
1. To study meaning and Objective of the National Security.
2. To study Elements of the National Security.
3. T study Structure of Indian National Security.
Meaning:
National Security is the requirement to maintain the survival of the nation state through the use
of economic, military and political power and the exercise of diplomacy. National security of the nation
is very important it is as old as the nation state itself. The term Security originates from the Latin word
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secures meaning free from danger safe. These two elements the notion of danger or threat and the
desire for protection against danger. National Security a nation needs possess economic security,
energy security, environmental security etc., security threats involve not only conventional foes such
as nation states but also non state actors such as terrorist organizations, narcotic cartels and multinational organizations including natural disasters and events causing severe environmental damage in
this category.
Arnold Belfours defines as Security mean the protection of some attained position.
Harold Lasswell defines as A political scientist in 1950 looks at national security from almost the
same aspect that of external coercion, the distinctive meaning of national security means freedom from
foreign dictation.
Annold Wolfers defines as While recognizing the need to segregate the subjectivity of the
conceptional idea from the objectivity talks of threats to acquired values “An ambiguous symbol
meaning different things to different people. National Security objectively means the absence of
threats to acquired values and subjectively absence of fear such values will attached.”
Walter Lipmann defines as “A Nation is secure to the extent to which it is not in danger of having to
sacrifice core values if it wishes to avoid a wars and is able if challenged, to maintain the victory in
such a war. What this definition implies is that security rises and falls with the ability of a nation to
defer and attack or to defeat it.”
National Security refers to securing a nations citizens, territory, resources, assets,
ideologies, institutions and interests against threats which may emanate from changing geopolitical
state of affairs, changing relations between nations, groups, races advancing technology and changing
ideology. National Security is a concept that a Government along with its parliaments, should protect
the State and its citizens against all kind of national crisis through a variety of power projections such
as political power, diplomacy, economic power, military might etc.,
It is the requirement to maintain the survival of the state through the use of economic power,
diplomacy, power protection and political power. The concept developed mostly in the United States
after World War II the goal of National Security Strategy is to ensure the protection of our nations
fundamental and enduring needs protect the lives and safety of Americans, to the sovereignty of the
United States with its values, institutions and territory in fact and provide for the prosperity of the
nation.
Today there are many kinds of national securities: Economic Security, Energy Security,
Environmental Security, Health and food security etc.,Some of the concepts the term incorporates.
Objectives of National Security
 National Freedom and Territorial Homogeneity:
Nation must be kept secured from foreign intervention under all circumstances.
 National Security seeks achieve freedom in policy execution.
 Power: By national security a country might make progress in the sphere of political,
social and cultural activities according to its national policy. In the words of Julles
Campbell – ‘ A country would mean that it enjoys complete freedom in advancing its
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national interests and that its political existence is universally recognized by most of
the nations of the worlds.
Factors and elements of National Security
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Capacity of checking the foreign invasions.
Power of the advancement of invading forces.
Nearness of the Allied Nations.
Domestic elements.
Geographical Location: The first and foremost thin which a state need to determine is its
security policy of the geographical location.
6) National capacities: While determining its security policy a State has to estimate its
political economic, psychological and military capacities in proportion to those of the
enemy states but to make a correct estimate of the national capacities of any states is a
difficult task.
The National Security Council (NSC) (Rastriya Suraksha Parishad) of India is an executive
Government agency tasked with advising the Prime minister’s office on matters of National Security
and strategic interest. It was established by the former Prime Minister of India
Atal Bihari
Vajpayee on 19-11-1998, with Brajesh Mishra as the first National Security Adviser prior to the
formation of the NSC, these activities were overseen by the principal security to the preceding prime
minister. Now -Ajit Doval Natiional Security advisor Rajinder Khanna Deputy National Security
advisor, Pankaj Saran, Dattatray Vinod Khandare-military Advisor. India’s national security is facing
new challenges and acquiring new dimensions with every passing year.
Organizational structure
The NSC is the apex body of the three-tiered structure of the national security management
system in India. The three tiers are the Strategic Policy Group, the National Security Advisory Board
and a secretariat from the Joint Intelligence Committee.
Strategic Policy Group:The Strategic Policy Group is the first level of the three tier structure of the
National Security Council. It forms the nucleus of the decision-making apparatus of the NSC.National
security council Advisor Ajit Doval is the chairman of the group and it consists of the following
members:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Cabinet Secretary – Rajiv Gauba.IAS
.Governor of the Reserve Bank of India.- Shakthikanth Das
Foreign Secretary – Harsha Vardhan Shringla IFS
Defence Secretary – Ajay Kumar.IAS
Home Secretary – Rajiv Kumar IAS
Secretary – (Research) Samant Goel IPS
Chief of Defence Staff – General Bipin Rawat
Chief of the Army Staff – General Manoj Mukund Naravane.
Chairperson Central Board of Direct Taxes – Pramod Chandra Mody IRS
Secretary Space Research Organization ISRO Dr. Sivan
Chairman of the Joint Intelligence Commiitt – R.N.Ravi.
Scientific Advisor to the Defence Reseach and DevelopmentOrganisation DRDO
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13 Director General of Defence Intelligence Agency.Lft General -KJS Dhillion.
The strategic Policy Group undertakes the Strategic Defence Review, as well as possible policy
options on a priority basis.
National Security Advisory Board
The brainchild of the first National Security Advisor (NSA) Brajesh Mishra, a former member
of Indian Foreign Service. The National Security Advisory Board (NSAB) consists of a group of
eminent national security experts outside of the government.[9] Members are usually senior retired
officials, civilian as well as military, academics and distinguished members of civil society drawn from
and having expertise in Internal and External Security, Foreign Affairs, Defence, Science &
Technology and Economic Affairs.
The first NSAB, constituted in December 1998, headed by the late K Subramanya produced a
draft Nuclear Doctrine for the country in 2001, a Strategic Defence Review in 2002 and a National
Security Review in 2001
The board meets at least once a month, and more frequently as required. It provides a longterm prognosis and analysis to the NSC and recommends solutions and address policy issues referred
to it. Initially the Board was constituted for one year, but since 2004-06, the Board has been
reconstituted for two years. The tenure of the previous NSAB, headed by former Foreign
Secretary Sham Saran ended in January 2015. It had 14 members.
The new board has been re-constituted in July 2018, with P. S. Raghavan, former Indian
Ambassaor. 2014–16), as its head. It has a tenure of two years.
Conclusion
National Security is very essential to every state without that we are not imagination of the
state entity. India is very powerful nation in today. India strength in all areas Political, Economical and
Defence. India fast growing military strength in recent development of border issues. India purchase
Military weapons from United States Russia, Germany, Japan. In a significant comment on India’s
national security management, the KRC Report had this to say: “India is perhaps the only major
democracy where the Armed Forces Headquarters are outside the apex governmental
structure….The present obsolete system has perpetuated the culture of the British Imperial theatre
system of an India Command, whereas what we need is a National Defence HQ…The status quo
is often mistakenly defended as embodying civilian ascendancy over the armed forces., which is
not the real issue. In fact, locating the SHQ in the Government will further enhance civilian
supremacy.”
Referance
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Abstract
India as a founding member of the SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation) and plays a vital role in decision making, funding and many aspects.The primary goal
of the Association is to accelerate the process of economic and social development among member
countries through joint action in the agreed areas of cooperation. In recent days SAARC has became
most important international geopolitical organization. SAARC is calling attention of world
community in the sensitization on India Pakistan border and terrorism issues. India and Pakistan are
both recognized nuclear powered enemy countries and most dominant role in SAARC. Therefore,
SAARC is facing exceedingly difficult situation in handling programs.
Key words: SAARC, regional co-operation, economic development, establish peace,
Introduction:
SAARC was established by signing of seven countries South Asian countries like India, Nepal,
Bhutan, Maldives, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and Bangladesh under the SAARC Charter in Dhaka on 8
December 1985.In 2005, Afghanistan becameSAARC membership. Australia, China, European
Union, Iran, japan, Mauritius, Myanmar, South Korea, and United States of America have observer
status. Myanmar has interested in upgrading observer status to a full member of the SAARC. The
countries like Russia, Turkey and South Africa are interested in gaining observer status of SAARC
and applied.
The Secretariat of the SAARC is located in Kathmandu and and was inaugurated by the
King Birendra Bir Bikram Shah of Nepal on 17 January 1987. Mr. Esala Ruwan Weerakoon is the
Secretary-General of the SAARC and he is head of the SAARC Secretariat.
Sl No Name

Country

Took office

1

Abul Ahsan

Bangladesh

16 January 1985 15 October 1989

2

Kant Kishore Bhargava

India

17 October 1989 31 December 1991

3

Ibrahim Hussein Zaki

Maldives

1 January 1992

31 December 1993

4

Yadav Kant Silwal

Nepal

1 January 1994

31 December 1995

5

Naeem U. Hasan

Pakistan

1 January 1996

31 December 1998
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6

Nihal Rodrigo

Sri Lanka

1 January 1999

10 January 2002

7

Q. A. M. A. Rahim

Bangladesh

11 January 2002 28 February 2005

8

Chenkyab Dorji

Bhutan

1 March 2005

29 February 2008

9

Sheel Kant Sharma

India

1 March 2008

28 February 2011

10

Fathimath Dhiyana Saeed

Maldives

1 March 2011

11 March 2012

11

Ahmed Saleem

Maldives

12 March 2012

28 February 2014

12

Arjun Bahadur Thapa

Nepal

1 March 2014

28 February 2017

13

Amjad Hussain B. Sial

Pakistan

1 March 2017

29 February 2020

14

Esala Ruwan Weerakoon

Sri Lanka

1 March 2020

Incumbent

Source: Wikipedia
The SAARC Member States have created 4 Specialized bodies in the SAARC Member States
which have special mandates and structures different from the Regional Centres.South Asian
University (SAU) in New Delhi, SAARC Development Fund (SDF) in Thimphu, South Asian
Regional Standards Organization (SARSO) in Dhaka and SAARC Arbitration Council (SARCO) in
Islamabad. These specialized bodies Governing Boards composed of representatives from all the
Member States, the representative of SecretaryGeneral of the SAARC and the Ministry of
Foreign/External Affairs of the Host Government and The heads of these Bodies as Member Secretary
to the Governing Board.
The SAARC Secretariat has established 12 Regional Centres in the Member States to promote
regional co-operation. These Centres are managed by Governing Boards representatives from all the
Member States, SAARC Secretary-General and the Ministry of Foreign/External Affairs of the Host
Government and the Director of the Centre become Member Secretary to the Governing Board.
Sl No

Name of the Regional centres

Place and Country

1

SAARC Agricultural Centre (SAC)

Dhaka- Bangladesh

2

SAARC Meteorological Research Centre (SMRC)

Dhaka- Bangladesh

3

SAARC Forestry Centre (SFC)

Thimphu- Bhutan

4

SAARC Development Fund (SDF)

Thimphu- Bhutan

5

SAARC Documentation Centre (SDC)

New Delhi - India

6

SAARC Disaster Management Centre (SDMC)

Gandhinagar- India

7

SAARC Coastal Zone Management Centre (SCZMC)

Male - Maldives

8

SAARC Information Centre (SIC)

Kathmandu - Nepal

9

SAARC Tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS Centre (STAC)

Kathmandu - Nepal
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10

SAARC Human Resources Development Centre
(SHRDC)

Islamabad- Pakistan

11

SAARC Energy Centre (SEC)

Islamabad- Pakistan

12

SAARC Cultural Centre (SCC)

Colombo _ Sri Lanka

Source: Wikipedia
South Asian University (SAU) is an International University sponsored by the eight SAARC
Member States. Its permanent campus will be at Maidan Garhi in South Delhi and First academic
session of the university started in August 2010. The degrees of the SAU university are recognized by
all the member nations according to an inter-government agreement signed by the foreign ministers of
the eight SAARC member states in SAARC Summit held in Dhaka, in November 2005. India played
main role in Establishment of SAARC University. the SAU attracts students predominantly from all
the eight SAARC countries, although students from other continents also attend. There is a country
quota system for admission of students. Every year SAU conducts admission test at multiple centres
in all the eight countries.
SAARC Chamber of Commerce and Industry recognized as a regional apex trade body
by SAARC is a constellation of the eight national Federation Chambers of Commerce and Industry of
the member states of SAARC. The rationale behind creation of SAARC Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of the SAARC countries was to promote trade and industry in the region and to develop and
achieve common objectives in the areas of trade and industry, moreover the SAARC Chamber of
Commerce and Industry is also accepted as the voice of the private sector across the region.
SAARC Summits
Head of the Governments of SAARC member countries meet in summits time to time. In
initial days member countries regularly conduct the meeting every 18 months or before two years. In
recent days schedule of the summit has become uncertain because of common problems and interest
between India and other member countries, especially with Pakistan. Last and 18th Summit was held
at the Nepalese capital Kathmandu from November 26 to November 27, 2014 and was attended by the
Prime Ministers of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan, and the presidents of
the Afghanistan, Maldives and Sri Lanka. The motto was ‘Deeper Integration for Peace and
Prosperity’. SAARC Satellite Scheme is the main outcome in this summit. The scheme will be
developed in all member nations except Bangladesh and Pakistan. Likely to be fruitful summit. Again
19th SAARC summit was scheduled on 15 to 16 November 2016in Islamabad, Pakistan. But before
the meeting Uri terrorist attack happened alleging Pakistan's involvementt. Hours later Prime minister
of India Narendra Modi decided to boycott the SAARC Summit in Islamabad in the wake of Uri terror
attack. Countries like Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Bhutan, Maldives and Sri Lanka have pulled out of
the summit and it’s a great diplomatic victory of India against Pakistan, but SAARC is suffered. Even
till today 20th SAARC summit not scheduled.
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No
1st

Date
7–8 December 1985

Country

Host

Host leader

Bangladesh Dhaka

Ataur Rahman Khan

2nd 16–17 November 1986

India

Bengaluru

Rajiv Gandhi

3rd

2–4 November 1987

Nepal

Kathmandu King Birendra Bir Bikram Shah

4th

29–31 December 1988

Pakistan

Islamabad

Benazir Bhutto

5th

21–23 November 1990

Maldives

Malé

Maumoon Abdul Gayoom

6th

21 December 1991

Sri Lanka

Colombo

Ranasinghe Premadasa

7th

10–11 April 1993

Bangladesh Dhaka

Khaleda Zia

8th

2–4 May 1995

India

New Delhi

P V Narasimha Rao

9th

12–14 May 1997

Maldives

Malé

Maumoon Abdul Gayoom

10th 29–31 July 1998

Sri Lanka

Colombo

Chandrika Kumaratunga

11th 4–6 January 2002

Nepal

Kathmandu Sher Bahadur Deuba

12th 2–6 January 2004

Pakistan

Islamabad

13th 12–13 November 2005

Bangladesh Dhaka

Khaleda Zia

14th 3–4 April 2007

India

New Delhi

Manmohan Singh

15th 1–3 August 2008

Sri Lanka

Colombo

Mahinda Rajapaksa

16th 28–29 April 2010

Bhutan

Thimphu

Jigme Thinley

17th 10–11 November 2011

Maldives

Addu

Mohammed Nasheed

Zafarullah Khan Jamali

18th 26–27 November 2014[67] Nepal

Kathmandu Sushil Koirala

19th 9–10 November 2016

Pakistan

Islamabad

Canceled

20th 2020

N/A

N/A

N/A

Narendra Modi governmentfocus on South Asia was visible from first day of prime minister’s
travels to Bhutan and Nepal and External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj’s trips to Dhaka, Thimphu,
Male and Kathmandu. It’s also fitting that Mr Narendra Modhi returns to a neighbouring country to
galvanise India’s South Asia diplomacy and spur the dream of an economically and culturally
integrated region after engaging dozens of world leaders and attending a slew of big-ticket multilateral
summits, for the destinies of the countries in the region are intimately intertwined.
Peace in South Asia has been elusive because of the various ongoing conflicts in the
region. Political dialogue is often conducted on the margins of SAARC meetings which have refrained
from interfering in the internal matters of its member states in 12th and 13th summit. In extreme
emphasis was laid upon greater cooperation between the SAARC members to fight terrorism but the
19th SAARC summit scheduled to be held in Pakistan was called off as India and
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Afghanistan decided to boycott it. For the first time that four countries
boycotted a SAARC summit, leading to its cancellation, so future of SAARC is in dark. The Leaders
of SAARC countries step towards launch 20th Summit with all countries’ participation.
The SAARC member countries Visa Exemption Scheme was launched in 1992 in Fourth
Summit held in Islamabad between 29–31 December 1988. The member countries realizing the
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importance of people-to-people contact among SAARC countries, decided that certain categories of
dignitaries should be entitled to a Special Travel document. The document would exempt them from
visas within the region. As directed by the Summit, the Council of Ministers regularly kept under
review the list of entitled categories but in recent days disturbed Indo Pak relations, SAARC Visa
Exemption Scheme shot down in both countries.
South Asian Free Trade Area is the first step towards the transition to a SAFTA leading
subsequently towards a Customs Union, Common Market, and the Economic Union. Sixteenth session
of the Council of Ministers held in New Delhi in December 1995 agreed on the need to strive for the
realization of SAFTA to identify the necessary steps for progressing to a free trade area. The Tenth
SAARC Summit held in Colombo in July 1998 and decided to set up a Committee of Experts (COE)
to draft a comprehensive treaty framework for creating a free trade area within the region. The SAFTA
Agreement was signed on 6 January 2004 during Twelfth SAARC Summit held in Islamabad and The
Agreement entered into force on 1 January 2006, and the Trade Liberalization Programme commenced
from 1 July 2006.Under this agreement, SAARC members will bring their duties down to 20 percent
by 2009. Following the Agreement coming into force the SAFTA Ministerial Council (SMC) has been
established comprising the Commerce Ministers of the Member States.
Conclusion:
We can see the multiple problems are being faced by the people of south Asian region. People
in this area are facing many problems such as poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, child and women
exploitation, starvation, and so on. SAARC is considered as one of the important institutions to give
the ray of hope to the people in this region by giving some of the remedies for their problems. The
members of the SAARC should resolve to solve their differences through the peaceful means rather
than hostile means.
References:
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RECENT TRENDS ON INDIAN FOREIGN POLICY
Dr. NAGESHA K L
Lecturer in Political Science
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Email ID: nageshkondahalli@gmail.com
Abstract
During the colonial era, India had no foreign policy of its own, as the policy was made in
Whitehall to sub serve British interests. Even many years after independence, many intellectuals in
think tanks and many in the foreign policy establishment have continued to let their thought processes
be unduly influenced by western thought processes. Jawahar Lal Nehru’s famous directive about the
nomenclature of geographical regions was not followed up further and taken to its logical conclusion.
It is time that we developed and nurtured Indian thinking about world affairs. Internationally, the end
of the Cold War and the collapse of the USSR have had profound security implications for India. The
cumulative impact has been to make India feel more secure and thus more willing to be innovative in
its foreign policy. During the four decades after independence, India structured its foreign policy
around security concerns related to threats from Pakistan and China. It would be useful to remember
that the foremost task of India’s foreign policy is to enable the domestic transformation of India. It is
to ensure security from external aggression, inviolability and integrity of its borders as well as
prosperity for the people of India. Foreign Policy serves as an enabler to meet the demands and
aspirations of our people while at the same time ensuring peace and security on our borders. Our
foreign policy seeks the transformation of our economy and society while promoting our values of
pluralism, democracy and secularism. This Article focus on a gap of last three decades. He stated the
importance of cooperating and having a cordial relationship with all the neighbours which would be
mutually beneficial for everyone in the region.
Keywords: Indian Foreign Policy, Democratic Principals, Globalization, Economic Development,
Military, Environment, National Interest.
Introduction:
The colonial legacy of being more understanding and accommodative of the concerns of
western countries is still quite dominant in the thought-processes of many think-tanks and the foreign
policy establishment, except when it is fashionable to be anti-west on specific issues. With our words
and actions being studied more than before, India has to make a special effort to be visibly neutral –
unless otherwise dictated by national interest. India has a long tradition of foreign policy and
diplomacy. This began in ancient times. Chanakya is often considered as the father of our diplomatic
tradition, although Hanuman ji and Lord Krishna may aptly be remembered as our earliest
ambassadors. In the colonial period, British India pursued a policy that was dictated primarily by the
interests of the colonial power. India’s own leaders took charge and decided that henceforth the foreign
policy would conform to the nation’s defining principles and values, and its goal would be to protect
and promote the interests of India that is driven by the age-old maxim – ‘The world is a family.’
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The story of the evolution of India’s foreign policy from Jawaharlal Nehru to Narendra Modi
is both fascinating and long. Given the constraint of time, we may concentrate on the main trends in
the past three decades i.e. 1990-2020, this period in which major three prime ministers – Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, Manmohan Singh and Narendra Modi – led the country and left their stamp on its foreign
policy. This examination should also build a base for us which may enable us to think loudly as to
what to expect in the next one or two decades. Today’s India is one of the important power centers in
the world. It is a major Asian power and a global player. Further, it is fired by the ambition to emerge
as a global power. But we still have quite a long way to cover before we reach that goal. Our foreign
policy needs to do everything possible to help us secure this over-arching goal. It does this by ensuring
peace and security, and by leveraging the nation’s international partnerships to obtain all that is needed
to fuel economic development: markets, investment, technology, linkages, mobility of personnel, fair
global governance, and a stable and favourable environment conducive for growth. All the prime
ministers I referred to earlier strove to achieve the same goals, backed by broad consensus on the
essence of the country’s foreign policy.
Indian Foreign Policy Defines:
India has also undergone a remarkable transformation over the last two decades. Before looking
at some specific changes within the country, it will be useful to recount the manner in which the world
perceives India today. The first and foremost defining aspect of India today is that it continues to be a
democracy notwithstanding the huge diversity and disparity that prevails in the country. India became
independent after the Second World War along with a large number of other countries. The generally
accepted wisdom then was that democracy and poverty cannot co-exist together. That democracy and
inequitable distribution of wealth don’t go together.The study trends that shape the present, and then
try to imagine, extrapolate and speculate intelligently as to what the future might hold. This is what I
plan to do in respect of India’s management of its foreign relations.
Another basic and quite legitimate question presents need to have a firm grip on the constantly
changing environment that impact global economy, politics and security as well as the way in which
India’s government and the broader foreign policy and national security establishment relate to the
world. It is relevant to understand how our nation leverages its position in the comity of nations in
order to safeguard and promote its national interest. This is not an easy but a truly complex task because
India goes about securing it at a time when all other nations are involved in the same exercise. This
explains why the forces and factors of competition, cooperation and conflict shape the international
environment on a daily basis. India will continue to judge issues and relations on merit, to cultivate
issue-based partnerships, to seek cordial relations with all major power centers, and to respond
prudently to others’ initiatives to cultivate it. Multipolarity helps India in the pursuit of its interests.
Unipolarity or bipolarity needs to be opposed steadily. Further, multilateralism, both at the global level
but also at the regional, sub-regional, and mini-lateral levels, is a phenomenon to which New Delhi
attaches immense importance. At a time when globalization faces serious questioning and resistance
by those very developed nations which primarily created it, India figures among nations in the Global
South which favour a globalized world, to be secured through “reformed” multilateralism.
Our strategic goals are basically to enable the domestic transformation of India by accelerated
growth and a strategic autonomy that safeguards the national interest at all times in this overall global
context. These goals will not change for a long time. But this does not mean that India is going to be
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insular or inward looking. On the contrary, our engagement with the world has accelerated and grown
exponentially over the last few years. We have benefitted from our integration into the global economy
since the 1990s. And this engagement is only bound to grow as India actively pursues its interests in
the world and remains ready to contribute within her capacity. We want to maintain an open global
order at many different levels. Our vision of a secular, pluralistic and tolerant society within the
country, embracing a multiplicity and diversity of opinions and outlook, is sought to be articulated in
our dealings with the world. Against this background let me briefly elaborate some of the main priority
areas of focus for our foreign policy. In terms of geography, India's foreign policy has always regarded
the concept of neighbourhood as one of widening concentric circles, around a central axis of historical
and cultural commonalties. From this point of view, it has always given due priority to the development
of relations with the countries of Asia.
This article of steadfast faith in our foreign policy has been to ensure a peaceful, secure and
stable neighbourhood, so as to safeguard peace, security and development within our own borders and
it is with this perspective that India is developing a mutually beneficial relationship with all her
neighbours. In South Asia, India has been driven by the vision of encouraging regional integration to
bring about peace and prosperity for the more than one and a half billion people living in this region.
As part of this vision, this geography of hope, we have been implementing a policy of asymmetric
engagement in providing greater market access to our neighbours, which enables regional integration
in a mutually beneficial manner. We understand very well, that we cannot be insulated from our
neighbourhood; our growth and prosperity has a beneficial impact on the rest of the region, and
increasingly, we will have to build closer connectivity’s in trade, communications and other networks
of interaction between ourselves and our neighbours. India's foreign policy is in a transitional phase
where new friendships are being made while old ones seem to be drifting away. India's relations with
its immediate neighbours have been a matter of concern while its engagement with the outside world
has been improving. Increasingly, India's stature in international relations is increasing as the country
is making concerted efforts to be a part of all the major groupings in the world.
Some Recent Trends/Objectives on Indian Foreign Policy:
The making of India ’s foreign policy in the twenty first century it may be argued that these are
mere platitudes, but a careful and objective analysis will show their practical applications in specific
cases. India has no doubt practiced one or more of these on different issues from time to time, but with
our growing status as an emerging big power, these need to become permanent characteristics of our
foreign policy.






Indian national interest should always be the primary and supreme consideration.
Indian foreign and national security policies should be dovetailed, in private and in public.
Indian act as a responsible significant power, whose views and policies are of importance to
many other countries.
India should be some continuity and predictability in our foreign policy. These would be
hallmarks of a significant, mature and self-confident power.
The case of National Security Policy, there should be, as far as possible, a National Foreign
Policy, and not merely that of the party in power.
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Indian Domestic politics and partisan interests could be major inputs during the stage of
consultations, but should not become reasons for casting doubts on the credibility of the foreign
policy of the country.
 India should develop the art (Intelligence and security) of looking at issues also from the
perspective of the other country.
There should be more transparency in our policy-making process. We should consider making
public disclosure, subject to security requirements, of our reasons – security, strategic, financial, and
commercial – for making compromises or for taking specific actions, to enable others to understand
our perspective and avoid misunderstandings. We should be unambiguous, in public or in private, in
expressing our sensitivities on specific issues to the concerned countries. Such transparency may not
always extend to diplomatic actions taken in specific cases.
Major Diplomacy and Principles of India:
In a democracy, the government cannot be considered to be the depository of all wisdom on all
issues. The policy-makers should be open to inputs also from outside the government, particularly
from academia. India is already following this to some extent in the evolution of financial and
economic policies.Guidelines are general in nature and cannot always be rigidly adhered to. A certain
amount of customization would be necessary, relating to specific countries and specific
situations.Without trying to reinvent the wheel, we could draw suitable lessons from the successes and
failures in history. Just as we take vitamins and other dietary supplements to build up energy and
muscles, it would not hurt if academics, intellectuals and the foreign policy establishment could adopt
certain principles as below.








National pride, short of chauvinism.
A rosy vision of the future, short of fantasy.
Boldness, short of mindless audacity.
Self-confidence, short of arrogance.
Logical thinking, short of paralysis by analysis.
Firmness, tempered by compassion.
Involvement with problems of smaller neighbours, short of unsolicited intervention.

Indian foreign policy needs to do everything possible to help us secure this over-arching goal.
It does this by ensuring peace and security, and by leveraging the nation’s international partnerships
to obtain all that is needed to fuel economic development: markets, investment, technology, linkages,
mobility of personnel, fair global governance, and a stable and favourable environment conducive for
growth. Last three decades all the prime ministers to achieve the same goals, backed by broad
consensus on the essence of the country’s foreign policy. PM Vajpayee accorded the highest priority
to overcoming India’s vulnerability in the nuclear domain, with nuclear-armed China viewed as the
main adversary. The nuclear tests in 1998 initially created an adverse international environment, but
our political sagacity and creative diplomacy helped India to be accepted gradually as a nuclear weapon
state or nuclear power. Prime Minister Manmohan Singh carried forward the drive towards
strengthening ties with the U.S. and other western powers, while simultaneously pursuing the policy
to maintain a balanced relationship with Russia and China.
Prime Minister Modi’s government has made special, sustained and successful efforts to
nurture close partnerships with the U.S., Japan and the European Union, which resulted in a higher
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flow of direct foreign investment and technology, a pressing need of the Indian economy. Defence and
strategic cooperation between India and the U.S. have strengthened considerably. Through regular
annual summits, the India-Russia relationship has been stabilized and deepened, their strategic essence
being kept in constant view. Relations with China came under much stress, particularly during the
Doklam crisis in 2017. The short point is that India’s relationship with P-5 nations of the UN Security
Council remains a top priority for policymakers. We need good, stable and cooperative equation with
all of them and a few more such as Japan and Germany. The common thread running through the
handling of this responsibility by the three prime ministers is the continuing relevance of strategic
autonomy. India enjoys a special and privileged partnership with Russia which is more intense and
broad-based than a traditional strategic engagement. Our bilateral ties have successfully withstood the
test of all challenges and upheavals over the last 70 years since our independence and have continued
to grow from strength to strength. India needs to build on its historical ties to move beyond defence
and evolve a partnership that takes advantage of the complementarities in technology, energy and other
sectors.
India has much to gain from close cooperation with Europe in matters related to governance,
science, energy and defence. India needs to embark on a sustained and simultaneous engagement with
major Pan-European bodies and individual European governments. Strengthening Indo-European ties
will involve greater efforts to boost existing bilateral cooperation and dialogue on security issues
including counter terrorism and maritime security. Besides cooperation in science and technology,
there are significant synergies in the social realm. India can benefit from cooperation with Europe on
matters of regional and local governance, urban management, women empowerment and social
welfare.
Present Challenges of Indian Foreign Policy:
From the foreign policy perspective, India faces today and will continue to face in the
foreseeable future a mix of challenges. Some of these are:










Threats to national security: They come from the non-traditional sources such as terrorism and
radicalization; from traditional sources such as China and Pakistan; and from new sources such
as deficit in cyber security.
Economic: Adverse economic trends in the world have negative impact on our ability to grow.
Economic strength is the biggest source of national security. Our aim has to be to attain 8%
GDP growth rate for the next three decades. How this can be done has to be the national
priority.
Fourth Industrial Revolution, particularly its effect on the future of work.
Energy and Climate Change
Blue Economy
Reform in Global Governance
G20 – the forthcoming chairmanship by India in 2022.

Conclusion:
In the early years of India’s independence, when India was relatively weak economically and
militarily, Jawahar Lal Nehru evolved a foreign policy that got a certain global stature, at the forefront
of the non-aligned movement. It made a lot of sense for many newly-independent countries to avoid
getting sucked into the Cold War confrontations, though the Intellectuals and policy makers have to
start thinking differently, to reflect the changing status of India in world affairs. For a nation which
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desires to be a global power, India needs toSubstantially increase its Comprehensive National Power,
Secure greater harmony at home in conformity with our national mantra– ‘Unity amidst
Diversity,”Reduce the people’s tendency to be insular and inward-looking, andEnsure higher
awareness in its youth, business, civil society, academia and media about the changing world stage
and India’s growing role on it.
Terrorism continues to pose a threat to international peace and stability. India having been a
victim of terrorism for many decades, has worked with the international community to strengthen the
international framework to deal with this threat. In the UN for instance we have taken the initiative to
pilot the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism or the CCIT, with the objective of
providing a comprehensive legal framework to combat terrorism. Given the global nature of the threat
we are working with our international partners including the US to tackle the problem. This threat i
compounded today given the possibility of intersection between terrorism and the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction. We have been affected by clandestine nuclear proliferation in our
neighbourhood. Today, India is constructively engaged in international efforts to enhance nuclear
security. In the long term such threats can be met by universal and non-discriminatory disarmament a cause that India has championed for many years.I have tried to reflect on broad trends and critical
issues that we face today and would need to successfully manage. India is proud to play its due role
and fulfil its responsibilities as a factor of peace, security, stability and prosperity in the Region and
the World
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The promotion and protection of peace-building and human rights has been a major pre-occupation
for the United Nations since 1945, when the organization's founding nations resolved that the horrors
of the Second World War should never be allowed to recur. Respect for human rights and human
dignity "is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world.” Climate change, education and
learning, information warfare, next technologies, ethics and the future of humanity were also
discussed and many events, activities and research reports are the new challenges for the United
Nations. Education and learning is very important for the present and future generation to live in
comfort as well as the need to enhance human intelligence, knowledge and wisdom enough to face
humanity's global challenges. The quality of democracies in the world also depends on the quality of
information received from the public. Unfortunately, not everyone is comfortable in a well-informed
society as we often reject information that does not correspond to our world view and believe in the
misinformation that corresponds to it. To reach a positive scenario for the future, however, it is urgent
to agree on ethics, especially for the evolution of artificial intelligence, as recently underlined by the
agreement promoted by the Vatican on the matter. Ethical considerations should be incorporated more
systematically into global decisions also to narrow the gap between rich and poor. Further, the paper
will discuss the challenges faced by the UN and also some measures to be taken by the members as
well as Security Council members. In this backdrop, this paper will have a discussion on differences
between the North and South with respect to internet and other technologies whenever the
representatives gather in the conferences, seminars etc. According to some, these differences are still
very strong and collaboration is needed to activate the South. It is not enough to bring technology,
standards and standardization or develop skills without having the opportunity to live the experience
in terms of solutions and strategies. Gaps need to be bridged by addressing global challenges, with
metaphors, new narratives and a learning dimension that makes part of the construction
process. According to others, however, today there are fewer inequalities between north and south; the
challenges are global and one should actually understand what the areas are; in which it converges to
better address them together.
Key Words: Peace Building, Security, Challenges, North South Dialogue, Security Council
Introduction
The United Nations (UN) is at a pivotal moment in its more than sixty-year history. On 24
October 1945, the world organization officially came into existence as a result of the ratification of its
Charter by a majority of other 51 initial members including China, France, the Soviet Union, the United
Kingdom and the United States. Today, the UN, with its universal composition of 193 member states,
is forced by unprecedented developments to critically evaluate its past in order to ensure its very
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survival. Edward C. Luck (2003) states, the United Nations system is under fire, but renovate action
is slow in developing. The main shortcomings of the UN are primarily rooted in the dysfunctional
global order, but in some countries the epithets of irrelevant, impotent, obsolete are used to describe
the UN. Beyond all criticism, there is a valid sober question: Is the UN constellation still functionally
linked to the profoundly changing international environment? In fact, ever since its foundation the UN
was highly resistant to any sort of fundamental reform requiring a revision of the UN Charter.
Therefore, in the present paper an attempt has been made to ascertain and probe the probe prospects
and limitations of reforming the United Nations to meet the demands of the 21st Century.
The Brahimi Report was a turning point, and most peacekeeping operations approved by the
Security Council since 2001 are both ‘multidimensional’ and ‘integrated’. As multidimensional
operations, they address a broad range of issues, such as the creation of a secure and stable
environment, support to political processes, the promotion of human rights and the facilitation of
humanitarian assistance and economic recovery. As integrated missions, they aim to better merge
various components of the UN system, including a very specific role for UNDP (see below). However,
although development is now included in the integrated mandate, it is not funded like the rest of the
peacekeeping operation and is dependent on a separate pledging drive. Luckham et. al. (2003) states,
in all the case-study countries, the international community replicated a political strategy in which
elections constituted a key benchmark. Elections were supposed to establish legitimate governments
and offer an exit strategy for the international community. There is no doubt that elections play an
important symbolic role in such countries and that the first post-conflict elections usually have very
high turnouts. But the effort devoted to organizing quick elections may divert attention from the
important institutional and structural underpinnings of democracy, such as rule of law, including
functioning and independent legal institutions, and free media and association, and may fail to build
local capacity. Key to democracy is the construction of a democratic political culture; democratic
politics are needed to establish democratic institutions.
Need for Reforms of UNO
The UN was established in 1945, with the stated objective of securing peace and “save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war”. In the words of a former UN Secretary General,
Dag Hammarskjold the purpose of UN is not to bring humanity to heaven, but to save it from hell.
However, at the time of UN’s establishment, the hope was that all major powers in it would sincerely
cooperate with one another to prevent the eruption of another world war. With more than sixty years
behind, the UN record today is a mixed bag. Although the world has been spared of a single war of
the Second World War magnitude, the death, destruction and suffering caused by numerous interstate
and regional wars during the last six decades clearly surpass the death, destruction and suffering caused
by the Second World War. During the last more than sixty years, there took place more than 100
regional / inter-state wars and conflicts, in which the UN has undertaken more than 50 peace keeping
missions. However, if there was not major war of intercontinental dimensions during the last six
decades, with the direct involvement of big powers as belligerents, it was much more due to the nuclear
deterrence than due to the presence and activities of the United Nations. That apart, besides dealing
with issues pertaining to peace and security, the UN has also undertaken tasks like developmental
assistance, public health and child welfare, and made notable contributions towards the advancement
of public health and child welfare through bodies like the WHO and the UNICEF (UN Report; 2005).
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Since 1945, but especially since the end of the Cold War, the United Nations is important in
each of these countries as a peacekeeper, a mediator, a unified voice of the global community on very
difficult issues. But the United Nations does not deal just with countries in crisis. The UN also plays
a vital role in addressing the great transnational issues that are at the forefront of today’s challenges,
such as HIV/AIDS, tsunami relief, illiteracy, democracy promotion, human rights, trafficking in
persons, freedom of the media, civil aviation, trade, economic development, and the protection of
refugees, to name but a few. Another good example of the UN’s long-term work is First Lady Laura
Bush having served as Honorary Ambassador for the UN Decade on Literacy to develop a literacy
initiative focused on combating illiteracy through mother-child education under the aegis of UNESCO.
In the early years of the UN and the wake of the euphoria it had generated at that time, many world
leaders overestimated its efficacy and impartiality in the execution of the tasks assigned to it under the
UN Charter. But, soon, such naïve leaders came to the realization that the UN labyrinth was also a
hub of political manipulations, and that it was not the simple merit of a case that mattered, but how to
promote national advantage by taking a particular stand on an issue in hand at the Security Council
meeting. The need to reform the UN was felt soon after the end of the cold war to attune it to the
realities of our times. In the seven decades plus period of its existence, the UN had to adapt constantly
to a changing political environment. In some areas it did well, in others it did not.
The UN’s operational structures are also widely seen as problematic.


The General Assembly (GA), with its current 193 member states, includes dictatorships and
democracies alike. In keeping with the principle of “one country – one vote,” all members enjoy
the same formal rights, regardless of their population size and economic strength. The GA’s
proliferating agenda, large membership, and the principle of consensus to which it is bound are
responsible for its laborious discussions and often empty resolutions. The latter are no more
than recommendations without any binding effect.
1. The Security Council, on the other hand, is authorized to take decisions binding on all states.
However, the Council’s authority is weakened by the fact that the body continues to reflect the
power relations that emerged at the end of the Second World War. Not one country from Latin
America or Africa is among the Security Council’s five permanent members. In cases of
outbreaks of violence or human rights violations, the Security Council is often doomed to
inactivity when individual veto powers prevent joint action. And when the Security Council
does finally decide on peace missions, they are often unable to fulfill their mandate for lack of
adequate funding and equipment.
2. The Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), entrusted by the Charter with a global
coordinating function, leads a shadowy existence. The most powerful industrialized nations
have set up separate coordinating bodies of their own, e.g. the G7/G8; and as far as the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund are concerned, these countries generally have their
own way in them without having to pay much heed to political majorities in the UN.
3. But it is not only the intergovernmental organs that have come in for criticism. The UN
administration as well as the UN’s operational funds, programs, and specialized agencies have
likewise been faulted. Overlapping mandates and fragmented areas of responsibility continue
to weaken the overall system, even though some significant progress has been made in the
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areas of administration and coordination. Moreover, the UN is chronically underfunded, and
the UN’s development-related activities in particular are kept on a tight rein by some donors.
A good share of the weaknesses outlined here fall within the responsibility of the member states.
These weaknesses are the logical outcome of a politics that places short-sighted national egoisms
above the common interest in seeking collective solutions to world problems. Certain deficits –
including e.g. a lack of democratic legitimacy on the part of some member governments or the
arduousness of opinion-formation processes in a large-scale organization – are systemic in nature and
will prove more or less immune to reform. This, however, in no way diminishes the UN’s
indispensable role in crafting a participatory world order (global governance). Under this roof, it is
possible for changing coalitions to achieve progress even in cases where not all member states are
willing to go along.
Antonio Guterres; Larry Atlee (2018) in his speech said that in recent years, the United Nations
(UN) has engaged in a series of processes to strengthen its ability to perform its core function – to save
succeeding generations from the scourge of war. Beyond the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and its ground-breaking goal on peaceful, just and inclusive societies, the peace building
architecture review, the women, peace and security agenda, and the focus on youth and peace building,
Secretary General Antonio Guterres’s focus on prevention and the recent birth of the ‘sustaining
peace’ agenda have brought about deep reflection on the UN’s role in the modern era.
International Peace and Security
Boutros Boutros-Ghali (1994) for millions of people, the end of the Cold War did not bring
peace, but war and conflicts inside the boundaries of their own societies. The UN has increasingly
been called upon to alleviate the suffering of civilians and negotiate peaceful solutions. At the Security
Council Summit meeting convened in January 1992, the attending Heads of State/Government asked
me to present a position paper suggesting measures and ideas to increase the capacity of the UN to
meet the new threats to peace. Furthermore, development is now understood to involve many
dimensions: it is no longer merely a matter of economic policy and resources. Political, social,
educational, and environmental factors must be part of an integrated approach to development. Without
development on the widest scale, the young will be restless, resentful, and unproductive. People will
understandably fight for resources, and creativity will be misdirected.
Criticism of the United Nations
The events since the end of the Cold War impress upon us the need for a new realism. The UN,
by undertaking a range of problems as wide as the globe itself, must be expected to achieve successes
but also to experience failures. The failures cannot be put to one side; they require continuing
commitment. And successes cannot be regarded as permanent; every positive outcome is likely to be
a starting point for further effort. International action that emerges from debate and decision in the
General Assembly, the Security Council, and the other organs of the UN carries with it the full
authority of the world community. The UN is now understood to be humanity's best hope in the pursuit
of peace, development, and human rights. Dedicated to the integrity of each individual, drawing
legitimacy from all peoples, expressing the consensus of states, the UN Organization embodies,
through its universality and dedication to life's basic tasks, a great potential for international peace and
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development. In a spirit of realism and new possibility, a synthesis of heretofore opposing concepts is
conceivable: the UN as the instrument of the body of member states and the UN as more than the sum
of its parts.
UN peace efforts face five big challenges today
Geopolitical aggression and Intransigence: Conflicts are becoming protracted by intense
rivalries between global powers and regional powers as they support proxies to wage war overseas.
The wars in Syria and Yemen were prime examples. The practice of relabeling conflicts as counterterror struggles: This tendency leads to the neglect of the factors and actors driving conflict and the
erosion of space needed to build peace. We’ve seen this occur in high-profile cases like Syria, but also
in Egypt, Turkey and elsewhere. When leaders use the pretext of counter-terror to crush dissent and
political opposition, it escalates violent conflict rather than reducing it.
Legacies of Military intervention and Regime Change: Framed as interventions to counter terror, save
civilians or remove rogue regimes, in case after case military intervention and regime change have
failed to bring lasting stability or to defeat fundamentalist groups. On the one hand, this has brought
deep distrust of interventionism but at the same time there are huge risks in simply giving up on
supporting constructive, peaceful change in the face of repression.
Panic over forced displacement: As desperate people flee conflict zones, the impact of forced
displacement is hitting neighbouring countries hardest and they are coping as best they can.
Meanwhile, Western governments are making hasty deals to support border and security forces in
transit countries to close their borders and shut the problem out.
Struggling Humanitarianism: Undoubtedly humanitarians have a tough job. The UN and others are
making enormous efforts, with inadequate resources, to assist the victims of conflict. But they are not
yet good enough at defending humanitarian values, working for prevention during crisis or
empowering those affected by humanitarian crises to take the initiative.
How can ‘sustaining peace’ work in the face of these challenges is a million dollar question
and suggest some measure. Apply peace building tools to the geopolitical level of conflict and rivalry.
We need new ideas and initiatives on how to mediate conflict, not only in the case of Yemen or Syria
but also in terms of fixing the relationships between the parties that stand behind those who are
fighting.
At a time when political consensus for peace is hard to build, it will be critical to use the vision
and the mandate of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This consensus was developed
through a uniquely consultative process. Then as now, the concerns that came out around sovereignty
were sincere and grounded in real examples. As happened during the process, reassurance should be
offered that prevention is actually a recipe for less intervention, not more. SDG16 and the peaceful,
just and inclusive societies agenda as a whole was not imposed by the global north. It was supported
by the African Union, the nations of the Pacific, the g7+ and many others. Civil society organisations
unanimously demanded it and so did people in every region of the world. Peace is not a global north
conspiracy but in fact something we must now demand of the most powerful nations in our own
interest.
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‘Sustaining peace’ should also be a moment to reclaim the policy space. Policy panic is setting
in – framing conflicts as ‘terror’ threats and as a ‘migration’ crisis is exacerbating the
problem. Prevention and peacemaking tools are the answer to these problems, and we must safeguard
the special mandate of the UN to provide options for mediation and peacemaking rather than gearing
it up to fight rebels and terrorists in the name of peace as it has begun to do in places like Mali and the
Congo, with dangerous consequences. However scarce political will to sustain peace may be, the UN
must not settle for an inert, technocratic approach focused only on building capacity of state
institutions. At the heart of the SDGs is a drive for transformative change with more peaceful, just and
inclusive societies helping to shape stronger and more inclusive institutions.
Remaining true to an agenda that will transform people’s lives requires supporting those who work
for peaceful change in and out of government, including women and youth. This requires a willingness
to step out of national capitals, to talk to a wider range of people, to build up understanding of conflicts
rooted in people’s priorities, and to work in solidarity with people to help them: call for peaceful
change; during conflict and maintain cohesion across conflict divides; rebuild their lives and their
institutions after the guns fall silent; get involved fully and meaningfully in peace and reconciliation
processes so that they can influence and live with the peace settlements that emerge.
People around the world want peace and prosperity they want leaders to champion
peacebuilding, to work to prevent conflicts to build peaceful, just and inclusive societies. At a time
when many states are undermining international norms and standards aimed at promoting and
protecting peace and human security, we need new champions to ensure the ‘sustaining peace’ agenda
achieves tangible, transformative results for all those living in the shadow of violent conflict.
Richard et. al. (2004) opine, many discussions of reform tend to imply that major changes in
the UN are both too hard and too easy. Those who say reform is too hard forget that, in the right
circumstances, likeminded countries were able to negotiate the UN Charter and amend it three times,
including an expansion of the Security Council in the face of superpower reluctance (David M.
Malone; 2004). Those who suggest reform is therefore easy forget that amending the Charter took
years and depended on a perfect storm of the circumstances driving reform-the near doubling of the
membership-corresponding directly to the reform agenda of expanding key institutions. The UN
Charter is much like a constitution. And, like most constitutions, it is designed to be difficult to amend.
Article 108 of the Charter requires an amendment to be ratified by two-thirds of the UN member states,
including all five permanent members of the Security Council (the P-5). The three amendments that
have been made to the Charter all took place in the period 1963–1973.
The first amendment expanded the membership of the Security Council from eleven to fifteen
and increased the number of votes necessary to pass a resolution from seven to nine; it also expanded
the membership of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) from eighteen to twenty-seven. The
second amendment corrected the amendment procedures themselves, in line with the increased size of
the Council, requiring that nine (rather than seven) members be required to support a call for a General
Conference of Member States for the purposes of reviewing the Charter. The third amendment further
increased the membership of ECOSOC from twenty-seven to fifty-four. Since the Security Council is
widely seen as the most influential part of the UN system, much discussion of reform focuses on its
membership. In 1993, the General Assembly established an open-ended working group (that is, open
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to all members of the UN) to consider, among other things, the question of increasing Council
membership (James S. Sutterlin; 2003). More than a decade into its deliberations, there is still no
agreement on an appropriate formula for Council representation and the body is jokingly referred to
as the “never-ending working group.” Issues of general consensus are that the Council should be
expanded and should probably include new permanent members-but perhaps without granting
newcomers the coveted veto, currently held by only the P-5.
In March 1997, Razali Ismail, chairman of the working group, presented a paper synthesizing
the majority view on expansion of the Council. Now known as the “Razali Plan, ” it proposed
increasing Council membership from fifteen to twenty-four by adding five permanent members (one
each from the three groups of developing states-Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean-as
well as two from the industrialized states-generally recognized as Germany and Japan) and four nonpermanent members (one each from Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, and Latin America and the
Caribbean). Though unable to generate much enthusiasm, the Razali Plan became the benchmark for
other reform proposals. Efforts to abolish the veto itself are not presently taken seriously. Even
proposals to limit it-such as that discussed in the report of the International Commission on
Intervention and State Sovereignty, which outlined a possible “code of conduct” whereby permanent
members without vital national interest at stake would agree not to use their veto to block a resolution
responding to a humanitarian crisis appear to be off the table following the severe disagreements in
the Council over the handling of Iraq.
Future of United Nations towards 21st Century
Naturally there is bound to be much resistance from the beneficiaries of the statusquo. There
is also scepticism that the deepening of global institutions will bring about the better protection and
representation of local populations and communities affected by global policies. Furthermore, there is
the concern that the direct representation by interest groups in the process of decision-making will
transform any emerging structures of global governance into the instruments of powerful and selfseeking lobbies. In a similar vein, there is further scepticism that if such an initiative is started it will
either open the floodgates for various forces to begin to erode and permanently undermine the
effectiveness and utility of international organizations (like the UN political system for example) into
less than what they are. Or alternatively it will increase calls for secession and accentuate the further
breakdown of existing nation states. This are obviously real challenges. Unfortunately, the alternative
of offering more of the same for new problems does not seem like an enlightened path for humanity
to take. We are also faced with the dilemma that existing nation-states will continue to break down as
the demand for more cultural, political and economic autonomy among sub-national groups becomes
more pronounced.
The authority of the UN is gradually being challenged and eroded (recently populations in waraffected countries have resorted to requesting the assistance of national forces other than those of the
UN, the irony is that the countries that do end up intervening are the same countries that deny support
to the UN when it is most needed). Only through the re-creation or the creation of a more inclusive
and participatory institution can bring about the progressive shift that is required to deal with the
problems of this century. In the years following the end of the Cold War, no clear direction has been
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set as to how to transform the international system and bring about a form of multilateralism that will
effectively address the interest of all communities, without exception.
Decisions about such a transformation can only be achieved through a consultative process.
There is the potential for such innovation to take place as noted by the distinguished academic
Immanuel Kant in his discourse on Perpetual Peace when he observed that nations would want to join
and would be willing to give up some sovereignty in exchange for stability of the international order
and peace. Of course it would be ideal if a supranational regional group could show success as a model
that would inspire other nations to join without fear of being exploited by the higher authority.
Experiments are currently underway in the European Union and the African Union. There is still as
yet nothing parallel in the global system. Perhaps it would be necessary for a World Federation of
Nations to form parallel to the present UN, taking on roles that the UN was not designed to accomplish.
In this sense the Security Council and the General Assembly might be institutions used to maintain
what has be created until something better supersedes them - a “withering away of the UN”.
There are some major obstacles to change including the need for the UN Security Council to
assent to such change. But there is nothing to prevent the ground work being done to bring about this
transformation if not in the 21st century then perhaps by the 22nd century. The UN Secretary-General
cautioned the 58th General Assembly not to ‘shy away from questions about the adequacy, and
effectiveness, of the rules and instruments at our disposal.’ He went on to suggest that, ‘among those
instruments, none is more important than the Security Council itself and there was an urgent need for
the Council to regain the confidence of States, and of world public opinion – both by demonstrating
its ability to deal effectively with the most difficult issues, and by becoming more broadly
representative of the international community as a whole as well as the geographical realities of today.
The creation of a Commission to review the institutions and structures of governance modeled
on the Commission on Global Governance could be one way forward. Such a Commission however
would need to move beyond a focus on UN reform and look more towards recommending the
establishment of the criteria, standards and institutions for deepening democracy at the global level
while promoting greater autonomy and self-regulation at the local level. Towards the end of 2003, the
UN Secretary-General established a High-Level Panel on Threats, Challenges and Change under the
leadership of Mr. Anand Panyarachun, the former Prime Minister of Thailand, to look at the current
challenges to peace and security, how collective action can address these challenges, to review the
functioning of the major organs of the UN and to recommend ways of strengthening the UN through
the reform of its institutions and processes. The future well-being and resolution of some of the key
tensions of our generation may very well depend on the recommendations of this Panel. In order for
this to be achieved the follow-up programme of change will need to propose bold and radical solutions
rather than just re-package old suggestions for reform which were proposed at the end of the Cold War.
In a very real sense the future of humanity is at stake.
Conclusion
Finally, in this way the world unity can be achieved to facilitate the formation of One World
Government for running the affairs of the world in peace, security and stability in order to make
developments in various fields, achieve prosperity for the whole world and make progress of
humankind possible as was desired or dreamt by the noble individuals of the world.
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Of course, it will be an enormous challenge to developing an overarching framework of
principles and rules to renegotiate and reconfigure global governance to promote global solidarity and
collective security in the twenty-first century. It is however a challenge that will make the difference
between continuing on the age-old path of human self-destruction or choosing a new path that will
lead us to human self-improvement. The important thing is not to submit to a self-defeating view about
the impossibility of change, because human history shows us quite clearly that there has always been
change and there will always be change. The United Nations System itself was a product of change
and innovation, so there is no reason why it cannot evolve into a more effective and responsive
international system. A cautiously gradual approach can ensure that the hard won achievements of the
twentieth-century to protect the welfare and rights of humanity are not lost in the twenty-first century.
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ABSTRACT
Foreign Policy and Foreign relations are important aspects of the state policy of a country.
India is no exception to this. It is a direct reflection of a country’s traditional values and overall
national policies, aspirations and self-perception. India can emerge as an influential regional and
global player only if its relations with its immediate neighbours are harmonious and cooperative.
India’s recent neighbourhood practices such as strengthening bilateral ties, diplomatic engagements,
sub-regionalism, elements of continuity or change and their applicability to establishing peace in the
region has made a great impact in the region. Foreign Policy decision-making is agreed to be one of
the greatest instrument at a state’s disposal to pursue its national interests. It is considered as a full
political activity of states. A good Foreign Policy would obviously lead a state in fulfilling its national
interests and acquiring rightful place among comity of nations. Foreign Policy has a major importance
for a state. Foreign policies are designed to help protect a country's national interests, national security,
ideological goals, and economic prosperity. This can occur as a result of peaceful cooperation with
other nations or through exploitation. In this context the present study has undertaken to examine the
issues and challenges of Indian Foreign policy. Foreign policies are designed to help protect a country's
national interests, national security, ideological goals, and economic prosperity. This can occur as a
result of peaceful cooperation with other nations, or through exploitation.
Key Words: Foreign Policy, International Relations, National Interest, National Security, Economic
prosperity.
INTRODUCTION
Policy is considered as a plan of action and which is essential for the development of a
nation. Policy of a nation is further divided into domestic as well as foreign. In the era of Globalization
no nation can exists in an isolated one. Security, economic growth, environmental issues etc. create
the nation states to collaborate and coexist together. As a result of these, bilateral, trilateral as well as
multilateral relations build up between and among nations. Foreign Policy and Foreign relations are
important aspects of the state policy of a country. More often than not, the foreign policy of a country
reflects its aspirations, national interest, pragmatism and domestic politics. India is no exception to
this. India in the early twenty-first century has become a focus of international attention more than
ever before. In the pyramid of world powers in 1947, India was perhaps at the rock bottom. However,
within a short span of three or four decades India had pushed forward its position and became a most
developed country among the developing countries. India is emerging as a great power; its foreign
policy is increasingly becoming more and more important. In this context the globalised world
international relations have assumed great importance. Now the health of a country’s economy, its
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development and other indicators depend on international factors as much as domestic factors.
Therefore importance of foreign policy can hardly be understated.
Foreign policy is not separate from the national policy; instead it is a part of it. It consists of
national interests that are to be furthered in relation to other states. Almost all the states determine the
course of their foreign policies within the limits of their strengths and the realities of the external
environment. To the extent that an external facilitator environment can be achieved, that will remain a
principal objective of Indian foreign policy. Ultimately however it is only success on the domestic
social development front that can cement India's progress externally.
PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN POLICY
Every nation has some objectives of its foreign policy and thus adopted certain Principles to
realize their respective objectives such as  Maintenance of territorial integrity with other countries and maintenance of its political
independence;
 Acceleration of social and economic development and strengthening its place in the world.
 A nation state must increase its individual strength so that it can secure its foreign policy ends.
 States foreign policy goals must comprise those conditions of International arena so that
disruptive effects of power exerted by other states cannot harm the state.
As for example, Principles of India’s Foreign Policy includes promotion of international
peace and security, non-alignment, Panchsheel, disarmament, opposes colonialism and imperialism,
opposition to racialism in all forms, support to the UNO etc. In respect to these principles, India’s
foreign policy tries to achieve its respective objectives in world affairs. Foreign policy is the product
of an interaction between the decision makers of that state and the environment in which they are
placed. There is a close relation between domestic policies and foreign policy of a nation as foreign
policy is the reflection of domestic policy of that region.
DETERMINANTS OF FOREIGN POLICY
Those factors that influence and determine the foreign policy of a country are its determinants.
Some of these factors are static or of unchanging nature whereas others are in a state of flux and their
dynamics are continually adjusted to the changing circumstances.
1. External Determinants






Power Structure
International Organizations
Reaction of other states
World Public Opinion
Alliances

2. Internal determinants





Historical Influence
Size and Geography
Natural Resources
Economic Development
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Industrial Development
Military Power
Population

THE POLICY OF NON-ALIGNMENT
The post-1945 period witnessed drastic changes in the international system. Eurocentric
international system was gradually turned to US centred and Soviet centred. These two powers tried
to influence the other countries militarily, economically as well as ideologically. Both powers
introduced various schemes for influence Eastern European countries. The USA introduced the
Truman Doctrine as well as the Marshall Plan. The Soviet Union introduced the Molotov Plan for
attracting countries. Both power blocs mainly offered financial assistance to the countries. Some
developing countries disregarded the call of the superpowers to join their blocs and nurtured the dream
of a world free of bloc politics and the dominant political tension blocs, associated with it. Some newly
independent nation-states showed greater inclination to maintain their autonomy outside bloc politics.
They felt that rendering allegiance to any of the superpowers would infringe upon their freedom to
decide their course after the much awaited independence of their motherlands. Prominent among these
newly- independent developing countries was India, which rejected the idea of joining any bloc after
the Second World War (Chatterjee, 2010).
Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India, as opposed to militarism and preferred
relying more on the age-old Indian traditions of non-violence and peaceful cooperation among nationstates. He was joined by Indonesian President Sukarno and Egyptian President Nasser, and they
endeavoured to create a world free of bloc politics and military alignments. It was due to their efforts
that the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) emerged and gathered strength in world politics after the
Second World War (Chatterjee, 2010). Non- Alignment is one of those phenomena of international
politics which appeared on the international scene after the second world war and which represent an
essential force in the shaping of the nature of international relations. The term of Non-alignment which
is of a post-1945 origin and which has been adopted by the newly independent countries denotes
different meanings to different people at different times. The westerners often use the expression
neutrality or neutralism and try to understand non-alignment with the help of the term neutrality or
neutralism (Kumar, 1980). No-alignment as foreign policy contribution is Indian contribution to the
theory of international politics. Non-alignment is neither a passive nor a contrary policy. It should be
understood in the foreground of the ways of contemplating Indian people who have expressed many
positive and constructive ideas through negative expressions, such as Ahimsa and Apramad
(Chatterjee, 2010).
The Belgrade summit clearly outlined the conditions required for a state to be declared a
non-aligned state. The summit set five conditions, mainly based on Panchsheela, for a state to become
a member of the non-aligned movement. These are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.

A state willing to join the NAM must formulate an independent foreign policy aimed at
establishing cooperation among nation-states;
It should support independence and right to self-determination of every nationality;
It should not be a member of any military alliance created out of conflicts of big powers;
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iv.
v.

If it enters into any bilateral or regional military alliance, such agreement or alliance must not
be created out of conflicts of the big powers;
If it allows any foreign military base on its soil, such base must not be created out of the
conflicts of big powers

The underlying implication of all these five principles was that a non- aligned nation should
follow independent foreign policy, shall support the independence of a nation and shall not enter into
bloc politics. However, it also to be noted that as founder of NAM, India herself violating the NAM
principles by aligning superpowers. Now India is following policy of Multi alignment rather than nonalignment. As second largest organization in the world, NAM has the potential to influence issues like
Terrorism, climate change, UN reform etc. For the first time in the history of India, 2016 NAM summit
held at Venezuela was concluded in the absence of Indian Prime Minister. Therefore is an urgent need
to restore its relevance.
HUMAN SECURITY FRAMEWORK AND INDIA’S FOREIGN POLICY
The concept of human security emerged with the end of the cold war. The end of cold war is
often seen as the moment where human security gained real recognition because of the belief that, with
the relaxation of ideological hostilities between the US and USSR in the early 1990s, real progress
could be made to address the root causes of global insecurity. India has taken, not theoretically but
traditionally, human security as the paradigm for its foreign policy and has taken a leadership role in
operationalizing it. India‘s foreign policy framework has maintained a distinctive focus on peace,
security, development, international cooperation and peaceful co-existence since her independence.
The human security agenda has offered a chance for India to contribute a leading role on the
international platform.
CONCLUSION
Thus, foreign policy formulation involves a series of processes and possesses different actors.
It has always played a significant role in the international affairs of a state. Hence, without a properly
formulated foreign policy, a state is tended to lose its position and respect in world affairs and will
eventually unable to achieve its aims and basic national interest. In this way, foreign policy in general
is about the relations of a state with another and this interaction only takes place at the ‘international’
level and it cannot be ignored in analysing the foreign policy of any state.
India’s policy planner brought changes in foreign policy according to changed world scenario.
With long-term and short-term national interest, India‘s foreign policy becomes closer to realistic
approach. But it is hard to say that, the idealistic components of India‘s foreign policy are just
irrelevant. In the new form, colonialism and imperialism are exist in the world, pseudo war, drug
trafficking, nuclear armaments and other threats to human security are incredibly grown. To eliminate
these problems, the idealistic components of India‘s foreign policy are relevant. Foreign policy
designers brought many changes to attain this goal. In this process we can see naturally clashes
between foreign policies and necessities, because it is transitional period, which will be build
coordination with time and circumstances. India needs to adopt a pragmatic foreign policy; it will help
to attain global power status.
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India’s relationship with US, Russia, Japan
T G Nagabhushana
Assistant Professor
Department of Political Science
Government first grade college, Madhugiri
E-mail Id: tgngfgc2007@gmail.com
Introduction
The India’s relationship with US, Russia, Japan before getting into the nitty-gritty of India’s
foreign policy over the past 50 years, it would be revealing as well as useful to go back in time in order
to decipher and understand the germane events and developments which formed the underpinnings or
the raison d’etre of such Policy.
One of the founding fathers of French socialism, Claude-Henri de Rouvroy Comte de Saint
Simon (1760-1825), by applying the dialectic doctrine to the past and future of Societies, put forward
the theory that they always alternated between what he termed “the organic and critical periods”. He
distinguished between the two as follows: “The law of human development reveals two distinct and
alternative states of society, one the organic, in which all human actions are classed, foreseen and
regulated by a general approach with objectives of political and social activity clearly defined; the
other, the critical, in which all community of thought, all communal action, all coordination has ceased.
This is the critical predicament or period through which a given state or society passes”.
Emerging Trends in India–US Relations
Of late the relationship with the United States has become India's most important bilateral
relationship. Bilateral trade may have remained small due to India's own huge domestic market in other
respects economic relations are growing fast. Bilateral investment ties have grown substantially.
Institutional mechanisms involving the private sectors in both countries are active in promoting
cooperation in high technology, defence procurement and production, agriculture, health and energy.
Much more, however, needs to be done to expedite procedures for clearances for high-tech exports
from the US. India, in turn, is conscious of the fact that it needs to take a number of steps to take if it
is to foster cooperation with the US in higher education. It also needs to be recognised that on issues
like the Doha Round and Climate Change, much work needs to be done to bridge differences, though
one can derive satisfaction from the fact that it was the agreement reached between President Obama
and leaders of the 'BASIC' grouping that prevented a total breakdown of the Copenhagen Summit.
This agreement largely reflected the understanding reached when Dr. Manmohan Singh visited
Washington.
Russia’s Relation with India
India-Russia is a unique bilateral relationship in the Indian foreign policy matrix that refuses
to become amarginal one, and that was only marginally affected by the unprecedented structural
changes ushered in by the end of the Cold War in the early 1990s. This article examines the main
factors that drove India-Russia ties over the last six decades and, situating the discussion in the broader
context of the debate on India's strategic culture, argues that the realist strand of thinking in Indian
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strategic discourse best explains the evolution and sustenance of strong bilateral ties between the two
states.
The partnership between India and Russia has been a success of Indian diplomacy, but
the relationship is beginning to show signs of strain. The growing closeness between Russia and China
and the possibility of the Kremlin’s strategic embrace of Pakistan, as evidenced by its willingness to
engage with the Taliban, has fuelled the perception that Moscow and New Delhi are drifting apart.
Vinay Kaura argues that, with the changing geopolitics of South Asia, New Delhi and Moscow need
to pay greater attention to strengthening their relationship.
India–Japan Relations
India and Japan share values of democratic virtue, peaceful coexistence, rule of law, transparency
and a common heritage of Hindu mythology and Buddhist thought. In recent years, their relationship
has gone beyond economics to enter the sphere of strategic cooperation. There is synergy between the
two in the Indo–Pacific region as well and Japan joining as the third partner in the Malabar exercises,
along with India and the US, highlights the strong bonding. While the India–Japan–US trilateral has
common goals and is strategically significant, it is time for it to move beyond symbolic gestures to
more substantive cooperation.
In 2008, India and Japan made a joint security declaration while asserting that a strategic
partnership between the two countries would become an essential pillar for the future architecture of
the region. This article examines whether the security declaration is a step toward building an enduring
security partnership. It will consider perceptions in Japan and India of the bilateral
security relationship, proposals for how to give it substance, and key issues that may impede the
deepening of the relationship. This article will conclude that although there is no clear consensus as to
the substance of relationship, the relationship between India and Japan is likely to grow in coming
years.
Japan's policy toward India since 2000 appears to be a sign of new directions in Japan's security
policy since its decision to establish a strategic partnership with India is different from the previous
policy of exclusive bilateralism centering on the US–Japan alliance. Nonetheless, Japan's recent
security partnership with India is part of Japan's long-term effort to support the US-led liberal political
and economic order in East Asia. This paper argues that Japan's policy toward India since 2000 has
evolved toward becoming fully aligned with US policy toward the Indo-Pacific region. The critical
shift in Tokyo's policy toward India came in spring 2005, when Japanese political leaders and policy
elites came to recognize India as an important balancer against China as a result of the violent antiJapanese demonstrations in China. They decided to support including India into the East Asian
Summit and incorporated India into their new values diplomacy. This shift in Japan's policy
toward India, along with efforts to increase interoperability between Japan's Maritime Self-Defense
Forces and Indian Navy, coincides with US strategy to bring India into the US-led coalition to balance
against China.
This article argues that Japan’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) to India, spanning 60
years, has been driven primarily by strategic considerations. The article explores two periods – the
early 1950s and the 2010s – when Japan’s interest in aiding development projects in India was
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particularly strong. Early in the post-war period, India was seen to provide an entry point for Japan’s
development of relations with other Asian nations, while lingering concerns about Japan’s wartime
actions supported resistance to other approaches. Currently, as Japan’s ‘special strategic and global
partner’, and with an ever more powerful economy and political voice globally, India helps open the
way for Japan to extend strategic leverage in the region and beyond, while China’s ascendance as a
great power helps inspire strategic transition among nations regionally and globally. The nature of
Japan’s ODA projects considered in these strategic contexts makes their strategic edge clear.
References:
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Abstract:
The present phase of India-China relations emerged from the desire and imperative to reset
relations after the Doklam standoff in 2017 and the realization that, despite the persistence of major
differences between them, India and China have significant areas of cooperation both in the bilateral
and multilateral arenas. From a longer-term perspective, however, the origins of the current phase of
India-China relations may also be traced to the strategic and security underpinnings of the US-China
trade spat. New US tariffs have targeted key Chinese exports, and new US export restrictions have
impacted a range of high technology industries, especially in those areas, in which China hopes to lead
in 2025 or 2049. As long as there are continuing tensions in Sino-US relations, China will make
positive overtures towards India, without any assurances that it will not revert to a confrontationist
posture under different circumstances in the future. India has been careful not to blame China for the
coronavirus or its spread. However, there remains a strong undercurrent of mutual distrust between the
two countries. India has put Chinese foreign direct investment under the “prior government approval”
category. Predictably, China has described this as a violation of the World Trade Organization
principle of “non-discrimination”. There have been two border incidents involving Indian and Chinese
troops in recent weeks. It would appear that the fragile equilibrium of India China ties has an uncertain
future.
Keywords: Border Disputes, Investment Bank, Missile Programs, Strategy of Nonalignment, Potential
Partnerships, Regional Balancing.
India is a rising power, but its transformation is occurring in the shadow of China’s even more
impressive ascent. Beijing’s influence will almost certainly continue to grow and has already upset
Asia’s geopolitical balance. India must decide how to secure its interests in this unbalanced
environment by choosing among six potential strategic options; staying unaligned, hedging, building.
Indigenous military power, forming regional partnerships, aligning with China, or aligning with the
United States.
Challenges Posed by China’s Rise:
Military Threat:
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China is a direct military threat to India, particularly in light of the two countries border
disputes. Through India has considerable military power, China’s forces are already stronger and
better-funded; China’s outsized wealth will likely allow it to outspend India for the foreseeable future.



China actually has slightly fewer ground forces (1.15million troops) than India (1.20 million
troops)
But China enjoys critical terrain advantages along the Sino Indian border, accentuated by far
superior transportation and communications infrastructure in bordering Tibet.

Meanwhile, China fields almost twice as many modern combat aircraft (of the Mirage-2000
vintage or newer) as India (653 to 349) and nearly three times as many major surface combat vessels
(79 to 28) and submarines (53 to 14).8 China is also building its own fifth generation fighter jet and a
new aircraft carrier that will be larger than any Indian Carrier.
China’s growing military muscle would be a concern for India even in the absence of any direct
disputes. But India and China have unresolved territorial disputes that led to a war in 1962 and several
subsequent skirmishes. The possibility of another war might appear remote, but the combination of
China’s military power and its proclivity to use military force as most recently illustrated in the South
China Sea – represent a serious threat.
China’s influence at Multilateral Forums:
China’s influence in both established international organizations like the United Nations and
in new institutions China is setting up, such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, gives it
opportunities to Hamper Indian interest and goals in multilateral forums, especially when it comes to
reforming these institutions and giving India a greater voice in global affairs.
 Most recently, in 2016, China thwarted India’s efforts to join the NSG.
 China is likely to continue to obstruct India in this manner, and its capacity to do so will only
grow as its power increases.
Moreover, as its power grows, China has also started establishing international institutions like
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and has also been shaping other multilateral organizations
to promote Chinese interest, such as the BRICS (a group consisting of Brazil, China, India, Russia and
South Africa) and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.
Alignment with Pakistan:
China’s alignment with Pakistan and deepening relations with other South Asian Countries
represents a significant challenge to India’s position in the region, which India has dominated for
decades. China’s ability to provide financial assistance and balance against India may tempt India’s
smaller neighbors to play one power against the other, undermining India in its own backyard.
China’s support has bolstered Pakistan’s military capabilities and (at the very least) accelerated
the development of Islamabad’s nuclear weapons and missile programs. Moreover, the possibility of
a two front conflict pitting India against. China and Pakistan simultaneously also worry Indian National
security policymakers, a concern accelerated by the China Pakistan Economic Corridor. Parts of this
infrastructure corridor traverse Indian claimed territory in Pakistan occupied portions of Kashmir.
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Aside from Pakistan, the enhancement of China’s relations with some other Indian neighbors
– Including Bangladesh, the Maldives, Nepal and Srilanka provides an understandable temptation for
these smaller states to attempt to use China to counter India’s natural domination of the region.
Economic Power:
China’s economic power allows it to spread its influence around the world, which could be
used to India’s detriment. China has used its aid and trade policies to promote its interests, and it is not
difficult to imagine that it could use these tools to pressure others, especially developing countries, to
support China in a potential disagreement with India. For example, China has used economic boycotts
to punish countries like Norway and South Korea for actions deemed to be unfriendly to its interests.
China has also used aid to advance its foreign policy objectives in its relations with countries like the
Philippines.
India’s Potential Policy Responses:
Strategy of Nonalignment:
A strategy of nonalignment, hedging, or alignment with China likely would not serve India’s
interests because China’s power, geographical proximity, and policies already represent a clear danger
to India’s security and global interests.
Closer Alignment with the U.S.
A closer alignment with the United States, further along the same policy path that India is
already pursuing, represents the best way to meet the challenge of China’s rise, because the United
States is the only power that is stronger than China. Further, India and the U.S. share a common interest
in balancing Beijing.
Building Indigenous Military Power:
Among India’s other strategic options efforts to build indigenous military power and forge
regional partnership are necessary and complementary means of countering China, but are by
themselves insufficient, because China is already wealthier and stronger than India or any combination
of other Asian powers.
India’s Foreign Policy Tools:
In response to the challenges China represents, India has four types of tools at its disposal;
military power, potential partnerships with other countries (including China), multilateral diplomacy,
and international economic Integration.
Military Power:
India needs to cultivate and enhance these tools as much as possible. The first tool is military
power. States are ultimately responsible for their own security, and for most states – except especially
weak one’s military power is a form of insurance that cannot be ignored. It is the most basic instrument
that states have, and it is ultimately the only instrument that is entirely under the control of the state.
That said, military power is often by itself insufficient, and expending too much efforts in this area can
potentially have deleterious consequences.
Partnerships with Other countries:
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India needs partners, although such partners should share India’s concerns about China and be
capable and willing to use their own military forces to counter China’s military power. Equally
important, they should have enough clout in the international arena to be able to support India’s
interests. Additionally, they should be both able and willing to help India develop its own economic,
technological, and military power so that it can better balance against China.
Multilateral Diplomacy:
India could potentially use multilateral institutions such as the United Nations to undermine
the legitimacy of and constrain any aggressive Chinese behavior in the international arena. In addition,
although India is not a permanent UNSC member, it could conceivably garner support on issues it
deems important from other states, especially more powerful ones like the United States, and, in so
doing attempt to isolate Beijing and deter china from acting against India’s interest. Admittedly, China
could opt to veto such proceedings in the UNSC, but it would likely pay a diplomatic cost for doing
so, and such veto power does not extend to the UN General Assembly. Meanwhile, in some situations,
India could also conceivably partner with Beijing in such venues, in order to give china an incentive
to be more accommodating of India’s interest.
Economic Cooperation:
Trade and economic cooperation are useful tools for growing the Indian economy, generating
greater wealth and developing India’s technological capacities. Greater wealth and technological
capacities are essential building blocks of military power and greater international influence, both of
which are necessary for meeting the challenge China poses.
But the pacifying effects of such economic integration on international conflict are often
exaggerated, and expectations that commerce will lead to cooperation in other areas are usually
misplaced. So, India can use trade and economic cooperation with China as one way of enhancing
Indian economic growth, But India should be careful about buying into the idea that such cooperation
can ameliorate potential conflict with China.
Regional Balancing:
Regional balancing is a strategy India could pursue to align with other Asian countries in order
to balance against China. Such partners could include Australia, Japan, the Philippines, Singapore, and
Vietnam although, in the future, Indonesia and Malaysia could potentially be incorporated. These
countries are also concerned about China’s rise and aggressiveness, and they may be open to India
playing a role in establishing a more favorable balance of power in the region.
Over the last two decades, India’s Look East and Act East Policies have aimed at closer
economic and strategic links with other countries in the region. But follow up has been unsatisfactory,
as India is still trading less with members of the association of Southeast Asian Nation’s than even
Australia or Hong Kong. India’s inability to improve transportation infrastructure to its east is a serious
problem.
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Advantages of Regional Balancing Approach:








First, it would allow India to balance China without the disadvantage of aligning with another
great power such as the United States.
Second, a regional balancing strategy would circumvent worries in some corners about a new
wave of U.S. isolations and the prospect of U.S unwillingness to balance against China.
Third, unlike an alignment with another great power, India would likely be the more powerful
partner in the relationships that would form a regional alignment in Asia, where only Japan is
of comparable power.
Fourth, this strategy has an inherent legitimacy. Traditionally, India has objected to great power
politics that are played out in the territories of small, weak countries for the benefit of others.
But a regional balancing strategy involves defending small powers against a local hegemony,
which is an eminently justiciable and legitimate task.
Fifth, there would likely be economic benefits to building up such links, particularly in terms
of trade-fueled economic growth.

Way Forward:
India’s choice of strategy is not stagnant and has to be based on the prevailing balance of power.
If this changes, the strategy also has to change. For example, if India’s power were to become roughly
comparable to China’s, India would not even need alliances but could balance China with its own
internal resources (though partnerships may reduce the burden).
Similarly, if China declines, the United States could reign supreme as the global hegemony,
leading to different choices. But these are not the conditions that prevail today. The current context is
one in which China, a neighbor with which India has territorial disputes and which has been attempting
to contain India, is the dominant power in Asia and likely will be for some time. In these circumstances,
there is only one effective strategic choice for India to protect its interests and safeguard its security; a
closer alignment with the United States.
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ABSTRACT
India-U.S. bilateral relations have developed into a "global strategic partnership", based on
shared democratic values and increasing convergence of interests on bilateral, regional and global
issues.India’s relations with Russia have made little progress since they got stalled following the end
of the Cold War. Today their bilateral ties—officially labelled “special and privileged strategic
partnership”— focus heavily on defence cooperation, while the economic partnership remains listless
even as the respective relations of the two with other states have grown rapidly. Similarly the friendship
between India and Japan has a long history rooted in spiritual affinity and strong cultural and
civilizational ties. The Japan-India Association was set up in 1903, and is today the oldest international
friendship body in Japan. This paper analyses the ebbs and flows of India’s political relationship with
United States, Russia and Japan. It seeks to examine the changes underway in the Indian foreign
policies and political relationship with United states, Russia and Japanowing to domestic policy goals
and the changing world order – to understand how they have influenced their bilateral ties. While the
relationship remains generally strong and without significant obstacles, India and other countries need
to critically examine the substance and future of their ties for a more coherent policy outlook.
INTRODUCTION:
India-U.S. bilateral relations have developed into a "global strategic partnership", based on
shared democratic values and increasing convergence of interests on bilateral, regional and global
issues. The emphasis placed by the Government in India on development and good governance has
created opportunity to reinvigorate bilateral ties and enhance cooperation under the motto --“ChaleinSaathSaath: Forward Together We Go”, and "SanjhaPrayas, Sab ka Vikas" (Shared Effort,
Progress for All) adopted during the first two summits of Prime Minister Modi and President Obama
in September 2014 and January 2015 respectively. The summit level joint statement issued in June
2016 called the India-U.S. relationship an “Enduring Global Partners in the 21st Century”. Regular
exchange of high-level political visits has provided sustained momentum to bilateral cooperation,
while the wide-ranging and ever-expanding dialogue architecture has established a long-term
framework for India-U.S. engagement. Today, the India-U.S. bilateral cooperation is broad-based and
multi-sectorial, covering trade and investment, defence and security, education, science and
technology, cyber security, high-technology, civil nuclear energy, space technology and applications,
clean energy, environment, agriculture and health. Vibrant people-to-people interaction and support
across the political spectrum in both countries nurture our bilateral relationship.
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India and Russia shared decades of close linkages at the highest levels during the Soviet era. The tumult
of the immediate post-Soviet years, however, reverberated through the Indo-Russia relationship as
well, as the newly established Russian Federation sought to rebuild its foreign policy. The years
immediately following the collapse of the Soviet Union saw the Boris Yeltsin administration adopting
a pro-Western foreign policy orientation. For India, meanwhile, it was the time it began liberalising its
economy and looking to the West for trade and investment. Both countries, therefore, were occupied
with domestic priorities while adjusting to a changed world order with the United States (US) as the
sole superpower.
Throughout the various phases of history since contacts between India and Japan began some
1400 years ago, the two countries have never been adversaries. Bilateral ties have been singularly free
of any kind of dispute –ideological, cultural or territorial. Post the Second World War, India did not
attend the San Francisco Conference, but decided to conclude a separate peace treaty with Japan in
1952 after its sovereignty was fully restored. The sole dissenting voice of Judge Radha Binod Pal at
the War Crimes Tribunal struck a deep chord among the Japanese public that continues to reverberate
to this day.The modern nation States have carried on the positive legacy of the old association which
has been strengthened by shared values of belief in democracy, individual freedom and the rule of law.
Over the years, the twocountries have built upon these values and created a partnership based on
bothprinciple and pragmatism. Today, India is the largest democracy in Asia andJapan the most
prosperous.
Political Relations between India with United States, Russia and Japan :
The frequency of high-level visits and exchanges between India and the U.S. has gone
upsignificantly of late. Prime Minister Modi visited the U.S. on 26-30 September 2014; he
heldmeetings with President Obama, members of the U.S. Congress and political leaders,
includingfrom various States and cities in the U.S., and interacted with members of President Obama's
Cabinet. He also reached out to the captains of the U.S. commerce and industry, the American civil
society and think tanks, and the Indian-American community. A Vision Statement and a Joint
Statement were issued during the visit. The visit was followed by President Obama's visit to India on
25-27 January 2015 as the Chief Guest at India's Republic Day. During the visit, the two sides issued
a Delhi Declaration of Friendship and adopted a Joint Strategic Vision for Asia-Pacific and the Indian
Ocean Region. Both sides elevated the Strategic Dialogue between their Foreign Ministers to Strategic
and Commercial Dialogue of Foreign and Commerce Ministers.
Prime Minister Modi again visited the U.S. on 23-28 September 2015, during which he held a
bilateral meeting with President Obama, interacted with leaders of business, media, academia, the
provincial leaders and the Indian community, including during his travel to the SiliconValley. In 2016,
Prime Minister visited the U.S. for the multilateral Nuclear Security Summit hosted by President
Obama in Washington D.C. on 31 March-1 April. This was soon followed by an official working visit
by Prime Minister on 6-8 June, during which he held bilateral discussions with President Obama, and
also addressed a Joint Session of the U.S. Congress. Prime Minister Modi was the sixth Indian Prime
Minister to address the U.S. Congress. There is frequent interaction between the leadership of the two
countries, including telephone calls and meetings on the side-lines of international summits.
Political relations between India and Russia have historically been steady and cordial. The two
countries have had the advantage of what analysts refer to as a “problem-free environment” despite a
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weak economic base. A total of 19 annual summits have been held uninterrupted, alternately in India
and Russia, since they were first instituted in 2000. The leaders of the two countries also meet regularly
at the meetings—or on the side-lines—of various multilateral organisations like the grouping of Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS), the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and
G20. Indeed, it was Russia that pushed for India’s entry into SCO; India became a full member in
2017. A major reason for this was Moscow’s desire to prevent the organisation from being dominated
by China, a concern that was shared by the Central Asian states as well. China, while initially resistant
to the idea, agreed on the condition that Pakistan too joined the multilateral body.
The two sides also signed the ‘Strategic Vision for Strengthening Cooperation in Peaceful Uses
of Atomic Energy’ in 2014 and agreed on the ‘Partnership for Global Peace and Stability’ in 2016. In
early 2019, Russia bestowed the Order of St Andrew the Apostle on PM Modi for his “distinguished
contribution to the development of a privileged strategic partnership between Russia and India and
friendly ties between the Russian and Indian peoples.”Apart from the annual summits, the defence
ministers of the two countries get the chance to meet regularly as they co-chair the Inter-Governmental
Commission on Military Technical Cooperation (IRIGC-MTC). These annual meetings seek to review
defence cooperation between the two countries. India’s external affairs minister is the co-chair of the
Inter-Governmental Commission on Trade, Economic, Scientific, Technological and Cultural
Cooperation (IRIGC-TEC), while the Russian side is represented by the deputy prime minister. Other
ministerial level meetings also take place annually, ensuring regular contacts at different levels of the
government between the two countries.
The political relationship between India and Japan in the first decade after diplomatic ties were
established, several high levelexchanges took place, including Japanese Prime Minister Nobusuke
Kishi’s visit to India in 1957, Prime Minister Nehru’s return visit to Tokyo the same year (with a gift
of two elephants) and President Rajendra Prasad’s visit in 1958. The visit of their Highnesses, the then
Japanese Crown Prince Akihito and Crown Princess Michiko in 1960 took the relations to a new
level.The momentum of bilateral ties, however, was not quite sustained in the following decades. After
Prime Minister Hayato Ikeda’s visit to India in 1961, the next Prime Ministerial visit from Japan was
by Yasuhiro Nakasone in 1984. Prime Ministerial visits from India included Smt. Indira Gandhi (1969
& 1982), Shri Rajiv Gandhi (1985 & 1987) and Shri P. V. Narasimha Rao (1992). A transformational
development in the economic history of India was Suzuki Motor Corporation’s path breaking
investment in India in the early 1980s that revolutionized the automobile sector, bringing in advanced
technology and management ethics to India. A test of the reliability of Japan as a friend was witnessed
in 1991, when Japan was among the few countries that unconditionally bailed India out of the balance
of payment crisis.
The beginning of the 21st century witnessed a dramatic transformation in bilateral ties. During
Prime Minister Mori’s path-breaking visit to India in 2000, the Japan-India Global Partnership in the
21st century was launched. The Joint Statement signed by Prime Ministers Manmohan Singh and
Shinzo Abe in 2006 factored in the new challenges, and the relationship was upgraded to a Global and
Strategic Partnership with the provision of annual Prime Ministerial Summits. AComprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between Japan and India was concluded in 2011.
Their Majesties Emperor Akihito and Empress Michiko visited India from 30 November-6 December
2013. Their Majesties visited Delhi and Chennai.PM Abe paid an official visit to India for the 8th
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Annual Summit with Prime Minister Dr.Manmohan Singh from 25-27 January 2014 and was the Chief
Guest at the Republic Day parade in New Delhi.Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi visited Japan from
30 August – September 3, 2014 for the 9th Annual Summit Meeting with Prime Minster Shinzo Abe.
During the visit, the two sides upgraded the relationship to a ‘Special Strategic and Global Partnership’.
Both sides also agreed to establish the ‘India-Japan Investment Promotion Partnership’. PM Abe
pledged to realize public and private investments worth JPY 3.5 trillion and doubling of the number
of Japanese companies in India over the next five years.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visited India for the 10th Annual Summit with Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi from 11-13 December 2015. 16 Agreements/MoUs/MoCs/ LoIs were
signed/exchanged during the visit. In a special gesture, India also announced “visa on arrival” scheme
for all Japanese travellers, including for business purposes, from March 1, 2016. PM Abe,
accompanied by PM Modi also visited the city of Varanasi, which signed a partnership agreement with
the city of Kyoto in August 2014. A ‘Japan-India Make in India Special Finance Facility’ of JPY 1.3
trillion was also established.Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi visited Japan for the 11th Annual
Summit from 10-12 November 2016. Following themeeting, the two Prime Ministers issued a Joint
Statement and a Fact Sheet. 10 Agreements/MoUs/ MoCs were signed/exchanged in a wide range of
areas, including cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy, manufacturing skill transfer
programme, outer space, marine, earth and atmospheric science and technology, agriculture and food
related industry, transport and urban development, textiles, cultural exchange and sports. PM Modi
travelled on the shinkansen, accompanied by PM Abe to Kobe, where an MoU between the state of
Gujarat and Hyogo Prefecture was signed.Prime Minister Shinzo Abe visited India (Ahmedabad) for
the 12th Annual Summit from 13-14 September 2017. During the visit, the two Prime Ministers
oversaw the ground-breaking ceremony for the Mumbai Ahmedabad High Speed Rail Project.
India and Japan concluded 15 MoUs or agreements in panoply of areasranging from
connectivity, investments, civil aviation, Japanese language training, disaster risk management,
science and technology, and sports.Ministerial visits in 2017 include METI Minister Mr. Hiroshige
Seko to India (9-10 January); Union Minister for Food Processing Industries Smt. Harsimrat Kaur
Badal visited (1-4 March); and Minister of State (IC) for Commerce and Industry Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman visited from (13-15 April); Minister for Finance, Defenceand Corporate Affairs Shri. Arun
Jaitley ( 6-8 May); Dr. Arvind Panagariya, Vice Chairman, NITI Aayog (13-14 June); Minister for
Defence Shri Arun Jaitley (4-6 September) for the Annual Defence Ministerial Dialogue and Shri
Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Skill Development and
Entrepreneurship (16-18 October).
The two countries have several institutional dialogue mechanisms, which are held regularly, at
senior official and functional levels to exchange views on bilateral issues as well as regional and
international cooperation. There is Foreign Office Consultation at the level of Foreign Secretary / Vice
Foreign Minister as well as a 2+2 Dialogue at the level of Foreign and Defence Secretaries. Similarly,
there are dialogue mechanisms in diverse fields such as economy, commercial, financial services,
health, road transport, shipping, education etc. to name a few sectors.
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CONCLUSION
India and Russia continue to share a common strategic rationale for their relationship: apart
from bilateral synergies, the two are members of various multilateral organisations including BRICS,
RIC, G20, East Asia Summit and SCO—where avenues for cooperation on issues of mutual
importance exist. There is also a need for cooperation in areas like counterterrorism, cyber security,
the Afghanistan conflict, outer space, and climate change. The fact that Russia holds a permanent seat
However India and Russia will have to diversify their areas of cooperation beyond energy and
defence. The trade relationship remains weak and needs active intervention to take advantage of
policies like ‘Make in India’. Also, concrete proposals in the areas already identified by the two
countries need to be identified and implemented on a priority basis, including start-ups, infrastructure,
shipbuilding, river-navigation, high 86 speed railways, space, food processing, and high-technology
products.India and Russia’s relationship cannot flourish on defence and historical linkages alone. With
systemic changes underway ininternational relations, new dimensions of cooperation need to be found
to build a strong economic and strategic partnership. Both India and Russia will have to learn to
navigate their relationship amidst challenges emerging not just from bilateral factors but also regional
and global ones, as both countries seek to strengthen their position at a time of flux in the international
order.
In recent years, there has been a change in the composition of the Indian community with the
arrival of a large number of professionals, including IT professionals and engineers working for Indian
and Japanese firms as well as professionals in management, finance, education, and S&T research.
The Nishikasai area in Tokyo is emerging as a “mini-India”. Their growing numbers had prompted the
opening of three Indian schools in Tokyo and Yokohama. The community is actively engaged in events
organized by the Embassy. The Indian community lives harmoniously with the neighbours and has
developed relations with local governments to become valuable members of the Japanese community.
Approximately 27,000 Indians live in Japan.
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ABSTRACT
India-ASEAN relations have a long, dynamic relation with multiple achievements to reach the
year 2017, when the two are celebrating 25 years of their partnership. India and ASEAN uphold each
other's centrality in shaping the evolving regional co-operation. With this objective, India's 'Look East'
policy had helped to organise into 'Act East' by 2014. Common concerns and aspirations bind the
ASEAN countries and India at a time when Asia is in disruptive phase that could well determine the
future balance of power in the region. The two remain indispensable to the creation of new 'rules of
the game' in Asia. This brief provides an overview of the trajectory of this crucial partnership as it has
evolved over the last 25 years.
Keywords: Look East, Act East, declaration, secretariat, co-operation, dialogue, challenges,
organizations
Introduction
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established united by a common
desire and collective will to live in a region of lasting peace, security and stability, sustained by
economic growth, shared prosperity and social progress, and to promote vital interest of South East
Asian region.
Origin
On 8 August 1967, five leaders - Adam Malik, Foreign Minister of Indonesia, Tun Abdul Razak
of Malaysia, Narciso R. Ramos of the Philippines, S. Rajaratnam of Singapore and Thanat Khoman of
Thiland - the founding members of the ASEAN signed the ASEAN Declaration or Bangkok
Declaration and established the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). It proclaimed
representing “the collective will of the nations of Southeast Asia to bind themselves together in
friendship and cooperation and, through joint efforts and scarifies, secure for their peoples and for
posterity the blessings of peace, freedom and prosperity”.
Against the backdrop of conflict in the then Indochina, the founding fathers had the foresight of
building a community of and for all Southeast Asian states. Thus the Bangkok Declaration
promulgated that “the Association is open for participation to all States in the Southeast Asian region
subscribing to the aforementioned aims, principles and purposes”
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Membership
The Founding Members of the Association were: Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand. Later Brunei Darussalam joined 8 January 1984, Viet Nam on 28 July 1995, Laos and
Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and Cambodia on 30 April 1999.
Member states shall have equal rights and obligations. Member states can take all necessary
measures, including the enactment of appropriate domestic legislation, to effectively implement the
provisions of this Charter and to comply with all obligations of membership.
Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.

To maintain and enhance peace, security and stability in the region ;
To promote greater political security, economic and socio-cultural cooperation;
To preserve Southeast Asia is a Nuclear Weapon Free Zone ;
To ensure that the peoples and Member States of ASEAN live in peace in a just, democratic and
harmonious environment ;
5. To create a single market and production base which is stable, prosperous, highly competitive and
economically integrated with effective facilitation for trade and investment.
The Chairmanship of ASEAN shall rotate annually, based the alphabetical order of the English names
of Member States. The Chairman will actively promote and enhance the interests and wellbeing of
ASEAN, including efforts to build an ASEAN Community through policy initiatives, coordination,
Consensus and cooperation.
Organisation
1. Summit: The ASEAN Summit comprises the Heads of State of the Member States. The ASEAN
Summit is the supreme policy-making body of ASEAN. It deliberates, provide policy guidance and
take decisions on key issues pertaining to the realisation of the objectives of ASEAN, important
matters of interest to Member States and all issues referred to it by the ASEAN Coordinating Council,
the ASEAN Community Councils and ASEAN sectoral Ministerial Bodies. It addresses emergency
situations affecting ASEAN by taking appropriate actions.
2. Coordinating Council: The ASEAN Coordinating Council shall comprise the ASEAN Foreign
Ministers and meet at least twice a year. The ASEAN Coordinating Council shall prepare the meetings
of the ASEAN Summit. It coordinates the implementation of agreements and decisions of the ASEAN
Summit. It also coordinates the implementation of agreements and decisions of the ASEAN Summit.
It also coordinates with the ASEAN Community Councils to enhance policy coherence, efficiency and
cooperation among them.
3. Community Councils:The ASEAN Community Councils comprises the ASEAN political Security Community Council, ASEAN Economic Community Council, and ASEAN Socio-Cultural
Community Council. Each Council shall have under its purview the relevant ASEAN Sectoral
Ministerial Bodies. Each Member State shall designate its national representation for each ASEAN
Community Council meeting.
4. Sectoral Ministerial Bodies: ASEAN Sectoral Ministerial Bodies function in accordance with their
respective established mandates and implement the agreements and decisions of the ASEAN Summit.
It strengthens cooperation in their respective fields in support of ASEAN integration and community
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building. Each ASEAN Sectorial Ministerial Body may have under its purview the relevant senior
officials and subsidiary bodies to undertake its functions.
5. The Secretariat
The ASEAN Secretariat was established on 24 February 1976 by the Foreign Ministers of
ASEAN. The Agreement on the Establishment of the ASEAN Secretariat stated that the basic mandate
of the ASEAN Secretariat is “to provide for greater efficiency in the coordination of ASEAN organs
and for more effective implementation of ASEAN projects and activities”.
India and the ASEAN
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established on 8th August 1967 in
Bangkok, Thailand. The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration) was signed by five founding
members namely, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Brunei Darussalam
joined on 7 January 1984, Viet Nam on 28 July 1995, Lao PDR and Myanmar on 23 July 1997, and
Cambodia on 30 April 1999, making it a ten member body.
India has been following a “Look East Policy” since 1990s. India became a sectoral dialogue
partner of ASEAN in 1992, which was upgraded to full dialogue partnership in 1996. Since 2002, India
has been having annual Summits with ASEAN. To mark the 20th anniversary of dialogue - level
partnership and the 10th anniversary of Summit-level partnership with ASEAN, India hosted the
ASEAN - India Commemorative Summit on the theme “ASEAN- India Partnership for Peace and
Shared Prosperity” in New Delhi on December 20-21, 2012.
ASEAN - India functional cooperation is diverse and includes cooperation across a range of
sectors, such as trade, science and technology, human resource development, space sciences,
agriculture, new and renewable energy, information and communication technology,
telecommunications, transport and infrastructure, tourism and culture.
Co-operation between India and ASEAN is being intensified in cultural, educational and academic
fields as well through promotion of people-to-people contacts and initiatives such as Youth Exchange
Programmes, Special Training Courses for ASEAN Diplomats, Media Exchange Programmes and the
ASEAN-India Network of Think Tanks Meeting. India has established Centres for English Language
Training (CELT) and Entrepreneurship Development Centres (EDC) in Cambodia, Lao PDR,
Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV countries).
In the ASEAN-India Summit in October, 2009, India announced a contribution of USD 50 million
to the ASEAN-India Co-operation Fund to support ASEAN-India projects. India has set up an ASEAN
- India Science and Technology Development Fund and ASEAN-India Green Fund for pilot projects
to promote adaptation and mitigation technologies in the field of climate change.
At the 8th ASEAN-India Summit held in Hanoi, Vietnam, in October, 2010, Prime Minister
announced the extension of Visa on Arrival facility to Cambodia, Vietnam, Philippines and Laos with
effect from January 1, 2011. Visa on arrival facility now stands extended to 7 ASEAN countries (Lao
PDR, Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines).
The 9th ASEAN-India Summit was held in Bali, Indonesia on 19th November, 2011. The leaders
took stock of the progress made in the ASEAN-India relationship and agreed to enhance co-operation
on a range of issues, including trade, maritime security, food and energy security and physical and
people-to-people connectivity.
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The ASEAN-India Trade-in-Goods Agreement became fully operational from August 2011. In
2011-12, the total trade between India and ASEAN increased by 37% to reach USD 79.86 billion
thereby surpassing the trade target of USD 79.86 billion thereby surpassing the trade target of USD 70
billion by 2012, ahead of time. Negotiations of an ASEAN-India Free Trade Agreement in Services
and Investments are currently underway.
Indian delegation attended the 31st General Assembly of ASEAN Inter Parliamentary Assembly
(AIPA) held in Hanoi, Vietnam from 20-25 September, 2010, where India was accorded “Observer
Status” by AIPA. The Indian Parliamentary delegation also attended the 32nd General Assembly of
AIPA held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia from 18-24 September 2011 and extended an invitation to an
AIPA delegation to visit India. An AIPA delegation led by the President of AIPA visited India from
July 29 to August 1, 2012.
An ASEAN-India Eminent Persons Group (AIEPG) has been set up to draft a new ASEAN-India
Vision - 2020 document to be adopted at the Commemorative Summit was drawn at the fourth meeting
held in Kochi from 16-17 September, 2012. Delhi Dialogue IV on the theme “India and ASEAN:
Partners for Peace, Progress and Stability” was held from February 13-14, 2012 in New Delhi which
also flagged off ASEAN-India Commemorative Year celebration. The visit of the ASEAN Committee
of Permanent Representatives (CPR) to India from February 12-17, 2012 coincided with DelhiDialogue IV.
A MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) on Strengthening Tourism Co-operation between India
and ASEAN was signed at the ASEAN - India Ministerial Meeting on Tourism on January 12, 2012,
in Manado, Indonesia.
Conclusion
Despite progress made over the last 25 years in India-ASEAN ties, there remains immense scope
for further growth in the relationship. The Asia-Pacific is one of the most dynamic regions of the
world today, and it is necessary for both India and the ASEAN countries to keep contributing to the
shaping of the so-called 'Asian century'. Formidable security challenges remain, and the two sides
strategically to increase cooperation for a favourable balance of power as maintaining regional stability
is a priority for both India and ASEAN. Both regions are also increasingly facing non-traditional
security challenges like piracy and terrorism, for which greater coordination is needed.
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Abstract
After world war second the phase is called as Institutional era. Many stratgic and co-operative,
Regional Institutional evolved and contributed to peace and prosperity of the world. BRICKS are a
Regional economic co –operative alliance of the 21stcentury. It has represent the four continents. This
present paper on BRICS – New aspirations, has highlight possibilities of political and regional co
operations Among the BRICKS Nations.
Key Words: Regional perspective, political perspective.
Objective:
 To Enhance the regional prosperity, security, among the BRICKS Nation, through this
upgrade the International peace.
Introduction
BRICKS is an emerging regional organization in the International Relations and world order.
It represents the four continent of the world geography. It means that, it has world largest regional,
political, economic regions, apart from these Russia and china has permanent veto powers, in united
Nations. India has largest Democratic country by following this Brazil and south Africa are plays
prominent role in that way. India as a world largest Democratic country, and situated in a strategic
place of the Asian subcontinent, world second largest population, made India has much productive
and consuming capacity, well Democratic institutions and organizations are developed in India. It is
strengthen the India in International affairs.
After the dissolution of Soviet Union, and the emerging of new world order, all sovereign
countries are equal to participating in world affairs.it leads that world order became multipolar.
BRICKS is Regional organization, upraises for the economic co -operations at the regional levels,
Instead of this co operations between in the BRICS nation eradication of Terrorism, boarder disputer,
regional and political stability, unity is much options in this co -operations.
Aspirations Regional perspective
The Regional perspective, BRICKS represent the major continent and subcontinent of the
world. Among this Russia- china, India – china, shares their border and also having disputes. china’s
Expansion and economic outlook strategies and many investments in Asia and African continents. It
leads to rises the tension in the Asian subcontinents including India. Recent boarder disputes between
India and china Galwan Regions other BRICKS Nations didn’t made or release joint statement upon
this issues in this instant, clearly Notified that BRICKS largely and intensely based upon economic
co- operations organization, Here regarding this point of view, we synthesis the that:
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(i)without regional security, economic development among the Nation’s is deprived.
(ii) such issues are finally culprits the major objectives of the BRICKS.
(iii) It may leads the dissolution of the BRICKS in upcoming days. economic and peaceful meanwhile,
as strategic, economic and peaceful co-operation’s among the BRICKS Nations not only stands the
regional aspects, finally world peace and prosperity concepts.
Aspirations the Political Perspective
BRICKS is a valuable supportive group for each other. Their leaders hold for summit every year.
Apart from the economic co-operations among the Nations equal growth, including social- economic,
political conditions, is better to improving economic co-operations and development. Brazil, south
Africa, are representing the Latin America and African continents, many of the under developed
countries and political unstable formed government occurred in that continent political instability leads
to deprived the people’s rights, better life, finally it leads to social-economic backwardness. It leads
regional in security and imbalance. Among BRICKS countries these are more or less give much
attention to regional security and development. it would leads to imbalance development among the
BRICKS nations. developed country Russia, developing countries, Brazil, china, India and south
African leadership took much attention upon this issues Jointly and progressively. Democratic way
of living and formation of governments, is more acceptable if or world peace and security. Brazil,
south Africa and India took leadership upon this issues is a better vision of BRICKS in future.
Bibilography:
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This paper study on India and China in the changing scenario. Even the two nations have
adopted different ideologies, they have maintained good relations in some of the fields. Since the end
of the Cold War and the demise of the Soviet Union, India–China relations have not only steadily
improved, but have strengthened in diverse fields of mutual interest. Apart from this, the contentious
boundary issue has registered substantial progress, although uncertainty looms large as to when it will
be finally resolved. Despite divergences in the perceptions and approaches of New Delhi and Beijing
on issues such as Sino‐Pakistani military and strategic ties and India's Tibet policy, both countries have
enormous potential and opportunities to expand and deepen their economic and trade ties in their
mutual interest.
Key words: Changing neighborhood, economic relations, foreign policy, cold war, boundary issue,
Introduction
India’s China policy choices are profoundly consequential for the Indian government. It entails
opportunities as well as risks with implications across a gamut of issues such as India’s global status
and effectiveness in international institutions, geopolitical security and economic transformation. The
persistence of an unresolved border dispute in this context only reinforces the importance of crafting
a sensible and effective China policy. As India’s foreign secretary told members of the Lok Sabha in
February 2018, ‘We cannot see the relationship with China the way we perhaps saw it thirty years ago,
or even 15 years ago … both countries share the belief that this relationship is slated to become one of
the defining relationships of this century, certainly in our region…’i One of the areas that India’s China
policy needs to focus on is the neighbourhood because it is the arena where India-China competition
and mistrust have tended to be most acute in recent years. If not managed sensibly, it could undermine
India’s interests and regional position, along with unravelling the prospects for cooperation on other
important fronts.
Changing Relations in India and China:
Since the 1990s, India too has contemplated ways to reconnect with its South Asian neighbours
and inculcate a spirit of integration and interdependence in the subcontinent. While this process has
found bipartisan political appeal, the ideas, resources and institutions to advance meaningful regional
integration remain at a fragmentary level. Nothing underscores the meagre level of interdependence
than the following stark statistics: merely 5% of South Asian trade is intra-regional; intra-regional
investments constitute less than 1% of total investment in the subcontinent.
Although India and China are today seen as regional competitors, neither power has succeeded
in implementing its vision fully. Arguably, the main reason has been the inability of both countries to
situate their rival visions in a region-wide approach. India has not fully come to terms with the utter
lack of intra-regional trading and infrastructure networks; nor has New Delhi been able to allocate
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adequate resources and capacities or adapt or renew institutions to match its aspirational rhetoric.
Despite possessing far greater economic strength, and considering the scale and ambition of the BRI,
China too has been unable to make a meaningful regional impact.
Recent experience has proven that circumventing India – given its geopolitical centrality and
market size – is not a the Union Government banned 59 Chinese mobile applications, including top
social media platforms such as TikTok, Helo, and WeChat, to counter the threat posed by these
applications to the country’s “sovereignty and security,”. ShareIT, UC browser, and shopping app
Clubfactory and Shein are among the other prominent apps that have been blocked. This ban is likely
to affect the Indo-China trade relations in the long-run. viable path for any sustainable connectivity
plan for the subcontinent.
Indian and Chinese Interests
India and China’s regional policies suggest that there are both overlapping features as well as
geopolitical faultlines at play. Both neighbours have a common interest in (i) managing non-traditional
threats such as terrorism, extremism, separatism and distress migration that impact regime stability of
smaller South Asian states; (ii) promoting secular and stable regimes; (iii) promoting open sea lanes
and ensuring the security of their maritime trade routes.
At the same time, there are some key differences in India and China’s regional approaches.
First, China appears to be more interested in inter-regional interdependence and connectivity, while
India is mainly interested in subregional integration. Put another way, China seeks to connect South
Asia with China; while India seeks to bring South Asia closer from within as well as more connected
with Eurasia and South East Asia. Second, there is a large measure of uncertainty about the geopolitical
implications of the BRI in South Asia. India’s main concern is that deeper connectivity between India’s
neighbours and China will reorient the foreign policies of South Asian states in ways that could
eventually undermine Indian interests and challenge its claims to regional authority. More broadly,
China’s engagement in South Asia might also adversely influence domestic politics in the subcontinent
and strengthen anti-India political forces; the latter could spill over onto the domestic politics in India’s
states, thereby impacting periphery security and social stability. Third, a major faultline would be the
militarizing of China’s regional connectivity projects. Such a hypothetical scenario would pose
military security challenges to India as well as place China in a position to act as a direct security
provider in the subcontinent, an outcome that would have profound consequences for the geopolitics
in the region.
One of the key geopolitical challenges for Asia over the next decade is whether and how a
rising India and a rising China can learn to be sensitive to each other’s core interests while pursuing
engagement with each other’s neighbours. In the April 2018 ‘informal summit’ in Wuhan, both
political leaderships had sought to arrest the escalating tension and competition in the relationship.
While their differences and disputes remain unresolved, both sides have come to recognize the costs
and disadvantages of a semi-hostile and contentious relationship. In particular, building trust and
‘strategic communication’ in the neighbourhood have now been recognized by both leaderships as
shared policy goals.
India and China launched a programme to train Afghan diplomats as an initial step in a longterm effort for trilateral cooperation (India-China-Afghanistan).iii This confidence-building measure,
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albeit modest, has opened a window for precisely the type of coordination between two regional
powers that has often been ambivalent of their shared interests. Such third-party cooperation should
be extended to other states confronting domestic challenges; for example, the two nations could
together support Bangladesh’s secular forces in their struggle against extremism or assist Myanmar in
responsibly managing domestic order.
China’s engagement can be nudged or leveraged in directions that also advance India’s longterm interests. Building constructive regional partnerships are unavoidable and China is one of the key
players that need to be engaged more strategically by India.
Can China’s infrastructure projects increase South Asia’s internal connectivity and economic
interdependence? Much of the viability of logistical networks and energy projects is linked with India’s
economy and access to its large market. For example, hydropower projects developed by China with
India as the main eventual market could be a form of trilateral cooperation. Another instance is China’s
construction of a new terminal at the Chittagong port in Bangladesh, which complemented IndiaBangladesh coastal shipping cooperation.iv Similarly, projects like the BCIM (Bangladesh-ChinaIndia-Myanmar) corridor could reconcile India’s vision to deepen connectivity with its smaller
neighbours with China’s vision to connect its southwestern provinces with South Asia.
Mutual Co-Operation and healthy competition:
Maritime cooperation: In recent years, India has recognized China’s ‘Malacca dilemma’ – a
reference to the long and insecure lines of communication through the northern Indian Ocean that
China relies upon for much of its international trade – and its corresponding interest in improving the
security of its Indian Ocean trade routes. China, for its part, too needs to reassure India on its port
projects and the military aspects of its regional involvement, particularly in the South Asian littoral.
Even as they recognize some of China’s maritime security concerns, Indian policymakers must be
prepared to counteract any attempts at militarization or conversion of Chinese infrastructure
investments in South Asia into forward-basing facilities for the Chinese military. A failure to do so
might impel other great powers to respond to China with their own military bases on the subcontinent’s
maritime periphery, a process that would pose adverse consequences for regional geopolitics and also
erode India’s influence in the neighbourhood.
India and China’s policies are beginning to resemble each other. Just as Beijing’s engagement
with India’s neighbours increases the status and bargaining position of these smaller states vis-à-vis
India, New Delhi too engages with many South East Asian states who seek to hedge their dependence
on China by developing more economic and geopolitical options. Yet, neither side is under any
delusion that India’s neighbours can be rallied against India or that India can rally South East Asian
states to balance Chinese power. The balance of power simply would not allow such a thing in practice.
The defence budget of the entire South East Asian region is about $45 billion. China’s is four times
that figure and with far more modernized and balanced capabilities. Similarly, the asymmetry between
India and its neighbours is even higher. In South Asia – with the exception of Pakistan – none of the
other states are in any position to present a threat or challenge to India, even with outside assistance.
This proposition is likely to be even truer over the course of the next five years.
We do not see a Cold War-style competition, which suggests some sort of a tacit acceptance
of competitive coexistence in their overlapping peripheries. So while India and China are competing
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they are doing so within a framework of self-restraint. This could gradually pave the way for a
conception of a regional order with informal norms on the ‘rules of the game’ in the subcontinent.
Other things being equal, internally resilient and economically vibrant neighbours are likely to be in
both India and China’s interests. If stability in their overlapping peripheries is a common interest, it
should pave the way for more sustained bilateral conversations to mitigate some of the uncertaintyinduced competition and mistrust; these could also seek to proactively exploit the untapped
overlapping interests likely to be emanating from China’s growing involvement in South Asia.
Conclusion:
Far-sighted and pragmatic voices in the West are advocating for ‘stable competition’ or
‘responsible competition’ with a rising China to avoid precipitating a second and costly Cold War.
Indian policymakers must take the long view and pursue an approach of peaceful competition in the
neighbourhood. India and China need to engage in a strategic conversation on the subcontinent and its
various parts towards coordinating some of their regional connectivity visions and policies. The failure
to pursue such a dialogue, and to arrive an understanding on an agreed framework for Indian and
Chinese policies, would constitute a recipe for regional instability and a costly zero-sum rivalry that
neither country can afford in a rapidly changing international environment.
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“ Both Indian and Jammu and Kashmir constitutions says that, the state is an integral part of
India and this gives us the right to form laws for the state, which includes Pakistan Occupied Kashmir
and Aksai Chin”
- Amit Shah Minister of Home Affairs Government of India
The state of Jammu and Kashmir also known as the “Paradise on Earth”, the region of Jammu
and Kashmir is separated by the line of control from the Pakistani administered territories of Azad
Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan in the west and north respectively. It lies to the north of the Indian states
of Himachal Pradesh and Punjab and to the west of Ladakh. The government of India and Jammu and
Kashmir Maharaja ‘Hari Singh’ signed the agreement called the ‘Instrument of Accession’ on 26 th
October 1947 from that point of time the state of Jammu and Kashmir became integral part of India.
Article 370 of the Indian constitution which gives special status to the state of Jammu and
Kashmir and power to have a separate constitution, a state flag and autonomy over the internal
administration of the state also Article 35 A defined that, the Jammu and Kashmir states residents live
under a separate set of laws, including those related to citizenship, ownership of property and
fundamental rights as compared to residents of other Indian states.

Territorial dispute between India, China and Pakistan Picture Courtesy: BBC News
The Indian government taken tough decision after independence on the state of Jammu and
Kashmir by abolishing the Articles 370 and 35 A which gives special status to the state of Jammu and
Kashmir and main intension was to establish peace and protect the rights and property of the Kashmiri
pandits and people in the Kashmir Valley. On 5 august 2019 the president of India issued 370(1) the
constitution ( Application to Jammu and Kashmir) order 2019 superseding the 1954 order, nullifying
all the provisions of autonomy granted to the state and making all provisions of the Indian constitution
applicable to Jammu and Kashmir and abolishing separate constitution for the state of Jammu and
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Kashmir. In addition the ‘Jammu and Kashmir Reorganization Act 2019’ was passed by the
parliament, enacting the division of the state of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories, Jammu
and Kashmir and Ladakh (Kargil and Leh) with effect from 31 October 2019. As a result of this
provision single citizenship, no special powers, Article 356 and 360 applicable, one nation one flag,
reservation for minorities, constitution of India would apply, women of Jammu and Kashmir can marry
any person without losing property rights and people from across the country can buy land or property
in Jammu and Kashmir also settle in Jammu and Kashmir.
India – China standoff
China and India had not resolved a dispute over several areas of their border, notably a barren
plateau in Ladakh most of which was called ‘Aksai Chin’ which was claimed by India as a part of
Jammu and Kashmir and the section bordered on the north by the ‘McMohan Line’ which stretched
from Bhutan to Burma (Myanmar) and extended to the crest of the Great Himalayas. The later area,
designated as North East Frontier Agency (NEFA) in 1954 was claimed on the basis of a 1914
agreement between Arthur Henry McMahon, the British foreign secretary for India, this agreement
never accepted by china. The Sino Indian dispute territorial dispute arise in the late of 1950, when
India discovered a road across Aksai Chin built by the Chinese to link its autonomous region of
Xinjiang with Tibet. This tension further heightened in 1959 when India granted asylum to the Tibetan
spiritual leader ‘Dalai Lama’. China finally abandoned all attempts of peaceful resolution and violating
the ‘Panchsheel Treaty’ which was signed by both countries at Peking on 28th April 1954. On 20
October 1962 china declared war on India invading disputed territory along the 3225 kilometer (2000
mile) long Himalayan border in Ladakh and across the McMahon Line. Chinese troops advanced over
the Indian forces capturing Rezang La in Chushul in the western theatre as well as Tawang in the
eastern theatre. Finally the war ended by China by declaring ceasefire on 20 November 1962.
The China government demanded that representatives of Tibet should arrive in Beijing for
peaceful settlement but Tibetan officials ignored the demand. The China government forces invaded
Tibet on October 7, 1950, and China troops captured the town of ‘Qamdo’ on October 19, 1950. Tibet
requested military assistance from India and Tibet spiritual leader ‘Dalai Lama’ referred the matter to
the United Nations on 11 November 1950. The United Nation General Assembly condemned the
Chinese invasion of Tibet on 18 November 1950. The Dalai Lama on 19 December 1950 left Lhasa
for the town of Yadong on the Tibetan – India border. Later Chinese and Tibet representative signed
agreement for ‘Peaceful Liberation of Tibet’ in Beijing on 23 May 1951, which allowed Dalai Lama
return to Lhasa and to control internal affairs of Tibet. But still Tibet has been occupied and ruled by
china since 1950, in “a calculated and systematic strategy aimed at the destruction of their national and
cultural identities” this has often been described by the Tibetan people as “a cultural genocide”.
China not only has dispute with India it has dispute with Taiwan and South East Sea and China
shares borders with 14 countries has territorial dispute with all because China is following aggressive
nationalism it always wants expand its territory. India shares 3488 km territorial border with china.
China occupied much land of India the Depsang Plains are located on the border of the Indian union
territory of Ladakh and the disputed zone of ‘Aksai Chin’. Aksai Chin is one of the two large disputed
border areas between India and China. India claims Aksai Chin as the easternmost part of the union
territory of Ladakh on the other hand China claims that Aksai Chin is part of the Xinjiang Uyghur
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Autonomous region and Tibet. Aksai Chin covers an area of about 37,244 square kilometers under
control by the China which land is belongs to India also China claiming Arunachal Pradesh but the
state of Arunachal Pradesh is integral part of India.
Role of International Organization
The United Nation Organization after the second world war doing tremendous job to solve
international problems and conflict between two nations and to take strict action against those countries
which are disturbing international peace and security. Here, one question arises why powerful
countries like U.S.A, Russia, Britain and France leaders not taken action against China when it is
acquiring territory of the other states. Because, China is the permanent member of the Security Council
and economically and militarily strong country can do anything. Why the world leaders and United
Nation so silent on China when it acquired Tibet and when it is posing threat to the neighboring
independent sovereign states. Why United Nation is not taking strict action against such country. What
is the need of establishing international organization and its basic responsibility of the United Nation
is to protect the sovereignty, integrity, solidarity and territory of the each and every nation. Otherwise,
United Nation only controlled by those are economically and military strong nations.
The implications of India - China relationship after the revocation of Article 370 and Article 35A
of the Indian constitution
On August 5, 2019 the Government of India abrogated Article 370 and Article 35A of its
constitution and revoked the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, as expected response from the
China and Pakistan objected what it called the government of India’s unilateral attempt to change the
status quo in Ladakh. The objection came on 6th August, just a day after the Indian government
announcement.
The China foreign minister ‘Hua Chunying’ said “The parties concerned should exercise
restraint and act with caution, especially to avoid actions that unilaterally change the status quo and
exacerbate the tension” on the Indian side minister of home affairs ‘Amit Shah’ gave a nice statement
“ Both Indian and Jammu and Kashmir constitutions says that, the state is an integral part of India and
this gives us the right to form laws for the state, which includes Pakistan Occupied Kashmir and Aksai
Chin”.
India is facing another challenge. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) troops have crossed
over from multiple points on the border, some reportedly reaching three to four kilometers inside
Indian Territory. The intrusion have been reported in three spots the Galwan river valley, the hot
springs area and the northern bank of the 135 kilometers long Pangong Lake. This is the China’s first
attempt to make alterations on this part of the Line of Actual Control since the sixties. The class in
Galwan Valley, in the disputed Himalayan territory of Ladakh took place on 15 June 2020. Both the
countries soldiers fight each other, not a single bullet has been fired as per agreement between India
and China but Chinese soldiers fight with rocks and clubs on the other side Indian soldiers also given
right message to Chinese soldiers who will cross Line of Actual Control. In this fight at least 76 Indian
soldiers were reportedly injured in addition to the 20 dead and on the Chinese side approximately 50
soldiers died but China has not released any information about Chinese casualties. India taught a good
lesson to China that India is not in a 1962 position now.
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Location of the deadly clash between Indian and Chinese soldiers at Galwan Valley
Courtesy: The New York Times by Jin Wu and Steven Lee Myers (Battle in the Himalayas)

Picture

1. India and U.S trade foreign policy so strong compare to China’s foreign policy concerns
At the present time trade tensions between Sino – U.S. worsening the relationship between
both countries at the fore front of china’s foreign policy concerns. Therefore India does not directly
challenge china, Line of actual control or push the china into the corner and get back occupied land
from China. The United States desire is to India has to play major role in Indo-Pacific strategy, more
conscious collective effort by democratic countries to curtail China president Xi Jinping’s aggressive
foreign policy and as far as Beijing is concerned New Delhi lean more towards Washington and engage
actively with U.S. in countering China. In fact, there was a speculation on Chinese social media that
the United States had influenced on Kashmir issue also growing China suspicion of an invisible U.S.
hand behind multiple developments in and around china in recent times, such as Hong Kong protests.
U.S. with strong relationship with India controls Asian Continent, influences also maintains its
presence.
2. Government of India adopted new radical foreign policy
Since its independence, for the first time Narendra Modi government adopted new
‘Provocative’ and ‘High – Risk’ foreign policy there was a growing constituency in China that
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endangers regional peace and security. India had abandoned its earlier policy and adopted radical
foreign policy like the ‘Doklam’ incident in 2017, the ‘Balakot’ airstrikes in 2019 also India continued
to build bridges and road initiative to overtake Beijing as well as purchasing the Russian S – 400
missiles despite strong U.S. opposition. As per India’s foreign policy concern is more engaging with
super power countries globally in this way India sent a strong message to China.
3. U.S.A’s broader vision to restrain China
U.S.A. what is going to expect from China Tibet freedom, Hong Kong’s democracy and
economic autonomy, Taiwan’s independence and freedom of navigation in South China Sea. So that,
Washington tries to keep deep network connections with India, Hong Kong and Taiwan on the other
hand China has been engaged aggressively, economically and militarily to secure its frontiers from the
US or its allies. U.S.A. cannot declare war against China directly suppose India declared war against
Chine because of territorial dispute U.S. helping India indirectly because, U.S. knows maximum
international trade to flow on the Oceans. To fulfill its maritime desire and free navigation on South
China Sea is the America’s new theoretical and political mantra against China.
4. India tries to build a ‘Great Wall’ against Chinese companies
After, Galwan Valley incident Indian government had taken stiff action against Chinese
companies. India is considering multiple, comprehensive measures to curtail the country’s economic
reliance on China, targeting trade, investment and project services in the wake of border hostilities.
These are also including infrastructure projects, higher tariffs on imported Chinese goods, participation
by the China companies in government contracts also look into review free trade agreements.
The government of India banned 59 China mobile applications, including top social media
platforms such as TikTok, Helo, WeChat, ShareIT, UCbrowser, Likee, U Video, We Meet, Vmate and
many more. As per statistics 300 million unique Indian users of China internet apps. The ban has been
imposed under section 69A of the Information Technology Act and the government also cited
complaints about data on Indian users being transferred abroad without authorization. After this
incident Indian citizen’s also started ‘Ban China Products’ movement and many business men
voluntarily banned China products also Indian companies discontinued business agreement with China
companies. The USD 6 billion amount is most likely more than the combined losses for all the other
Chinese apps banned by India. India was the biggest market in terms of users for TikTok, TikTok is
owned and operated by Chinese company ‘ByteDance’ predicts over $6 billion loss from India. Later
on, U.S.A. and Great Britain are also following India banning Chinese apps. Why government of India
taken such decision because, self reliance on trade business and economic dominance.
5. Revocation motives behind India’s move in Kashmir
1. To Reduce the sensitivity and importance of the Kashmir issue on the international stage by
changing administrative, political and geographic map of Kashmir.
2. To change the mindset of the Kashmiri people to establish peace and avoid terrorism activities.
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3. To change the local demographic structure and ethnic distribution of the region by creating such
kind of environment for kashmiri people who left Kashmir region to welcome back to the region for
settle down without fear and danger.
4. To reach all benefits of the central government policies and programmes to the kashmiri people.
5. Enhancing diplomatic negotiation with China and Pakistan to get back Aksai Chin and Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir respectively, on the other hand respecting the sovereignty and territory of the other
state.
Although, Beijing publicly given an open statement the Kashmir dispute as a bilateral issue
between India and Pakistan, in its domestic circles and China is also party to the dispute whenever
Kashmir territorial dispute arises. Beijing is expected to focusing on political negotiations to resolve
the differences. Then, how this dispute resolved, when United Nation declares ‘Aksai Chin’ area is
integral part of India, belongs to India also recognizes ‘Tibet’ is an independent state for Buddhist
monks, gives supreme authority to spiritual leader Dalai Lama to rule the Tibet and China also abides
by decision taken by the United Nation. India is through negotiations or by declaring war against
Pakistan must include Pakistan Occupied Kashmir into Indian Territory. Indian government main
intension is to convert Kashmir valley into reality that is “Paradise on Earth”.
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ABSTRACT
The paper analyzes India’s policy towards its immediate neighborhood and tries to draw
relevant inferences from India‘s recent efforts to build peace in South Asia. In this study, India’s
immediate neighborhood refers to SAARC member states and Prime Minster Narendra Modi’s foreign
policy laid strong emphasis on ‘neighborhood first’ policy that prioritizes strengthening India’s
relations with its immediate neighbours . This paper traces the evolution of India’s neighborhood
policies over the years and studies the approaches adopted by different leaders. The renewed impetus
towards India’s neighborhood in the region under the Narendra Modi led government has been
discussed in detail. It is argued that India’s recent neighborhood practices such as strengthening
bilateral ties, diplomatic engagements, sub-regionalism, elements of continuity or change and their
applicability to establishing peace in the region has made a great impact in the region. The complex
regional dynamics, seen notably in India’s relations with Nepal and Pakistan that serve as roadblocks
in implementing a coherent neighborhood policy, are teased out. The paper puts forth newer prospects
of integration and offers a set of recommendations for sustained engagement between India and its
neighbours in order to build peace in the region. A nation’s destiny is linked to its neighborhood. That
is why my government has placed the highest priority on advancing friendship and cooperation with
her neighbours.
Key Words: Policy, Neighborhood, Nations, Geography,
Introduction1
India as a geographical entity has a unique character. It shares its boundaries with nations greatly
varying in their size, resources and strength. These nations include Afghanistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh,
Maldives, Pakistan, Nepal and Sri Lanka. India has struggled to maintain stable and strong relations
with its neighbours in a region considered to be the least integrated in the world. Atal Bihari Vajpayee
had once famously said ‘You can change your friends but not neighbours (Vajpayee 2003). For India
to play a vital role in the emerging multi-polar world politics, it is important to develop enduring
linkages between its domestic priorities and its foreign policy objectives. Political and socio-economic
development of India is largely dependent on a stable, secure and peaceful neighborhood.
The stage for this this critical outcome was set on the occasion of Narendra Modi’s swearing in
ceremony as the Prime Minister of India on 26 May, 2014 to which he extended an invitation to heads
of the government of allSAARC countries. It was a clear indication of his desire to strengthen India’s
ties with its immediate neighbors. The SAARC summit was an extension of the Indian state’s emphasis
on expanding economic cooperation, explicitly linking the welfare of the neighborhood to the growth

1
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of the Indian economy. In the two years since Modi assumed office, his term has been marked by
extensive engagements,
and discussions at the diplomatic level between India and its neighbours. However the formulation and
implementation of a coherent ‘neighborhood first’ policy has had to face its share of hurdles.
Evolution of India’s Relations With Its Neighborhood
The volume covers Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. The countries for study were carefully chosen after discussion with analysts
and policy makers. Over the years, India has struggled to forge strong neighborhood relations despite
its geographical proximity and historical, religious, economic, ethnic and cultural linkages with
neighbouring states. Even though SAARC has provided India with a platform to interact with its
immediate neighborhood and regular visits between head of states are also common. This section
describes the steps taken by India to engage with its immediate neighbours post-independence. It
reflects on India’s failure to engage in proactive diplomacy vis-à-vis its neighbors and to inspire the
necessary confidence in its neighbors to deal with India as a friend and not as a power seeking to
maximize its influence at the cost of others in the neighborhood.
S.D. Muni identifies five problem areas in India’s approach towards the neighborhood:
(1) The lack of a balanced political perspective;
(2) The power differentials;
(3) India’s economic clout;
(4) Extra-regional powers; and
(5) Mindsets, diplomatic styles and personalities.
He argues that undue insistence on (or even encouragement of) bilateralism evokes avoidable
fears and suspicions of Indian dominance and allows anti-Indian forces to exploit the situation to their
advantage. Bilateral goals can be best achieved through a multilateral route especially because
neighbours ‘feel more comfortable in a regional design that incorporates bilateral priorities and
concerns’ (S. Muni 2003).
Post-independence, through the 1950s and 1960s India’s foreign policy was driven by idealism,
the chief architect being Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India. He focused on meeting
the domestic challenge of consolidating independence and economic revitalization of the nation. Nehru
chose the path of non-alignment in the face of a bipolar world order shaped by the politics of the Cold
War, arguing that India would have to ‘plough a lonely furrow’ (Appadorai 1982).
The overriding goal of Indian foreign policy. Though India defended its role in the Bangladesh
Liberation War of 1971 on the ground of its national security being threatened by the humanitarian
crisis in East Pakistan and after requests to the U.N. to act against Pakistan failed to yield results.
However, despite all justifications, the role played by India in the emergence of Bangladesh is viewed
even today as an evidence of regional apprehensions. The crisis contributed to inciting fear in the
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region that India through its power has the ability to alter the geo-political landscape of South Asia.
This regional fear psychosis was reinforced with India’s militarily involvement in Sri Lanka in 1987.
In November 1988 the involvement of Indian military in Maldives to foil an attempted coup on the
island reinforced the over-bearing presence of India in the region.
In the initial years, India chose to deal with its neighborhood by engaging in bilateral talks and
treaties and not in a regional framework. This decision of India gave rise to a feeling among the
neighboring countries that India uses bilateralism as an instrument of coercive diplomacy. It is
important to implement a regional design that incorporates bilateral priorities and concerns and creates
a balance in the power differentials. But the only regional arrangement that existed in South Asia was
the SAARC that has struggled to remain relevant. Following deliberations and negotiations for about
five years, the establishment of SAARC was agreed to in 1985 only after two operational constraints
were built into it, namely, to take decisions on the basis of unanimity; and to avoid bilateral and
contentious issues from its deliberations. Muni argues even after these constraints, or may be because
of them, the evolution of SAARC has been protracted and tardy. It has failed to live up to its promise.
Strained bilateral relations and political difference between SAARC members, especially the persistent
conflict and tension between India and Pakistan have been responsible for the failure of this regional
design to make any substantial contribution to the growth of the region. In the 30 years of its existence,
SAARC has missed 12 of its annual summits largely because of bilateral issues between its members.
It accounts for only 2 percent of the region’s global trade and not more than 10 percent of regional
trade. Nearly six hundred million South Asian people continue to live below the poverty line (of US
$1.25 a day) despite two commissions set up by SAARC to devise means for poverty alleviation in the
region (S. D. Muni 2015)
In the 1990s, India adopted new economic policies and reforms. Changes in the domestic
sphere started being reflected in India’s foreign policy objectives of promoting regional cooperation
through trade and commerce by creating a new strategic environment. I.K. Gujral became Foreign
Minister in June 1996 and then Prime Minister in March 1997. ‘At the core of his ideas was the belief
that as the largest country in the region, India could afford to be more generous while protecting its
fundamental interests’ (Dutta 2007). Instead of viewing the security dilemma in South Asia as
conflictual in nature and defining their interests in self-help terms, efforts were made to create a social
structure in which states trust one another to resolve disputes without war. Hence, with ‘The Gujral
Doctrine’, India made an attempt to assure the region of its support through the policy of providing
unilateral concession to neighbours in the sub-continent without seeking reciprocity.
The two governments led by National Democratic Alliance (NDA) (1998-2004) and United
Progressive Alliance (UPA) (2004-2014) respectively pursued the Gujral doctrine by paying greater
attention to SAARC and expanding economic and security links with neighboring countries. Under
the UPA’s rule of ten years, India attempted to strengthen economic ties, supported Afghanistan’s
candidature for full membership of SAARC, opened up to observers in SAARC to broaden the regional
organization’s strategic framework and carried out projects like the South Asian University to reinforce
the cultural and people-to people dimensions of regional cooperation (S. D. Muni 2015). However,
these efforts were overshadowed by the looming concern of strained bilateral relations and nondelivery of promised actions on India’s part. India’s ties with Sri Lanka and Nepal deteriorated, partly
because of domestic compulsions, its ideology and dependence of the government in New Delhi on its
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regional coalition partners. After the 26/11 terrorist attack on Mumbai, bilateral relations with Pakistan
also suffered a great jolt. Not much happened on the promises made on the diplomatic front with
Bangladesh. Meanwhile the growing Chinese influence in South Asia, deepened the trust deficit
between India and its neighbors.
Despite efforts such as bilateral engagements and diplomatic encounters, India has never been
able to develop a well-defined neighborhood policy. Indian interest in the neighborhood has been
rather sporadic, driven either by critical internal developments in neighboring countries or the growing
influence of some external power.
Modi’s Neighborhood Policy
Narendra Modi is pursuing vigorous regional diplomacy by engaging with neighboring nations
and building political connectivity through dialogue. Modi has appreciated the much-neglected fact
that foreign policy begins at the nation’s borders. His first initiative in this direction was extending an
invitation to all heads of government of SAARC countries for his oath taking ceremony. It was a clear
indication of his desire to strengthen India’s ties with its immediate neighbors. Somewhere, there has
been a realization that unless the reasons for the steady loss of Indian influence in the region over the
last many decades is addressed and dealt with, it is difficult for India to emerge as a global power. For
instance, under Dr. Manmohan Singh, the coalition government at the Centre due to domestic political
pressure from the opposition could not make full use of its capacity to transform its relations with
South Asian neighbors. With respect to the actions taken by Modi till now, it is evident that he
understands the importance of complementing both political relations and economic initiatives. Hence,
he has made conscious efforts to build and maintain personal contacts with SAARC leaders.
NEPAL
Modi chose Nepal as one of the first few countries to visit since he assumes office which
signifies the importance of Nepal in the overall neighborhood policy of the Modi government. He
visited Kathmandu on 3–4 August 2014, the first Indian PM to visit in 17 years, where he was received
by the Nepalese PM himself at the airport going against protocol. The visit generated unprecedented
enthusiasm among Nepali public and politicians as he addressed the constituent assembly of Nepal,
first world leaders to do so, where pledged for US$1 billion line of credit to Nepal to support the
infrastructure projects and said "Nepal can free India of its darkness with its electricity. But we don't
want free electricity, we want to buy it. Just by selling electricity to India, Nepal can find a place in
the developed countries of the world He also told Nepali MPs he wanted to turn India's "hostile borders
benign and ultimately gateways for free trade and commerce...borders must be bridges not barriers".
The Kathmandu Post reacted in writing: "Modi mantra warms Nepal's hearts." The Western medias
too read it as a shift in foreign affairs for India as well as a Nepal policy shift The bilateral talks were
focused on reviewing the 1950sTreaty of Peace and Friendship, India-funded 'hydroelectricity
projects' in Nepal and other infrastructure projects in Nepal and enhancing people-to-people
contacts. The commonality of a majority Hindu heritage was also played up. He also participated
in puja at the fifth century Hindu temple of Pashupatinath where he donated Rs. 25 crores and the head
priest, Moll Bhatta Ganesh Bhatta, said: "I told him that we see him as a mascot for Hinduism, and
appreciate his efforts in saving Hindu culture" Further he pledged not to interfere in Nepal's internal
affairs following controversy of appointment of Indian priests at a Nepali temple.Prior to Modi's visit,
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Swaraj made a three-day visit to Nepal from 27 July 2014 and co-chaired the Indo-Nepal Joint
Commission meeting and also prepared the ground for Modi's scheduled visit. The last visit by a
foreign minister of India to Nepal was made 23 years before this.Later the two sides signed the much
awaited Indo-Nepal power trade agreement (PTA) which could not get signed earlier during Modi's
visit due to technical problem in the draft agreement. This will allow Indian private and public sector
investment in hydro power development in Nepal and future power trade and transmission to India.
AFGHANISTAN
The first challenge before the new government had come from Herat, Afghanistan where the
Indian consulate was attacked by the ISI backed terrorist Organisation days before
Modi's inauguration. Visiting the war-torn country on 10 September Swaraj called "India
Afghanistan's first strategic partner" and has committed to play a greater role in capacity building by
strengthening the Afghan National Army but sighed away from possibility of sending troops or direct
export of military hardware from India instead according to an arrangement made earlier India would
pay for purchase of arms and ammunitions from Russia. Potential re-emergence of the Taliban and alQaeda in the subcontinent following NATO withdrawal from the country by end of 2014 have raised
concerns among Indian security establishments. Hamid Ansari, Vice-President of India attended the
inauguration ceremony of new Afghan President Ashraf Ghani and CEO Abdullah on 29 September
2014 in Kabul and the Indian side welcomes the move of new Afghan government to sign bilateral
security agreement (BSA) with the US which will eventually pave the way for around 10,000 US
soldier to remain in Afghanistan beyond 2014 NATO withdrawal.
India is also in the process of reviving an old agreement for modernizing the Chabahar Port in Iran.
This is to provide an alternative sea access to Afghanistan which will help further the Indian investment
in the country and bilateral trade which is so far restricted by Pakistan's hostile transit policy
through Karachi Port.
BANGLADESH
There was skepticism during election campaign about Bangladeshi illegal immigrants in India
which raised concern in Bangladesh but it was Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina who made a remark: "I
am delighted to see a great friend of Bangladesh leading an extremely friendly country, India, in the
coming days." following Modi's victory in the general election. And the new Indian government too
were quick to realize the immense geo-strategic importance of Bangladesh in India's security paradigm
and therefore Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj chose Dhaka for her first stand-alone foreign visit on
26–27 June 2014, where she met her counterpart Abdul Hassan Mahmood and also called on Sheikh
Hasina. Discussions were held regarding the land boundary agreement (LBA), the
proposed Teesta water sharing pact, cooperation in eliminating extremist groups from NorthEast taking refuge in Bangladesh and illegal immigration. And taking a lesson from the previous UPA
government experience Swaraj had discussed contentious issues of Bengal with Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee before leaving for Dhaka, indicating a federal style of foreign policy. In
September 2014 at the sidelines of United Nations general assembly Modi met Bangladeshi Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina for the first time in New York City. The two leaders have discussed
mechanism to stop terrorist trespassing through the porous Indo-Bangla border and the stability of
democracy in Bangladesh apart from regular water sharing and land boundary issues.
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MALDIVES
Maldivian President was one of the seven SAARC leaders to attend Modi's inauguration in
Delhi. Strategically located in the Indian Ocean region Maldives plays critical role in India's maritime
security architecture and being part of SAARC bilateral relations with Maldives become important as
per the new neighborhood policy. Foreign Minister Swaraj during her maiden trip to Male on 3
November 2014 held discussion with her counterpart DunayMaumoon on bilateral and regional issues
of mutual interests and also reiterated India's strong commitment towards prosperity, stability and
security of Maldives. The two sides also plans to celebrate 50 years of establishment of bilateral
relation.
Drinking-water crisis in Male
In the wake of a drinking water crisis in Male on 4 December 2014, following collapse of the
island's only water treatment plant, Maldives urged India for immediate help. India came to rescue by
sending its heavy lift transporters like C-17 Globe master III, Il-76 carrying bottled water. The navy
also sent her ships like INS Sukanya, INS Deepak and others which can produce fresh water using
their onboard desalination plants. The humanitarian relief efforts by the Indian side was widely
appreciated in Male across all sections of people even the Vice-President of Maldives thanked the
Indian ambassador for swift action.
PAKISTAN
Modi has long been considered as a hardliner nationalist against enemy forces across the border
sponsoring terrorist attacks in India while he was Chief Minister of Gujarat, a state bordering Pakistan,
but post-election things have changed substantially when he decided to invite Nawaz Sharif in the
swearing-in ceremony. Even his strongest critics could not resist to laud this initiative, Sharif and Modi
had cordial discussion on 27 May 2014 day after Modi's inauguration where the two sides agreed to
look forward with Foreign Secretary level talk to start with.
But Foreign Secretary level talk scheduled on 25 August in Islamabad was called off last
minute by India following Pakistani high commissioner's meeting with secessionist leaders
from Jammu & Kashmir at high commission in Delhi. Which further jeopardized a potential ModiSharif meeting in New York at the sidelines of UNGA. Later External Affairs Minister Swaraj said
that "there is no full stop in diplomacy" referring the future course of action in Indo-Pak
relation. Meanwhile the two sides got engaged into an ugly gun-firing along the International border
and the line of control as well with India accusing Pakistan of violating cease-fire agreement which
had further damaged the already shaky bilateral ties. Later Pakistan tried to internationalize the issue
by seeking United Nations intervention but the world body refused to interfere and asked the two party
to settle the dispute. India accused Pakistan not following Shimla Agreement where both sides agreed
to resolve the Kashmir issue only through bilateral means. Now the two leaders will be in Kathmandu,
Nepal to attend the 18th SAARC summit scheduled for 26–27 November. But experts anticipate the
success of the upcoming summit depending upon how India and Pakistan will manage their
differences.
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BHUTAN
Narendra Modi made his first foreign visit to Bhutan following an invitation by King Jigme
KhesarNamgyelWang chuck and Tobgay. The visit was called by the media as a "charm offensive"
that would also seek to check Bhutan-China relations that had recently been formalized. He also sought
to build business ties, including a hydro-electric deal, and inaugurated the India-funded Supreme Court
of Bhutan building. While talking about the visit, Modi said that Bhutan was a "natural choice" for his
first foreign destination because of the "unique and special relationship" the two countries shared. He
added that he was looking forward to nurture and further strengthen India's special relations with
Bhutan. His entourage included Foreign Minister Sushma Swaraj, National Security
Adviser AjitDoval and Foreign Secretary Sujatha Singh. He was further set to discuss the insurgency
in Northeast India, and China. The bilateral talks were focused on reviewing the 1950s Treaty of Peace
and Friendship, India-funded 'hydroelectricity projects' in Nepal and other infrastructure projects in
Nepal and enhancing people-to-people contacts. The commonality of a majority Hindu heritage was
also played up.He also participated in puja at the fifth century Hindu temple of Pashupatinath where
he donated Rs. 25 crores and the head priest, Moll Bhatta Ganesh Bhatta, said: "I told him that we see
him as a mascot for Hinduism, and appreciate his efforts in saving Hindu culture". Further he pledged
not to interfere in Nepal's internal affairs following controversy of appointment of Indian priests at a
Nepali temple. Prior to Modi's visit, Swaraj made a three-day visit to Nepal from 27 July 2014 and cochaired the Indo-Nepal Joint Commission meeting and also prepared the ground for Modi's scheduled
visit. The last visit by a foreign minister of India to Nepal was made 23 years before this.
SRILANKA
Despite India being Sri Lanka's primary neighbor the India-Sri Lanka relations faced stagnation
in the last decade due to several reasons including the large scale civilian casualties in civil war in the
Tamil dominated north of the island country and a growing Chinese influence in Sri Lanka. Modi
invited President Mahinda Rajapaksa to his inauguration in Delhi, overcoming domestic pressures
from Tamil Nadu based political parties, in a bid to renew the ties. The primary concerns of New Delhi
is the excessive Chinese investment and military presence in the island country strategically located
off the South Indian coast. In fact in November 2014 a second nuclear powered Chinese
submarine was allowed by the Sri Lankan authority to dock in Colombo Port despite India expressed
its displeasure following a similar incident in September 2014 coinciding with the stand-off
between PLA and Indian troops in the Chumar sector of Himalayas. Although later both Sri Lanka and
China have clarified it as mere refueling and crew refreshment halt on the way to Gulf of Aden as part
of anti-piracy deployment.
Things started changing however with the 2015 presidential election where Maithripala Sirisena, an
old ally and Minister in the Rajapakshe's cabinet, defeated the veteran leader to become Sri Lanka's
President. There were allegation of external factors (particularly India) involved in promoting the
regime change in Colombo. On 9 January 2015 even before the formal announcement of election
result, Modi became the first foreign leader to call and congratulate Sirisena on his victory. Sirisena's
election is expected to balance the island's tilt toward China in recent years, who had earlier proposed
a foreign policy catering Indian sensitivities Sirisena chose India for his first state visit (15–18
February) signaling a fresh-start in the bilateral relations. During Sirisena's visit to New Delhi the two
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countries signed a bilateral civil nuclear agreement, which is believed to be for sending a strong
message towards China. They also signed three more agreements which includes a tripartite maritime
cooperation pact involving Maldives. Although one irritant remained with the new administration's go
ahead of a US$1.4b Chinese project for developing a 'port-city' off the Colombo harbor undermining
India's security concerns.
Indian Prime Minister visited Sri Lanka at the invitation of President Maithripala Sirisena and
concluded his two-day official visit on Saturday 14 March 2015. Modi's visit is the first time in 28
years that an Indian prime minister has visited Sri Lanka.
CHINA
Over the last 3-4 decades, China’s global profile has changed enormously, thanks to
consistently high growth rates, resulting money power and aggressive foreign policy. It has emerged
as the second largest economy and has the highest foreign exchange reserves. It is using its economic
muscle to invest abroad to further its strategic interests. China is now a confident power that is willing
to push forward its interests aggressively. We have to bear these factors in view while dealing with
China. While our growing economy should provide incentive for China to engage with us
meaningfully, we should be under no illusion that China’s approach on bilateral issues, both political
and economic, would change dramatically.
In the 1980es, the two countries decided to put aside contentious issues temporarily and focus
on issues that are to mutual advantage. Progress has been achieved on this, in that trade is booming,
though it is largely China that is benefiting through increased exports to India. Both countries are
members of BRICS and its various initiatives. Our hope that growing economic and cultural links
would encourage China to moderate its stand on contentious issues has been belied.
Border violations continue. The explanation that this is due to non-demarcation of the border will
satisfy only the eternal optimists. Non-tariff barriers against import of items from India have been
expanding. Dumping of Chinese products has been increasing, affecting Indian manufacturers. Its
cooperation with Pakistan on the latter’s nuclear and missile program is a cause for very serious
security concern to us.
In fact China’s cooperation with Pakistan has reached a stage where, even if the US were to
stop assisting Pakistan, China will step in to fill the breach. China is roping in our neighbors to join in
its mega BRI initiative. Some of the mega projects that are being planned or have already been
executed are not economically viable. It is likely that in due course China will acquire these assets and
position itself permanently in our neighborhood. CPEC which cuts across J & K and the reported mega
hydroelectric project in J&K are of serious concern to us and so are their mega projects on
Brahmaputra. There is growing evidence of material Chinese support
Given this scenario, we have to look at our options carefully. We need to continue to strengthen
economic and trade links, while continuing efforts on getting market access barriers faced by Indian
exporters lifted. Bilateral dialogue on contentious issues has to continue. We need to strengthen
economic and defence links with Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, etc., and continue participating in
military exercises with them. We should continue to strengthen our armed forces and also the
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infrastructure along the border. Our efforts to convince immediate neighbors on the negative effects
of Chinese projects should continue quietly.
MYNAMAR
Return of democracy in Myanmar provides an opportunity to us strengthen links and thus
safeguard our interests in that country. This was not possible earlier because of Chinese influence on
the military regime. President of Myanmar U HattinKyaw and State Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi
have visited India in the last year and our PM had visited Myanmar earlier. The discussions covered
both economic and security related issues. There is agreement to maintain security along the border.
Both sides expressed shared commitment to fight against terrorism and insurgent activity. PM said,
after his meeting with State Counselor, that it has been agreed that close coordination to ensure security
in the areas along the border and sensitivity to each other’s strategic interests will serve the interests
of both the nations. It has been decided to expedite Kaladana multimodal project, which would benefit
Mizoram as also rest of the North East, Myanmar and Bangladesh. Trilateral highway to connect with
Thailand and provide road access to South East Asia will also be expedited. We are extending
assistance in many fields including, education, power, renewable energy, agriculture, health care, oil
exploration etc. Total assistance for ongoing projects is around $ 1.75 billion. The challenge lies in
leveraging this to get their full cooperation on security related issues. This would be possible only if
we are able to deliver on time on what has been agreed upon, on which our record has not met with
recipients expectations.
The Current Course of Indian Foreign Policy Vis a Vis India's Neighborhood
After SAARC becoming defunct (due to Pakistan's misadventure) PM Modi turned to the BIMSTEC,
India invited BIMSTEC leaders in the swearing ceremony of PM Modi’s second term.
Earlier BIMSTEC leaders were invited to join the BRICS summit at Goa during 2016.
But India’s geopolitical thinking of neighborhood concentrated towards the idea of South Asia has led
to subdued historic commercial ties with the maritime neighbours.
So apart from focusing mainly on the land-borne neighborhood, Indian foreign policy has to shift its
focus towards the maritime neighborhood. Though some positive steps in this direction have taken.
For example PM Modi foreign visit in his second term is headed towards Maldives and Srilanka..
Emphasis on SAGAR narrative
But India needs to engage with its maritime neighborhood more enthusiastically as strategically
important countries like Myanmar, Thailand, or Indonesia with whom India shared land and/or
maritime boundaries were neglected in PM Modi first term.
The importance of the Maritime Neighborhood for India
Geo-strategically: Indian ocean has now become the theatre of great power rivalry:
Growing China's assertiveness in the Indian ocean in its maritime silk road component of BRI (Belt
and road initiative) project.
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China has been also building naval bases in name of the commercial Centre like Gwadar etc., which
India dubbed as its encirclement under the string of pearls theory
Citing this India has also entered into the agreement for naval cooperation with powers like USA and
France. This has triggered a base race in the Indian Ocean.
Geo-politically: Indian Ocean is one of the world’s busiest sea lines of communication. It serves as
an important commercial trade route but it is strategically important to citing this, from few years Sri
Lanka has been persistent in claiming an “Indian Ocean identity” rather than a South Asian identity.
Geo-economically: Indian Ocean harbours massive resources of the blue economy: Fisheries, Rare
earth metals, unexplored oil and gases etc.The course of action for Indian foreign policy towards
maritime Neighborhood
Neighborhood first policy
It is part of India’s foreign policy that actively focuses on improving ties with India's immediate
neighbors which is being termed as Neighborhood first policy in the media. It was started well by
inviting all heads of state/heads of government of South Asian countries in his inauguration of PM
Modi first term and later held bilateral talks with all of them individually which was dubbed as a mini
SAARC summit. But India needs to engage with its maritime neighborhood more enthusiastically as
strategically important countries like Myanmar, Thailand, or Indonesia with whom India shared land
and/or maritime boundaries were neglected in PM Midi’s first term.
In the western Indian Ocean: India can form a coherent group that must be dealt with in an
integrated framework. Also, India must expand its ambit of Neighborhood policy to draw in
Madagascar, Comoros, Reunion and Diego Garcia.
In the eastern Indian Ocean: India should focus on a number of small islands which are geopolitically important as they lie at heart of sea lines of communication. In both the east and the west,
India’s own island territories — the Andaman and Lakshadweep, that have a critical role in reshaping
our maritime neighborhood.
India needs to develop its own national capabilities — especially in the delivery of strategic
economic and security assistance to the island states. Without that the SAGAR vision will remain
elusive .With SAGAR vision, PM Modi signaled India’s readiness to work with other powers in
promoting regional prosperity and security. Also, There are big possibilities for collaboration with
France, the US, Australia and Japan in different corners of the Indian Ocean. For this, to work out,
India must now formulate a Neighborhood First Policy.
North East as a Factor
The strategic location of North East India makes it imperative to maintain a cordial,
constructive and friendly relation with the neighboring countries of South and South East Asia as the
region of Northeast shares not only geographical contiguity with the countries like Bangladesh, Nepal,
Bhutan, Myanmar and the People’s Republic of China but also shares ethnic, racial, and cultural and
historical linkages. On the other hand, North East could be relevant for India’s foreign policy in dealing
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with South Asian Association for Cooperation (SAARC), Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN), the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) and Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) and on the other India’s foreign policy
initiatives towards South and South East Asia will ensure economic development of the North East. It
will help establish social and political stability along with a positive and sustainable security
architecture.
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) was established on 8 August 1967 in
Bangkok, Thailand, with the signing of the ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration). The Founding
Fathers of ASEAN were namely Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. India steps
up trade and friendly relations with ASEAN countries. Mekong-Ganga Cooperation (MGC) was
established on November 10, 2000 at Vientiane in the First MGC Ministerial Meeting. There are six
Member countries namely, India, Thailand, Burma, Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. The MGC
emphasised in four areas of cooperation, which include tourism, culture, education, and transportation
in order to lay solid foundation for future trade and investment cooperation in the region.
The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation
(BIMSTEC) is an international Organisation involving a group of countries in South Asia and South
East Asia. The member countries of this group are: Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand,
Bhutan and Nepal.
India's "Look East" policy was launched during the time of Prime Ministers P.V. Narasimha
Rao (1991-1996) and Atal Bihari Vajpayee (1998 - 2004). The policy was the result of the economic
liberalization to wash away Cold War-Era policies and activities. India's strategy focuses on close
economic and commercial ties with increasing strategic and secure cooperation with the neighbouring
countries. India’s objective is tocreate and expand regional markets for trade,investments and
industrial development.
Look East Policy of India aims to free the region of North East from tension and conflict and
to create a peaceful and positive mindset for development among the people of the region. India faces
a numbers of internal problems/ challenges within these states like sovereignty related insurgency and
separatist movements. These issues were mostly handled as security and law and order problem within
the broad parameters of the Indian constitution.
CONCLUSION
The survey of India’s relations with neighbouring countries leads to several broad conclusions
regarding the future evolution of the neighborhood, and the challenges and opportunities for India’s
foreign policy.
1. The Neighborhood is changing Rapidly
1. Demographic pressure would increase across South Asia. The population of the region would
increase from about 1.6 billion to over 2 billion. This would create tremendous pressure on resources.
Each country would be under severe pressure to provide for food, energy, employment, housing,
education, and schools to its burgeoning population.
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2. Pakistan and Afghanistan would become even more unstable and ungovernable. This could have
implications for India’s security. India would be required to have a more pro-active policy towards
Pakistan
3. Nepal would be in the process of building and consolidating its new political and economic
structures. The prospects of instability cannot be ruled out. India will have stakes in Nepal’s stability
but it cannot be seen as interfering in Nepal’s internal affairs. India will need to address the anti-India
feelings in Nepal. This can be tackled if India is seen as a disinterested party while focusing on the
people and addressing their needs.
4. Bangladesh would face the problems of climate change. Its expanding population would put pressure
on India’s Northeast. India’s approach should be to build connectivity and integrate the Bangladesh
economy with its own, particularly in the Northeast. Bangladesh should become an important part of
India’s Look East Policy.
5. Sri Lanka’s economy is likely to grow at a faster pace but it is not clear whether the ethnic issue
would be resolved. Internal tensions in Sri Lanka would put pressure on the country’s growth. India’s
relationship with Sri Lanka should be multifaceted. The process of integrating Sri Lanka’s economy
with that of India should be continued.
Democratic institutions in many countries would have strengthened. Regional cooperation would have
improved, with several sub-regional groupings having taken shape. There is so much untapped
advantage of economic integration with ready markets within the region, which can sustain regional
economies despite global economic uncertainties.
2. India’s Foreign Policy Approach Will Need to be broadened
In light of these changes, India’s foreign policy would face several challenges and require a broader
approach. Firstly, a clear articulation of the security and developmental objectives of the country will
need to be done. Secondly, India would need to build the necessary institutions and capabilities to
achieve these objectives. In particular, our decision-making structures will need to be revamped for
greater transparency and effectiveness. Speedy decisions will be a must. Some specific challenges
India’ foreign policy will face are listed below:
1. There would be an increasing need to incorporate the human security concerns in foreign policy,
which has traditionally been dominated by hard security concerns. The issues of water, food, energy,
trade and investment, socio-economic and cultural contacts will assume greater salience in India’s
foreign policy. India would need to find abundant human, physical and financial resources to pursue a
broad-based foreign policy with regard to its neighbor.
2. Domestic factors will influence foreign policy increasingly. The various Indian states will come to
play increase role in the making and formulation of India’s foreign policy. The interests of the
populations in the bordering states will need to be understood and addressed. The Central Government
would need to evolve effective mechanisms for this. The governance model will also need to be finetuned to strengthen internal cohesion and achieve sustained economic growth in India.
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3. Addressing the adverse consequences of the failure of governance in the region and even in parts of
India will pose a formidable challenge to India’s foreign policy. A combination of policies based on
the broader understanding of security will be required. The use of force alone would not be enough to
deal with these challenges.
4. India will need to have a strong, inclusive economy, a strong military, well-regulated borders and
good governance to deal with the security and developmental challenges that it will face in the coming
years.
5. India needs to develop comprehensive defence cooperation with friendly countries. This should
include strategic linkages, training, capacity building, disaster management, etc. India could also fulfil
the defence equipment needs of friendly countries. Defence diplomacy will assume importance in
India’s overall policy towards her neighbours.
3. The Main Conclusion of the Study is that South Asia is at Crossroad
In view of the wide-ranging changes in India’s neighborhood, as has been suggested in the study, India
will have to deal with a range of uncertainties over the next 20 years. The region can progress if the
countries of the region create interdependencies and cooperate with each other to tackle common
challenges. India has a responsibility to promote cooperation as this will be its own national interest
. The action that India takes today will have profound impact on the developments in the next 20 years,
not only within India but also in the neighborhood. India cannot control every development but, as a
pre-eminent power in the region, its actions will have consequences. While new challenges will arise
undoubtedly, a progressive foreign policy approach towards its neighbours—which places emphasis
on people-to-people ties—is likely to be more effective. India will have to harness both its soft and
hard powers judiciously
Since India’s foreign policy would become more people-centric, India will have to re-think it’s visa
regime. The visa regime is a great tool of foreign policy. The movement of people from one country
to another would have to be regulated but made less. Cumbersome and easier. Special attention will
need to be paid to the populations sharing ethnic and cultural identities on either side of the border and
due steps should be taken to facilitate regulated crossings by means of special permits. Modern
approaches to border management and regulation would need to be adopted, especially because more
migrations into India from neighboring countries are expected to take place in the coming years.
India should become an educational hub for higher studies, skill development, vocational training and
professional courses. However, there is a need to develop high-quality institutions and facilitate
students from the neighborhood, who could be allowed to take up India will need to fine-tune its
diplomatic and security apparatus to deal with neighbouring countries, keeping in view their
sensitivities. For example, while diplomatic resources will have to be harnessed to deal with borderrelated issues, border guarding forces will also need to be trained to deal with the border problems in
a sensitive manner.
Undoubtedly, India will need to remain a pre-eminent political, military and economic power in the
region to safeguard its national interests. However, India would need to connect with the neighbouring
countries and promote their integration with its rising economy. The flip side of this scenario is that a
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fall in India’s economic growth could result in increase in problems with neighbors. Thus maintaining
a sound inclusive growth rate and a broad consensus on foreign policy would be of paramount
importance short-term research assignments.
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Abstract
Foreign policy plays vital role in international relationship. . A wise country can expand its
trade activities across globe and curb Business expansion of other countries by its Foreign policy. India
has seven neighboring countries namely Pakistan, Nepal, China, Bhutan, Myanmar and Sri Lanka.
According to Encyclopedia Britannica foreign policy refers to “General objectives that guide the
activities and relationships of one state in its interactions with other states.”
India always has adopted “Neighbors First” as its foreign policy. This is true that anything
happens in one country it will affect the neighboring country. We have Look East/Act East Foreign
policy. We have Gujral Doctrine a milestone in India’s foreign policy which states that ”India” as a
bigger country of south Asia it should give one-sided concession to her small neighbors and have
cordial relations with neighboring countries This article attempts to discuss and review the Indian
foreign policy with neighboring countries.
Keywords: India, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Myanmar, China, foreign policy,
relations , bilateral
INTRODUCTION
Foreign policy plays vital role in international relationship. Civil, cultural, social military and
economic relation with other countries is depending on our international relationship which in turn
depends on our Foreign policy. A wise country can expand its trade activities across globe and curb
Business expansion of other countries by its Foreign policy. Today world is connected much more by
Globalizations and speedy communication system. All human activates are interlinked now .The
market failure, political disturbances of one county affect market and political system of others.
Since our independence India has been formulating its own Foreign policy particularly with
our neighboring countries. India has seven neighboring countries namely Pakistan, Nepal, China,
Bhutan, Myanmar and Sri Lanka. This article attempts to discuss and review the Indian foreign policy
with neighboring countries
Meaning of Foreign policy
According to Encyclopedia Britannica foreign policy refers to “General objectives that guide
the activities and relationships of one state in its interactions with other states.”
According to Cambridge Dictionary “Foreign policy means government’s policy on dealing
with other countries.”
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Thus Foreign policy is a policy pursued by a nation in its dealings with other nations, designed
to achieve national objectives.
Indian foreign policy has seen major changes in last one decade. After the end of cold war the
disintegration of a trusted ally, the soviet union and the strategic and economic compulsion in
apparently new world order were some of the factors.

India’s Neighborhood Foreign Policy:
In India foreign policy is formulated by ministry of foreign affairs with agenda of present
government. India always has adopted “Neighbors First” as its foreign policy. This is true that anything
happens in one country it will affect the neighboring country. We have Look East/Act East Foreign
policy. We have Gujral Doctrine a milestone in India’s foreign policy which states that ”India” as a
bigger country of south Asia it should give one-sided concession to her small neighbors and have
cordial relations with neighboring countries. It is true that Foreign policy depends on political parties
which are coming to power But more are less our Foreign policy is almost same even with change of
central government. India has seven neighboring countries and India’s foreign policy with different
countries are explained below.
India’s Foreign policy of Sri Lank:
Sri Lanka is situated to south of India. Sri Lank become independent in 1948. A quarter of Sri Lank
population is Tamils and many of them directly connected with Tamil Nadu. In the 1987, there was
civil war between Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and Sri Lankan military. When violence
broke out in Sri Lanka many Tamil people fled to India. And India made a sincere effort to assist in
finding a peaceful solution to this problem even India deployed its peace keeping Force in Sri Lanka
on the request of Sri Lanka government and Indian peace keeping force engaged the LTTE in a series
of battles. In 1999 India and Sri Lanka have signed for free trade agreement. Another thorny issue
with SRI Lanka is frequent arrest of Indian fishermen this problem have also solved by bilateral talks.
Thus our foreign policy with Sri Lank was to help the neighboring country.
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India’s Foreign policy of Bhutan:
India and Bhutan have mutual trust, respect for each other’s national interest. Bhutan is strategic
location between India and China. Bhutan is the sole neighbor with which we have had trouble free
and friendly relations. we have Treaty with Bhutan that neither country shall allow use of its territory
for activities harmful to the national security and interest of the other.
India has been Bhutan’s economic and development partner. India has assisted for Hydro Power
Projects in Bhutan like Chukha, Tala, and Kurichu hydro power projects.These projects account 13%
of its GDP and 1/3 of its exports. India buys surplus power from these projects. Thus our foreign policy
with Bhutan is to help the neighboring country in infrastructural building and build their economy.
India’s Foreign policy of Bangladesh:
Bangladesh is effort of India and its foreign policy. Due to East Pakistan political instability there
was civil war in East Pakistan lakhs of refugees are entering to India seeking shelter. In 1972 Indian
prime Minister Indira Gandhi signed Indo-Bangladesh Treaty popularly known as Indira-Mujib Treaty
of 1972 and helped in creation of Bangladesh by separating it from West Pakistan. The relation
between two countries have usually been friendly, although some time there are border disputes
In 2009 by return of PM Sheikh Hasina the relations of two countries marked upswings .Bilateral
cooperation extended in areas of defense, energy and etc in 2015 both countries have cleared boundary
issues by Agreement. Maritime boundary is also more or less settled
Now India has been providing its assistance for rebuilding old railway lines and roads and for
reviving inland waterways. We have trilateral MOU on hydroelectric power among India-BhutanBangladesh. Sharing river water is another issue between the two countries but bilateral talks were
continued. India has been providing sound credit facilities to Bangladesh. Serious efforts have been
made from India to stop illegal immigration from Bangladesh by bilateral talks. Thus our foreign
policy with Bangladesh was to help the neighboring country.
India’s Foreign policy of Nepal:
Nepal shares several similarities with India our History, Cultural, Tradition Social, Religious aspect
are same .Both nations friendship and cooperation characterized by open borders and deep-rooted
people-to-people contacts of kinship and culture. There has been free movement of people across the
borders. In 1950 both countries have Indo-Nepal Treaty of Peace and Friendship. India has been
development partner of Nepal, in 1952 India has helped in the construction of an air-strip at Gaucharan.
Since then India has been helping Nepal in infrastructure and human resources development.
In 2016 Nepal-India Joint Oversight Mechanism has been constituted to review the progress of
projects under India’s economic and development cooperation. A MOU was signed to develop
Railway Infrastructure along the Indo-Nepal border in 2010. In 2014 Indian government has provided
a credit of one billion US dollar for Nepal for its economic development.
To solve all water sharing problems both the countries have set up Joint Ministerial Commission
for Water Resources (JMCWR). India is largest trading partner of Nepal. Nepal-India Joint Technical
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Committee formed in 1981 to accomplish scientific mapping of India-Nepal boundary. Thus our
foreign policy with Nepal is to help the neighboring country. But our relations are not always same
because of political parties of Nepal.
Whenever Communist Party comes to power in Nepal our relation goes to lowest point there is a
anti-India concepts and actions But India never reacted irrationally. In June 2020 Nepal parliament
approves new map incorporating three Indian territories like Lipulekh, Kalapaani and Limpiyadhura
though these are belonging to India. But India is not aggressively attacking on Nepal for its solitary
action. Thus our foreign policy with Nepal is to help the neighboring country.
India’s Foreign policy of Pakistan:
Pakistan is a country which is separated from India in 1947 because of the notion of two-nation
theory. Since then the relation between two nations have been complex due to many historical and
political events.
When Pakistan separated and became new nation it attacked on Kashmir and Kashmir king
merged Kashmir into India in 1947 .The Indian army pushed back Pakistan military in 1947.The
second Indo-pak war broke out in 1965 following Pakistan’s operation Gibraltar which was designed
to infiltrate forces into Jammu and Kashmir to precipitate an insurgency against Indian role. After
intervention of America and USSR ceasefire was declared and Tashkent Treaty was signed by both
India and Pakistan. In 1971 Indian government helped East Pakistan military assistance to fight with
West Pakistan as a result Pakistan army has lost the war and went back to Pakistan than, East Pakistan
emerged as new country as Bangladesh. In 1999 Pakistani army infiltrated across the LOC and
captured Kargil and Indian military started its heavy operation after two months Kargil was recaptured
by India. India has straight action as its foreign policy with Pakistan when it tried to occupy Indian
territories.
But in 1999 Atal Bihari Vajpayee government has a friendly foreign policy with Pakistan
further he went to Pakistan’s Lahore by bus to build new friendship and peaceful relationship with
Pakistan but after three months Pakistan army occupied kargil hills and full-scale war was broke out
between two nation and again there was major setback for Pakistan.
On 26 th September 2008 terrorists of Lashkar-e-Taiba attacked on Mumbai and destroyed peace and
property even under such situation India has showed its democratic reaction to Pakistan and requested
for probe. The foreign policy of India towards Pakistan was persuasion one not aggressive.
In 2014 government has invited the Pakistani prime minister for Indian prime minister swearingin ceremony.2014 Government wanted to improve its relation with Pakistan. But Pakistani militant
attacked on Pathankot air force station still India was silent but in 2019 when Pakistani terrorists
attacked on CRPF and killed our 40 soldiers in Pluwama, then India has changed its foreign policy of
Pakistan this time India acted with its weapons, Indian Air force’s warplanes crossed the LOC and
dropped bombs on terrorists training camps
On 5 th august 2019 Indian Government revoked the special status of Jammu and Kashmir under
article 370. Now 2019 Government is responding strategically. The appeasement oriented foreign
policy is ended, now India started action oriented foreign policy towards Pakistan.
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India’s Foreign policy of Myanmar:
Myanmar (formerly Burma) was province of British rule, but it is separated from India in
1937.Myanmar was free from British role in1948 and India established diplomatic relation with
Myanmar. Our relations with Myanmar were good because earlier it was it was one province of India.
Our foreign policy towards Myanmar was cooperative one India has given its help to Myanmar in its
regional insurgencies. But when Myanmar Military overthrow its democratic government there were
strains in our relations. India condemned the suppression of democracy our relations worsened after
military junta’s reaction towards pro-democracy movements in 1988 this resulted in an influx of
Myanmar’s refugees into India.
Our relations improved only after 1993 and Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s government has did much to
improve our relations. In 2001 both countries inaugurated 250 kilometer highway road called ‘IndoMyanmar Friendship Road”. Now our foreign policy with Myanmar is cooperative one. We are 4th
largest trading partner to Myanmar, our bilateral trade reached US$ 1.3 billion in 2017,further Indian
government has announced no-cost visas to Myanmar people visiting India.
In 2019 Indian and Myanmar soldiers carried out joint operations in their respective territories to
destroy several insurgent camps. India supported Myanmar to fight against Rohingya insurgent groups.
Thus our foreign policy with Myanmar is constructive one.
India’s Foreign policy of China:
The India’s Foreign policy toward china was to maintain cordial relation. In 1950 India become
first non-socialist bloc country to establish diplomatic relations with the People’s Republic of China.
India’s foreign policy towards China was based on Five principles of Peaceful Co-Existence
(Panchsheel).The main principles of our foreign with China were :Preservation of Territorial Integrity
and freedom of policy :Promotion of International peace: Economic Development of Country and
Freedom of dependent Peoples and Elimination of racial discrimination .Our first Prime minister
Nehru visited China in1954.But there has been brooder issue with China which lead to a serious
conflict 196 On 20 th October India attacked by China which known as Sino-India war of
1962.China did not let the Indian army to prepare India lost the war.
The relations between two countries improved after visit of Indian Prime Minister Rajiv
Ganhiin1988 and Narsimaha Rao in 1993. Number o f agreements were signed in the area of military
political, science and technology and in Commerce and Trade. China’s act was mild on
CTBT(Comprehensive Test Ban Teaty).China voted in support of India in its bid for a non-permanent
set in UN security Council. The bilateral relations were improving than earlier. In the H.D .Deve
Gowda and I.K. Gujral era of Prime Minister Ship India has applied Gujral Doctrine policy of foreign
policy with China. In 1996 Chinese President has visited India and signed many bilateral agreement.
In1998 when India conducted two rounds of nuclear tests China has opposed this .In 2003 when Atal
Bihari Vajpayee visited China 12 bilateral agreements were signed and relations were improved.NDA
Government has recognized Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) as an inalienable part of China and
Indian return expecting that China will recognize Sikkim as an integral part of India but China did not
recognized it.
In 2005 the Chinese Premier Wen Jiaboa visited India and recognized Sikkim as an integral part
of India and many agreements were particularly IT-Industry, infrastructure building were signed..In
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2013 Border Defense Cooperation Agreement (BDCEA) was signed and stressed on improvement on
trade relations between the two nations.
In 2017 again border dispute started at Doklam, on 16 th June 2017 Chinese troops and
construction team started to build a road to existing road southward in Doklam for which both countries
are claiming as their border. India started Operation Juniper started but due to deep bilateral talks both
countries announced to withdrawn their troops.
Recently on 15 th June 2020 there was a violent face-off took place between soldiers of both
countries at Galwan Valley. This time India responded strongly India has increased its army
deployment at Galwan Valley, India changed its foreign policy, started to gain support from rest of
world against Chinese expansionist ideology, India boycotted trade with China and banned 59 mobile
application, all Chinese trade deals were reviewed and some are cancelled, People also responded with
fury. India gained support from USA, Japan, Austrelia and from rest of the world as a result of all of
these China agreed to withdrawn its troops from Galwan Valley this psychological victory over China
has given boost to change its foreign policy with China.
Conclusion
Thus India is changing its foreign policy according to response of our neighboring countries, if
there response is democratic, mutual than India’s foreign policy is also cooperative, mutual and
development oriented one. If neighbor’s response is in different gesture than we too change our foreign
policy. Galwan Valley episode is evidence for this.
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ABSTRACT
India has been a member of the UN Security Council for eight terms (a total of ongoing 16
years), with the most recent being the 2021-22 term. India would playing a more prominent role at the
world health organization (WHO), Dr. Harsh Vardhan set to take charge as a chairman of WHO
executive board for the 2020-21 term. India was among the original 51 members of the United Nations
that signed the Declaration by United Nations at Washington on 1st January 1942 and also participated
in the historic UN conference of international organization at San Francisco. The United Nations came
into existence on 24th Oct 1945 along with its charter. India is the charter member of the UN and
participants in all of its specialized agencies and organizations. Such as ASEAN, BRICS, SAARC, G20, etc. India could not become the member of the ASEAN association due to her geographical
location. India is a part of South- Asia while the ASEAN is an organization of South East Asian. The
BRICS members are known for their significant influence on regional affairs, all are members of G20.India is the members of the BRICS. India has developed close strategic relationship with the other
member countries cooperation with the BRICS is very important for India in terms of addressing its
food and energy security issues and combating terrorism. India liberalization policy was initiated in
1990s and since the India’s relationship with ASEAN remains one of the cornerstones of Indian foreign
policy and the very foundation of our look East policy. The G-20 is an international forum for the
governments and central bank governors’ forum 19 countries and European Union, and India is also
one of the members of G-20 country group.
Key words:The United Nations, International organizations, ASEAN, BRICS, SAARC, G-20.
Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To known India and the United Nations.
To have gain knowledge of the International Organizations.
To understand the concepts of the ASEAN, BRICS, SAARC, G-20.
To have knowledge about the Indian relationship with UN and other International organizations.
To know the present position of India in the world.

INTRODUCTION:
India has been a member of the UN Security council (UNSC) for 8th terms with the most recent
being the 2021-22 terms. India would now be playing a more prominent role at the world health
organization (WHO), Dr. Harsh Vardhan set to take charge as a chairman of WHO executive board at
its 147th session of the 2020 -21 term and T.S Tirumurti appointed India’s permanent representative to
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united nations in May 1st 2020- 21 term and also judge Dalveer Bhandari has been member of the ICT
India is a member of G-4 group of nations who back each other in seeking a permanent seat on the
security council and advocate in favour of the reformation of the UNSC. In 2014, India is the third
largest troop contributor with 7.860 personnel deployed with UN peacekeeping missions. In November
2016, vinod Rai was appointed as chairman of UN Panel of external auditors and Shashikant Sharma
as member of the United Nations Board of aditors general, International organisations are increasingly
significant for international policy- making and the process of the globalisation. India also in other
international organisation such as, ASEAN, BRICS, SAARC AND G -20.
India in the United Nations
The UN came into existence at San Francisco on 24th Oct, 1945 after the failure of the League
of Nations; the UN has been entrusted with heavy responsibilities for the maintenance of international
peace security. The United Nations charter was signed by 51countries including India. Its headquarters
is situated in Newyork. There are 6 official languages organised by the UN. Presently membership of
United Nations is 194. The charter provides for six organs. They are General Assembly, Security
Council, Economic and social council, Trusteeship council, secretariat and the international court of
justice.
The most representative inter-governmental organisation of the world is the United Nations.
India was among the original 51 members of the United Nations that signed the decoration by United
Nations at Washington on 1st January 1942 and also participated in the historic UN conference of
international organization at San Francisco. The United Nations came into existence on 24 th October
1945 along with its charter. Independent India viewed its membership of the United Nations a
guarantee for maintaining international peace and security. The UN membership has also served as an
opportunity for leadership in world affairs. India stood at the forefront during the UNs tumultuous
years of struggle against colonialism, apartheid, global disarmament and creation of more equitable
international economic order. India has used platform of the General Assembly for voicing against
imperialism, colonialism and apartheid. In 1954, India took a leading part in securing political
sanctions against the racialist regime of South Africa in 1965; it supported the UN sponsored economic
boycott of Rhodesia. It gave full support to the Angolan liberation movement and to the cause of
independence of Namibia. India also played an active role in setting up of the UNCTAD, and calling
the creation of a NIEO. India is the member of the UNESCO, ILO, WHO, FAO, UNICEF, UNDP,
UNIDO, UNDAF etc.
India is committed to assist the UN by providing military troops for the maintenance of
international peace and security to the United Nations peace- keeping force (UNPKF), India has
deputed more than one lakh troops (180000) to participate in plenty of this missions since 1950 E.g.
Korea -1950-54, Middle East -1956-67, Congo 1960-64, Somalia 1993-94, Afghanistan 1993, Haiti
1993, Angola 1989-99, Ethiopia –Eritrea -20006-08, Lebanon 1998, Ivory coast -2004, Liberia 2007,
South Sudan 2013-14, etc. The high standards of performance maintained consistently by the Indian
troops and policeman deployed on UN missions under challenging circumstances have won them high
regard worldwide. India also committed to assist the UN by providing environmentally, India is among
the top 12 mega centres of the world in terms of the genetic diversity. It was an active participant in
the process leading up to and culminating in the convening of the UN conference on environment and
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development is stock Holm in 1972 and Rio de Janeiro in June 1992. These summits discussed about
global warming and green house effect. The UN convention on protection of ecology and the Kyoto
protocol came into effect in 2005. Thus, the General Assembly of the UN adopted the universal
decoration 0f human rights (UDHR) on 10th December 1948.india is a signatory to the six Core human
rights covenants and also the two optional protocols to the convention of the rights of the child. The
National commission for human rights (NCHR), established in India in 1993. It creates awareness of
the rights guaranteed by the constitution. In recent years, India has attempted to strengthened UN
system to combat global challenges of development and poverty, climate change, terrorism etc. India
is pushing for comprehensive convention of international terrorism to create framework of counter
terrorism missions.
Other international organizations
International organizations are increasingly vital for international policy- making and the
irresponsiveness of the globalization. International organizations are settling by formal political
approbations between the nations. It is based on common scope and do not have territorial limitations.
They have the grades of international treaties and their existence is recognized by law. According to
potter “international organization means the aggregate of procedures and organs for expressing the
unification of nations to have control over international organization”. To have control over
international organization, many countries have come together and formed groups such as ASEAN,
BRICS, SAARC, G-20, G-5, G-7, G-8, etc. They met regularly to fulfil their aims to influence the
international agenda, set directions and tasks.
India in the ASEAN
The ASEAN (Association of south East Asian Nations), was established on 8th august 1967, in
Bangkok, Thailand. With the signing of the ASEAN declaration or Bangkok declaration by the
founding fathers of ASEAN. Its headquarters is in Jakarta, Indonesia. Its areas of focus are on Regional
cooperation. Its members are Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, are the ten member states of ASEAN. Only five members’ states
considered as the founding fathers of ASEAN such as, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore
and Thailand. The ASEAN observer states are East timer and Papua New Guinea, its aims to accurate
economic growth, social and cultural development and to protect the peace and stability in the region.
The motto of ASEAN is one vision, one identity, one community.
India’s liberalization policy was initiated in 1990s and since than India’s relationship with
ASEAN remains one of the corner stone’s of Indian foreign policy and the very foundation our look
East policy, India become a sectoral dialogue partner of AESAN in 1992. Which was upgraded to full
dialogue partnership in 1996? Since 2002,India had annual summits with ASEAN are going on two
significant events took place between India and ASEAN’s member states, since December 2012, one
was the Indian- ASEAN commemorative summit and sideline events in December 2012 and two, the
Delhi dialogue in February 2013 the 10th edition of Delhi dialogue was hosted by the ministry of
external affairs on 19th – 20th July, 2018 in New Delhi with the theme, “strengthening India- ASEAN
maritime advantage”, these events are of particular significance to India’s look East policy as they
intensify India’s engagement with South East Asia. India’s stakes are indeed high in its relations with
South East Asia, Freed trade agreement in services and investment would be transformational for both
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India as well as the ASEAN members. The 35th association of the ASEAN summit was held in
Bangkok Thailand on November 3 2019 under the theme ‘Advancing partnership for sustainability.
The summit discussed comprehensive and sustainable ASEAN economic development and about
cyber security, transactional crimes, disasters, sustainable development, economic promotion and PM
Narendra Modi attended the this summit and also attended the 16th ASEAN- India summit on
November 3 2019 in Bangkok Thailand. During the summit, the discussions were held to promote
India. ASEAN strategic partnership along with cooperation in the field of maritime security and blue
economy, trade and investment, connectivity, science and technology, and innovation. India has
allocated $1 billion as line of credit to improve physical and digital connectivity.
India in G-20
The G-20 is an international forum for the governments and central bank governors from 19
countries and the European Union. It was founded in 1999 with the aim to discuss policy pertaining to
the promotion of international financial stability. Collectively the G-20 economies account for around
85% of the gross world product (GWP), 80%of world trade to tackle the problems or the address issues
that plague the world, the heads of governments of the G-20 nations periodically participants in
summits. The members of G-20 such as Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, south Korea, turkey, United
Kingdom, the United States and the European union (EU).
The 2019 G-20 summits were the 14th meeting of the G-20. It was held on June 28-29, 2019 at
the international exhibition centre in Osaka. It was the first G-20 summit to be hosted by Japan; Indian
PM Modi held many plurilateral meetings with other world leaders like heads of Russia, USA, Japan,
China etc. India also participated in two parallel trilateral, i.e. the Russia- India- China (RIC) and
Japan- USA- India (JAI) end an informal BRICS summit. The JAI countries discussed issues of the
Indo- specific region. Connectivity and infrastructure development. India PM Modi called Terrorism
is the biggest threat to humanity. He stressed the need to stop all mediums of support to terrorism and
racism. India and U S discussed various bilateral and global issues including Iran, 5G communication
networks, trade and defence ahead of the G-20 summit. India pledged to make social sector as its top
priority and resolve to focus on infrastructure development, especially digital infrastructure. India and
Japan signed exchange of letter of intent on Ahmadabad- Kobe sister city partnership. India and
Indonesia set an ambition $50 billion targets for bilateral trade over the next six years.
India in the BRICS
BRICS is a group of five fast developing countries. Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa. For the first time an acronym BRICS was proposed by analysis from Goldman sashes in
November 2001which is a research note from that bank. In December 2010, South Africa acceded to
the BRICs countries and formation has been transformed into BRICS countries, today BRICS
combines 3 billion peoples (43%) of population in the territory of 39.7 million sq mt, producing almost
13 trillion, US gross domestic product per year (21%) of world population, its first summit of leaders
of BRIC countries in 2009, In 2010 Brasilia, in 2011 in Sanyo, 2012 in New Delhi and 2018 in
Johannesburg South Africa.
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India needs the BRICS to be stable for trade to flourish which is also why peacekeeping in
trade regions like the Mediterranean, North Africa and the Indian Ocean is vital. India has been helping
Tibet’s fight for freedom and providing aid and refuse to the Rohingyas, India has sent over 100000
troops to Nigeria, Somalia, Sudan, Ethiopia and Afghanistan to fight internal description. India sees
BRICS as a flat form to build multilateral relations with Latin American, African and Asian countries.
Over the years, India has a developed close strategic relationship with the other member countries.
India also tried to use BRICS as a forum to resolve the age – old mistrust and complicated relationship
with China. India has also played an important role in the setting up of new development bank,
cooperation with the BRICS is very important for India in terms of addressing its food and energy
security issues and combating terrorism.
India in the SAARC
The south Asian association for regional cooperation (SAARC) was established at the first
SAARC summit in Dhaka on 7th and 8th December, 1985. Its members are Bangladesh, Bhutan, India,
Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Srilanka; totally its members are 8. In 2010 Afghanistan became the
8th member of the SAARC. Six observes of SAARC are China, Japan, European union, Republic of
Korea, united states, and Iran, India has participated in all the summit level meetings, during the 16 th
SAARC summit held in New Delhi on 3rd and 4th April 2007. The prime minister of India Mr. Rajiv
Gandhi attended the first SAARC summit held in Bangladesh in 1985, opined that “International
economic institutions are disarray, the consensus on development has broken down but all seven of us
continue to be confronted with formidable problems of poverty, illiteracy, maturation and disease we
have to overcome these problems in a highly adverse external environment”.
India has cooperated actively in SAARC activates and vigorously promoted trade and other
forms of economic, social, and technical cooperation within SAARC. India also actively supports
people to people initiatives which aimed at fostering grater method understanding and goodwill in the
region. India is the only SAARC member that shares land borders with four members and sea borders
with two. No other SAARC country shares a common border with each other, In terms of trade,
commerce, investments, etc. India is a source of potential investments and technology and a major
market for product from all other SAARC members. one of the fore most challenges facing South Asia
is the issue of poverty eradication, at the 12th summit held in Islamabad, Pakistan in January 2004,
India offered to contribute US$ 100 million for poverty alleviation projects in SAARC countries
(outside India). India has additionally offered to finance feasibility projects in SAARC countries in
this regard India has granted the highest number of tariff concessions to all SAARC members.
Conclusion
After the League of Nations failed to prevent world war 2nd 1939-1945, there was wide spread
recognition that humankind could not afford a world war 3rd. therefore the United Nations was
established to replace the flawed League of Nations in 1945 in order to maintain international peace
and promote cooperation in solving international economic, social, and humanitarian problems. The
UN came into existence at San Francisco on 24th Oct 1945. After the failure of league of nations , the
united nations charter was signed by 51 countries including India, but today India position , India has
been a member of the UN security council for 8 terms (a total of ongoing 16 years), with the most
recent being the 2021-22 term. India is a charter member of the United Nations and participates in all
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of its specialized agencies and organizations such as ASEAN, BRICS, SAARC, G-20, etc. India is
rapidly reshaping its foreign policy after cold war era. Its deep engagement with ASEAN, US, JAPAN,
and other nations are steps in this regard India’s economic and commercial ties with ASEAN through
still modest as compared to those of China and Japan have been growing rapidly. India and US
discussed various bilateral and global issues including Iran, 5G communication networks, trade and
defence ahead of the G-20 summit. India has cooperated actively in SAARC activities and vigorously
promoted trade and other forms of economic, social, and technical cooperation within SAARC and the
BRICS members are known for their significant influence one regional affairs, all are members of G20 India also promotes intra-BRICS trade, which means origin members nations to import goods from
each other instead of Europe, cooperation with the BRICS is very important for India in terms of
addressing its food and energy security issues and combating terrorism.
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ABSTRACT
India’s nuclear policy evolved under the first Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
emphasizing its twin goals of working towards nuclear disarmament and availing the advantages of
nuclear science and technology for energy purposes. His plea for to them a sign a “standstill
agreement” pending a final agreement towards the cessation of nuclear tests and abandonment of
nuclear weapons were unfortunately turned down by the super powers. Within the country, Nehru took
the initiative to set up the atomic energy agency under the leadership of Dr. Homi Bhabha which later
on came to be called the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC). Nehru repeatedly emphasised the
need for India realizing the advantages of nuclear science in the field of energy. The setting up of
atomic power stations in Rajasthan and Madras were concrete steps in that direction.
When the U.S. and U.S.S.R. signed the Partial Test Ban Treaty in 1963 banning nuclear testing
in the atmosphere, Pandit Nehru welcomed it as a small step in the long march towards Nuclear
disarmament and made India sign the Treaty. Thus, his nuclear policy was clearly one of opposition
to nuclear weapons, in favour of nuclear disarmament and pursuit of nuclear scince for energy purposes
and not for making the bomb. This policy of Nehru was in keeping with his overall approach to India’s
security which emphasized diplomacy and negotiations. India’s nuclear diplomacy in the aftermath of
the India-China border war of 1962, the Indian stand towards the Partial Test Ban Treaty(PTBT), the
quest for security guarantees and finally the position taken by the government on the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty(NPT) is analyzed in detail. Care is also taken to understand the normative and
security considerations which guided India’s nuclear policy.
It is appropriate to begin the analysis by referring to the policy and attitude developed and
projected by India towards the PTBT which was signed by the U.S. and other nuclear weapon states
in August 1963. The PTBT was possible only because of the thawing of tensions in the U.S. Soviet
relations following the successful resolution of the Cuban missile crisis earlier in 1962, which had
almost pushed them to an eye ball to eye ball confrontation.
The PTBT which came to be projected by the nuclear weapon states as an effort in the direction
of nuclear disarmament and arms control banned testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in
order space and under water. The Treaty which came into force on 10 October 1963, in its preamble
hailed itself as an effort to achieve general and complete disarmament under strict international control
in accordance with the objectives of the United Nations. Article II of the Treaty referred to the
responsibilities of the signatories in working for nuclear disarmament. Each of the parties of this treaty
undertakes furthermore to refrain from causing encouraging or in any way participating in the carrying
out of any nuclear weapon test explosion or any other nuclear explosion anywhere which would take
place in any of the environments described.
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The treaty which was open to signature to any nation nuclear or non- nuclear came to be the
first important step to be taken by the nuclear weapon states in the post-world war-II years, to take the
world nearer to nuclear disarmament.
India’s Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru said:“In thinking of the world perspective I would like to
state that the two most important things that have happened in recent years are first of all the signing
the test ban Treaty Partial Test Ban Treaty by the United States by the Soviet Union and by the United
Kingdom and I believe by about a hundred other countries subsequently. That treaty does not take in
very far but it is highly important and significant because after years of discussion and arguments this
has happened and it breaks the ice as it were and gives is an opportunity to go ahead both with regard
to disarmament and in putting on end gradually perhaps to the cold war attitude of Nehru’s to each
other. That is a very vital matter and if leads in that direction, as I hope it will be significant event in
history”.
This statement is significant for two reasons- Firstly, it reflects Nehru’s understanding of the
limitations of the treaty in as much as it does not prohibit testing of nuclear weapons underground.
This aspect of leaving out underground testing has come to be criticized sharply by the non-nuclear
nations because the nuclear weapons states ever since they entered in PTBT, have increased
underground testing.
Secondly- Nehru welcomed the treaty notwithstanding its limitations, because he knew well
that it was a break-through in its own way the treaty brought the two cold war rivals. United States and
the Soviet Union to sign an agreement and to that extent it not only broke the ice, but also heralded the
beginnings of an improvement in the attitudes of the leaders of the two super powers and the global
strategic environment.
In a press note released on 1st July 1963 the Government of India referred to its decision to sign
the treaty as soon as it was made available for signature. The Indian leadership also called upon all
peace-loving countries to come forward and sign the treaty. Given India’s perception of threat from
China and given again the fact that India looked to the United Sates and the Soviet Union for help
against the Chinese threat it was natural for India to not only sign the treaty, but call upon the Chinese
also to accept it. China’s refusal to sign the Partial Test Ban treaty only added to India’s security
tensions.
Under such circumstances, therefore India’s nuclear diplomacy started emphasizing the
importance of collateral measure for reduction of tension to achieve nuclear disarmament. The
objective was to prevent the international security environment from deteriorating further. India began
to utilize the Eighteen Nation Disarmament Committee(ENDC) to highlight this requirement to
achieve the ultimate goal of nuclear disarmament. Elaborating on this the Indian representative to the
ENDC, R.K. Nehru said on 31 January 1964:
“The danger which threatens the world is not confined to the nuclear arm race,
The building up opf large armies by an aggressive or expansionist power is
Also a source of danger the threat is a growing threat as the nuclear arms race
And for reducing and eliminating nuclear armaments is an urgent necessity”.
It is in this context that we have to understand the decision of the Indian Government to support the
Soviet proposal brought out by the Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko for reduction and eventual
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elimination of nuclear menace. The Soviet proposal aimed at: Withdrawal of Foreign troops from the
territories of other countries; Reduction the total number of the armed forces of states; Reduction of
military budgets; Conclusion of a non-aggression pact between the NATO and the Warsaw treaty
countries; Establishment of denuclearized zones; Prevention of the further spread of nuclear attacks;
Measures to prevent surprise attacks; and Elimination of bomber aircraft. The Soviet Union submitted
on 4 February 1964, a revised draft on General and complete disarmament, which envisaged the
elimination of missiles and nuclear warheads.
While favoring the Gromyko proposal, the Indian representative said at the EDNC.
“The Indian delegation is particularly interested in the question of security- we view the
issue of disarmament in the frame work of international security. The Gromyko proposal for nuclear
umbrella has also to be viewed in the same content”.
During the same time, India proposed for inclusion in the nineteenth session of the U General assembly
an item entitled non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. In the Explanatory memorandum, Indian
permanent representative at the United Nations Chakravarthi stated:
“The Government of India is common with a large number of state, as well as
overwhelming volume of world opinion is deeply concerned at the danger interest in the spred of
nuclear weapons and attentive great importance to measures for limiting the same the acquisition of
them weapons by more powers is bound to create more complication in regard to general and complete
disarmament and aggravate the danger of nuclear war”.
Accordingly, at the second non-aligned conference at Cairo in October 1964, India and the other
non-aligned countries, emphasized in their declaration the paramount importance of disarmament,
appealed to the great powers to substantially reduce their military budgets, give up nuclear tenets,
continue with peaceful uses of atomic energy and establish nuclear weapon free zones. The goal of
nuclear disarmament appealed to India leaders because of their belief that it implementation would
strengthen the security of the smaller powers.
During 1963-64 India supported several General Assembly resolutions on this topic, such as
resolution 1908 which sought general and complete disarmament under effective international control
resolution 1909 which sought 1910, which called for an urgent need to suspend nuclear tests all three
resolutions being adopted on 27 November 1963. Resolutions 1911 on the denuclearization of Latin
America also found India’s favour. Finally, India supported UN Resolution 1937 of 11 December 1963
which dealt with the conversion to peaceful needs of the resources released by disarmament.
It is evident from the above, that India’s security diplomacy during the years 1963-64 was marked
by its support to the Partial Test Ban Treaty as a step towards disarmament. Security policy was linked
with disarmament and manifested itself in India’s concern at the increase in nuclear proliferation and
the need to arrest the spread of nuclear weapons. Accordingly, India supported the Gromyko proposals
to reduce tensions in international relations. The diplomatic thrust at the ENDC was reflective of this
Indian objectives.
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Abstract:
India’s national security policy objectives to meet these challenges were summarized by the
Indian Prime Minister in 1995. These are: the defence of national territory over land, sea, and air to
include the inviolability of land borders, land territories, offshore assets, and maritime trade routes;
internal security against threats to unity or progress from religious, language, ethnic, or socioeconomic dissonance, the ability to influence other regional countries to promote harmonious
relationships that support Indian national interests; and the ability to execute out-of-area operations to
contribute to international stability. The linkage between security and development, including
upholding human rights and freedoms, is intrinsic to India’s experience. The indigenization program
falls under the auspices of the DRDO, which is directly answerable to the Minister of Defence. India
believes that this will also contribute to the safety of the East-West sea lines of communications passing
through the Indian Ocean. Additionally, the Navy will help contain the threat from Pakistan as well as
provide air defence systems effective against China. Defence (MoD), manned exclusively by civilian
officials, there is neither integration, nor any methodology for analysing issues jointly. The MoD asks
service headquarters individually to submit their views on various issues. The Chiefs of Staff
Committee (COSC) is also asked for its views. The Committee, comprising the three service chiefs,
with the most senior as chairman, cannot deliberate on issues objectively, as service biases are foremost
in each member’s mind. India faces a very challenging strategic environment, with its immediate
opponents possessing significant capabilities and militaries that are modernizing rapidly. This article
explores the opportunities, challenges and constraints confronting the Indian state in building its
military strength to deal with its variegated threat environment. It examines how India has dealt with
the use of force and how it seeks to shape its armed forces in the face of new threats and emerging
capabilities.
Keywords: Indian National Security, Defence, Development, Military, Environment, Modernize,
National Interest.
Introduction
National Security is an all-encompassing term that includes the protection of a nation and its
citizens from a range of multi-dimensional threats and coercion. The overwhelming scope of a strategy
to deal with these threats in a fast-evolving national and international landscape is sometimes a
hindrance in formalising a ‘National Security Strategy'. However, a well-defined National Security
Strategy is also a clear vision of the path that a nation should take in the pursuit of attaining its national
objectives. It also provides a guide for all organs of the state on the policy directions that they should
follow. The lack of a formal National Security Strategy for India has been the subject of some criticism
among the strategic community. Therefore, the initiative by the Indian National Congress to
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commission this report deserves credit. This report will generate a broader discussion and help refine
the contours of India’s National Security Strategy. In preparing this report, we neither ignore the
strength of India's growing power nor the difficulties that shackle us from achieving our real potential.
We live in a time of considerable uncertainty, but what is certain is that the choices we make today
will define our future place in the world.
India’s ancient history of cultural assimilation, her harmonious diversity, and our Constitution
are strong guiding factors for a vision of the course that India must take. In achieving this vision, there
are significant challenges. We are still home to more than 47 million people living in extreme poverty;
we rate below the global average in gender equality, and our income inequality is among the highest
in the world. Unless these trends are reversed, we cannot achieve real security. We live in an uneasy
neighbourhood. To our west and north, India has unsettled borders that could be a flashpoint for future
conflicts, to our east there is a potential danger of refugee influx, and to our south is the Indian Ocean
that is becoming an arena for strategic rivalry. There are continuing internal conflicts in parts of India
that are increasingly playing out in social media with the prospective danger of dividing communities.
India’s efforts to revamp and restructure its military in response to sec urity challenges
are characterised by a quest to meet the needs of the three services without compromising
transparency and integrity in the acquisition of weapons.The twin military challenges posed
by China and Pakistan thus reflect critical shifts in these two countries’ military capabilities
and operational postures. They demand, in turn, different command structures, involving tri service cooperation and capabilities, for the Indian armed services. Most of the sub conventional threat confronting the Indian state stems from Pakistan, although insurgencies in
north-east India also impose a military burden. In addition to conventional and sub conventional threats, India faces a significant nuclear threat from Pakistan and China, between
whom a deep connection has historically existed in the nuclear technology and missile delivery
domains.
Objectives of Indian National Security:






Protecting India’s national sovereignty.
Securing the territorial integrity of India.
Promoting India’s rise to its rightful place in international affairs.
Ensuring a peaceful internal environment within India.
Creating a climate for our citizens that is just, equitable, prosperous, and shields them from
risks to life and livelihood.
Flowing from these objectives are the tenets of our Security Strategy. These tenets lay down our
fundamental approach to achieving. holistic national security for India. These are, assuming our
Rightful Place in Global Affairs, achieving a Secure Neighbourhood, Peaceful Resolution of Internal
Conflicts, protecting our People, and Strengthening our Capabilities. This National Security Strategy
describes the path towards achievement of the fundamentals listed above. No strategy comes without
risks and uncertainties, but the start point must be a clarity on the direction that we take. Today, when
nationalist and protectionist sentiments threaten international cooperation in many countries across the
world, India must become a leading player supporting the benefits of international cooperation. This
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can be achieved through proactive diplomacy to create partnerships, both regionally and globally, to
give shape to many other countries that share India’s aspirations.
Indian National Interest:
Two areas which India should prioritise in expanding her diplomatic influence and establishing her
place among the leading powers of the 21st century are:
 Creating an equitable and inclusive digital world, where advances of technology are secured to
sustain development. This requires India to lead the adoption of a people-centric digital society,
building on her own national experience of Digital India.
 Providing an intellectual dimension to international cooperation, which will enable an inclusive
and forward-looking vision to the way in which the world will evolve during the 21st century.
India’s core civilizational values (VasudhaivaKutumbakam) will play a significant part in
catalysing such a role for India.
As a country with growing geopolitical and economic influence, India must also ensure that she has a
place in all decision-making structures of international relations. This includes the UNSC whose
decisions have a direct impact on India’s core national interests. India is permanently represented in
the Council as an equal member, its national security interests will not be adequately addressed.
Some Challenges of National Security:
 India’s armament strategy is to solve the problem of pending block obsolescence of major
weapons systems. During the next 10-15 years, India will need to replace all of its major
systems. Unless the United States opens up its domestic market to India to a greater degree,
these will probably be acquired from Russian and European suppliers.
 India’s clearly recognize the financial and operational advantages of continuing with their
legacy Soviet Russian armaments, recently some have argued that perhaps it would be a better
to diversify India’s sources of supply to take advantage of what is now available on the world
market.
 Traditional pacifist tendencies continue to block arms exports and act as a barrier to the shoring
up and expanding the Indian defence industrial base, even to meet the nation’s steadily
expanding requirements.
India is also undergoing strategic transformation from a Third World non-aligned state to one in
which she must stand on her own two feet in the international community in the midst of a range of
complex security issues. India faces major national security challenges from a resurgent China and the
unstable Islamic state of Pakistan. Combined with continuing political instability in Central Asia to
the north and the fear of regional Islamization, India’s land borders face both active and potentially
hostile opponents, at least two equipped with nuclear weapons. From the seas to the east, west and
south, it is anticipated that Chinese nuclear-armed submarines may patrol at will in the future, within
striking distance of the Indian land mass. Internally, India faces aSeveral insurgencies are being
supported by outside powers, namely Pakistan and China. The vast territory of the subcontinent,
combined with the wide disparities in the natural conditions of potential combat zones present great
challenges to the Indian Armed Forces, requiring, for example, jungle troops in one theatre and high
altitude alpine forces in others. India is also concerned with the increased threat of ballistic missile
attack from China, the Central Asian states, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Iran. This has
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led India to defence through deterrence, and the concomitant development of the Prithvi and Agni
missiles.
National Security Policy:
India’s national security policy objectives to meet these challenges were summarized by the
Indian Prime Minister in 1995. These are: the defence of national territory over land, sea, and air to
include the inviolability of land borders, land territories, offshore assets, and maritime trade routes;
internal security against threats to unity or progress from religious, language, ethnic, or socioeconomic dissonance, the ability to influence other regional countries to promote harmonious
relationships that support Indian national interests; and the ability to execute out-of-area operations to
contribute to international stability. India is not well prepared internally to meet these. In addition to
the condition of India’s Armed Forces, whose combat systems are facing block obsolescence, she does
not have established mechanisms for national security decision making and planning, for insuring
sustained professional attention to security problems, and for coordinating the requirements and
combat actions of India’s three military Services. In spite of five wars in the 50 years of her existence,
and the fact that India’s armed forces have participated in 32 major military operations, India has
historically taken a lackadaisical approach to national security issues. Only recently has India become
conscious of the need for strategic defence. The funding of defence expenditures was also not
considered a core priority and was handled ad hoc. At the same time, there was also a great deal of
bureaucratic inflexibility in the Armed Forces structure, and no tradition of true cross service
considerations. It was only in 1995 that India was able to state a comprehensive defense policy, even
though a partial one. There is current debate within India as to the best way to resolve these structural
issues.
Leadership role on National Security:
The Ministry of Defence (MoD) should become a fully integrated headquarter with the posting
of service officers in the ministry. A Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) should be immediately appointed
as the primary advisor to the political leadership. Together,the integrated MoD and the CDS should
oversee and coordinate the force modernisation plans of the military. The focus should be on increasing
interoperability, enhancing jointness, and optimising the resources between the three service. The
appointing a CDS (Chief of Defence Staff) has endured for so long that it is on the verge of becoming
a myth. India needs to sweep aside all ifs and buts that have bedevilled the creation and subsequent
appointment of this long-standing demand of the bulk of the armed forces. Joint efforts by the military
are coming into increasingly sharper focus because of technological advances and the changing nature
of war. The battlefield of tomorrow is certain to be more complex than it is today. The current decisionmaking process in India’s higher defence structure needs to be revamped. At the apex military level,
our structures and methodologies for providing military advice on national security issues needs to be
headed by a single person and not a committee. That person must be the CDS.
Currently, India’s higher defence structure is disjointed and works in a stand-alone mode. Within the
Ministry of Defence (MoD), manned exclusively by civilian officials, there is neither integration, nor
any methodology for analysing issues jointly. The MoD asks service headquarters individually to
submit their views on various issues. The Chiefs of Staff Committee (COSC) is also asked for its
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views. The Committee, comprising the three service chiefs, with the most senior as chairman, cannot
deliberate on issues objectively, as service biases are foremost in each member’s mind.
The bureaucracy in MoD deliberates on the views received and takes decisions, despite having
little or no competence to analyse military matters. Inputs on issues with financial implications are
taken from Finance (Defence) and Ministry of Finance. Finally, these are sent to the Cabinet
Committee of Security (CCS). In 2001, the Kargil Review Committee and Group of Ministers (GoM),
headed by then Deputy Prime Minister LK Advani, had made far-reaching recommendations, directing
major changes in the higher defence structure. However, only some aspects were implemented. A key
recommendation, creating the post of CDS, remains unimplemented. Consequently, the integrated
headquarters gets its directions from the ineffective COSC, which has neither the teeth nor the
inclination to take any strong and meaningful decisions, including in the realm of joint endeavours. It
is sad that for a military of our size, the extent of jointness is abysmally low. A few joint endeavours
exist in peripheral areas, but they are perfunctory. Most professional militaries, having adopted joint
structures, have increased their war-fighting capabilities, but the Indian military continues to be an
exception. Appointing a CDS and the gradual addition of new joint commands are a must. Besides
geographical theatre commands, there are other areas like Special Forces, Space, Communications,
Logistics and Training, which also must be restructured into joint commands. Countries with joint
structures today had to also contend with differing viewpoints of the heads of their armed forces but,
overruling them, final directions were issued by the political leadership.
Restructuring for a joint milieu is especially important in view of the emerging military
challenges around India’s land and ocean frontiers, which may call for India’s military response, if
economic and diplomatic initiatives and military deterrence do not succeed. Strategic analysts are
unanimous that military operations in coming years would be short and intense. Consequently, joint
responses are a must so that the Indian military is able to deliver the full might of its forces
comprehensively, quickly and with full force. The military response must also be dove-tailed with
diplomatic and other responses and must ensure that we concentrate militarily on one front, while other
fronts are contained by other means.While the three services are credible within their spheres, the
higher defence structure continues to be weak, mainly on account of lack of joint leadership. The days
of war fighting with only coordination, as in the past, are long over. Robust joint structures are a must.
Procrastination over evolving a truly joint structure, with a CDS leading the forces must end now.
Presently, there being no CDS, the CCS, chaired by the Prime Minister, does not receive
unadulterated single-point military advice, which is vital. We need to appoint a CDS without further
delay, followed by creating theatre and specified commands and full integration of MoD. The present
COSC system is outdated and defunct and not conducive to giving comprehensive and concise military
advice and options to the CCS. The need is for a Joint Commander who can represent and render
advice of a united, efficient and cost- effective fighting machine. Whether he wears four or five stars
(preferable) is a matter of detail, but he must be the senior most leader representing a joint military.
Militaries function best under one Military Leader, assisted by his own joint staff. Policies of such
great importance, relating to the security and very existence of our nation must not be sacrificed on
account of expediency, appeasement, sloth or indifference. The political leadership must act now and
establish the post of CDS, to be tenured by a military officer whose advice to the CCS would be based
after joint analysis with the three service chiefs.
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India is staring at a huge decision that will affect not only its national security, but foreign
policy and its technological future. Sooner rather than later India will have to make choices on the 5G
debate. 5G has the potential to transform India’s knowledge economy, but also its defence structures.
With the growing global fault lines, India will not be able to do its normal jugged, a little bit of one, a
little of another. Our decision to go with Huawei and China or with the Western networks will go a
long way in determining the tilt of our foreign policy. Those happy swinging days are coming to an
end. As intelligence sharing, military interoperability increasingly ride on commercial 5G networks,
India will have to walk one road. Artificial intelligence, industry 4/5.0, internet of things, autonomous
platforms are bringing civilian and military futures together. We need to urgently review our system
of defence acquisitions. Balakot demonstrated political will to use military force against terror. But the
fact remains that after two days of a military conflict with Pakistan, we did not demonstrate military
superiority. It is imperative, for the sake of national security, for the new government to streamline
this crazy system. One idea might be to set up an autonomous entity for acquisition, populated by
MEA, armed services, finance ministry and CAG – keep it clean, keep it quick, while being audited
simultaneously, use an apex decision-making leadership headed by the PM. India needs to build
strategic communication into its national security strategy. This is not between MEA/PMO and the
media – it is a clear articulation of India’s policies and intents to friends and foes. When India was a
smaller and weaker power, ambiguity allowed it to stay afloat. It’s in a different place now. There
should be no ambiguity, for instance, what India’s nuclear posture is, which provocation will invite
what level of retribution. Same applies for terrorism.As India moves to become a bigger power with
bigger stakes in the world, predictability and clarity will be very important.
Morale and accountability are key to improved human resource development. Better working
conditions and housing for lower ranks are two crucial areas. The leadership needs to be insulated from
external pressures in the discharge of its legal role. There is a critical need to restore the principle that
a chief "is not the servant of anyone, save of the law itself." At the same time, all forces engaged in
counter-militancy operations need to be clear that there are boundaries in the use of force against our
own citizens, and human rights are not violated.
Some Observations:
o India’s goal is not self-sufficiency in the traditional autarkical sense, Indian leaders, the most
important aspects of self-reliance are the ability of India to field weapons manufactured locally,
and to provide for security of supply of spare parts and components.
o India is debating the direction of her future defence products. Some argue that she should
develop the eventual capability to fully design, develop, and produce completed major
armament systems. Others argue that India’s considerable scientific and technical talent should
be focused more efficiently on component design in conjunction with foreign partners to
produce armament systems focused on competitive niche areas.
o India has tried to achieve self-reliance by a combination of diversification of sources of supply,
licensed manufacture of armaments, and indigenous design, development, and production.
o The Indian armaments industry has no tradition of reverse engineering to establish local
production of many of the foreign weapons systems in its inventory.
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o India has made a strategic decision to rapidly upgrade its armaments by purchases, licensed
production, and leasing from Russia. Part of the logic was the India’s prior experience with
Soviet-made equipment. Another consideration was the fact that the sanctions imposed by the
West on India after her recent nuclear tests made other suppliers less available.
Conclusion:
Democratic India must ensure peace and prosperity for its citizens and a prominent place for the
country in international affairs. We must look realistically at the global and regional geopolitical
environment, and honestly assess both the challenges that confront us, and the opportunities offered
by our growing national power. This National Security Strategy provides the direction that India should
take to achieve our national objectives.To ensure deterrence against nuclear threats, India should
continue to build up its triad of land, air, and sea-based missiles, while modernising its older land
missile systems. The nuclear command and control system should be hardened against cyber-attacks.
India also needs to gradually start building up a missile defence system to protect major cities. Capacity
should be created for dealing with the threat of Weapons of Mass Destruction by state and non-state
actors. The National Security Strategy also examines the current shortfalls in our capability and
suggests measure to strengthen the essential elements of national power. A weakness in capabilities
will leave us with an inability to convert our vision into reality.
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ABSTRACT
In International Relations, according to realist view, the highest end for states being the primary
actors is the notion of self-interest. As they operate in what realists call as an anarchic international
system, hence their policies and strategies are always driven by their selfish interests for security and
survival. In this context, to ensure their safety and security states use international institutions as mere
tools to further their national interests. Thus through the prism of realism, international institutions
reflect merely the extended version of states self interest. The best case to substantiate the argument
further would be to analyze the trajectory of Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) and self-interest of U.S
as a great power. The paper apart from that attempts to accentuate upon how the NPT as an institution
became the causality of power politics (self-interest of states) by discussing the U.S-India nuclear deal
and its impact on nuclear non-proliferation regime.
Keywords: National Interest, Nuclear, Power, Non-Proliferation,
The United States exerted pressure on India to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation of Weapons
Treaty (NPT) to ensure that there should not be further proliferation and very importantly a nuclear
India would be a challenge to the P5 supremacy. The NPT remained silent on qualitative and
quantitative enrichment of nuclear arsenal by nuclear weapon states. India’s opposition to NPT and its
threat of vertical proliferation did not go down well with the US.
The US believed that if India was bracketed into the NPT orbit that would automatically
foreclose India’s nuclear option that would in a way does not allow India to play a major role in the
global affairs. The US has always used nuclear technology as a currency of power and superiority and
therefore did not wish the same to be passed on to India. The US, since the beginning, applied pressure
on India to sign NPT as a measure towards nuclear disarmament. But, India steadfastly refused to
sign the treaty in its original form on the ground that it was discriminatory, biased and loaded against
the Non-Nuclear Weapon States (NNWS). Commenting on India’s stubbornness to sign NPT some
western analysts commented thus: “American negotiators tend to be intensely irritated by Indian
moralism, the assumption that India is somehow the repository of righteousness and objective truth in
the world. Of course, they are irritated; many Americans perceive that select role for themselves…
Paul Kriesberg comments wittily that negotiating with Indians is intensely frustrating because it is ‘like
negotiating with you’. The US insistence on making India sign NPT was in a way a larger calculation.
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If India could be silenced on NPT, it would become easy to counter countries like Pakistan, Israel and
Brazil into accepting NPT.
India’s support for non-proliferation was seen in the larger context of global nuclear
disarmament. But, the tightening of non-proliferation regime without any clear commitment on part
of the nuclear states towards global disarmament was not acceptable to India. In the early 1990’s, the
US started pressurizing India to follow a policy of restraint without following the same. This was
intended to create a threat to continuity of keeping the option open at the non-weaponries level.
President Clinton’s policy of ‘cap, reduce and eliminate’ nuclear weapons in South Asia in
1992 was clearly aimed at India and Pakistan and more over it was the road to complete regional
disarmament but not global disarmament. It does not fix any commitment on the existing nuclear
weapon states (NWS). The US was of the belief that if India can be roped in to sign NPT, it would
not be an issue to commit Pakistan to sign NPT as Pakistan has always maintained that they follow
India. Therefore, US policy essentially targeted only India. In 1992, explaining India’s refusal to sign
NPT, Prime Minister Narasimha Rao said, “India could not sign the NPT because of its being a
discriminatory treaty….India is against any weapons of mass destruction in the world. But the fact
remains that these weapons are today in possession of some
countries. There are some second countries which do possess the capacity to produce weapons but
have not chosen to do so” Moving forward, in October, India called for an international convention on
non-use of nuclear weapons and freeze on the production of such weapons and missile material for
atomic weapon purposes.
Reaffirming relentless pursuit of NPT, President Clinton, in 1993, declared before UN General
Assembly, “I have made non-proliferation of weapons mass destruction (WMD) one of our nation’s
highest priorities. We intend to weave it more deeply into the fabric of our relationships with the
world’s nations and institutions. We seek to build a world of increasing pressure for nonproliferation”.
It was known that the US soft-pedaled Pakistan. The US had an un written understanding with
Pakistan way back in 1981 that US will not raise any hurdles in Pakistan’s nuclear programme in
written for Pakistan’s willingness to be a ‘frontline state’ against Russia in Afghanistan.
The indefinite extension of NPT, Guidelines of 1992, the “93+2” safeguard system of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Wassenaar Arrangements, expansion of the scope of
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) guidelines, the CTBT, the proposed Fissile Material
Cut-off Treaty (FMTC) and a host of national laws and political moves have been brought into force
to expand the scope and depth of the non-proliferation order.
India’s opposition to NPT, in its present form was clearly emphasized by Prime Minister P.V.
NarasimhaRao on 21st April 1995 thus: “unless a satisfactory regime is evolved, India’s concern about
her security, in the context of prevailing regional and global environment would remain… hence NPT
should be universal, comprehensive, non-discriminatory and verifiable non- proliferation regime”.
REVIEW CONFERENCE OF THE NPT:The history of the review conferences of the NPT has
been dismal. The summary of the five review conferences are: to suspend all nuclear test for 10 years;
moratorium on nuclear tests; treaty to be concluded at the earliest based on consensus; opposition to
final declaration to be a part of 1995 conference. The reluctance of the NWS to do away with nuclear
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weapons but pressurizing NNWS to forego the nuclear option was the reason behind non-completion
of the NPT.
India was not adamant to sign NPT as it is made out to be by the western powers and
particularly the USA. In 1988, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi came up with an action plan to make
NPT acceptable to all. The Rajiv Gandhi Action Plan of 1988 proposed that disarmament and
elimination of nuclear weapons should go together. It spoke of a time bound elimination of all nuclear
weapons by the NWS. In return the NNWS, including threshold powers, India and Pakistan would
agree to commit through a treaty obligation to accept all applicable clauses. But, it fell on deaf ears. It
is in this background that India refused to be a party to the deliberations on the indefinite extension of
the NPT.
The review and extension further eroded the confidence of the NNWS. NPT was extended
without voting and it did not commit any of the NWS as required under Article IV of the NPT. This
vindicated the Indian stand that indefinite extension would mean legitimizing nuclear weapons by the
NWS forever. India’s concern for global disarmament, general elimination of nuclear weapons was
drowned in the hurry of the NWS for an indefinite extension.
India was opposed to the obligations imposed only on NNWS. Article II insists that the
nonnuclear states were required to place all their atomic facilities under international inspections
administered by IAEA whereas the treaty has no provision to verify non transfer commitments
undertaken by nuclear weapon states. The nuclear powers saw reason behind their threat perceptions.
Russia was worried about global image minus the nuclear power; France and Britain were concerned
about Germany but for India the same was not to be applied. Keeping in mind
The long term and short term strategic perspectives, India did not sign the NPT. On 12 th May 1995,
the NPT was indefinitely extended.
INDIA’S NUCLEAR DOCTRINE:
Buoyed by the declared nuclear power status, the Government of India established the National
Security Advisory Board (NSAB) on 17th August 1999 to formulate India’s nuclear doctrine. The
main features of the nuclear doctrine are:


India shall pursue the doctrine of credible minimum deterrence with ‘retaliation only’, principle



Any threat of use of nuclear weapons against India shall invoke measures to counter the threat



Any nuclear attack on India shall result in punitive retaliation with nuclear weapons. But, India
will not be the first to initiate the nuclear strike
India will not use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against the states that do not possess.

India’s nuclear doctrine was purely defensive in nature; its main emphasis was self-defense but
not attack. Declaration of ‘no-first-use’ goes to show India’s commitment to total, comprehensive
nuclear disarmament. The doctrine no way impinged on international peace security as it was made
clear that India will not be the first to initiate the nuclear strike. The nuclear doctrine dispelled the
doubts in the American perception that India’s nuclear ambition was not aimed at hegemony and global
domination, which the US pursued all along. The nuclear doctrine proved India’s integrity and
commitment which helped US trust India on a long-term relation culminating in defence cooperation
and later strategic partnership. It was India that wedded to ‘retaliation only’ principle, unlike all
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nuclear powers. No nuclear power to date has taken a principled stand on ‘no-first-use’ or ‘retaliation
only’ policy.
The US, through NPT and CTBT attempted to stop threshold states like India or Israel from
being able to develop their nuclear option. Given the nuclear insularity in the sub-continent and hostile
and nuclear China next door, India could not afford to shut its nuclear option, as envisioned in the NPT
and CTBT, if signed.The divergences of views were obvious. India viewed the possession of nuclear
weapons as its right as a sovereign nation. The US has viewed India’s nuclear ambition as a
destabilizing factor on the sub - continent. However, due to the significant conventional advantage
enjoyed by India, there was some concern that Pakistan may feel compelled to use its nuclear option
preemptively.
In the absence of Cold War constraints, the United States and India began exploring the
possibilities for a more normalized relationship between the world’s two largest democracies.
However, regional rivalry, separatist tendencies, and sectarian tensions continued to divert India’s
attention and resources from economic and social development throughout the 1990s. As fallout of
these unresolved issues particularly nuclear proliferation and human rights issues presented serious
irritants in bilateral relations.
In November 1998, a large faction of the Pakistani military and Pakistani-backed terrorists
crossed over the Line of Control and took possession of Indian military facilities on the Kargil heights.
The US joined with other members of the international community in condemning the Pakistani
crossing of the Line of Control; a move to internationalize the Jammu and Kashmir issue. Furthermore,
President Clinton played a key role in negotiating the withdrawal of the Pakistani forces back behind
the LoC. The US response to Pakistani aggression on the Kargil heights showed signs of thaw in
relations. President Clinton’s 2000 visit to South Asia was a major U.S. initiative to improve
cooperation with India. In 2000, a Joint Working Group was created to work against terrorism to
broaden the area of scope of intelligence and investigation co-operation. After 11 September, 2001
attack on US Twin tower and pentagon, India supported US, marking the starting point of co-operation
between two nations against terrorism which included analysis of international and regional terrorist
situation and introduction and expansion of qualitative anti-terrorism training program.
In the wake of the September 2001 terrorist attacks on the United States, India took immediate
step of offering to the United States full cooperation and the use of India’s bases for counterterrorism
operations. The offer reflected a significant change in the US-India relationship, which for decades
was mired in the politics of the Cold War and India’s friendly relations with the Soviet Union. President
Clinton spent six days in India in March 2000. On 2 November 2001, President Bush and Indian Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, met and the two leaders agreed to greatly expand US-India cooperation
on issues like counter-terrorism, regional security, space and scientific collaboration, civilian nuclear
safety and broadened economic ties. Notable progress has come in the area of security cooperation,
with an increasing focus on counter-terrorism joint military exercises, and arms sales.i The signing of
a mutual legal assistance treaty, introducing cyber security forum to crush the cyber terrorism and
information security, stress on military to military co-operation to defeat the terrorism all aimed at
strengthening anti-terror network.
In December 2001, the US-India Defense Policy Group met in New Delhi for the first time
since India’s 1998 nuclear tests. It outlined a defense partnership based on regular and high-level policy
dialogue. The US and congressional interests in India cover a wide spectrum of issues, ranging from
the militarized dispute with Pakistan and weapons proliferation to concerns about human rights, health,
and trade and investment opportunities. However, the internationalization of the issue combined with
the increased attention to the region because of the nuclear weapon capabilities, increased the visibility
of the region for US policy makers.
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A STRATEGIC REORIENTATION:
The collapse of the Soviet Union shifted the US strategic concerns in the region. It dawned upon the
US that the Islamic fundamentalists it helped became a danger to its interests in the Middle East and
also in central Asia. The US corporations were in competition with European and other rivals to exploit
vast reserves of oil, natural gas and minerals. The US administration was also concerned at the
activities of a number of armed opposition groups from the unstable central Asian republics that are
thought to have bases in Afghanistan.
After the 1998 nuclear tests, eight rounds of “strategic dialogue” was held between US Deputy
Secretary of state Strobe Talbott and Indian Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh - the lengthiest ever
discussions between Indian and US officials. In the aftermath of the Kargil clashes, the US and Indian
intelligence services began to collaborate more closely on “combating terrorism.” The changing
strategic reorientation of the US was summed up by L. Subrahmanyam, head of the Committee to
investigate the army’s performance in Kargil thus: “This visit is purely symbolic of the fact that two
years after the nuclear tests, India had done nothing to comply with the stentorian demands of the
nuclear hegemonists and still the US president is coming to visit. In spite of all the rhetoric, the US
accepts reality.”
Conclusion
The US, though regarded India’s nuclear arsenal as the “primary security concern” but was of
the view that “US does not regard India’s missiles or nuclear weapons as a direct threat” and would
seek “to reconcile, to the greatest extent possible, our nonproliferation concerns with India’s
appreciation of its security requirements.” ii Moreover, the US reluctance to consider Pakistan’s
clandestine nuclear activity with the Chinese help from the 1980s and China’s black marketing of
nuclear weapon technology with the help of Pak nuclear scientist Abdul Qadeer Khan and Pakistan
military made it inevitable for India to have a minimum credible deterrent with the pledge of no-firstuse.
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Abstract:
The geo-strategic location of Nepal between two Asian giants, China and India, and its open
border with both the countries causes definite worries for the security concerns of India. In the past,
the British-India recognized Nepal as a buffer zone between the Russian and Indian empires. With
changing scenario in the course of time, when china annexed Tibet in 1950, the independent India
began considering Nepal as its ‘principal barrier’ defending the northern frontiers. With Tibet coming
under the Chinese control, the security interest of India over Nepal has become more serious. So the
geo-political location of Nepal has been transformed to a new buffer zone between India and china.
This buffer state assumes more importance because of the emerging political developments in a new
Nepal. Nepal no longer remains a kingdom and has been transformed to a republic. The centuries old
monarchy has been dethroned by a popular movement against the king by the political parties of Nepal
including the Maoists. The success of the movement against the monarchy, to a great extent, gives
credit to the Maoists. The Maoists after a long violent struggle of 12 years have joined the mainstream
and constitute a major share in the newly elected Constituent Assembly of Nepal. So what worries
India, at this particular juncture, is that, whether the Maoists dominated Nepal would come under the
influence of the china and what would be Nepal’s India policy hereafter, which may pose a potential
threat to India’s security interests.
Keywords: Border, buffer, Maoists, territory, economy,
Introduction
In the post independence scenario in the 1950s, Nepal was a safe zone for India. The Himalayan
Kingdoms of Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan, did occupy importance because of buffer considerations from
the days of British India and China competing for influence. Prime Minister Nehru tried to strengthen
the Indian positioning in Himalayan sphere vis-à-vis China. The geo-political location of Nepal,
sandwiched between India and China, and its buffer role between the two was of critical importance
to both.
In 1950, summing up India’s security concerns vis-à-vis Nepal, Prime Minister Nehru said in
Parliament, “From time immemorial the Himalayas have provided us with magnificent frontiers. We
cannot allow that barrier to be penetrated because it is also the principal barrier to India. Therefore, as
much as we appreciate the independence of Nepal, we cannot allow anything to go wrong in Nepal or
permit that barrier to be crossed or weakened, because that would be a risk to our own country”.
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Recent developments
Nepal’s King Gyanendra raised the idea of Nepal as a ‘transit economy’ when he proposed this
at the Second South-South Summit in Doha in 2005. The extension of the Chinese Railway
into Kathmandu and Lumbini was intended to undermine India vis-a –vis China. Since 2016,
after the signing of Trade and Transit Treaty between Nepal and China, Beijing has become a
significant player in Nepali economy and also in Nepali politics. With the signing of Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) in 2017, Nepal is moving towards the debt trap diplomacy.
In May 2019, Nepal updated the country’s political map by incorporating three strategically
important areas by amending its constitution. The release of a map of Nepal approved by the Nepalese
cabinet that includes areas of India and assertive tone used by Nepal of reclaiming these areas and
rising beyond bilateral dialogue signals an increasing Chinese grip over Nepal. Nepal resorting to
cartographic assertion on Limpiyadhura, Lipulekh and Kalapani points to Chinese method adopted in
East China Sea South China Sea and with India.
In June 2019, Chinese government has proposed to pay salaries of teachers in Nepal who
teach Mandarin( traditional Chinese language) has prompted many private schools in Nepal to make
it mandatory for students to learn the language. The move came at a time when the Chinese
involvement in Nepal is surging, largely on the back of Beijing's ambitious Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI). This policy is akin to the British introducing English in India. In October 2019, President Xi’s
promise to make Nepal a land-linked country from a land-locked country has generated a never before
bonhomie between the two virtually making Nepal join China- Pak axis against India.
In May 2020, Nepal Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli’s statement that “Indian virus looks more
lethal than Chinese and Italian now”, define the extent of deterioration in India-Nepal relations and
vice like grip established by China on Nepal. It is Nepal speaking for China. All these developments
have a historical background and a cleverly crafted strategic game plan against India.
Chinese spadework
China’s forced occupation of Tibet raised the importance of Nepal to China. China was quick
to understand and adopt Nepal into its national security and foreign policy objectives. Nepal
constituted one of the five fingers in Mao’s ‘five finger’ policy. Nepal and China share a long border,
spanning about 1,414 kilometers. As Tibet was dependent on the neighboring countries for border
trade, securing the Chinese security interests became a primary concern. The movement of Tibetian
refugees into Nepal and India was a concern for China as they suspected Tibetan refugees to destabilize
Nepal as a buffer zone.
China policy on Nepal focused on ending Nepal’s overdependence on India given the close
geographical proximity between India and Nepal. Till 1995, trade between China and Nepal was
limited to 0.7 per cent. The rest 99.03 per cent trade was with India. China identified the core concern
of the land locked Nepal – the infrastructure. Accordingly, China started addressing infrastructural
issues at the same time extending its reach closer to Nepal with Tibet at the heart of calculations. China
came up with new trade routes for Nepal and diplomatically encouraged Nepal to adopt the
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equidistance policy between India and China giving an impression that China is not acting ‘BIG
Brother’.
In 1987, Beijing decided to construct a road from Lhasa to Dazhu on the border with Nepal,
further strengthening Tibet Nepal transportation links. China-Nepal highway, built at a cost of over
$100 million, connecting Lhasa to Kathmandu became China’s gateway to South Asia and the
Qinghai-Tibet railroad, boosted Nepal’s economic growth through greater trade with China and
significantly lessened its dependence on India. With this, China was strategically successful in
reducing Indian influence in Nepal by creating alternative trade routes. Zhangmu-Kathmandu optical
fiber cable project, the 100 km information superhighway, between China and Nepal; construction of
the Melamchi Water Supply Project in Central Nepal to alleviate water shortages in Kathmandu;
China’s investments in hydroelectric projects all aimed at endearing China to Nepal and alienating
India’s reach and influence on Nepal.
On the one hand, China was assiduously cultivating Nepal with economic assistance, defence
cooperation, development projects, economic and technical cooperation programmes, implementation
of mutually acceptable development projects, roads and hospitals, grant assistance etc. India could not
judge the political mood prevalent in Nepal and continued to be derided as a ‘hegemon’. China’s Nepal
policy projected itself as a ‘disinterested but helpful neighbour’ whereas India was painted as an
expansionist ‘Big Brother’. China invested heavily in improving the Chinese profile within Nepal as
an attractive alternative.
The establishment of China Study Centers across Nepal was intended to provide Chinese
language and culture classes looked after by volunteers from China. These Centers provide a platform
for familiarizing Chinese policy towards South Asia and India’s role as a hegemon. China reaches out
to the political parties of Nepal and has been playing significant role in determining the future shape
of Nepali politics. China had been maintaining links with different factions of the Nepalese Communist
Party and had helped resolving disputes between KP Sharma Oli and Prachanda. This reflects the
growing Chinese influence over the ruling party. The Chinese agencies build up intense anti-Indian
propaganda leading to anti India sentiments in Nepal and project China as a reliable friend.
Pro- China approach of King Mahendra provided the necessary space for the Chinese
expansion. The coming to power of Maoist regime in Nepal in 2008 helped China make heavy inroads
into the government and politics of Nepal. Maoist regime openly invited China to balance India’s
excessive role in Nepal and the first country that the Prime Minister Prachanda visited on assuming
office was China on a five day visit, unprecedented for the size and economy of Nepal. He was ‘invited’
to attend the closing ceremony of the Olympic Games in 2008 by China. Thirty eight (38) official
Chinese delegations visited Nepal during Prachanda’s term while the numbers of delegations from
India were about one fourth the number speak for the proximity. Prachanda staged a diplomatic coup
on India while negotiating the need to review the Indo-Nepal Friendship Treaty of 1950, Nepal
accepted the draft of a ‘Peace and Friendship Treaty’ submitted by China. India’s stakes in Nepal
became stickier after the Maoist rise in Nepal.
The 1,751 km India-Nepal border runs through 20 districts of five Indian states through plains
and rivers unlike Nepal-China border, which runs mainly through high altitude mountains. The IndiaNepal border is open with 22 agreed routes for mutual trade and 15 for land traffic and there is no visa
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regime between the two. The proposed BRI railway will link Kerung city in southern Tibet
to Nepal's capital Kathmandu, entering the country in Rasuwa district would reduce Kathmandu’s
dependence on India as it will enable it to import petroleum products from Beijing. China -friendly
Nepal can hinder Delhi’s access to Tibet, and exert pressure on Sikkim and Bhutan. The porous and
visa free borders may lead to infiltration of Chinese agents and clandestine activities against India.
China is employing the Sun Tzu tactics of ‘breaking the enemy’s resistance without fighting’ against
India. Nepal is unwittingly made to be an integral part of China’s broader strategic alliance.
Concluding observations
The Tibet has been a bone of contention between India and China since India sheltered Dalai
Lama. Sino-Indian war of 1962 established both as suspect neighbours. China has been cultivating
India’s neighbours with a view to isolate India in the quest for Asian supremacy for a long time.
China’s encirclement of India is visible in developing India’s neighbours as pin pricks if not direct
contenders. Pakistan, Srilanka, Burma has become pawns in the game. Chinese strategy largely follows
the cold war pattern of not getting into the war theater but playing up proxies who are victims of debt
trap diplomacy. Unaccountable and autocratic rule does not impose restrictions which India is faced
with. Huge investments in infrastructure, hydroelectric projects are all aimed keeping Nepal as a
backup launch pad in the porous Indo-Nepal border. Apart from the diplomatic initiative, India should
tighten the screws by hitting where it hurts the most. Quest for global recognition must not blind our
immediate neighborhood priorities. Conquering the world and failing at home is like a person crossing
seven seas effortlessly but collapsing in the backyard.
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India and Nepal Relations: Continuity with Change
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Abstract
India and Nepal have shared intense people-to-people relations for a very long time.
Geographical factors have been reinforced by religious, cultural and ethnic affinities between the
inhabitants of the Terai region and their counterparts across the border. The 1950 Treaty of Peace and
Friendship between India and Nepal further reinforced the need for an open border for encouraging
free movement of people and commodities across the borders. The open border has contributed
significantly towards a shared feeling of belongingness, especially at the border. As India and Nepal
share many commonalities, the open border can always be harnessed as a springboard for opportunities
which are aplenty on both sides of the border. This article delves into the mutual needs of the people
across the open border, a lifeline for inhabitants of the border regions and the steps taken at the peopleto-people and the government level for the continuance of the ‘benefit-factor’ between each other in
times of well-being and distress.
Keywords: Open Border, Terai, Treaty, Trade and transit, Cooperation, Security, Connectivity,
Gorkha, communiqué
Nepal is the Himalayan Kingdom having close and deep rotted cultural ties with India since
ancient times. Important Hindu Pilgrim centres are located in Nepal. As close neighbours. India and
Nepal share a unique relationship of friendship and cooperation characterized by open bonders and
deep-rooted people - to - people contacts of kinship and culture. There has been a long tradition of free
movement of people across the borders. During British period, Indian army had a battalion called
Gorkha regiment, which continues even today. After independence, Indian government helped
restoration of Monarchy in Nepal.
The India-Nepal Treaty of Peace and Friendship in 1950 forms the bedrock of the special relations
that exist between India and Nepal. Under the provisions of this Treaty, the Nepalese citizens have
enjoyed unparalleled advantages in India, availing facilities and opportunities at part with Indian
citizens. Nearly 6 million Nepal citizens live and work in India. India helped Nepal mainly by granting
transit facility to its trade by signing a treaty in 1952. India even managed postal and communication
services of Nepal till 1959 and gave assistance to construction of highways and dams. Nepali students
receive special scholarship to get higher education in Indian Universities.
Major irritant between India and Nepal began after the annexation of Tibet by China. This brought
Chinese border very close to Nepal. China started wooing Nepali people and leaders by providing
military assistance. Particularly Communist Party of Nepal became very active, which resorted to
vigorous anti-India campaign and massive agitation was launched to bring democratic political system.
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The massacre of Royal family including the King in 2001 threw Nepal into political turmoil. Protest
movements spread all over the country and King was forced to gradually hand over the reins to
peoples’ representatives. A constituent Assembly of Nepal was formed in 2007 which abolished
Monarchy and declared Nepal a Federal Democratic Republic in 2008.
India adopted a considered silence during this period, fearing shooting up of anti-India feelings
and allegations of interference. Official level dialogue on the issues of border demarcation, trade
modalities and other non-political matters continued. Cross-border migration of people and smuggling
of goods, illicit trade of drugs and arms and movement of terrorists etc. have been major issues of
concern for India. For Nepal, it wants more liberal approach and magnanimous gestures from India
and concession in trade and transit of commodities. Nepal also wants India to stop encroachment of
Nepali territory by Indian farmers along the rivers borders.
In the late 1950s and 1960s, Nepal voted differently from India in the UN unless India’s basic
interests were involved. The two countries consistently remained at odds over the rights of landlocked
states to transit facilities and access to the sea. Following the 1962 Sino-Indian border war, the
relationship between Kathmandu and New Delhi thawed significantly. India suspended its support to
India-based Nepalese opposition forces. Nepal extracted several concessions, including transit rights
with other countries through India and access to Indian markets. In exchange, through a secret accord
concluded in 1965, similarly to an arrangement that had been suspended in 1963, India enjoyed a
monopoly on arms sales to Nepal.
In 1969, relations again came under stress as Nepal challenged the existing mutual security
arrangement and asked that the Indian security check posts and liaison group be withdrawn.
Resentment also was expressed against the Treaty of Peace and Friendship of 1950. India withdrew its
military check posts and liaison group, although the treaty was not abrogated. Further changes in
Nepalese-Indian relations occurred in the 1970s. India’s credibility as a regional power increased with
the 1971 Indo-Soviet Treaty of Peace, Friendship and cooperation; the 1971 Indo-Pak War (which led
to the emergence of an independent Bangladesh); the absorption of Sikkim into India in 1974; and
India’s nuclear explosion in 1974.
In the mid-1970s, Nepal pressed for substantial amendments to the 1671 trade and transit treaty,
which was due to expire in 1976. India ultimately backed down from its initial position to terminate
the 1971 treaty even before a new treaty could be negotiated. The 1978 agreements incorporated
Nepal’s demand for separate treaties for trade and transit. India signed a favorable trade and transit
arrangement 1978, and entering into another agreement on joint industrial ventures between Indian
and Nepalese firms. The latter agreement, by opening the possibilities of India’s investment, indirectly
furthered India’s influence on Nepal’s economy. India also continued to maintain a high level of
economic assistance to Nepal.
Relations between the two touched its low point in 1988 when Kathmandu signed an arrangement
with Beijing for purchase weapons. India perceived these developments as deliberately jeopardizing
its security. India also was annoyed with the high volume of unauthorized trade across the Nepalese
border, the issuance of work permits to the estimated 150,000 Indians residing in Nepal, and the
imposition of a 55 percent tariff on Indian goods entering Nepal. In retaliation, India put Nepal under
a virtual trade siege. On March 23, 1988, India declared that both treaties had expired and closed all
but two border entry points. Shortages of Indian imports such as fuel, salt, cooking oil, food and other
essential commodities resulting in plenty of hardship.
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A swift turn in relations followed the success of the Movement for the Restoration of Democracy
in early 1990. In June 1990, a joint Kathmandu-New Delhi communiqué was issued pending the
finalization of a comprehensive arrangement covering all aspects of bilateral relations, restoring trade
relations, reopening transit routes of Nepal’s imports, and formalizing respects of each other’s security
concerns. It resorted the reopening of all border points, Nepal agreed to various concessions regarding
India’s commercial privileges. The communiqué declared that Kathmandu and New Delhi would
cooperate in industrial development, in harnessing the waters of their common rivers for mutual
benefit, and in protecting and managing the environment.
The main items of exports from India and Nepal are petroleum products, motor vehicles and spare
parts, machinery and spares, medicines, hot rolled sheets, wires, coal, cement, threads and chemicals.
The main items of exports from Nepal to India are polyester yarn, textiles, jute goods, threads, zinc
sheet, packaged juice, cardamom, G.I. Pipe, Copper wire, shoes and sandals, stones and sand.
Indian firms are the biggest investors in Nepal, accounting for about 38.3% of Nepal’s total
approved foreign direct investments. Three are about 150 operating Indian ventures in Nepal engaged
in manufacturing, services (banking, insurance, dry port, education and telecom), power sector and
tourism industries. Some large Indian investors include ITC, Dabur India, Hindustan Unilever, VSNL,
TCIL, MTNL, State Bank of India, Punjab National Bank, Life Insurance Cooperation of India, Asian
Paints, CONCOR, GMR Indi, IL&FS, Manipal Group, MIT Group Holdings, Napur International,
Transworld Group, Patel Engineering, Bhilwara Energy, Bhushan Group, Feedback Ventures, RJ
Corp, KSK Energy, Berger Paints, Essel Infra Project Ltd. and Tata Power etc.
India’s core interest in Nepal is a united Nepal’s peace and stability which has a bearing on India
as well because of the long and open border shared between India and Nepal.
A three-tier mechanism was established in 2008 to discuss all bilateral issues relating to
cooperation in water resources and hydropower. Government of India has been providing assistance
to Nepal for straightening and extension of embankments along Lalbakeya, Bagmati and Kamla rivers.
A development Authority was set up in September 2014 to carry out the Pacheshwar Multipurpose
project. India and Nepal signed agreement on “Electric Power Trade, Cross-Border Transmission
Interconnection and Grid Connectivity” popularly known as the Power Trade Agreement (PTA) in
October 2014.
The total economic assistance extended under ‘Aid to Nepal’ budget in 2014-15 was Rs. 300
crore. In recent years, India has been assisting Nepal in development of border infrastructure through
upgradation of roads in the Terai areas; development of cross-border rail links at logbani-Biratnagar,
Jayanagar-Bardibas, Nepalgunj Road - Nepalgunj, Nautanwa - Bhairhawa, and New Jalpaigudi Kakarbhitta and establishment of integrated Check Posts at Rexaul - Birgunj, Sunauli-Bhairhawa,
Jogbani-Biratnagar and Nepalgunj Road - Nepalgunj.
Currently, 36 intermediate and large projects such as construction of a National Police Academy
at Panauti, Nepal Bharat Maitri Pashupati Dharmashala at Tilganga, a polytechnic at Hetauda and the
National Trauma Centre at Kathmandu are at various stages of implementation. In addition,
Government of India’s Small Development Projects (SDPs) programme in Nepal extends assistance
for the implementation of projects costing less than 5 crore in critical sectors such as health, education
and community infrastructure development. So far, 243 SDPs have been completed and 233 are under
various stages of implementation in 75 districts of Nepal, with a total outlay of over Rs. 550 crore. Till
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date, India has gifted 502 ambulances and 98 school buses to various institutions and health posts
across Nepal’s 75 districts.
India provided Rs 233 crore to the Nepal Government for various infrastructure projects,
including roads and reconstruction of houses destroyed in the massive earthquake in 2015 which saw
the death of over 9,000 people. India announced $1 billion in aid to rebuild Nepal, more than double
of what Nepal pledged for reconstruction and extended a financial aid of 1.6 billion Nepalese rupees
to Nepal to help 50,000 people in Nuwakot and Gorkha districts rebuild their houses damaged in the
devastating earthquake in 2015.
Concluding remarks
The cultural and religious roots of India Nepal relations are going through change.
Increasing Chinese presence in Nepal’s development platforms in the form of trade routes and projects
is a matter of serious concern for India. A command economy like china can go to any length to achieve
its objective unlike India. Open assertion of Chinese friendship on part of Nepal is a clear signal of
moving away from India. Changing of political map, Corona comments on India and increasing
communist control over Nepal poses a serious challenge for India to safeguard the porous Indian
border. Countering China is of special significance to rein in Nepal from moving from India. The drift
has begun.
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ಸಮಕಾಲೀನ ಸಮಯದ್ ಭಾರತ-ಚೀನಾ ಭದ್ರ ತಾ ಚರ್ಚೆ: ಒಟ್ಟಾ ರೆ
ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಕೀನ
ಸರಸವ ತಿ. ಕೆ
ರಾಜ್ಯ ಶಸು ರ ಸಹಾಯಕ ಪಾರ ದ್ಯಯ ಪಕರು,
ಲಾಲ್ ಬಹದ್ದೂ ರ್ ಶಸ್ತ್ು ರ ಸಕಾೆರಿ ಪರ ಥಮ ದರ್ಜೆ ಕಾಲೇಜು,ಆರ್.ಟ್ಟ. ನಗರ,
E mail id- saraswathi.basavaraju@yahoo.com Mob: 9972192645.
Abstract:
“ಹಿಂದಿ ಚೀನಿ ಭಾಯಿ ಭಾಯಿ” ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ಏಷ್ಯಯ ದ ದ್ಯಯ ತಯ ರಾಷ್ತು ರಗಳಾದ ವಿಶವ ದ
ಅತಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಜ್ನಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಹಂದಿದ ದೇಶ ಒಂದ್ಯದರೆ ವಿಶವ ದಲಿ ಯೇ ಬಹುದೊಡ್ಡ ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ
ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ ಮತ್ು ಂದು, ಬೌದೂ ಧಮೆ, ಹಿಂದ್ದ ಧಮೆ ಜ್ಗತಿು ಗೆ ಶಂತಿ ಸಾರಿದ ಗೌತಮ ಬುದೂ ನ ಶಂತಿ
ಅಹಿಂಸೆಯ ಆರಾಧನೆಗೆ ಒತ್ತು ಕಟ್ಟಾ

ಆ ನಿಟ್ಟಾ ನಲಿ ಯೇ ಸಾವ ತಂತರ ಯ

ಪಡೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ ಒಂದು

ಹಾಡ್ೆವೇರ್, ಮತ್ು ಂದು ಸಾಪಾ ವೇರ್ ದಿಗಗ ಜ್ರ ನಡುವೆ ದಿವ ಿ್ವಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆ,
ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಇದೂ ಂತಹ ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತ ಸಂಭಂಧಗಳಿಗೆ ಈ ವ್ಯಯ ಖ್ಯಯ ನವೇ
ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಯಾಗಿದಿೂ ತ್ತು . ಆದರೆ ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಏರಿಳಿತಗಳಿವೆ. ಉಭಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ
ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯದ ಮಾತ್ತಕತೆಗಳು, ಚರ್ಚೆಗಳು, ಭೇಟ್ಟ ಇವೆಲಿ ವುಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಪರ ಶ್ನನ ಹಾಗಾದರೆ
ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆವೇಕೆ? ಭದರ ತಾ ಚರ್ಚೆ ಹಿಂದ್ಯಂದಿಗಿಂತ ಈಗ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಗಾರ ಸವ್ಯಗಿರುವುದು ಏಕೆ? ಎಂಬ ಪರ ಶ್ನೆ ಗೆ
ಈ ಲೇಖನದಲಿ ವಿವರಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ವಿಶವ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಯ ಭದರ ತಾ ಮಂಡ್ಳಿಯಲಿ ಖ್ಯಯಂ ಸದಸಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯಗಿರುವ ಚೀನಾ, ಭಾರತದ
ಸದಸಯ ತವ ಕೆಕ

ವಿರೀಧವನ್ನನ

ವಯ ಕು ಪಡಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವುದೇಕೆ ಏಷ್ಯಯ

ಎರಡೂ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ು ಗಳು ಮೂಲ

ಸೌಕಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ ವಿಸು ರಿಸಲು ರಸೆು ಗಳ ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ ಕಾಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ ನಡೆಸ್ತತಾು ಬಂದಿವೆ. ದೇಶಗಳ
ನಡುವಿನ

‘ಗಡಿ

ಸಮಸೆಯ ’

ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿರುವುದು,

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್

ಅಪನಂಬಿಕೆ,

ರೇಖ್ಯಯು

ಸಂಶಯ,

ಸಶಸು ರ

ಮುಖ್ಯಮುಖಿಯ

ಭಿನಾನ ಭಿಪಾರ ಯ,

ಶಸಾು ರಸು ರಗಳ

ಒಂದು

ಪ್ಯಯ ಪೀಟ್ಟ,

ಅದರಲಿ ಯೂ ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿರುವ ಉಭಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ು ಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಯುದೂ ದ ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್
ಸೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಆಕಸ್ತ್ಿ ಕಗಳನ್ನನ ಎದುರಿಸಲು ಭದರ ತೆಯನ್ನನ ಬಿಗಿಗೊಳಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ ಭದರ ತೆಗೆ ಧಕೆಕ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದ್ಯಗಿ ಚೀನಾದ 59 ಬಗೆಯ ಆಪ್ಗಳನ್ನನ
ನಿಷೇಧಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ ಕರನ ವೆಯ ರಾಣು ಹರಡಿದ ದೇಶ ಚೀನಾ ಎಂಬ ಕೀಪ ಎಲಿ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಿಂದಲೂ
ವಯ ಕು ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ ಹಾಗಾಗಿ ಚೀನಾ ವಿಶವ ದ ಕೆಂಗಣಿೆ ಗೆ ಗುರಿಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.ತಮಿ

ಭಿನಾನ ಭಿಪಾರ ಯಗಳನ್ನನ

ಬದಿಗಿಟ್ಟಾ ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು ಒಗ್ಗಗ ಡಿದರೆ ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ವಯ ವಸೆೆ ಯಲಿ ಹಸ ಶಕ್ಷು ಯನ್ನನ
ಉತಾಾ ದಿಸಬಹುದು ವಯ ವಸೆೆ ಯ ಸಮತ್ೀಲನವನ್ನನ
ಎರಡೂ

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು

ಅಂತರಾಳದ

ಪರ ಯತನ

ಬದಲಾಯಿಸಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಆ ನಿಟ್ಟಾ ನಲಿ
ಮಾಡ್ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ.

ಮಾತ್ತಕತೆಗಳು

ಮುಂದುವರೆದಿರುವುದು ಉತು ಮ ಆಶದ್ಯಯಕ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
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ಪೀಠಿಕೆ:
ಏಷ್ಯಯ ದ

ದ್ಯಯ ತಯ

ರಾಷ್ತು ರಗಳಲಿ

ಪರ ಪಂಚದಲಿ ಯೇ ಅತಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚು

ಭಾರತ

ಮತ್ತು

ಜ್ನಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಯನ್ನನ

ಚೀನಾ

ಬಲಷ್ತಾ

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಾಗಿದುೂ

ಹಂದಿರುವ, ಪಾರ ಚೀನ ನಾಗರಿಕತೆಯ

ಇತಿಹಾಸವನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿರುವ, ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಮಟ್ಾ ದಲಿ ಪರ ತೆಯ ೀಕ ಗುರುತರವ್ಯದ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ, ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ,
ಮಿಲಟ್ರಿ, ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕ, ಧಾಮಿೆಕ, ಸಾಂಸಕ øತಿಕ, ಸೆಯ ದ್ಯೂ ಂತಿಕ ವಿಭಿನನ ತೆಯನ್ನನ

ಹಂದಿರುವ

ಬೃಹತ್ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಾಗಿವೆ. ವಿಶವ ದಲಿ ತಮಿ ದೇ ಆದ ಉನನ ತ ಸಾೆ ನವನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿವೆ.
ಸಾವ ತಂತರ ಯ ಪೂವೆದಿಂದಲೂ ವೆಯ ರುಧಯ ತೆಯಿಂದ ಕೂಡಿರುವ ಎರಡೂ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ
ಅನೇಕ

ಭಿನಾನ ಭಿಪಾರ ಯಗಳಿದೂ ರೂ

ಮಂಚೂಣಿಯಲಿ ದುೂ

ಆರ್ಥೆಕ

ಹಾಗ್ಗ

ಭದರ ತಾ

ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರ

ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ

ಇವೆರಡ್ರ ನಡುವೆ ಸಾ ರ್ಧೆ ನಡೆಯುತಾು ಸಾಗಿದ್ಯ.ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಗಡಿ

ವಿಷ್ತಯದಲಿ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ವೆಯ ಮನಸ್ತು ಉದಿವ ಗನ ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯನ್ನನ ಹ¯ವ್ಯರು
ಬಾರಿ ಉಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡಿ ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಭದರ ತಾ ವಿಷ್ತಯವ್ಯಗಿ ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆಗಳು ಏಪೆಟ್ಟಾ ದುೂ
ಅದಕೆಕ 1962 ರ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವೆ ಸಂಭವಿಸ್ತ್ದ ಗಡಿ ಯುದೂ ವೇ ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.ಈ
ಲೇಖನವು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ಭದರ ತಾ ವಿóಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ ನ ಒಟ್ಟಾ ರೆ ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಕೀನದ ¨ಗೆಗೆ
ವಿಶ್ನಿ ೀಶಿಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ
ಉದ್ದ ೀಶಗಳು:
ಕರೀನ ವೆಯ ರಾಣುವಿನ ಪಿಡುಗು ಭಿೀಕರ ಸಾವು ನೀವು, ಜ್ನರಲಿ ಸಾವಿನ ಭಯವನ್ನನ
ಉಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡಿರುವ ಸಂದಭೆದಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ಭದರ ತಾ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ
ಸಂಕಷ್ತಾ ಎದುರಾಗಿದುೂ ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳಲಿ ನ ಗಡಿಯಲಿ ನ ಚಕಮಕ್ಷ ಯುದೂ ದ ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್ವನ್ನನ
ಉಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡುವಂತಿದುೂ

ಇದಕೆಕ ಕಾರಣ್ಗಳು, ಅದರಿಂದ್ಯಗಿರುವ ಪರಿಣಾಮಗಳು, ಸವ್ಯಲುಗಳು,

ಪರಿಹಾರೀಪಾಯಗಳನ್ನನ ಈ ಅಧಯ ಯನದಲಿ ಕೂಲಂಕುಷ್ತವ್ಯಗಿ ಪರಿಶಿೀಲಸ್ತವುದು
ಪೂವೆಕಲಪ ನೆ:
ವಿಶವ ದ

ಮಹಾಶಕ್ಷು

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯಗಿ

ಹರಹಮಿ ಲು

ಮನೀಭಾವವುಳಳ ಚೀನಾ ಅನೇಕ ತಂತರ ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಸಾಮಾರ ಜ್ಯ

ವಿಸು ರಣಾಕಾಂಕ್ಷಿ

ಹೆಣೆಯುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ

ಭದರ ತಾ

ಉದಿವ ಗನ ತೆಯನ್ನನ ಉಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡಿದ್ಯಯೇ ಅಥವ್ಯ ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಅಪನಂಬಿಕೆ, ಆರ್ಥೆಕ
ಪ್ಯಯ ಪೀಟ್ಟ, ಸಂದಿಗೂ ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯ ಲಾಭ ಪಡೆಯಲು ತಂತರ ಗಾರಿಕೆ ಚರ್ಚೆಗೆ ಗಾರ ಸವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಅಧ್ಯ ಯನದ್ ವಿಧಾನ
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ಭದರ ತಾ ವಿóಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ ನ ಒಟ್ಟಾ ರೆ ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಕೀನದ ¨ಗೆಗೆ
ಅಧಯ ಯನ ಮಾಡ್ಲು ಐತಿಹಾಸ್ತ್ಕ, ವಿಶ್ನಿ ೀಷ್ತಣಾತಿ ಕ, ಹೀಲಕಾ, ವಿಧಾನಗಳನ್ನನ ಅನ್ನಸರಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಭಂಧ ಸಾವ ತಂತರ ಯ ದ ಸಮಯದಿಂದಲೂ ಹೇಗಿದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದನ್ನನ
ತಿಳಿಯಲು ಐತಿಹಾಸ್ತ್ಕ ವಿಧಾನವನ್ನನ , ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಶಸಾು ರಸು ರಗಳ ಪರ ಮಾಣ್, ಗಡಿ
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ಸಮಸೆಯ ಗೆ

ಸಂಭಂಧಿಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ

ನಡೆದಿರುವ

ಪರ ಯತನ ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಅರಿಯಲು

ಹೀಲಕಾ

ಮತ್ತು

ವಿಶ್ನಿ ೀಷ್ತಣಾತಿ ಕ ವಿಧಾನವನ್ನನ ಅನ್ನಸರಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ
ಸಾಹಿತಯ ದ್ ವಿಮರ್ಶೆ
ಸಮಕಾಲೀನ ಸಮಯzಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ಭದರ ತಾ ಚರ್ಚೆ ವಿಷ್ತಯದ ಬಗೆಗೆ
ಅನೇಕ

ಪಾರ ಥಮಿಕ

ಆಕರಕಗಳಿಂದ,

ಗರ ಂಥಗಳಿಂದ,

ನಿಯತಕಾಲಕೆಗಳಿಂದ,

ಭಾರತಿೀಯ

ಸಂಶೀಧಕರು ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಚೀನಾದ ಸಂಶೀಧಕರ ಲೇಖನಗಳು, ಪತಿರ ಕೆಗಳು, ವೆಬ್ ಸೆಯ ಟ್ ಗಳಿಂದ
ಮಾಹಿತಿಯನ್ನನ ಸಂಗರ ಹಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ವಿವರಣೆ
ಕೀವಿಡ್-19 ಕರೀನ ವೆಯ ರಾಣುವಿನ ಸಮಸೆಯ

ಚೀನಾದ ವುಹಾನ್ ನಗರದಿಂದ ಇಡಿೀ

ಪರ ಪಂಚಕೆಕ ಹರಡಿದುೂ ವಿಶವ ದ್ಯದಯ ಂತ ಲಕಾಿ ಂತರ ಮಂದಿ ಕರೀನಾ ಸೀಂಕ್ಷತರು ಸಾವನನ ಪಿಾ ದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಸಂಕಷ್ತಾ ವನ್ನನ

ಅನ್ನಭವಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ ಭಿೀಕರ ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯನ್ನನ

ರಣ್ರಂಗದೊೀಪಾದಿಯಲಿ ಕಾಯೆನಿವೆಹಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ ಸಂದಿಗೂ

ನಿಭಾಯಿಸಲು ದೇಶ

ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು

ಚೀನಾದ ನಡುವೆ ಗಡಿಯಲಿ ಅಹಿತಕರ ಘಟ್ನೆಗಳು ಸಂಭವಿಸ್ತ್ ಯೀಧರು ಸಾವನನ ಪಿಾ ರುವುದು
ವಿಪಯಾೆಸವೇ

ಸರಿ.

ಸಂದಿಗೂ

ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯ

ಲಾಭ

ಪಡೆಯಲು

ತಂತರ ಗಾರಿಕೆಯನ್ನನ

ಹೆಣೆಯಲಾಗಿದ್ಯಯೇ ಇದು ಚರ್ಚೆಗೆ ಗಾರ ಸವ್ಯಗಿದುೂ , ಭದರ ತೆಯ ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯಿಂದ ಈಗಾಗಲೇ ಅನೇಕ
ರಿೀತಿಯ ಕರ ಮಕೆಕ ಭಾರತ ಮುಂದ್ಯಗಿರುವುದನ್ನನ ಕಾಣ್ಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಸೇನಾಪಡೆಗಳು ಕಟ್ಟಾ ಚು ರವನ್ನನ
ವಹಿಸ್ತ್ವೆ. ಭಾರತದ ಗೌಪಯ ತೆಯ ವಿಷ್ತಯದಲಿ ಭದರ ತೆಯ ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯಿಂದ ಚೀನಾದ 59 ಬಗೆಯ ಆಪ್
ಗಳನ್ನನ ನಿಷೇಧಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಭಂಧ್ಗಳು
1950 ರಿಂದ ಮೊದಲ ದಶಕದ ಅಂತಯ ದವರೆಗೆ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿ£ ಸಂಬಂಧ
ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯಗಿತ್ತು . ಭಾರತದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ನೆಹರೂ ರವರು 1947 ರಲಿ ಮಾಚೆ ನಿಂದ ಏಪಿರ ಲ್
ವರೆಗೆ

ನವದ್ಯಹಲಯಲಿ

ನಡೆz ಮೊದಲ ಏಷ್ತಯ ನ್

ಸಂಬಂಧ ಸಮ್ಿ ೀಳನಕೆಕ

ಚೀನಾವನ್ನನ

ಆಹಾವ ನಿಸ್ತ್( ಸಿ ರಣ್ ಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್, ಪು-156) ಸಹಬಾಳ್ವವ ಗೆ ಮೊದಲ ಆದಯ ತೆಯನ್ನನ ತ್ೀರಿದೂ ರು. 1954ರಲಿ
ಚೀನಾದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ಜೌಎನ್ ಲಾಯ್ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ

ಭೇಟ್ಟ ನಿೀಡಿ ಪಂಚಶಿೀಲ ತತವ ಗಳಿಗೆ ಒಪಿಾ ಗೆ

ನಿೀಡುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ನೆಹರೂ ರವರು ಚೀನಾಕೆಕ ಭೇಟ್ಟಯಿತ್ತು ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಮಾವೊತೆು ತ್ತಂಗ್
ರವರಂದಿಗೆ

ಚಚೆಸ್ತವ

ಮೂಲಕ

ಉಭಯ

ದೇಶಗಳ

ನಡುವೆ

ಉತು ಮ

ಸಂಬಂಧ

ಮುಂದುವರೆಯಿತ್ತ.
1955ರ

ಬಾಂಡುಗ್

ನಲಿ

ನಡೆದ

ಆಫ್ರ ೀ-ಏಷ್ತಯ ನ್

ಸಮ್ಿ ೀಳನ,

ಭಾರತ

ಚೀನಾಕೆಕ

ವಿಶವ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಯಲಿ ಶಶವ ತ ಸಾೆ ನಕೆಕ , ವಿಶವ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಗೆ ಬೆಂಬಲಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.ಆದರೆ 1959 ರಲಿ ಟ್ಟಬೆಟ್
ವಿಷ್ತಯದಲಿ ಪರಿಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿ ಹದಗೆಟ್ಟಾ ನಂತರ ಊಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಗಡಿ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಯು 1962 ರಲಿ
ಯುದೂ ಕೆಕ

ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ. ನಂತರ ಏಳು-ಬಿೀಳುಗಳಂದಿಗೆ ಶಂತಿಯುತ ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ

ಉಳಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿವೆ. 1988ರಲಿ

ಭಾರತದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ರಾಜಿೀವ್ ಗಾಂಧಿಯವರು ಚೀನಾಕೆಕ
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ನಿೀಡುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಉಭಯ ಊಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಚರ್ಚೆಗಳಂದಿಗೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಬಂದಿವೆ. (ಬಿಭು ಪರ ಸಾದ್ ರಟ್ಟರ ೀ, 2013, ಪುಟ್-10)
1993 ರಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿ’ ಗಡಿ ಶಂತಿ ಮತ್ತು ನೆಮಿ ದಿ ಒಪಾ (ಬಿಪಿಟ್ಟಎ) ಕೆಕ ಸಹಿ
ಹಾಕುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಕಾನೂನಾತಿ ಕ ಮೊದಲ ಒಪಾ ಂದಕೆಕ

ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳು ಮುಂದ್ಯದದುೂ

ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತ ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್ಕೆಕ ದ್ಯರಿಯಾಗಿದ್ಯÉ. 1996ರಲಿ ಎಲ್ ಎ ಸ್ತ್ ಯನ್ನನ ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ದರೂ
ಪಾಶಿು ಮಾತಯ

ವಲಯಗಳಲಿ

ನಕೆಿ ಗಳನ್ನನ

ವಿನಿಮಯ ಮಾಡಿಕಳಳ ಲು ಚೀನಾ ಹರನಡೆದ

ಪರಿಣಾಮ 2002 ರಿಂದ ಆ ಪರ ಕ್ಷರ ಯೆ ಸೆ ಗಿತಗೊಂಡಿದ್ಯ. 1998ರಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ಪರಮಾಣು ಪರಿೀಕೆಿ ಯ
ಸಮಯದಲಿ ಭಿನಾನ ಭಿಪಾರ ಯಕೆಕ ಎಡೆಮಾಡಿಕಟ್ಟಾ ಸಂಭಂಧಗಳಿಗೆ ಅಂತರವೇಪೆಟ್ಟಾ ತ್ತ.
ಆದರೆ 2004 ರಲಿ

ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಉತು ಮ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರಿಕೆಗೆ ಅಡಿಪಾಯ

ಹಾಕುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಮತೆು ಸಂಬಂಧ ಅಭಿವೃದಿೂ ಗೆ ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. 2004 ರಲಿ ಚೀನಾದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ
ವೆನ್ ಜಿಯಾಬಾವೊ ಪತಿರ ಕಾಗೊೀಷ್ಟಾ ಯಲಿ ಹೇಳಿರುವಂತೆ, “ಚೀನಾ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತದ ನಡುವಿನ
ಎರಡು ಸಾವಿರ ವಷ್ತೆಗಳ ವಿನಿಮಯದಲಿ ಶೇಕಡಾ 99.9 ರಷ್ಟಾ ಸೆನ ೀಹಪರವ್ಯಗಿದೂ ವು. ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆ
ಮತ್ತು ಉದಿವ ಗನ ತೆಯು ಬಹಳ ಕಡಿಮ್ ಸಮಯದವರೆಗೆ ಮಾತರ ಅಸ್ತ್ೆ ತವ ದಲಿ ದ್ಯ” (ರಾನ್ ಹುಯಿಸೆಕ ನ್,
“ಯೆೆಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್ ಇಂಡಿಯಾ ಪವರ್ ಅಂಡ್ ರಿಅಶ್ಯಯ ರೆನ್ು ”, ದಿ ಯೆೆಸ್ ಆಫ್ ಚಂಡಿಯಾ ಅಂಡ್ ಇಟ್ು
ಇಂಪಾಯ ಕ್ಟಾ ಆನ್ ವಲರ ಡ ಸ್ತ್ಸಾ ಮ್, ಅನ್ನ ಪ್ಯರ ಸ್, ಪುಟ್-72)2005ರಲಿ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ವೆನ್ ಜಿಯಾಬಾವೊ
ಅವರ ಭೇಟ್ಟ ಚೀನಾ ಭಾರತದೊಂದಿಗೆ ‘ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ಸಹಭಾಗಿತವ
ಒಪಿಾ ಕಂಡಿತ್ತ.2006 ರಲಿ

ಮತ್ತು

ಸಹಕಾರಕೆಕ

ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಹೀ ಜಿಂಟ್ಟವೊ ಅವರ ನವದ್ಯಹಲ ಭೇಟ್ಟ, ಭಾರತದ

ಪರ ಧಾನಿಯಂದಿಗಿನ ಜಂಟ್ಟ ಹೇಳಿಕೆಯು ಏಷ್ಯಯ ದಲಿ

ಇಬಬ ರೂ ಒಟ್ಟಾ ಗಿ ಕೆ¯ಸ ಮಾಡುವಂತೆ

ಮುಂದುವರೆಯಲು ಅವಕಾಶವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ. (ಶಿರ ೀಕಾಂತ್ ಕಂಡ್ಪಲಿ , 2014, ಪುಟ್-21)
2007 ರಲಿ ಮಾ ಯಿಂಗ್ ಜಿಯೀ ರವರ ಭೇಟ್ಟ, 2010 2012 ರಲಿ ನ ಭೇಟ್ಟ, ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಭಾರತದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ
ಮನಮೊೀಹನ ಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್ ಅವರು ಐದು ವಷ್ತೆಗಳಲಿ ಇಪಾ ತು ಕೂಕ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಬಾರಿ ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ
ಮತ್ತು ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರನ್ನನ ಸಮಾಲೀಚಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು ಉತು ಮ ಸಂಭಂಧ ವೃದಿೂ ಗೆ ಸಹಕಾರಿಯಾಗಿರುವುದು
ಕಂಡುಬಂದಿದ್ಯ.
ಬಿೀಜಿಂಗ್ ಸೆಂಟ್ರ ಲ್ ಪಾಟ್ಟೆ ಶಲೆಯಲಿ ಭಾಷ್ತಣ್ ಮಾಡುತಾು ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ಮನಮೊೀಹನ ಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್
ಇದನ್ನನ ಉಲೆಿ ೀಖಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು ಇದಕೆಕ ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.”ನಾವು ಪರ ತಿಸಾ ಧಿೆಗಳಾಗಲು ಉದ್ಯೂ ೀಶಿಸಲಾಗಿಲಿ ,
ಮತ್ತು ನಾವು ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರರಾಗುವ ಬದೂ ನಿಶು ಯವನನ್ನ ತ್ೀರಿಸಬೇಕು ನಮಿ ಭವಿಷ್ತಯ ವನ್ನನ

ಸº

ಕಾರದಿಂದ ವ್ಯಯ ಖ್ಯಯ ನಿಸಬೇಕು ಮತ್ತು ಎದುರಾಳಿಗಳಾಗಿ ಅಲಿ ”. (ಮನಮೊೀಹನ ಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್, “ಇಂಡಿಂನ್
ಅಂಡ್ ಚಯ ನಾ ಇನ್ ದ ನೂಯ ಎರಾ”, 2014, ಇಂಡಿಯನ್ ಫಾರಿನ್ ಅಫೇಸೆ ಜ್ನೆಲ್, 9, ನಂ.1,
ಜ್ನವರಿ-ಮಾಚೆ 204, ಪುಟ್-9)
2015 ರಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ನರೇಂದರ ಮೊೀದಿಯವರು ಚೀನಾಕೆಕ

ಭೇಟ್ಟ ನಿೀಡಿ ಆ ಪರ ಕ್ಷರ ಯೆ

ಪುನರುಜಿಜ ೀವನಗೊಳಿಸಲು ಪರ ಯತಿನ ಸದರು ಸ್ತ್ಂಗುವ ವ್ಯ ವಿಶವ ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಲಯದಲಿ ಅವರು ಮಾಡಿದ
ಭಾಷ್ತಣ್ದಲಿ ಹೇಳಿದಂತೆ “ಅನಿಶಿು ತತೆಯ ನೆರಳು ಯಾವ್ಯಗಲೂ ಸೂಕ್ಷಿ ತೆಯ ಮೇಲೆ ತೂಗುತು ದ್ಯ
ಏಕೆಂದರೆ ಈ ಪರ ದೇಶಗಳಲಿ ಎಲ್ ಎ ಸ್ತ್ ಎಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಎಂದು ಎರಡೂ ಕಡೆ ತಿಳಿದಿಲಿ ”. ಅಂದರೆ ಇದು
ಹಿಂದಿನಿಂದಲೂ ಅನಿಶಿು ತವ್ಯಗಿಯೇ ಉಳಿದುಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ. ಅರುಣಾಚಲ ಪರ ದೇಶದ ಬಗೆಗೆ ತನನ
ನಿಲುವನ್ನನ

ಮರುಪರಿಶಿೀಲಸ್ತವಂತೆ ಚೀನಾವನ್ನನ

ಕೀರಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ಆದರೆ ಚೀನಾದಿಂದ ಅದಕೆಕ

ಯಾವುದೇ ಪರ ತಿಕ್ಷರ ಯೆ ಬಂದಿಲಿ .ಏಪಿರ ಲ್ 2018 ರಲಿ ವುಹಾನ್ ನಲಿ ನಡೆದ ಅನೌಪಚಾರಿಕ ಸಭೆಯಲಿ
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ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ನರೇಂದರ ಮೊೀದಿ ಯವರ ಚೀನಾ ಭೇಟ್ಟ, ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಅಕಾ ೀಬರ್ 2019 ರಲಿ ಕ್ಷು ಜಿನಿಾ ಂಗ್
ಚೀನಾದ

ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ

ರ್ಚನೆನ ಯ

ಭೇಟ್ಟ

ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯಗಿದೂ ರೂ

ನಂತರ

ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆಕೆಕ

ಎಡೆಮಾಡಿಕಟ್ಟಾ ರುವುದು ವಿಪಯಾೆಸವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಚೀನಾ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತದ್ ನಡುವಿನ ಶಸಾು ರ ಸು ರ ಗಳ ಪ್ಯಯ ಪೀಟಿ
ಕ್ಷಿ ಪಣಿ ಪಡೆಗಳು, ಜ್ಲಾಂತಗಾೆಮಿ ನೌಕೆಗಳು ಮತ್ತು ಬಾಂಬರ್ ವಿಮಾನಗಳ ಪರ ಯೀಗವನ್ನನ
ನಡೆಸಲು ಹಂದಿರುವ ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರಗಳು ಭಾರತಕ್ಷಕ ಂತ ಚೀನಾ ಹೆಚು ನ ಮಟ್ಾ ದಲಿ ಹಂದಿದುೂ
(ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆಗೆ ಚೀನಾ ಸ್ತಮಾರು 240 ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ಪರಮಾಣು ಸ್ತ್ಡಿತಲೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿದೂ ರೆ,
ಭಾರತವು 80-100 ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿದ್ಯ (ವಿಶ್ನಿ ೀಷ್ತಣೆ, ಪರಮಾಣು ಶಸಾು ರಸು ರಗಳ ಅಪಾಯಕಾರಿ
ಚೀನಾ ಇಂಡಿಯಾ ಸಂಭಂಧಗಳು, ಅಕಾ ೀಬರ, 2011 ಪು-7-8) ಅದು ಭಾರತದ ಶತ್ತರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಿಗೆ
ಮಾರಾಟ್ ಮಾಡುತಿು ರುವುದು ಸಹ ಭದರ ತೆಗೆ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಯನ್ನನ ಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡಿದ್ಯ.
ಭದರ ತೆಯ ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯಿಂದ ಭಾರv ಚೀನಾದ 59 ಅಪಿಿ ಕೇಷ್ತನ್ಗಳನ್ನನ

ನಿಷೇಧಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಚೀನಾ

ಭಾರತದ ಮೇಲೆ ಬೇಹುಗಾರಿಕೆ ಬೆದರಿಕೆಯನನ ಡಿಡ ತ್ತು ಗೌಪಯ ತೆಯ ಅಪಾಯವನ್ನನ ಅರಿತ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ
ಕಳವಳ ಉಂಟ್ಟಗಿತ್ತು ಅಷ್ಾ ೀ ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಹಿಂದ್ದಮಹಾಸಾಗರದಲಿ ,ಚೀನಾದ ನೌಕಾಪಡೆಯ ಉಪಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿ,
ಅರೇಬಿಯನ್ ಸಮುದರ ಬಂದರು ಚಟ್ಟವಟ್ಟಕೆಗಳು ಕಣಾಗ ವಲು ಮತ್ತು ನೌಕಾ ಚಟ್ಟವಟ್ಟಕೆಗಳು
ಭದರ ತೆಯ ಬಗೆಗ ಕಡ್ಲ ಸಾ ರ್ಧೆಗೆ, ವಿವ್ಯದಕೆಕ ನಾಂದಿ ಹಾಡಿವೆ. (ಡೇನಿಯಲ್.ಪಿ. 4 ಮತ್ತು ಪಿಯೀನಾ,
ಪುಟ್-12) ಭಾರತ ಮೊದಲನಿಂದಲೂ ಶಂತಿಗೆ ಆದಯ ತೆ ನಿೀಡುತಾು ಬಂದಿದುೂ ಉತು ಮ ಸೌಹಾದೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಯುವಿಕೆಗೆ ಆದಯ ತೆ ನಿೀಡಿರುವುದು ಕಂಡುಬರುತು ದ್ಯ. ಉಭಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ
ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯದ ಮಾತ್ತಕತೆಗಳು, ಚರ್ಚೆಗಳು, ಭೇಟ್ಟ ಇವೆಲಿ ವುಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಪರ ಶ್ನನ ಹಾಗಾದರೆ
ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆವೇಕೆ ಉದಿವ ಗನ ಪರ ದೇಶಗಳು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿನ ‘ಗಡಿ ಸಮಸೆಯ ’ ಕಗಗ ಂಟ್ಟಗಿ
ಉಳಿದಿರುವುದು ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಭದರ ತೆಗೆ ಧಕೆಕ ಯನ್ನನ ಂಟ್ಟ ಮಾಡುವಲಿ , ಸೆನ ೀಹ
ಸಂಭಂಧಗಳು ಹದಗೆಡ್ಲು ಅವಕಾಶವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ, ಚೀನಾದ ಉದಯವ್ಯದ್ಯಗಿನಿಂದಲೂ ಅಕು ಯ್ ಚನ್
ಗಡಿ ರೇಖ್ಯ ಬರ ಟ್ಟಷ್ತರು ಚತಿರ ಸ್ತ್ದ ಮಾಯ ಕ್ಟ ಮೊೀಹನ್ ಲೆಯ ನ್ ಎಂದು ವಿವರಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಅದರ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಯುವಿಕೆಯು ಸಾ ೀಟ್ಗೊಂಡು ಭಾರತ ಚೀನಾ ನಡುವಿ£ 1962 ರ ಯುದೂ ಕೆಕ
ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಯಾಯಿತ್ತ.ನಿಜ್ವ್ಯದ

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್

ರೇಖ್ಯಯು

ನಿಜ್ವ್ಯದ

ವೆಯ ರುಧಯ ಕೆಕ

ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ

(ಡೇನಿಯಲ್ ಎಸ ಮಾಕ್ಷೆ, “ಚೀನಾ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಶಸು ರ ಮುಖ್ಯಮುಖಿ”, ಜಾÐನ ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ,
27, 2015, ಕೌನಿು ಲ್ ಆಫ್ ಫಾರಿನ್ ರಿಲೇಷ್ತನ್ು , ಅಂತಹ ಮುಖ್ಯಮುಖಿಯು ಏಪಿರ ಲ್ 2013 ರಲಿ
ಸಂಭವಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ ಗಡಿ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಹಕಾರ ಒಪಾ ಂದದ ಮೂಲಕ ಎರಡೂ ಕಡೆಗಳಲಿ ತಮಿ

ಸೆಯ ನಯ

ತ್ತಕಡಿಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಿಂಪಡೆಯುವ ಮೂಲಕ 2013 ರ ಅಕಾ ೀಬನೆಲಿ ತಿಳಿಯಾಯಿತ್ತ (ಪುಟ್-2).
2017 ರಲಿ ಡೀಕಾಿ ಮ್ ವಿವ್ಯದವು ಭದರ ತಾ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಯನ್ನನ ಉಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡಿತ್ತ. ಲಡಾಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶದ
ಗಾಲಾವ ನ್ ನಲಾ ಮತ್ತು ಪಾಂಗೊಂಗ್ ಸರೀವರ ಪರ ದೇಶದಲಿ ಮತ್ತು ಭೂತಾನ್-ಚೀನಾ ಗಡಿಯ
ಬಳಿಯ ನಾಥು ಲಾ ಪಾಸನ ಲಿ ಚೀನಾದ ಸೆಯ ನಿಕರು ಗಡಿಯ ಉದೂ ಕೂಕ ಮೂರು ವಿಭಿನನ ಸೆ ಳಗಳಲಿ
ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತ್ರುವ

ನೆಲೆಗಳು

ಮುಖ್ಯಮುಖಿಗೆ

ವಿವ್ಯದಕೆಕ

(ಡಿಪಿ ಮಾಟ್.ಕಾಮ್2020) ಭಾರತ ಮೂಲ ಸೌಕಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ

ಎಡೆಮಾಡಿಕಟ್ಟಾ ದ್ಯ.

ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತವುದನ್ನನ

ತಡೆಯುವ

ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ಚೀನಾದುೂ ಎರಡೂ ಕಡೆಗಳಲಿ ಮೂಲಸೌಕಂರ್ ಅಭಿವೃದಿೂ ಕಾಯೆಗಳು ಹಲವು
ವಷ್ತೆಗಳಿಂದ

ನಡೆಯುತಿು ವೆ

ಅದರಲಿ

ಆಗಾಗೆಗ
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ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿರುವುದು ಸಹಜ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಟೇಲರ್ ಪಾರ ವೆಲ್ ಹೇಳುವಂತೆ ಚೀನಾದ ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ದ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಿರ
ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ ಅಭೂತಪೀವೆವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಭಾರತದ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಚವ ರಾಜ್ನಾಥ್ ಸ್ತ್ಂಗ್ ಹೇಳಿರುವಂತೆ ಗಾಲಾವ ನ್ ನಲಾ ಬದಿಯಲಿ ಚೀನಾದ
ಸೆಯ ನಿಕರು ಸ್ತತ್ತು ವರೆದಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ಅಕರ ಮವ್ಯಗಿ ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಪರ ದೇಶವನ್ನನ ಅತಿಕರ ಮಿಸಲು ಕಣಿವೆಯಲಿ
ರಸೆು ಗಳನ್ನನ
ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತತಿು ದ್ಯ. ನದಿಯನ್ನನ
ಅಣೆಕಟ್ಟಾ ಗಿ ಮಾಡುತಿು ದ್ಯ, ಚೀನಾ ಕಾಯೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಜೂನ್ 15 ರ ರಕು ಸ್ತ್ಕು ಘಷ್ತೆಣೆಗೆ ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಕನೆಲ್ ಸೇರಿದಂತೆ 20ಕೂಕ ಹೆಚ್ಚು
ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಯೀಧರು ಸಾವನನ ಪಿಾ ದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಕಾರಣಗಳು
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾದ ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆ ಎರಡೂ ಕಡೆಗಳಲಿ ಸಂದಿಗೂ
ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್ ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.(ಜೂನ್, 27,2020 ಎಕನಾಮಿಕ್ಟ ಟ್ಟಯ ಮ್ು ) ಈಗಾಗಲೇ ಚೀನಾಗೆ
ಲಡಾಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶ ನಿಣಾೆಯಕ ಎನಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ ಏಕೆಂದರೆÀ ಶತಕೀಟ್ಟ ಡಾಲರ್ ಗಳನ್ನನ ಮಧಯ ಏಷ್ಯಯ ಮತ್ತು
ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನದೊಂದಿಗಿನ ಸ್ತ್ಪಿಇಸ್ತ್ ಯೀಜ್ನೆಗೆ ಹೂಡಿಕೆ ಮಾಡಿದ್ಯ. ಪರ ಪಂಚಲಿ ಯೇ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಉತಾಾ ದನಾ
ಸರಕುಗಳನ್ನನ ಕಡಿಮ್ ದರದಲಿ ಪೂಯೆೆಕೆ ಮಾಡುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ದ್ಯಯ ತಯ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯಗಿ
ಚೀನಾ ಉದಯಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.ಆದರೆ ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನಕೆಕ ಚೀನಾದ ನೆರವು, ಕಾಶಿಿ ೀರದ ಬಂಡಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳಿಗೆ
ವಿಶೇಷ್ತ ಸವಲತ್ತು ಗಳನ್ನನ ಚೀನಾ ನಿೀಡುತಾು ಬಂದಿರುವುದು, ಭಾರತದ ಎಲಿ ನೆರೆಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಿಗೆ
ಚೀನಾ ನೆರವು ನಿೀಡುವುದರಂದಿಗೆ ಬಂದರುಗಳಲಿ ತನನ ನೆಲೆಯನ್ನನ ವಿಸು ರಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ತಿು ದ್ಯ
ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಭಾರತ ಅಮ್ರಿಕದೊಂದಿಗಿನ ಸೆನ ೀಹ ಹೆಚಾು ದಂತೆ ಚೀನಾದ ನಡೆ ವಿಭಿನನ ತೆಯನ್ನನ
ಪಡೆದುಕಳುಳ ತಿು ದ್ಯ.
ಟ್ಟಬೆಟ್ಟಯನನ ರ ಬಗೆಗೆ ಭಾರತದ ವಿಶೇಷ್ತ ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯದ ನಡ್ವಳಿಕೆಗಳು ಚೀನಾದ
ಆತಂಕಕೆಕ ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಟ್ಟಬೆಟ್ಟಯನನ ರ ಗುರು ದಲೆಯ ಲಾಮ ಮತ್ತು ಸಂಗಡಿಗರಿಗೆ ಭಾರತ
ಆಶರ ಯವನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡಿರುವುದು ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ವಯ ಮನಸ್ತ್ು ಗೆ ಮತ್ು ಂದು ಕಾರಣ್ವೆನಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
1998 ರಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಮಂತಿರ ಜಾರ್ಜೆ ಫನಾಂಡಿಸ್ ರವರು ಉಲೆಿ ೀಖಿಸ್ತ್ರುವಂತೆ,”ಚೀನಾ
ಭಾರತಕೆಕ ಬೆದರಿಕೆ ನಂಬರ್ ಒನ್ ಆಗಿದ್ಯಚೀನಾ ಮಧಯ ಮ ಮತ್ತು ದಿೀರ್ಘೆವಧಿಯಲಿ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ
ಪಾರ ಥಮಿಕ ಭದರ ತಾ ಸವ್ಯಲಾಗಿ ಉಳಿದಿದ್ಯ ಏಕೆಂದರೆ ಸಂಭವನಿೀಯ ಬೆದರಿಕೆ ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನಕ್ಷಕ ಂತ
ದೊಡ್ಡ ದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತದ ಸ್ತರಕ್ಷತೆಯ ಬಗೆಗ ಕಾಳಜಿ ವಹಿಸ್ತವ ಯೆವುದೇ ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ಯು ಅದನ್ನನ
ಒಪಿಾ ಕಳಳ ಬೇಕು” . (ಪುಟ್-248)ಭಾರತದ ಮಾಜಿ ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಕಾಯೆದಶಿೆ ಅನ್ನಪಮಾ ರಾವ್
ಹೇಳುವಂತೆ ”ಚೀನಿಯರ ರೇಖ್ಯ ನಿರಂತರವ್ಯಗಿ ಬದಲಾವಣೆ ಆಗುತು ಲೇ ಇದ್ಯ. ಅವರ ನಕೆಿ ಗಳನ್ನನ
ನೀಡುವ ಅವಕಾಶ ನಮಗೆ ಎಂದಿಗ್ಗ ಸ್ತ್ಕ್ಷಕ ಲಿ ” ಒಂದು ಸಮಸೆಯ ಇಷ್ಟಾ ದಿನ ಮುಂದುವರಿದಿದೂ ರೆ
ಮತ್ತು
ದೃಷ್ಟಾ ಕೀನದಲಿ
ಯಾವುದೇ ಇತಯ ಥೆವಿಲಿ ದಿದೂ ರೆ ಅದನ್ನನ
ಬಗೆಹರಿಸಲು ನಮಗೆ
ಇನನ ಂದು ಪಿೀಳಿಗೆ ಅಥವ್ಯ ಎರಡು ಬೇಕೆಗಬಹುದು. ನಮಗೆ ಒಂದೇ ಉತು ರವೆಂದರೆ ನಮಿ
ರಸೆು ಗಳನ್ನನ
ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತವುದನ್ನನ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಸ್ತ್ ಮತ್ತು
ನಮುಿ
ಮೂಲಸೌಕಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ
ಸ್ತಧಾರಿಸ್ತ್,ನಮಿ ಹಿತಾಸಕ್ಷು ಗಳನ್ನನ ಕಾಪಾಡುವ ರಿೀತಿಯಲಿ ಈ ಆಕಸ್ತ್ಿ ಕಗಳನ್ನನ ಎದುರಿಸಲು ನಾವು
ಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯೂ ರಾಗಿರಬೇಕು. ( ದ ಹಿಂದ್ದ, 16 ಜೂನ್ 2020)ಭಾರತದ ಚೀನಾದ ಮಾಜಿ ರಾಯಭಾರಿ ರ್ಚಂಗ್
ರುಯಿಸೆಂಗ್ ತಮಿ ಲೇಖನದಲಿ ಉಲೆಿ ೀಖಿಸ್ತ್ರುವಂತೆ, “ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಏರಿಳಿತಗಳಿವೆ”
(ರ್ಚಂಗ್ ರುಯಿಸೆಂಗ್, ಸ್ತ್ನೀ ಇಂಡಿಯನ್ ರಿಲೇಶನು ಅರವತ್ತು ವಷ್ತೆಗಳ ಅನ್ನಭವ ಮತ್ತು
ಜಾಾ ನೀದಯ, ಇನಿು ಟ್ಯಯ ಟ್ ಆಪ್ ಪಿೀಸ್ ಅಂಡ್ ಕಾನಿಳ ಳ ಕ್ಟ ಸಾ ಡಿೀಸ್, 2020 ಜೂನ್ ವಿಶೇಷ್ತ ವರದಿ
91, ಪುಟ್-1)ಪಾರ ದೇಶಿಕ ವಿವ್ಯದ ಬಗೆಹರಿಸ್ತ್ದರೂ ಸಹ ಏಷ್ಯಯ -ಪ್ಯಸ್ತ್ಪಿಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶದಲಿ ಸಾ ಧಾೆತಿ ಕ
ಸಂಭಂಧವನ್ನನ ಉಳಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ತು ವೆ ಎಂಬುದು ತಜ್Ðರ ಅಭಿಪಾರ ಯವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. (ಡೇವಿಡ್ ಸಾಕ ಟ್, 2008,
21ನೆ ಶತಮಾನದ ಚೀನಾ ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಭದರ ತಾ ಮುನೂು ಚನೆಗಳು, ರೂಟ್ಟರ ರ್ಜ, ಏಷ್ತಯ ನ್ ಸೆಕುಯ ರಿಟ್ಟ,
ಟೇಲರ ಮತ್ತು ಫಾರ ನಿು ಸ್ ಗ್ಗರ ಪ್, 1459, ಪುಟ್-263), ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಸಂಶೀಧಕರ ಪರ ಕಾರ
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ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು ಪರ ಬಲ ಬಲಷ್ತಠ ಸಾೆ ನವನ್ನನ ಪಡೆಯಲು ಸೆಣೆಸಾಟ್ ನಡೆಸ್ತತು ವೆ.ಭಾರತಕೆಕ ಈಗ
ನೇಪಾಳ ಕೂಡ್ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಯನ್ನನ ತಂದೊಡಿಡ ದ್ಯ. ಭಾರತ ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತವ ಪರ ದೇಶವನ್ನನ ತನನ
ಭೂಪಟ್ದಲಿ ಸೇರಿಸ್ತ್ ಹಸ ನಕೆಿ ಯನ್ನನ ಸಂಸತ್ತರ ಅನ್ನಮೊೀದಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು, ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನ ಸಮಸೆಯ
ಸ್ತತ್ತು ವರೆದಿದ್ಯ.
ಸವಾಲುಗಳು
ಆರ್ಥೆಕ, ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಮತ್ತು ರಾಜ್ತಾಂತಿರ ಕ ಮುಂತಾದ ಹಲವು ಹಂತಗಳಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು
ಚೀನಾದ ನಡುವೆ ಸಂವ್ಯದಗಳು ಅನೇಕ ಹಂತಗಳಲಿ

ನಡೆದರೂ ಪಾರ ದೇಶಿಕ ವಿವ್ಯದಗಳು

ಬಗೆಹರಿದಿಲಿ . ಘಷ್ತೆಣೆಗಳು ಸಂಭವಿಸ್ತತು ಲವೆ.ಶಂತಿಯುತ ಸಂವ್ಯದಗಳು ಆರ್ಥೆಕ, ಗಡಿ, ನದಿ
ಮುಂತಾದ

ಅನೇಕ

ಸಮಸೆಯ ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಪರಸಾ ರ

ಚರ್ಚೆಗಳ

ಮೂಲಕ

ಸಹಕಾರಯುತವ್ಯಗಿ

ಬಗೆಹರಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳಳ ಬಹುದು. ಆದರೆ ಪಾರದಶೆಕತೆಯ ಕರತೆ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಸವ್ಯಲಾಗಿ ಪರಿಣ್ಮಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ
ಫಲತಾಾಂಶಗಳು
ಪಂಚಶಿೀಲ ತತವ ವನ್ನನ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಕಟ್ಟಾ ನಿಟ್ಟಾ ಗಿ ಅನ್ನಸರಿಸ್ತವುದು ಏಕೆಯ ಕ
ಅಸು ರವ್ಯಗಿದುೂ ಅದರ ಪರಿಪಾಲನೆಯಿಂದ ವಿನಾಶಕಾರಿ ಯುದೂ ವನ್ನನ ತಪಿಾ ಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ. ವುಂದಿನ ನಡೆ
ಏನ್ನ ಎಂಬುದು ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ವ್ಯಗಿಲಿ ವಿರೀದಿ ಚಟ್ಟವಟ್ಟಕೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಚೀನಾ ಮುಂದುವರೆಸ್ತ್ದೂ ಲಿ ಅದು
ಅಮ್ರಿಕದ ಕೆಂಗಣಿೆ ಗೆ ಗುರಿಯಾಗಿ ಯುದೂ ಅನಿವ್ಯಯೆವ್ಯಗುವುದು ಅಸಹಜ್ವೇನಲಿ ಎಂಬುದು
ಗೊೀಚರವ್ಯಗುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಕರನ ವೆಯ ರಸ್ ನ ಪಿಡುಗಿನಿಂದ್ಯಗಿ ಈಗಾಗಲೇ ಚೀನಾ ವಿಶವ ದ ಹಿರಿಯಣ್ೆ ನ
ಕೀಪಕೆಕ ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ ಭಾರತ ಚೀನಾಕೆಕ ತನನ ಅಸಮಾಧಾನವನ್ನನ 59 ಚೀನಿೀ ಅಪಿಿ ಕೇಷ್ತನ್ನನ ಗಳ
ನಿಷೇಧದ ಮೂಲಕ ರವ್ಯನಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
ಸಲಹೆಗಳು
ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳು ಉತು ಮ ಮನಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯನ್ನನ ಪರಸಾ ರ ನಂಬಿಕೆಯಂದಿಗೆ ಉನನ ತ ಮಟ್ಾ ದ
ಸಂವಹನ ನಡೆಸ್ತವ ಅಗತಯ ತೆ, ತನನ ದೇ ಆದ ನಾಗರಿೀಕತೆ, ಧಮೆ, ಜ್ನಾಂಗಿೀಯ ಗುರುತ್ತಗಳನ್ನನ
ಹಂದಿರುವ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಶಂತಿಯುತ ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್ವನ್ನನ ಕಾಪಾಡಿಕಳಳ ಬೇಕು ಅತಿಯಾದ
ರಾಷ್ಟಾ ು ರೀಯತೆಯ ಹೆಸರಿನಲಿ ಯುದೂ ಕೆಕ ಪ್ಯರ ೀರೇಪಣೆ ನಿೀಡುವಂತಹ ಹೇಳಿಕೆಗಳನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡ್ದ್ಯ
ಕೀವಿಡ್-19 ಪಿಡುಗಿನ ನಿವ್ಯರಣೆಗೆ ಆದಯ ತೆಗೆ ಪರ ಥಮ ಆದ್ಯಯ ನಿೀಡ್ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಲಸ್ತ್ಕೆಯನ್ನನ
ಕಂಡುಹಿಡಿಯಲು ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಪುನಶ್ನು ೀತನಕೆಕ ಒತು ನನ ನಿೀಡ್ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಬುದೂ ನ ಮಂತರ ವ್ಯದ ಶಂತಿ
ಅಹಿಂಸೆಯ ಪರ ಧಾನ ಅಂಶಕೆಕ ಅದಯ ತೆಯನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡ್ಬೇಕು.
ಉಪ್ಸಂಹಾರ
ಪರಸಾ ರ ಸಾವೆಭೌಮತವ ಕೆಕ ಗೌರವಿಸ್ತವುದು, ಆ ಮೂಲಕ ಶಂತಿಗೆ ಆದಯ ತೆ ನಿೀಡಿ ಸಂಬಂದ
ಸೌಹಾದೆಯುತವ್ಯಗಿರುವಂತೆ ನೀಡಿಕಂಡಾಗ, ಶಸಾು ರಸು ರಗಳಿಗಾಗಿ ಖಚ್ಚೆಮಾಡುವ ಹಣ್ವನ್ನನ
ಜ್ನೀಪಯೀಗಿ ಅಭಿವೃದಿೂ ಕಾಯೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಬಳಸಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಉತಾಾ ದನಾ ಕೆಿ ೀತರ ದಲಿ
ಚೀನಾ ಈಗಾಗಲೇ ಬೃಹತ್ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಿು ಯನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿದ್ಯ ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಭಾರತ ಅತಿ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಸೇವ್ಯ
ಕೆಿ ೀತರ ವ್ಯಗಿದುೂ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಅಹಂನ್ನನ ಬದಿಗಿರಿಸ್ತ್ ಬುದೂ ನ ಶಂತಿಮಂತರ ಕೆಕ ಆದಯ ತೆ
ನಿೀಡುವುದು ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಅಭದರ ತೆಯ ಭಯವಿಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಅಭಿವೃದಿೂ ಯತು
ಇನನ ಷ್ಟಾ
ದ್ಯಪುಗಾಲನ್ನನ ಇರಿಸಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
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ಭಾರತ-ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧ್ಗಳು-ಒಾಂದು ಪ್ರಿಚಯ
ಶಿವಪ್ರ ಸಾದ್ ಎಸ್
ರಾಜ್ಯ ಶಸು ರ ಅಧಯ ಯನ ವಿಭಾಗ
ಪಿಹೆಚ್.ಡಿ. ಸಂಶೀಧನಾರ್ಥೆ
ಸಕಾೆರಿ ಮಹಾವಿದ್ಯಯ ನಿಲಯ (ಸಾವ ಯತು ) ಮಂಡ್ಯ
ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಮತ್ತು ರಾಜ್ಕಾರಣ್ದಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ
ಸಂಬಂಧ ಒಂದು ಸ್ತಧಿೀಘೆ ಇತಿಹಾಸವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಿಕಟ್ವ್ಯದ
ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳನ್ನನ ಆಡ್ಳಿತ, ರಾಜ್ಕಾರಣ್, ಅಂತರ ರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ, ವ್ಯಣಿಜ್ಯ ಮೊದಲಾದ
ಕೆಿ ೀತರ ಗಳಲಿ

ನಿವೆಹಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಬರುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳ

ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳಿಗೆ

ಭದರ ಬುನಾದಿ ಹಾಕ್ಷದವರು ಬೌದಧ ಧಮೆ ಪರ ಚಾರಕರು ಈ ಧಮೆ ವಿಶವ ದ ಮಹಾನ್ ಧಮೆಗಳಲಿ
ಒಂದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದನ್ನನ

ಮರೆಯುವಂತಿಲಿ . ಭಾರಿ ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಯ ಭೌದಧ ಧಮೆದ ವಿದ್ಯವ ಂಸರಲಿ

ಹುಯೇನ್ ತಾಯ ಂಗ್ ಪರ ಮುಖರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ನಳಂದ ವಿಶವ ವಿದ್ಯಯ ನಿಲಯದಲೂಿ ಹಲವ್ಯರು ಚೀನಾ
ದೇಶದ ಪರ ರ್ಜಗಳು ಅಧಯ ಯನ ಮಾಡಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ ಎಂಬ ದ್ಯಖಲೆಗಳು ಉಲೆಿ ೀಖಿತವ್ಯಗಿವೆ.
ಆಧುನಿಕ ಕಾಲದಲಿ ಚೀನಾ, ಜ್ಪಾನಿನ ದ್ಯಳಿಗೆ ಒಳಗಾದ್ಯಗ ಭಾರತವು ಅದರ ರಕ್ಷಣೆಗೆ ಧಾವಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತು .
ಸಾವ ತಂತಯ ನಂತರ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಆಂತರಿಕ ಗಡಿ ಮತ್ತು ರಾಜ್ಕಾರಣ್ದ ವಿಷ್ತಯವ್ಯಗಿ ನಿಕಟ್ವ್ಯದ
ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ ಹಂದಲು ಆಗಲಲಿ . ಮುಖಯ ವ್ಯಗಿ ಅದರ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು ಔಪಚಾರಿಕವ್ಯಗಿಯೇ
ಉಳಿದವು. ಅಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ವೇದಿಕೆಯಲಿ ಟ್ಟಬೇಟ್ ವಿಷ್ತಯವನ್ನನ ಪರ ಸಾು ಪಿಸ್ತ್ 1954 ರಲಿ ಟ್ಟಬೆಟ್
ಭಾರತ ಚೀನಾ ಒಪಾ ಂದವನ್ನನ

ಮಾಡಿಕಂಡು ಸೆನ ೀಹ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಮುಂದುವರೆಸಲು ನಿಧೆರಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ.

ಈ ಒಪಾ ಂದವು ಪಂಚಶಿೀಲ ಒಪಾ ಂದದ ಮೇರೆಗೆ ನಡೆಯಿತ್ತ. ಆಫ್ರ ೀ ಏಷ್ಯಯ ದ ಬಾಂಡುಂಗ್
ಸಮ್ಿ ೀಳನದಲಿ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ ವತೆನೆ ಅಂಗಿೀಕಾಹೆವ್ಯದದುೂ . ಚೀನಾ ಕೂಡ್ ಭಾರತದ
ಗೊೀವ್ಯ ವಿಷ್ತಯದಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ಪರವ್ಯಗಿ ತನನ ನಿಲುವನ್ನನ ವಯ ಕು ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತು . 1950 ಎಲಿ ಟ್ಟಬೆಟ್
ವಿಷ್ತಯದಲಿ ನಡೆದ ಕಲಹದಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮಧಯ ಪರ ವೇಶ ಮಾಡ್ಲು ನಿರಾಕರಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯಗ ಅಕಾು ಯ್ ಚನ್
ಪರ ದೇಶದಲಿ ಚೀನಾ ರಸೆು ಯಂದನ್ನನ ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ.
1959ರಲಿ ಚೀನಾದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಾೆ ಪಿತ ಗಡಿಗಳ ಬಗೆಗ
ವಯ ಕು ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ದರು. 53,000 ಚದರ ಮೈಲು ಪರ ದೇಶದ ಹಕುಕ

ಸಂಶಯ

ಸಾೆ ಪನೆ ಮಾಡಿದರು. ಇದರಿಂದ್ಯಗಿ

ಸಂಘಷ್ತೆಗಳು ತಾರಕಕೆಕ ೀ ಏರಿದವು. 1962 ರಲಿ ನೇಫಾ ಮತ್ತು ಲಡಾಕ್ಟ ಮೇಲೆ ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವು ಪೂಣ್ೆ
ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ದ ದ್ಯಳಿ ನಡೆಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ. ಹಲವು ಭೂ ಭಾಗಗಳನ್ನನ ವಶಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿತ್ತ.

1965 ಮತ್ತು 1971

ರಲಿ ಭಾರತ- ಪಾಕ್ಟ ಯುದಧ ಗಳಲಿ ಚೀನಾ ಸಂಪೂಣ್ೆವ್ಯಗಿ ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾೆ ನಕೆಕ ಬೆಂಬಲ ನಿೀಡಿತ್ತ. ಚೀನಾ
ದೇಶವು ಭಾರತದ ವಿರುದೂ ಬಳಕೆಗಾಗಿ ಭಾರಿ ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ದ ಶಸಾು ರಸೃಗಳ ಮದುೂ ಗುಂಡುಗಳನ್ನನ ಸಹ
ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನಕೆಕ ರವ್ಯನೆ ಮಾಡಿತ್ತ. 1974 ರಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳು ಪರಸಾ ರ ಅತಿ ಹೆಚು ನ
ಆದಯ ತೆಯ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ ಸಾೆ ನ ನಿೀಡುವ ಸಲುವ್ಯಗಿ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರಗಳನ್ನನ ಹೆಚು ಸಲು
ನಿಯಮವೊಂದನನ

ಹಂದಿರುವ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರದ ಒಪಾ ಂದಕೆಕ

ಸಹಿ ಹಾಕ್ಷದವು. ಇದರ ಜೊತೆ

ಜೊತೆಯಲಿ ಯೇ 1984 ರಲಿ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಪರಸಾ ರ ಗಡಿ ಒಪಾ ಂದಕೆಕ

ಸಹಿ ಹಾಕಲು

ಮುಂದ್ಯದವು. 1992 ರಲಿ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಗಡಿಯ ಸ್ತ್ಬಬ ಂದಿಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ಹಾಟ್ ಲೈನ್
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ಸಾೆ ಪಿಸಲು ಮುಂದ್ಯದವು. ಅಂದಿನ ನಮಿ ದೇಶದ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಪತಿ ಆರ್. ವೆಂಕಟ್ರಾಮನ್ ಚೀನಾಗೆ
ಭೇಟ್ಟ ನಿೀಡಿದೂ ರು. ಇದರಿಂದ ಭಾರತ-ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಸಹಜ್ಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಗೆ ಮರಳುವಂತಾಯಿತ್ತ.
ಮಿಲಟ್ರಿ ಕಡಿತದ ಬಗೆಗ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಸಹಿ ಹಾಕ್ಷದವು.
1993 ರಲಿ ಅಂದಿನ ನಮಿ

ದೇಶದ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ನರಸ್ತ್ಂಹರಾವ್ ರವರು ಬಿೀಜಿಂಗ್ಗೆ ಬೇಟ್ಟ

ನಿೀಡಿದೂ ರು. ಅಲಿ ವ್ಯಸು ವಿಕ ಗಡಿ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣಾ ರೇಖ್ಯಯ ಬಗೆಗ ಒಪಾ ಂದ ಮಾಡಿಕಂಡಿದೂ ರು.
1994ರಲಿ ನೇರ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ ಒಪಾ ಂದಕೆಕ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಸಹಿ ಹಾಕ್ಷದವು. 1994 ರಲೆಿ ೀ ಭಾರತದ
ಉಪ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಪತಿಯವರು ಈ ದೇಶಕೆಕ ಭೆಟ್ಟ ನಿೀಡಿದೂ ರು. ಇದರ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ
ಒಪಾ ಂದ ಸ್ತಲಲತವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ. 1998 ರಲಿ

ಭಾರತದ ಸಚವರು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವು ಭಾರತಕೆಕ

ಅಪಾಯವನ್ನನ ಂಟ್ಟಮಾಡ್ಲದ್ಯ ಎಂದು ಹೇಳಿದರು. ಇದರಿಂದ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು
ಮತು ಷ್ಟಾ

ಕಠಿಣ್ವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ. 1999ರಲಿ

ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಚವರ ಭೇಟ್ಟಯನ್ನನ

ಏಪೆಟ್ಟಸಲಾಯಿಒತ್ತ.
ಭಾರತದ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶಗಳು ಪರ ಸಕು ವಿದ್ಯಯ ಮಾನಗಳ ಬಗೆಗ ಅವಲೀಕ್ಷಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯಗ ಹಲವು
ಅಚು ರಿಯ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಗಳನ್ನನ
ಭೌಗೊೀಳಿಕ

ಪರ ಭಾವ

ಮನಗಾಣ್ಬಹುದು. ಅವುಗಳ್ವಂದರೆ, ಮೊದಲಗೆ ಭಾರತದ ಸ್ತತು

ಹೆಚಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ವಲಿ

ಸರಹದಿೂ ನಲಿ ರುವ ಮಿತರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ಗಳನ್ನನ
ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಲಿ

ಚೀನಾ
ವಿಶವ ಸಕೆಕ

ನಿರತವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.

ಭಾರತದ

ಭೌಗೊೀಳಿಕ

ತೆಗೆದುಕಳುಳ ತಿು ದ್ಯೂ . ಭಾರತದ ಸ್ತತು ಲನ

ಬಂದರುಗಳ ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ ಮಾಡುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಇದರಿಂದ ವ್ಯಯ ಹಾತಿ ಕ ಮಾಗೆವನ್ನನ

ಸೃಷ್ಟಠ ಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ವ “ ಮುತಿು ನಹಾರ” ( Sಣ್ಡಿiಟ್ಟg oಜಿ Peಚಡಿಟ್s) ಯೀಜ್ನೆಯನ್ನನ ಜಾರಿಗೊಳಿಸ್ತವ
ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಸಲಹೆ ಆಮಿಷ್ತವನ್ನನ ಬಡ್ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಿಗೆ ನಿೀಡುವ ಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ ಅನ್ನಸರಿಸ್ತತಿು ದ್ಯ.
ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವು ಇರಾನ್ನಂದಿಗೆ 400 ಬಿಲಯನ್ ಡಾಲರ್ ಮೊತು ದೊಂದಿಗೆ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಒಪಾ ಂದ
ಮಾಡಿಕಂಡು ಚಬಹರ್ ಬಂದರು ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ ಮಾಡಿಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ. ಇದರಿಂದ ಈ ಎರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳ
ಸಂಬಂಧ ವೃದಿಧ ಯಂದಿಗೆ ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ
ಬಂದರನ್ನನ

ಎದುರಿಸ್ತವ ಹುನಾನ ರವನ್ನನ

ಸಾೆ ಪಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಚಬಹರ್

ಭಾರತ ಈ ಹಿಂದ್ಯ 3700 ಕೀಟ್ಟ ರೂಪಾಯಿ ವೆಚು ದಲಿ ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತ್ತ್ತು . ಎಂಬುದನ್ನನ

ಮರೆಯುವಂತಿಲಿ . ಈ ಮೂಲಕ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಅಪರ್ಘನಿಸಾೆ ನದ ನಡುವೆ ರೈಲು ಮಾಗೆ ವಿಸು ರಣೆಗೆ
ಅನ್ನಮಾಡಿಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ.
ಚೀನಾದ ಮುತಿು ನಹಾರಕೆಕ
ರೂಪಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.

ಇರಾನ್

ಪರ ತಿಯಾಗಿ ಭಾರತವು ವಜ್ರ ಗಳ ಕಂಠಿೀಹಾರಯೀಜ್ನೆಯನ್ನನ

ಸ್ತ್ಕೆವ ಲ್ು ,

ಇಂಡೀನೇಷ್ಯಯ

ಸ್ತ್ಂಗಾಪುರ,

ವಿಯಟ್ಟನ ಂ,

ಜ್ಪಾನ್

ಮಂಗೊೀಲಯಾಗಳಂದಿಗೆ ಈ ಜಾಲವನ್ನನ ವಿಸು ರಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
ಶಿರ ೀಲಂಕಾ ಬಂದರಿನ ಪೂವೆದಲಿ
ಭಾರತವು ಜ್ಪಾನ್ ಜೊತೆ 2019ರಲಿ
ತಿರ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ
ಒಪಾ ಂದವನ್ನನ ಮಡಿಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ. ಈ ಹಿನನ ಲೆಯಲಿ ಹಂಬನ್ ತ್ೀಟ್ ಬಂದರನ್ನನ 99 ವಷ್ತೆಗಳ
ಅವಧಿಗೆ ಶಿರ ೀಲಂಕಾ ದೇಶವು ಚೀನಾಗೆ ಬಿಟ್ಟಾ ಕಟ್ಟಾ ದ್ಯ. ಅಣ್ವ ಸು ರ ರಹಿತ ಎರಡು ಸಬ್ಮರಿನ್ಗಳನ್ನನ
ಚೀನಾ ಈ ದೇಶಕೆಕ ರವ್ಯನಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಆಹಾರ ಧಾನಯ , ಆರೀಗಯ , ಶಿಕ್ಷಣ್ಕೆಕ ಸಂಬಂಧಿಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ ಭಾರತವನೆನ ೀ
ಆಶರ ಯಿಸ್ತ್ದ ದೇಶ ಮಾಲಡ ೀವ್ು ಜೊತೆ ಭಾರತವು ಉತು ಮ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಹಂದಿದ್ಯ. ಆದರೆ ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವು
ಸಹ ಈ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ ಮೇಲೆ ತನನ ಪರ ಭುತು ವವನ್ನನ ಸಾೆ ಪಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಮಾಲಡ ೀವ್ು ನ ಮಾಲೆಯಲಿ ಬಂದರನ್ನನ
ಚೀನಾ ಅಭಿವೃದಿಧ ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಇದರಿಂದ ದೇಶದ ಹಿಡಿತವನ್ನನ ಆಕರ ಮಿಸಲು ಹವಣಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ದಿವ ೀಪ
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ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯದ ಮರಾವ್ ಅಚಾಲ್ನಲಿ ಸೇನಾ ನೆಲೆ ಇದ್ಯ. ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ
ಮಾಡುವ ಪರ ಯತನ ದಲಿ ಚೀನಾ ಸಾಗುತಿು ದ್ಯ.

ಆರ್ಥೆಕವ್ಯಗಿ ಬರಿದು

ಬಾಂಗಾಿ ದೇಶದೊಂದಿಗೆ ಚೀನಾವು ಪಿೀಪಲ್ು ಲಬರೇಷ್ತನ್ ಆಮಿೆ ಇತು ಗಾಲವ ನ್ ಗಡಿಯಲಿ
ಭಾರತದ ಸೇನೆಯಂದಿಗೆ ಮುಖ್ಯ ಮುಖಿಯಾಗಿದೂ ಹತಿು ನಲೆಿ ೀ ಅತು ಬಾಂಗಾಿ ದೇಶದ 5,161
ಸರಕುಗಳ ಸ್ತಂಕ ರಹಿತ ಆಮದಿಗೆ ಅವಕಾಶವನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡಿದ್ಯ. ಚೀನಾ, ಬಾಂಗಾಿ ದೇಶದ ವಿವಿಧ ಮೂಲ
ಸೌಕಯೆ ಅಭಿವೃದಿಧ ಯೀಜ್ನೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಚೀನಾ 4.80 ಲಕ್ಷ ಕೀಟ್ಟ ಸಾಲವನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡ್ಲು ಮುಂದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಇದರಿಂದ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಬಾಂಗಾಿ ದೇಶ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಂಬಂಧಿಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ ಹಿನನ ಡೆಯನ್ನನ
ಉಂಟ್ಟ ಮಾಡ್ಲು ಅವಕಾಶವನ್ನನ ಕಾದುಕುಳಿತಿದ್ಯ. ನೇಪಾಳ ದೇಶದ ಜೊತೆ ಚೀನಾದ ಸ್ತ್ಾ ರಂಗ್ ಆಫ್
ಪಲ್ರ ು ಗೆ ಇತಿು ೀಚನ ಸೇಪೆಡೆಗಳಲಿ ನೇಪಾಳವು ಒಂದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. 2018 ರಲಿ ಟ್ಟಬೇಟ್ನ ಲಾಯ ಸದಿಂದ
ನೇಪಾಳದ ರಾಜ್ಧಾನಿ ಕಠ್ಿ ಂಡುವಿಗೆ ಚೀನಾ ಸವೆತ್ೀಮುಖ ಹೆದ್ಯೂ ರಿ ನಿಮೆಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ ತೈಲ
ಕಳವೆ ಮಾಗೆ ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ.
ಇದು ಭಾರತದ ಮೇಲೆ ನೇಪಾಳದ ಅವಲಂಬನೆಯನ್ನನ ಕಡಿಮ್ ಮಾಡಿದ್ಯ. ಈ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಯ
ನಂತರ ಭಾರತದ ಸೇನೆಯ ಜೊತೆಗಿನ ಜಂಟ್ಟ ಸಮರಾಭಾಯ ಸವನ್ನನ ನೇಪಾಳ ಸೇನೆ ಕೈಬಿಟ್ಟಾ ದ್ಯ. ಭಾರತದ
ಮೂರು ಪರ ದೇಶಗಳನ್ನನ ಬಳಗೊಂಡಂತೆ ಭೌಗೊೀಳಿಕೆ ನಕೆಿ ಯನ್ನನ ಮಾಪಾೆಡಿಸ್ತವ ಮೂಲಕ
ನೇಪಾಳವು ತನನ “ದೊಡ್ಡ ಣ್ೆ ”ನನ್ನನ ಕೆಣ್ಕ್ಷದ್ಯ. ಈ ನಡೆಯ ಹಿಂದ್ಯಯೂ ನವದ್ಯಹಲ ಚೀನಾದ
ಕೈವ್ಯಹನವನ್ನನ ಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ.
ಚೀನಾ ಇಂದು ಪರ ಪಂಚದ್ಯದಯ ಂತ ಹಲವು ಸಂಘಘೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಮುಖ್ಯಮುಖಿಯಾಗಿರುತು ದ್ಯ. ಅತು
ಅಮೇರಿಕವು ಅಷ್ತಾ ಷ್ಾ ೀ ಹಿಂದ್ಯ ಸರಿದಷ್ಟಾ ಇತು ಚೀನಾ ಅಷ್ಾ ೀ ದೃಢವ್ಯದ ಹೆರ್ಜಜ ಯಂದಿಗೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಯುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಪಶಿು ಮ ದೇಶಗಳ ಕಟ್ಟಟ್ಟೀಕೆಗಳ ಹರತಾಗಿಯೂ ವಿವ್ಯದ್ಯತಿ ಕ ಭದರ ತಾ
ಕಾನೂನ್ನಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಾಂಗ್ಕಾಂಗ್ನಲಿ ಜಾರಿಗೆ ತಂದಿರುವುದು. ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವಿೀಗ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಸೂಪರ್
ಪವರ್ ಆಗಿ ಬೆಳ್ವಯುತಿು ರುವುದಕೆಕ ಮತ್ು ಂದು ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆ ಒಂದೊಮ್ಿ ದುಬೆಲವ್ಯಗಿದೂ
ಚೀನಾವನ್ನನ ಮತೆು ವಿಶವ ದ ಮುಂಚೂಣಿ ಸಾೆ ನದಲಿ ಪರ ತಿಷ್ಯಠ ಪಿಸಲು ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಕ್ಷಿ ಜಿನ್ಪಿಂಗ್ ಅವರ
ಕಾಯಾೆತಂತರ ದ ಭಾಗವ್ಯಗಿ ಈ ಘಷ್ತೆಣೆಗಳು ಕಂಡುಬರುತಿು ವೆ. ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಫಸ್ಾ ನಿೀತಿಯಂದಿಗೆ
ಮಿತರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳನೆನ ೀ ದ್ದರುಸಲಿ ಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ. ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಡನಾಲ್ಡ ಡ್ರ ಂಪ್ ರವರು ಚೀನಾದ
ಜೊತೆ ವ್ಯಣಿಜ್ಯ ಸಮರಕೆಕ ಇಳಿದಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಉಪ್ ಸಂಹಾರ :
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳ ಕಾಲಘಟ್ಾ ದಲಿ ಹಲವ್ಯರು ಏರಿಳಿತಗಳನ್ನನ ಕಂಡು
ಸಾಗುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಭವಿಷ್ತಯ ದಲಿ ಉತು ಮ ಬಾಂಧವಯ ವನ್ನನ ಹಂದುವ ಬಗೆಯನ್ನನ ತೆಳಿಳ ಹಾಕುವಂತಿಲಿ .
ಅಂತಿಯೇ ಪರ ಸ್ತು ತ ಸನಿನ ವೇಶದ ಆಡ್ಳಿತದಲಿ ಆತಾಿ ವಲೀಕನ ಮಾಡಿಕಳುಳ ವ ಅವಶಯ ಕತೆ ಇದ್ಯ.
ಗರ ಾಂಥ ಋಣ
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

India’s Foregion Policy
- Sumith Gangaly
International Relations
- J.C. Johan
International Relations
- Vinay Kumar Malhora
ಪರ ಜಾವ್ಯಣಿ ದಿನ ಪತಿರ ಕೆ
– ಜುಲೈ 18,2020
ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟರ ಾ ೀಯ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು – ವಿನಾಯಕ ಕುಲಕಣಿೆ
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ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನಡುವಿನ ಪ್ರ ಸುು ತ ವಿದೇಶಾಂಗ ಸಂಬಂಧ್” ಒಾಂದು
ಸಂಕ್ಷಿ ಪ್ು ಅವಲೀಕನ
ಚಂದ್ರ ಪ್ಪ ಎಸ್.ಹೆಚ್,
ಸಹಾಯಕ ಪಾರ ಧಾಯ ಪಕರು,ರಾಜ್ಯ ಶಸು ರ ವಿಭಾಗ,
ಸಕಾೆರಿ ಪರ ಥಮ ದರ್ಜೆ ಕಾಲೇಜು, ಸಂತೇಬೆನೂನ ರು,
ಚನನ ಗಿರಿ ತಾಲೂಿ ಕು, ದ್ಯವಣ್ಗೆರೆ ಜಿಲೆಿ
Email : chandrushrmvada@gmail.com
Mobile No: 9480251013
ಸಾರಾಾಂಶ
ಯಾವುದೇ

ಸವ ತಂತರ

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವು

ವಿದೇಶಂಗ

ಸಾಮಾನಯ ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಆದರೆ ಒಂದು ದೇಶದೊಂದಿಗೆ ಮಿತೃತವ

ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ
ಅಥವ್ಯ ಶತೃತವ

ಹಂದಿರುವುದು
ಹಂದಿರುವುದು

ಅವುಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಪರಸಾ ರ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ನಾಯಕರುಗಳು ವಿಶವ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಸನಿನ ೀವೇಶಗಳು
ಕಾರಣಿೀಭೂತವ್ಯಗುತು ವೆ. ಭಾರತ ದೇಶವು ತನನ ದೇ ಆದ ಸವ ತಂತರ ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ನಿೀತಿಯ ಮೂಲಕ
ಅನೇಕ ದೇಶಗಳಂದಿಗೆ ಮಿತೃತವ ವನ್ನನ

ಸಂಪಾದಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಬರುತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಅವುಗಳ ಸಾಲನಲಿ

ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಸಹ ಒಂದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ರಕ್ಷಣೆ, ಬಾಹಾಯ ಕಾಶ, ಶಿಕ್ಷಣ್, ಉದೊಯ ೀಗ, ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ ಹಿೀಗೆ ಅನೇಕ
ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ ಪರಸಾ ರ ಸಹಕಾರವನ್ನನ ಹಂದಿರುವುದು ನಾವೆಲಿ ಕಂಡಿದ್ಯೂ ೀವೆ. ವಿಶವ ದ ಬೃಹತ್
ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಾಗಿ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಗಳನ್ನನ ಏದುರಿಸ್ತತಾು ಬಂದಿವೆ. ಸಬ್ ಕಾ ವಿಕಾಸ್,
ನಿಜ್ವ್ಯದ ಮಿತರ ಈ ರ್ಧಯ ೀಯ ವ್ಯಕಯ ಗಳು ಇವುಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧಕೆಕ ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತದ 2+2 ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಮಂತಿರ ಗಳ ಸಭೆಗಳು, ಹೌಡಿ ಮೊೀದಿ ಘಟ್ನೆ, ನಮಸೆು
ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಕಾಯೆಕರ ಮಗಳು ದ್ಯಹಲ ಮತ್ತು ವ್ಯಷ್ಟಂಗ್ ಟ್ನ್ಗಳನ್ನನ ಇನ್ನನ ಹತಿು ರಕೆಕ ಸೇರಿಸ್ತ್ವೆ. ಚೀನಾದ
ಪಾರ ಬಲಯ ವನ್ನನ

ಹತಿು ಕಕ ಲು ಯು.ಎಸ್.ಗೆ ಭಾರತದ ಸಹಾಯ ಮತ್ತು ಸೆನ ೀಹ ಅತಯ ಗತಯ ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.

ಕಾಶಿಿ ೀರದ ವಿಷ್ತಯವನ್ನನ

ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ವಿಷ್ತಯವನಾನ ಗಿಸಲು ಹರಟ್ಟರುವ ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನಕೆಕ

ತಕಕ ಪಾಠ್ ಕಲಸಲು ಯು.ಎಸ್.ನ ಸಹಾಯ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಅಭಿವೃದಿಧ ಗಾಗಿ ರಾಜ್ಕಾರಣ್ ಎಂಬ
ಈಗಿನ ಅಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಸನಿನ ವೇಶದಲಿ ಬಹುದೊಡ್ಡ

ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ

ದೇಶಗಳು ಅನೇಕ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ ಒಮಿ ತದ ಅಭಿಪಾರ ಯವನ್ನನ

ದೇಶಗಳಾದ ಈ ಎರಡು

ಹಂದಿವೆ. ಶಿೀತಲ ಯುದಧ ದ

ಅವಧಿಯಲಿ ನ ಬಿಗುಮಾನ ಇಂದು ಅಕ್ಷರಶಃ ಕಣ್ಿ ರೆಯಾಗಿ ಇವೆರಡೂ ದೇಶಗಳು ಅನೇಕ
ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ “ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರರಾಗಿ” ಹರ ಹಮಿಿ ರುವುದು ಇವೆರಡ್ರ ನಡುವಿನ
ಸಂಬಂಧಕೆಕ ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಪೀಠಿಕೆ
ವಿಶವ ದಲಿ ಯೇ ಬೃಹತ್ ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಾದ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯುನೈಟ್ಟಡ್ ಸೆಾ ೀಟ್ು ನ
ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಸಂಬಂಧವು ನಮಿ ದೇಶದ ಸವ ತಂತರ ಪೂವೆದಿಂದಲೂ ಬೆಳ್ವದು ಬಂದಿದ್ಯ. ಕಾನೂನಿ
ನಿಯಮ ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ ತತವ ಗಳು, ಸಾಮಾನಯ ಮೌಲಯ ಗಳ ಅಡಿಪಾಯದ ಮೇಲೆ ಇದು ಸಾಬಿೀತಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ವಸಹಾತ್ತಶಹಿತವ , ಸಾಮಾರ ಜ್ಯ ಶಹಿತವ

ನಿೀತಿಗಳನ್ನನ

ವಿರೀಧಿಸ್ತತು ಲೇ ಒಂದ್ಯದ ದೇಶಗಳು ಈ

ದೇಶಗಳಾಗಿವೆ. ಬದಲಾದ ಕಾಲ ಘಟ್ಾ ಗಳು ಮತ್ತು ನಾಯಕತವ ದ ಪರಿೀಕೆಿ ಗಳಲಿ ತನನ ದೇ ಆದ ಸಹಕಾರ
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ಮತ್ತು ಸಹಭಾಗಿತವ ವನ್ನನ

ಇವು ಹಂದಿವೆ. 21ನೇ ಶತಮಾನದಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯುಎಸ್ನ

ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಸಂಬಂದವು “ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರಿಕೆ” ಯಾಗಿ ಅಭಿವೃದಿೂ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಇದಕೆಕ ಕಾರಣ್ ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳು ಹಂದಿರುವಂತಹ ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ

ಮೌಲಯ ಗಳು, ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ

ಸಂಬಂಧ, ಪಾರ ದೇಶಿಕ ಮತ್ತು ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಸಮಸೆಯ ಗಳ ಕುರಿತ್ತ ಒಮಿ ತದ ಅಭಿಪಾರ ಯಗಳಾಗಿವೆ.
ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಸಂಬಂದ ಮತ್ತು ಸಹಕಾರವನ್ನನ ಹೆಚು ಸಲು ಭಾರತ ಸಕಾೆರವು ಯಾವ್ಯಗಲೂ
ಉಳಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಬರಲು ಪರ ಯತನ ಮಾಡಿದ್ಯ. “ಪಾವೆಡ್ೆ ಟ್ಟಗೇದರ್ ವಿ ಗೊೀ” (ಚಾಲೆನ್ ಸಾಥ್
ಸಾಥ್) ಮತ್ತು “ಶೇರಡ್ ಎಫಟ್ೆ ಪರ ಗೆರ ಸ್ ಫಾರ್ ಆಲ್” (ಸಂಚಾ ಪರ ಯಾಸ್, ಸಬ್ಕ ವಿಕಾಸ್) ಎಂಬ
ಧೇಯ ವ್ಯಕಯ ಗಳು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧಕೆಕ ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಗಳಾಗಿವೆ. ಜೂನ್ 2016ರಲಿ
ಶಂಗ ಮಟ್ಾ ದ ಹೇಳಿಕೆಯಾದ “21ನೇ ಶತಮಾನದ ನಿರಂತರ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರರು” ಇದು ಎರಡು
ದೇಶಗಳ ಸಂಬಂಧದ ಭವಿಷ್ತಯ ದ ಮುನ್ನನ ಡಿಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ, ಹೂಡಿಕೆ, ರಕ್ಷಣೆ, ಭದರ ತೆ ವಿಜಾಾ ನ
ಮತ್ತು ತಂತರ ಜಾಾ ನ, ಶಿಕ್ಷಣ್, ಸೈಬರ್ ಭದರ ತೆ, ಶ್ಯದಧ ಶಕ್ಷು , ಪರಿಸರ, ಕೃಷ್ಟ ಮತ್ತು ಆರೀಗಯ , ಉನನ ತ
ತಂತರ ಜಾಾ ನ, ನಾಗರಿೀಕ ಪರಮಾಣು ಶಕ್ಷು , ಬಾಹಾಯ ಕಾಶ ತಂತರ ಜಾಾ ನ, ಭಯೀತಾಾ ದನೆ ನಿಗರ ಹ ಹಿೀಗೆ
ಅನೇಕ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಲಿ ಪರಸಾ ರ ಸಹಕಾರವನನ ಸಾಧಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಬರುತಿು ವೆ.
ಸಂಬಂಧ್ದ್ ಹಂತಗಳು
ನಾವು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನಡುವಿನ ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ ಅಮೂಲಗಾರ ವ್ಯಗಿ
ಎರಡು ಹಂತಗಳಲಿ ಕಾಣ್ಬಹುದು. 1) ಪರ ತೆಯ ೀಕವ್ಯದ ಪರ ಜಾಪರ ಭುತವ ಗಳಾಗಿ- ಶಿೀತಲ ಸಮರದ
ಸಂಧಭೆದಲ.್ಿ್ಲ 2) ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರರಾಗಿ ಮಿತರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು- ಶಿೀತಲ ಸಮರದ
ನಂತರದ ಅವಧಿಯಲಿ .
ರಾಜಕ್ಷೀಯ ಸಂಬಂಧ್
1947-2000ರ ಅವಧಿಯಲಿ 9 ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರಲಿ ಮೂವರು ಮಾತರ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ ಭೇಟ್ಟ
ನಿೀಡಿದೂ ರೆ, ಕಳ್ವದ ಎರಡು ದಶಕಗಳಲಿ ಪರ ತಿಯಬಬ
ಭಾರತಕೆಕ

ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರು ಒಮ್ಿ ಯಾದರೂ

ಭೇಟ್ಟ ನಿೀಡಿರುವುದು ಈ ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ

ಸೂಚಸ್ತತು ವೆ. ಇದಕೆಕ

ಕಾರಣ್ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಅವಲೀಕ್ಷಸ್ತವುದ್ಯದರೆ, ಶಿೀತಲ ಸಮರದ ನಂತರದ

ಯುಗದಲಿ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಭೌಗೊೀಳಿಕ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯದಲಿ ನ ಬದಲಾವಣೆ, ಭಾರತದ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಪರ ಗತಿ,
ಚೀನಾದ ಪರ ಭಾಲಯ ದ ಏರಿಕೆಗಳು ಮುಂತಾದವುಗಳು. ಬಿಲ್ ಕ್ಷಿ ಂಟ್ನ್ನಿಂದ ಡನಾಲ್ಡ ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್
ವರೆಗ್ಗ ಈ ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಉತು ಮ ಹಾದಿಯಲಿ ನಡೆದು ಬಂದಿದ್ಯ. ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್
ಅವರು ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಸಾೆ ನ ವಹಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡ್ ನಂತರ ಮೊೀದಿಯವರಂದಿಗೆ ವೈಯಕ್ಷು ಕ
ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ ರೂಪಿಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯಾವ ಅವಕಾಶವನ್ನನ ಕಳ್ವದುಕಂಡಿಲಿ . ಒಬಾಮಾ ಆಡ್ಳಿತದಲಿ
“ಪರ ಮುಖ ರಕ್ಷಣ್ ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರ” ದೇಶವ್ಯಗಿದೂ

ಭಾರತವು ಈಗ “ಕಾಯೆತಂತರ ದ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರದ

ದೃಢೀಕರಣ್” ದೇಶಗಳಾಗಿ ಮುನ್ನನ ಗುಗ ತಿು ವೆ. ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ

ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಸಂಬಂಧಿತ ತಂತರ ಜಾಾ ನಗಳಿಗೆ

ಅಹೆ ದೇಶವನಾನ ಗಿ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಪರಿಗಣಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
ಇಂಡೀ-ಪ್ಯಸ್ತ್ಫಿಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶ ಎಂಬ ಪದವು ಈಗ ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ರಾಜ್ತಾಂತಿರ ಕ ನಿಘಂಟ್ಟನಲಿ
ಏಷ್ಯಯ ಫೆಸ್ತ್ಫಿಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶ ಎಂದು ಬದಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಕಾರಣ್ ಚೀನಾದ ಪಾರ ಬಾಲಯ ದ ಏರಿಕೆಯಗಿದ್ಯ. “ಹೌಡಿಮೊೀದಿ” ಕಾಯೆಕರ ಮದ ಪರ ತಿಕ್ಷರ ಯೆಯಾಗಿ ಭಾರತದಲಿ “ನಮಸೆು ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್” ಕಾಯೆಕರ ಮವನ್ನನ
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ಫೆಬರ ವರಿ

2020ರಲಿ

ಹಮಿಿ ಕಳಳ ಲಾಗಿತ್ತು .

ರಕ್ಷಣೆ,

ಪರಮಾಣು

ರಿಯಾಕಾ ರುಗಳ

ಸಾೆ ಪನೆ,

ಕೈಗಾರಿಕೆಗಳಿಗೆ ಸಹಾಯ ಹಿೀಗೆ ಅನೇಕ ರಿೀತಿಯಂತಹ ಪರ ಯೀಜ್ನಗಳು ಈ ಘಟ್ನೆಗಳಿಂದ
ಉಂಟ್ಟದವು ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಯು.ಎಸ್.ನ ವಿಶವ ಸಹೆ ಗೆಳ್ವಯನಾಗಿ ಭಾರತವು ಹರಹಮಿಿ ತ್ತ. ಯು.ಎಸ್.
ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಪರ ಧಾನ ಮಂತಿರ ಯ ಸೆನ ೀಹ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳನ್ನನ
ಬೇರಂದು

ದೇಶದ

ಅತಿರ್ಥಯನ್ನನ

ಸವ ತಃ

ಪರ ಧಾನ

ಮಂತಿರ ಗಳೇ

ಇದು ಗಟ್ಟಾ ಗೊಳಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ.

ಸಾವ ಗತಿಸ್ತ್ದುೂ

ಭಾರತದ

ಇತಿಹಾಸದಲಿ ಸೇರಿದ್ಯ. ಇವರಿಬಬ ರ ಭೇಟ್ಟಯಿಂದ್ಯಗಿ ಸ್ತಮಾರು 3 ಬಿಲಯನ್ ಡಾಲರ್ ಮೌಲಯ ದ
ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಖರಿೀದಿ ಒಪಾ ಂದಗಳುಂಟ್ಟದವು.
370ನೇ ವಿಧಿ ಹಿಂತೆಗೆದುಕಳುಳ ವಿಕೆ, ಹಸ ಪೌರತವ
ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳನ್ನನ

ಕಾನೂನ್ನ ಮತ್ತು ಎನ್.ಆರ್.ಸ್ತ್.

ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರು ಭಾರತದ ಆಂತರಿಕ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳ್ವಂದು ಕರೆದಿರುವುದು

ಗಮನಾಹೆವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಅವರು “ಭಾರತದ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಅಭಿಮಾನಿ” ಯು ಸಹ ಆಗಿದ್ಯೂ ೀನೆ
ಎಂದು ಘೀಷ್ಟಸ್ತ್ದುೂ ಮೊೀದಿ ಮತ್ತು ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಅವರ ಸೆನ ೀಹದ ಪರ ತಿೀಕವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಶಿೀತಲ ಸಮರದ
ಕಾಲದಲಿ ಪಾರ ನಿು ಸ್ ಫುಕುಯಾಮ ಅವರ “ಇತಿಹಾಸದ ಅಂತಯ ” ದ ಕಳವಳದ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳು ಇಂದು
ಸೆನ ೀಹದ ವಿಷ್ತಯಗಳಾಗಿ ಬದಲಾವಣೆಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ ಇದಕೆಕ ಸಾಕ್ಷಿ ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಭೇಟ್ಟ ಎನನ ಬಹುದು.
2+2 ಮಂತಿರ ಸಂವಾದ್ಗಳು
2018ರಲಿ ದ್ಯಹಲಯಲಿ ನಡೆದ 2+2 ಮಂತಿರ ಸಂವ್ಯದಗಳು ಮತ್ತು 2019ರಲಿ ವ್ಯಷ್ಟಂಗ್
ಟ್ನ್ನಲಿ ನಡೆದ 2+2 ಮಂತಿರ ಸಂವ್ಯದಗಳು ವಿನೂತನ ಮಾದರಿಯ ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಸಂಬಂಧಕೆಕ
ಮುನ್ನನ ಡಿ ಹಾಡಿದವು. ಮೊದಲ ಬಾರಿಗೆ “ತಿರ -ಸೇವ್ಯ ಟೈಗರ್ ಟ್ಟರ ಯಾಂಪ್” ಅಭಾಯ ಸ, ಹೆಚು ನ
ಮಾಹಿತಿ ಹಂಚಕೆ, ವಿಸು ರøತ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ, ಸಂಪಕೆ ಅಧಿಕಾರಿಗಳ ನಿಯೀಜ್ನೆ ಮತ್ತು ರಕ್ಷಣಾ
ಕಾಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಶಕು ಗೊಳಿಸ್ತವಂತಹ ಚಟ್ಟವಟ್ಟಕೆಗಳು ಇದರಿಂದ ಸಾಧಯ ವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ.
ಬರಾಕ್ಟ ಒಬಾಮಾ ಅವರ ಕಾಲದಲಿ ಯೂ ಸಹ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಸಂಬಂದಗಳಲಿ
ಸಾಕಷ್ಟಾ ಆಶದ್ಯಯಕ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಕಾಣ್ಬಹುದು. 2014ರ ಸೆಪ್ಯಾ ಂಬರ್ 20 ರಿಂದ 30ರ ವರೆಗಿನ
ನರೇಂದರ ಮೊೀದಿಯವರ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಭೇಟ್ಟಯು ಅಲಿ ನ ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರು, ಕಾಂಗೆರ ಸ್ನ ಸದಸಯ ರು ಮತ್ತು
ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಸಮುದ್ಯಯದೊಂದಿಗೆ ನಡೆಸ್ತ್ದ ಸಂವ್ಯದಗಳು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ನಡುವಿನ
ವಿದೇಶಂಗ ಸಂಬಂಧಕೆಕ ಅಡಿಪಾಯಗಳಾದವು. ಹಾಗೇಯೆ 2015ರ ಜ್ನವರಿ 26ರ ಗಣ್ರಾಜೊಯ ೀತು ವ
ದಿನಾಚರಣೆಯ ಮುಖಯ ಅತಿರ್ಥಯಾಗಿ ಬರಾಕ್ಟ ಓಬಾಮಾ ಅವರು ಆಗಮಿಸ್ತ್ದುೂ , ಭಾರತದ ಪಾಲಗೆ
ಅವಿಸಿ ರಣಿೀಯ ಘಟ್ನೆಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಹಾಗೇಯೆ 2015ರಲಿ ಮತ್ು ಮ್ಿ ಮೊೀದಿಯವರು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಭೇಟ್ಟ
ನಿೀಡಿ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ, ಮಾಧಯ ಮ ಮತ್ತು ಭಾರತಿೀಯ ಸಮುದ್ಯಗಳಂದಿಗೆ ಭಾರತದ ಸಂಸಕ øತಿ ಪರಿಚಯ
ಮತ್ತು

ಎರಡು

ದೇಶಗಳ

ನಡುವಿನ

ಸಂಬಂಧದ

ವಿಶ್ನಿ ೀಷ್ತಣೆ ಮಾಡಿಕಟ್ಾ ರು. ಇದ್ಯಲಿ ದರ

ಪರ ತಿಫಲವ್ಯಗಿ 2016ರಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ಪರ ಧಾನ ಮಂತಿರ ಕಛೇರಿ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಶ್ನವ ೀತಭವನದ ನಡುವೆ
ನೇರ ಮಾತ್ತಕತೆಗಾಗಿ “ಹಾಟ್ಲೈನ್” ವಯ ವಸೆೆ ಯು ಸಾೆ ಪಿತವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ.
ಅಾಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರ ೀಯ ಸಹಕಾರ
ಅಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ

ಸಹಕಾರದ

ವಿಷ್ತಯಕೆಕ

ಸಂಬಂಧಿಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ,

ಜಿ-20,

ವಿಶವ ಸಂಸೆೆ ,

ಅಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಹಣ್ಕಾಸ್ತ ನಿಧಿ, ಆಸ್ತ್ೀಯಾನ್, ವಿಶವ ಬಾಯ ಂಕ್ಟ, ಡ್ಬ್ಲ್ಿ ಯ ಟ್ಟಓ ಸೇರಿದಂತೆ ಅನೇಕ
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ಅಂತರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಮತ್ತು ಪಾರ ದೇಶಿಕ ಬಹು ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಗಳಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್.ಗಳು
ಪರಸಾ ರ ಆತಿಿ ೀಯರಾಗಿ ಸಹಕರಿಸ್ತತಿು ವೆ. ವಿಶವ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಯ ಭದರ ತಾ ಮಂಡ್ಳಿಯ ಖ್ಯಯಂ ಸದಸಯ ತವ ಕೆಕ
ಭಾರತದ ಅಹವ್ಯಲನ್ನನ

ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಯಾವ್ಯಗಲೂ ಬೆಂಬಲಸ್ತತಾು ಬಂದಿರುವುದು ನಮಗೆಲಾಿ

ಗೊತಿು ರುವ ವಿಷ್ತಯ.
ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಸಂಬಂಧ್ಗಳು
ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಸಂಬಂಧವನ್ನನ

ಸಂಕ್ಷಿ ೀಪು ವ್ಯಗಿ ನೀಡುವುದ್ಯದರೆ

2018ರಲಿ ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರವು 2142 ಬಿಲಯನ್ ಡಾಲಾರ್ಗಿದುೂ , ಇದು ಶೇಕಾಡ್ 12.6ರಷ್ಟಾ
ಹೆಚಾು ಗುತು ಬಂದಿರುವುದನ್ನನ

ಕಾಣ್ಬಹುದು. ಅಲಿ ದ್ಯ, ಯು.ಎಸ್.ನ ಇಂಧನ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರದಲಿ

ಭಾರತದದುೂ ಬಹುಪಾಲು ಇರುವುದನ್ನನ ನೀಡ್ಬಹುದು.
ಇತರೆ ಆಶದಾಯಕ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಗಳು
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು
ಯು.ಎಸ್.ನ ನಡುವಿನ ಇತಿು ೀಚನ ಕೆಲವೊಂದು ಆಶದ್ಯಯಕ
ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಈ ಕೆಳಕಂಡಂತೆ ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಮಾಡ್ಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
1. ದಿವ ಪಕ್ಷಿ ೀಯ ಸಾಾ ರಟ್ಟಜಿಕ್ಟ ಏನಜಿೆ ಪಾಟ್ೆನರ್ ಶಿಪ್-2018- ಇದರ ಅಡಿಯಲಿ ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ
ಕಚಾಾ ತೈಲದ ಆಮದು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯಗಿ ಭಾರತದ ಪಾತರ ವಿಶಲವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
2. ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ಮೇರಿ ಟೈಮ್ ಸೆಕೂಯ ರಿಟ್ಟ ಇನಿಷ್ಟಯೇಟ್ಟವ್ ನಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ದಕ್ಷಿ ಣ್
ಏಷ್ಯಯ ವನ್ನನ ಸೇರಿಸಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
3. ಉಭಯ ದೇಶಗಳ ಖ್ಯಸಗಿ ರಕ್ಷಣಾ ಕೈಗಾರಿಕೆಗಳಲಿ ಹೆಚು ನ ಸದುಪಯೀಗ ಪಡೆಯುವುದಕಾಕ ಗಿ
ಕೈಗಾರಿಕಾ ಭದರ ತಾ ಅನೆಕ್ಟು ಗೆ ಸಹಿ ಮಾಡ್ಲಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
4. ಸಂವಹನ ಹಂದ್ಯಣಿಕೆ ಮತ್ತು ಭದರ ತಾ ಒಪಾ ಂದ)-ಈ ಒಪಾ ಂದವು ಎರಡು ದೇಶಗಳ ನಡುವಿನ
ಮಿಲಟ್ಟರ ಸಹಭಾಗಿತವ ವನ್ನನ ದೃಢಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
5. ಭಯೀತಾಾ ದನೆ ವಿರುದಧ ದ ಭಾರತದ ಹೀರಾಟ್ದಲಿ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಕೈ ಜೊಡಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು ಕಂಡು
ಬಂದಿವೆ. ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆಯಾಗಿ ಹೇಳುವುದ್ಯದರೆ ಪುಲಾವ ಮಾ ದ್ಯಳಿಯ ನಂತರ ವಿಶವ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಯ
ಭದರ ತಾ ಸಮಿತಿಯ 1267ರ ನಿಣ್ೆಯದಡಿಯಲಿ ಜೈಶ್-ಇ-ಮೊಹಮಿ ದ್ನ ಮುಖಯ ಸೆ ಮಸೂದ್
ಅಜ್ರ್ನನ್ನನ ಜಾಗತಿಕ ಭಯೀತಾಾ ದಕನೆಂದು ಹೆಸರಿಸಲು ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಸಹಾಯ ಬಹಳಷ್ಟಾ ದ್ಯ.
6. ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನವನ್ನನ ಫೈನಾನಿಿ ಯಲ್ ಆಕ್ಷಯ ನ್ ಟ್ಟಸ್ಕ ಪೀಸ್ೆನ ಬ್ಲ್ದು ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಗೆ ಸೇರಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು
ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಸಹಾಯದಿಂದಲೇ.
7. ಚೀನಾದ ಮೇಲೆ ನಿಗಾ ಇಡ್ಲು ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ “ಐಡಿಯಲ್ ಬಾಯ ಲೇನ್ು ರ್” ಎಂದು ಯು.ಎಸ್.
ಪರಿಗಣಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
8. ಕಾವ ಡ್ ಪರಿಕಲಾ ನೆ ಅಡಿಯಲಿ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ ಇಂಡೀ ಫೆಸ್ತ್ಪಿಕ್ಟ ವಲಯದ
ಅವಿಭಾಜ್ಯ ಅಂಗವೆಂದು ಹೆಸರಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಸಂಬಂಧ್ದ್ಲಿ ನ ಭಿನಾಾ ಭಿಪ್ರರ ಯಗಳು
ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನಡುವೆ ಇಷ್ಾ ಲಾಿ ಉತು ಮ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಮಾಡುವುದರ
ಜೊತೆಗೆ ಈ ಈವೆವರ ನಡುವಿನ ಭಿನಾನ ಭಿಪಾರ ಯಗಳನ್ನನ ಸಹ ನೀಡ್ಬೇಕಾಗುತು ದ್ಯ.
1. ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ ಯು.ಎಸ್. “ಸ್ತಂಕದ ರಾಜ್” ಎಂದು ಕರೆದಿರುವುದು ಕಾರಣ್ ಭಾರತ ಆ
ದೇಶದಿಂದ ಆಮದು ಮಾಡಿಕಳುಳ ವ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳಿಗೆ ಹೆಚ್ಚು
ಆಮದು ಸ್ತಂಕವನ್ನನ
ವಿಧಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವುದು.
2. ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಅವರ “ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಮೊದಲು” ಹೇಳಿಕೆಯು ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ನಡುವಿನ
ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ ಉದೊಯ ೀಗ ಅವಕಾಶಗಳ ಮೇಲೆ ನಕಾರಾತಿ ಕ ಪರಿಣಾಮ ಬಿೀರಿತ್ತ.
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3. 2019ರ ಜೂನ್ನಲಿ ಟ್ರ ಂಪ್ ಅವರು ಜ್ನರಲೈಜ್ಡ್ ಸ್ತ್ಸಾ ಮ್ ಆಫ್ ಫಿರ ಫೆರ ನ್ು ಸ್ತ್ಕ ೀಮ್ನ ಅಡಿಯಲಿ
ಸ್ತಂಕ ರಹಿತ ಉತಾ ನನ ಗಳ ಪರ ವೇಶದ ಪರ ಯೀಜ್ನಗಳಿಂದ ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ ತೆಗೆದು ಹಾಕ್ಷತ್ತ.
4. ಭಾರತವು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ಹಲವ್ಯರು ಆಮದುಗಳ ಮೇಲೆ ಪರ ತಿೀಕಾರದ ಸ್ತಂಕವನ್ನನ
ವಿಧಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು.
5. ಕಾಶಿಿ ೀರದ ವಿಷ್ತಯಕೆಕ ಸಂಬಂಧಿಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಮಧಯ ಸ್ತ್ೆ ಕೆಯನ್ನನ ಭಾರತವು ಹಲವು
ಬಾರಿ ವಿರೀಧಿಸ್ತ್ರುವುದು.
6. ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನದೊಂದಿಗೆ ಇತಿು ೀರ್ಚಗೆ ಮೃದು ಧೀರಣೆಯನ್ನನ ತಳ್ವದಿರುವುದು. ಕಾರಣ್
ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಮತ್ತು ತಾಲಬಾನ್ಗಳ ನಡುವೆ ನಡೆದ ಆಫಘನ್ ಒಪಾ ಂದದಲಿ ಪಾಕ್ಷಸಾು ನವು
ಪರ ಮುಖ ಪಾತರ ವಹಿಸಲಾಗಿತ್ತು ಎಂಬ ಅಂಶ.
ಉಪ್ ಸಂಹಾರ
ಶಿೀತಲ ಯುದೊಧ ೀತು ರ ಅವಧಿಯಲಿ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ನಡುವಿನ ವಿದೇಶಂಗ
ಸಂಬಂಧವು ಸ್ತ್ೆ ರಾತಿ ಕವ್ಯದ ಬೆಳವಣಿಗೆಯನ್ನನ ಸಾಧಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ. ಆದರೂ ಸಹ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ ಕೆಲವೊಂದು
ನಿಶಿು ತ ಸಹಾಯಗಳಾಗಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಉದ್ಯಹರಣೆಗೆ 2007ರ ನಾಗರಿೀಕ ಪರಮಾಣು ಒಪಾ ಂದವು
ಏಪೆಟ್ಾ ರೂ ಸಹ ಪರಮಾಣು ಸಹಕಾರ ಇನೂನ
ಕೈಗ್ಗಡಿಲಿ
ಆದರೆ 6 ಪರಮಾಣು
ರಿಯಾಕಾ ರ್ಗಳನ್ನನ ಭಾರತದಲಿ ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತವ ಒಪಾ ಂದವ್ಯ ಉಂಟ್ಟಯಿತ್ತ. ಭಾರತವನ್ನನ ಇಂಡೀ
ಫೆಸ್ತ್ಫಿಕ್ಟ ಪರ ದೇಶದಲಿ ನ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ಪಾಲುದ್ಯರರಾಗಿ ಸಂಪೂಣ್ೆವ್ಯಗಿ ತ್ಡ್ಗಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ವ
ಅಗತಯ ವಿದ್ಯ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ರಾಜ್ಕಾರಣ್ದಲಿ ಶಶವ ತ ಸೆನ ೀಹಿತನಾಗಿ ಭಾರತದೊಂದಿಗೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಯುವ ಭರವಸೆಯನ್ನನ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನಿೀಡ್ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಅಮೇರಿಕಾ ಫಸ್ಾ ನಿೀತಿಯಿಂದ
ಉಂಟ್ಟಗಿರುವ ಬಿಕಕ ಟ್ಾ ನ್ನನ ಶಿೀಘರ ವೇ ಶಮನಗೊಳಿಸಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಭದರ ತಾ ಮಂಡ್ಳಿಯಲಿ ಭಾರತಕೆಕ
ಶಶವ ತ ಸದಸಯ ಸಾೆ ನ ದೊರೆಯುವಲಿ ಯು.ಎಸ್.ನ ಪಾತರ ಪರ ಮುಖವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ. ಮಾರಕ ರೀಗಗಳ
ನಿಮೂೆಲನೆಯಲಿ , ಭಯೀತಾಾ ದನೆಯನ್ನನ
ಹಿಮ್ಿ ಟ್ಟಾ ವಲಿ
ಏಷ್ಯಯ
ಖಂಡ್ದಲಿ
ಶಂತಿ
ಸಾೆ ಪಿಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯು.ಎಸ್. ನ ಸಹಕಾರ ಬೇಕೆ ಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ. ಶಿೀತಲ ಯುದಧ ದ ನಂತರದ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಏರುಪೇರಿನ ನಡುವೆ ಮಿತೃತವ ಕೆಕ
ಯಾವುದೇ ಧಕೆಕ ಯಾಗದ್ಯ ಉಳಿದಿರುವ ಸೆನ ೀಹವು ಹಿೀಗೆ
ಮುಂದುವರೆಯಬೇಕಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಗರ ಾಂಥ ಪ್ರಾಮಶೆನ
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು- ಪರ . ಎನ್. ಹಾಲಪಾ , ಪರ ಕಾಶಕರು, ಸಾ ಧಾೆ ಉನನ ತಿ-2017
http://www.mea.gov.in
http://www.drishtias.com/daily-updates/dailynews-editorials/india-us-relations-1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/india%E2%80%93united-statessrelations
www.state.gov/us-relations-withindia/
http://economicstimes.indiatimes.com/topic/india-usrelations
ಪರ ತಿಯೀಗಿತ ದಪೆಣ್ ಮಾಸ ಪತಿರ ಕೆ
ದಿನ ಪತಿರ ಕೆಗಳು- ಪರ ಜಾವ್ಯಣಿ, ದಿ-ಹಿಂದ್ದ, ಮುಂತಾದವುಗಳು
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ಕರೀನಾ ಕಾಲ ಘಟ್ಾ ದ್ಲಿ ಮಹಿಳಾನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರ ಪ್ರತರ
ಡಾ. ಸುಮಂಗಲ ಆರ್.ಕೆ.
ರಾಜ್ಯ ಶಸು ರ ಸಹಾಯಕ ಪಾರ ಧಾಯ ಪಕರು,
ಸಕಾೆರಿ ಪರ ಥಮ ದರ್ಜೆ ಕಾಲೇಜು,ಗುಬಿಬ .
e-mail : sumangalasumi25@gmail.com
ಪೀಠಿಕೆ
ಉತು ಮ ಆಡ್ಳಿತ ನಿವೆಹಣಾ ತಂತರ ವಿಧಾನವೇ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ. ಮನ್ನಕುಲವು ನೆಮಿ ದಿಯ
ಉಸ್ತ್ರಾಡ್ಬೇಕೆಂದರೆ ಉತು ಮ ಆಡ್ಳಿತ ನಿವೆಹಣಾ ತಂತರ ವಿಧಾನವ್ಯದ ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ನಾಯಕವ ದಲಿ
ಸಮ ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ದ ಸಾೆ ನ ದೊರೆಯಬೇಕು. ಜ್ನಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಯ ಅಧೆಭಾಗವಿರುವ ಮಹಿಳಾ ವಗೆಕೂಕ
ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಪಾಲಗ ಳುಳ ವಿಕೆಗೆ ಅದರಲೂಿ
ಕಲಾ ಸ್ತ್ಕಟ್ಾ ಲಿ

ಮನ್ನಕುಲವನ್ನನ

ಮುಖಯ ವ್ಯಗಿ ನಾಯಕತವ ದ ಸಾೆ ನದಲಿ

ಉಳಿಸ್ತವ

ನಿಮೂೆಲನೆ ಮಾಡುಲು ಶಂತಿಯನ್ನನ

ಮರಣಾಂತಿಕ

ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ

ಅಂತರ ರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಮಟ್ಾ ದಲಿ

ಅವಕಾಶ

ರೀಗಗಳನ್ನನ
ಕಾಯುೂ ಕಂಡು

ಅಂತರರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ಸೌಹಾಧೆತೆಯನ್ನನ ಸಂರಕ್ಷಿ ಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು ಜಾಣೆಿ ಯ ಆಡ್ಳಿತವನ್ನನ ನಿವೆಹಿಸ್ತವ
ಕಲೆಯನ್ನನ

ತನನ

ತಾಳ್ವಿ ಯನ್ನನ

ದೈನಂದಿನ ಜಿೀವನದ ಅನ್ನಭವದ ಮೂಲಕ ಮಹಿಳ್ವ ಶಂತಿ ಸಂಯಮ

ಅಂತಗೆತಿಸ್ತ್ ಕಂಡಿದ್ಯೂ ಳ್ವ.ಆಡ್ಳಿತದಲಿ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ನಾಯಕತವ ದಲಿ ಅವಕಾಶಗಳು

ಮಹಿಳ್ವಗೆ ವಿಫುಲವ್ಯಗಿ ದೊರಕ್ಷದಲಿ ಶಂತಿಯುತ ವಿಶವ ಮಾನವ ಸಮಾಜ್ ಉಳಿದು ಬೆಳ್ವಯಲು
ಸಾಧಯ ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.
ಈ

ಹಿನೆನ ಲೆಯಲಿ

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದಲಿ

ಈ

ಲೇಖನವು

ಪರ ಸ್ತು ತ

ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರ ಪಾತರ

ಕೀವಿಡ್-19,

ವಿಶವ

ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ

ರೀಗ

ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸವ -ಸಹಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳ

ಕ್ಷರ ಯಾಶಿೀಲತೆ ಜೊತೆಗೆ ಆಶ ಕಾಯೆಕತೆೆಯರು, ಶ್ಯಶ್ರರ ಷ್ತಕರು, ಮಹಿಳಾ ವೈದಯ ರು, ಗೃಹಿಣಿಯರ
ಪಾತರ ಯಾವ ರಿೀತಿ ಇದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದರ ಸಂಕ್ಷಿ ಪು ಪಕ್ಷಿ ನೀಟ್ವನ್ನನ ನಿೀಡುವುದೇ ಆಗಿದ್ಯ.
1. ಕರೀನಾ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದಲಿ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರು:
ಅನಾದಿ ಕಾಲದಿಂದಲೂ ಸೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯ ಮೂಲವ್ಯಗಿರುವ ಸ್ತ್ು ರೀ, ತನನ

ಅಸ್ತ್ೆ ತವ ವನ್ನನ

ಆಳಿವ ಕೆಯ

ಸಾೆ ನಕ್ಷಕ ಂತ ಆಳಿವ ಕೆಗೆ ಒಳಪಡುವ ಸಾೆ ನದಲೆಿ ೀ ತನನ ನ್ನನ ತನನ ತನವನ್ನನ ಕಳ್ವದುಕಳುಳ ತಾು ಜಿೀವನ
ಸಾಗಿಸ್ತತಿು ದ್ಯೂ ಳ್ವ, ಸೃಷ್ಟಾ ಯ ಮೂಲಕೆಕ ಒಡೆಯನಾಗಿ ಪುರುಷ್ತ ದಬಾಬ ಳಿಕೆಯ ಅಧಿಕಾರ ಲಾಲಸೆಯಲಿ
ಮನ್ನಕುಲದ ಅಂತಯ ಕೆಕ

ಕಾರಣ್ನಾಗುತಿು ದ್ಯೂ ನೆ.ಇಂತಹ ಅಸಹನಿೀಯ ವ್ಯತಾವರಣ್ದ ಮರ್ಧಯ

ಧೃವತಾರೆಯರಂತೆ ಮಿಂಚ್ಚತಿು ರುವ ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರನ್ನನ ಕಾಣ್ಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಪರ ಸ್ತು ತ 21ನೇ ಶತಮಾನದಲಿ
ನಾಯಕತವ ವು

ಮನ್ನಕುಲವನ್ನನ

ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ ಆಳಿವ ಕೆಯಲಿ

ವಿನಾಶಕೆಕ

ತಳುಳ ತಿು ರುವ

ಈ

7% ಭಾಗ ಇರುವ ಮಹಿಳಾ
ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ

ರೀಗವನ್ನನ

ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತತಿು ದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದು ಕೆಲ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರು ತಮಿ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದಲಿ ಯಾವ ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ದಲಿ
ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯೂ ರೆಂಬುದನ್ನನ ಇಲಿ ಉದ್ಯಹರಿಸ್ತವುದು ಸೂಕು ವೆನಿಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ.
1. ನೂಯ ಜಿಲಾಯ ಂಡ್ನ ಪರ ಧಾನಿ ಜ್ಸ್ತ್ಂದ್ಯ ಅಡ್ೆನ್ ಕೀವಿಡ್ ಮುಕು ಎಂದು ಇತಿು ೀರ್ಚಗೆ ಪತಿರ ಕಾ
ಹೇಳಿಕೆಯಲಿ ಈ ತಿಳಿಸ್ತವ್ಯಗ ಆಕೆ ಪತಿರ ಕಾ ಗೊೀಷ್ಟಠ ಯಲಿ ತನನ
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ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ನನಗೆ ನೃತಯ ಮಾಡ್ಬೇಕೆಂದ್ಯನಿಸ್ತತಿು ದ್ಯ. ಅಂದರೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ ಏಳಿಗೆಯೇ ತನನ ಗುರಿ ಎಂಬ
ವೈಯಕ್ಷು ಕ ಆಕಾಂಕೆಿ ಆಕೆಯ ಈ ನ್ನಡಿಯಲಿ ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.
ಸಾಕ ಟ್ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್, ಐಸ್ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್, ನಾವೆೆ, ಪಿನ್ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್, ಕೆರೆಟ್ಟಯನ್ ದಿವ ೀಪ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ, ಸೆಂಟ್
ಮಾಟ್ಟೆನ್, ತೈವ್ಯನ್ ಡೆನ್ಮಾಕ್ಟೆ ಎಸಬ ೀನಿಯಂ, ಜ್ಮೆನಿಯ ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರು ಹಾಗ್ಗ
ಭಾರತದ ಕೇರಳಾ ರಾಜ್ಯ ದ ಕೆ.ಕೆ.ಶೈಲಜಾ ಆರೀಗಯ

ಸಚವರು ತೆಗೆದುಕಂಡ್ ಜ್ವ್ಯಬಾೂ ರಿಯುತ

ನಿವೆಹಣಾ ತಂತರ ವಿಧಾನಗಳು ಅಲಿ ನ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಲಿ

ಕರೀನಾ ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತವಲಿ

ಹೆಚ್ಚು

ಪರ ಭಾವವನ್ನನ ಬಿೀರಿವೆ. ಜ್ಮೆನಿಯ ಚಾನೆು ಲರ್ ಏಂಜ್ಲಾ ಮಾಕೆೆಲ್ ಅವರು ಸಾವು ನೀವುಗಳ
ತಡೆಗೆ ಭಾವಪೂಣ್ೆ ಭಾಷ್ತಣ್ದಲಿ ಸಾವುಗಳು ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಯಲಿ ಗುತಿೆಸ್ತವುದ್ಯದರೆ ಆ ಸಾವುಗಳು
ನಮಿ ಲಿ ಯೇ ಒಬಬ ರ ತಂದ್ಯ, ತಾಯಿ, ಅಕಕ , ತಂಗಿ, ಅಜ್ಜ ಇತಾಯ ದಿ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳ ನಾಶವ್ಯಗಿ ಮಾನವ
ಸಂಪನೂಿ ಲ ವಿನಾಶವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.

ಮಾನವ ಸಂಪನೂಿ ಲ ವಿನಾಶವ್ಯದರೆ ನೈಸಗಿೆಕ, ತಾಂತಿರ ಕ

ವೈಜಾಾ ನಿಕ ಸಂಪನೂಿ ಲಗಳಿಗೆ ಆರ್ಥೆಕತೆಗೆ ಅಥೆವೇ ಇರುವುದಿಲಿ .
ಆದೂ ರಿಂದ ಮನ್ನಕುಲವನ್ನನ ಉಳಿಸ್ತವ ಪರ ಯತನ ವ್ಯಗಬೇಕೆಂದು ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಹೆಚ್ಚು ವೈದಯ ಕ್ಷೀಯ
ಪರಿೀಕೆಿ ಗಳು, ಶ್ಯಶ್ರರ ಷ್ಗಳು ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ ರೀಗ ತಡೆಗಟ್ಟಾ ವಲಿ ಸಕ್ಷರ ಯ ಪರ ಯನ ವನ್ನನ
ಕೈಗೊಂಡ್ರು, ಅಂತರ ರಾಷ್ಟಾ ರೀಯ ವ್ಯಯ ಪಾರ ವಯ ವಹಾರ ಸಾರಿಗೆ ಸಂಪಕೆವನ್ನನ ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತ್ ಪರ ತಿ
ಮನೆ, ಪರ ತಿ ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ಯ ಸವ ಚಾ ತೆ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಆರೀಗಯ ಕೆಕ ಆದಯ ತೆ ನಿೀಡಿ ಆಸಾ ತೆರ ಗಳನ್ನನ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ವೈದಯ ರನ್ನನ
ಹೆಚ್ಚು

ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರರನಾನ ಗಿ

ಮಾಡುವ

ಮೂಲಕ

ಈ

ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ

ಸಳ ೀಟ್ವನ್ನನ

ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯಶೀಗಾಥೆಯಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ವಿಶವ ದ ಈ ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯರು ತಮಿ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ
ಹಾಗ್ಗ

ರಾಜ್ಯ ಗಳಲಿ

ಕತೆವಯ ದಲಿ

ದೈವವನ್ನನ

ಕಾಣುವ

ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರತೆಯನ್ನನ

ಮ್ರೆಯುತಿು ರುವುದು ವಿಶವ ದ ಇತರ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಿಗೆ ಮಾಗೆಸೂಚಯಾಗುತಿು ದ್ಯ.

ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕತವ ವಿರುವ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಜ್ನವರಿ 2020 ರಿಂದ ಮೇ 2020ರವರೆಗಿನ ಕೀವಿಡ್-19ನ್ನನ
ಅಂಕ್ಷಅಂಶಗಳ ಪಟ್ಟಾ – 1
ಕರ .
ಸಂ.

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ
ನಾಯಕ
ರುಗಳ
ಹೆಸರು

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ
ಲಿ ಒಟ್ಟಾ
ಜ್ನಸಂ
ಖ್ಯಯ

ಕ
ರೀ
ನಾ
ಸೀಂ
ಕ್ಷತರ
ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

ಒಂದು
ಮಿಲಯ
ನ್ಗೆ
%ವ್ಯರು
ಪರಿೀಕೆಿ ಗೆ
ಒಳಪಟ್ಾ
ವರ
ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

ಕ
ರೀನಾ
ಸೀಂ
ಕ್ಷನಿಂದ
ಮರಣ್
ಹಂ
ದಿದವರ
ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

ಕರೀ
ನ
ಸೀಂಕ್ಷ
ನಿಂದ
ಚೇತರಿಸ್ತ್
ಕಂಡ್ವ
ರ ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

1

ಜ್ಮೆನಿ

83793008

127854

15730

3022

64300

2

ನೂಯ ಜಿ
ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್
ಡೆನಾಿ ಕ್ಟೆ

ಏಂಜ್ಲಾ
ಮಾಕೆೆ
ಲ್
ಜ್ಸ್ತ್ಂದ್ಯ
ಅಡೆೆನ್
ಮಾಯ ಡಿರ
ಕ್ಟ
ಪಡಿರ ಸನ್

ಕರೀ
ನಾ
ಸೀಂಕ್ಷ
ನಿಂದ
ಶೇಕಡ್ವ್ಯ
ರು
ಚೇತರಿಸ್ತ್
ಕಂಡ್
ಪರ ಮಾಣ್
95%

4883356

1349

13029

05

546

99.9%

5792202

6174

12107

273

12123

95

3
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4
5

ಫಿನ್ಲಾಯ ಂ
ಡ್
ಐರ್ಲಾಯ ಂ
ಡ್

ಸನಮರಿ
ನ್
ಕಾಯ ತರಿನ್

5541065

3064

8287

56

300

88%

4960000

1701

35253

08

889

99%

ಆಕರ: ಇಂಟ್ರ್ ನೆಟ್, ನೂಯ ಸ್ಬುಲಟ್ನ್ದ ಹಿಂದ್ದ ಪತಿರ ಕೆ.
ಮೇಲನ ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಯನ್ನನ

ವಿೀಕ್ಷಿ ಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯಗ ಮಹಿಳಾ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ ನಾಯಕರು ಯಾವ ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ದಲಿ

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ ಜ್ನತೆಯಲಿ ಆರೀಗಯ ರಕ್ಷಣೆ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಪಾರ ಣ್ರಕ್ಷಣೆ ಮಾಡುವಲಿ ಕ್ಷರ ಯಾಶಿೀಲರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ
ಎಂಬುದು ಗೊೀಚರಿಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ.

5 ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಒಟ್ಟಾ

ಶೇಕಡಾವ್ಯರು 95%ರಷ್ಟಾ ರ ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ

ರೀಗದಿಂದ ಮುಕ್ಷು ಗೊಳಿಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯಶೀಗಾಥೆಯನ್ನನ

ಕಂಡಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆಂಬುದು ಅವರು ಕೈಗೊಂಡ್

ಆಡ್ಳಿತಾತಿ ಕ

ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರತೆಯೇ

ಶಿಸ್ತ್ು ನ

ಹಾಗ್ಗ

ಕತೆವಯ

ನಿಷ್ಠ ಯ

ಕಾರಣ್ವೆಂಬುದು

ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.
ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕತವ ವಿರುವ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಜೂನ್ನಿಂದ ಜುಲೈ 14 2020ರವರೆಗಿನ ಕೀವಿಡ್-19ರ ಅಂಕ್ಷ
ಅಂಶಗಳ ಪಟ್ಟಾ -2
ಕರ . ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗ
ಸಂ ಳು
.

1

ಜ್ಮೆನಿ

2

ನೂಯ ಜಿ
ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್
ಡೆನಾಿ
ಕ್ಟೆ
ಫಿನ್
ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್
ಐರ್
ಲಾಯ ಂಡ್
ಭಾರತದ
ಕೇರಳ
ರಾಜ್ಯ

3
4
5
6

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ
ನಾಯಕ
ರುಗಳ
ಹೆಸರು

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದ
ಲಿ ಒಟ್ಟಾ
ಜ್ನಸಂ
ಖ್ಯಯ

ಕ
ರೀ
ನಾ
ಸೀಂ
ಕ್ಷತರ
ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

ಸಾಧಾ
ರಣ್
ಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿ
ಯಿರು
ವ
ರೀಗಿ
ಗಳು

ಸಂದಿ
ಗಧ
ಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಇ
ರುವ
ಸೀಂ
ಕ್ಷತರು

ಕೀರೀ
ನಾ
ಸೀಂಕ್ಷ
ನಿಂದ
ಚೇತರಿಸ್ತ್
ಕಂಡ್ವ
ರ ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ

264

ಕರೀ
ನಾ
ಸೀಂಕ್ಷ
ನಿಂದ
ಮರಣ್
ಹಂದಿ
ದವರ
ಸಂಖ್ಯಯ
9144

194644

ಕ
ರೀನಾ
ಸೀಂಕ್ಷ
ನ
ಚೇತರಿ
ಕೆಯ
ಪರ ಮಾ
ಣ್
96%

ಏಂಜ್ಲಾ
ಮಾಕೆೆ
ಲ್
ಜ್ಸ್ತ್ಂದ್ಯ
ಅಡೆೆನ್
ಮಾಯ ಡಿರ ಕ್ಟ
ಪಡಿರ ಸನ್
ಸನಮರಿ
ನ್
ಕಾಯ ತರಿನ್

83793008

200766

5858

4883356

1371

22

0

22

1506

99.99%

5792202

13061

291

03

610

12.160

95%

5541068

7301

171

01

329

7129

99%

4960000

25670

550

10

1746

23364

98%

ಕೇರಳಾ
ರಾಜ್ಯ ದ
ಆರೀಗಯ
ಸಚವರು
ಕೆ.ಕೆ.
ಶೈಲಜಾ

34678294

8930

4454

16

34

4438

52%
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ಈ 2ನೇ ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಯಲಿ ನ ಅಂಕ್ಷ-ಅಂಶಗಳು 1 ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಯಲಿ ಸೂಚಸ್ತ್ದ ಅಂಕ್ಷ-ಅಂಶಗಳಿಗಿಂತ
ಸ್ತಧಾರಿತ ರಿೀತಿಯಲಿ ಕರೀನಾ ಸೀಂಕನ್ನನ ನಿಯಂತಿರ ಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯಶಸ್ತ್ವ ೀ ಕಾಯಾೆಚರಣೆಯ
ಮೂಲಕ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಸಕ್ಷರ ಯವ್ಯಗಿರುವುದು ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.5 ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಲಿ ಸರಾಸರಿಯಾಗಿ ಸೀಂಕ್ಷನ
ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್

ಮಾಡುವ

ಪರ ಮಾಣ್ವನ್ನನ

ಮುಕು ಗೊಳಿಸ್ತವಲಿ ಯಶಸ್ತ್ವ

ಗಮನಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯಗ

ಕಂಡಿರುವುದನ್ನನ

ಭಾಗವು

98%

ಗಮನಿಸಬಹುದು.ಇನ್ನನ

ಕರೀನಾ

ಪಟ್ಟಾ ಯಲಿ ರುವ 6ನೇ

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವ್ಯದ ಭಾರತ ಕೇರಳ ರಾಜ್ಯ ವನ್ನನ ಗಮಸ್ತವುದ್ಯದರೆ ಇತರ ರಾಜ್ಯ ಗಳಿಗೆ ಹೀಲಸ್ತ್ದರೆ ಇಲಿ ನ
ಮಹಿಳಾ

ಆರೀಗಯ

ಸಚವರ

ಕಾಯೆತತವ ಪರತೆಯು

ಭಾರತದ

ಇತರ

ರಾಜ್ಯ ಗಳಿಗೆ

ಮಾಗೆಸೂಚಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕತವ ವನ್ನನ

ಹಂದಿದ 5 ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳು ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಭಾರತದ ಕೇರಳಾ ರಾಜ್ಯ ವು

ಕೀವಿಡ್ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದಲಿ ಮಹಿಳ್ವಯರ ಕೌಶಲಯ ಪೂಣ್ೆ ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರತೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಪರ ಗತಿಗೆ
ಎಷ್ಟಾ ಅನಿವ್ಯಯೆತೆ ಇದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದು ಸಾ ಷ್ತಾ ವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.
2. ಕರೀನಾ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣದ್ಲಿ ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸವ -ಸಹಾಯ ಗಾಂಪುಗಳ ಪ್ರತರ :
ಶೇಕಡಾ 90 ಭಾಗದ ಭಾರತದ ಜಿಲೆಿ ಗಳಲಿ ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳು ಇಂದು
ಸಂಕಷ್ತಾ ದ ಸ್ತ್ೆ ತಿಯಲಿ ರುವ ಸಮಾಜ್ವನ್ನನ ರಕ್ಷಿ ಸ್ತವಲಿ ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರವ್ಯಗಿವೆ.ಮಹಾರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದಲಿ
ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳು ಮುಖಯ ಮಂತಿರ ಗಳ ಪರಿಹಾರ ನಿಧಿಗೆ 11.35 ಲಕ್ಷ ಹಣ್ವನ್ನನ

ಕರೀನಾ

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ಕೆಕ ಬಳಸ್ತವಂತೆ ಸಹಾಯಧನ ನಿೀಡಿವೆ. ಆ ರಾಜ್ಯ ದ ಪರ ತಿ ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಸಂಘದ ಸದಸಯ ರು
ಈ ದೇಣಿಗೆಯಲಿ

ಪಾಲನ್ನನ

ಹಂಚಕಂಡಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.

ಕನಿಷ್ತಠ

ತಮಿ

ಆದ್ಯಯದ ರೂ.1/-ನ್ನನ

ದೇಣಿಯಾಗಿ ನಿೀಡುವ ಮೂಲಕ ಪರ ತಿ ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಸಂಘದ ಸದಸಯ ರು ಸಹಾಯ ಧನಕೆಕ
ಕೈಜೊೀಡಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯೂ ರೆ. ಅಂದರೆ ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳಿಗೆ ಎಷ್ಟಾ ಅಗಾಧ ಶಕ್ಷು ಇದ್ಯ ಎಂಬುದು
ಗೊೀಚರವ್ಯಗುತು ದ್ಯ.

ಮಹಾರಾಷ್ತಾ ರದಲಿ

ಕರೀನಾ ವಿರುದಧ

ಹೀರಾಡುವಲಿ ಕೈಜೊೀಡಿಸ್ತ್ವೆ.

ಆಹಾರ

ಸ್ತ್ದಧ ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ಕಡುವುದು,

ಮಾಸ್ಕ ಗಳನ್ನನ
ಮಹಿಳಾ

ಒಂದು ಲಕ್ಷಕೂಕ

ಹೆಚ್ಚು

ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ ಗುಂಪುಗಳು

ಅಂದರೆ ಕಾವ ರಂಟೈನ್ನಲಿ ರುವವರಿಗೆ

ಆಯುವೇೆದಿಕ

ಸಾಯ ನಿಟೈಸರ್ನ್ನನ

ಸ್ತ್ದಧ ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ಕಡುವ ಕಾಯೆದಲಿ ತ್ಡ್ಗಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿವೆ.

ಅಭಿವೃದಿಧ

ವಿಕಾಸ್

ಮಂಡ್ಳಿಯ

ನಾಯಕ್ಷಯಾದ

ಸ್ತ್ದಧ ಪಡಿಸ್ತವುದು,
ಈ ಎಲಿ ಕಾಯೆವು

ಜೊಯ ೀತಿ

ಟ್ಟಕರೆಯವರ

ಮುಂಚೂಣಿಯಲಿ ನಡೆಯುತಿು ದ್ಯ.13 ರಾಜ್ಯ ಗಳಿಗ್ಗ ಹೆಚ್ಚು ಸವ ಸಹಾಯಗುಂಪುಗಳ 6.8 ಮಿಲಯನ್
ಸದಸಯ ರು (ಎನ್ಆರ್.ಎಲ್.ಎಂ) ನಾಯ ಷ್ತನಲ್ ರೂರಲ್ ಲೈವ್ಲವುಡ್ ಮಿಷ್ತನ್ ಮಾಗೆದಶೆನದಲಿ
ಈ ಸಾಂಕಾರ ಮಿಕ ರೀಗ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದಲಿ ಕಾಯೆಪರ ವೃತು ರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಕನಾೆಟ್ಕ

ರಾಜ್ಯ ದ ಬಿ.ಆರ್.ಮಮತಾ

ಲೈವ್ಲವುಡ್ ಮಿಷ್ತನ್ ಇವರ ನಾಯಕತವ ದಲಿ

ನಿದೇೆಶಕರು,

ಕನಾೆಟ್ಕ

ಸೆಾ ೀಟ್

ರೂರಲ್

ಸ್ತಮಾರು 11,80,000 ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸವ ಸಹಾಯ

ಗುಂಪುಗಳಿಗೆ ಕೀವಿಡ್ 19 ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದ ಕುರಿತ್ತ ತರಬೇತಿ ನಿೀಡುವ ಮೂಲಕ ಮಹಿಳ್ವಯರನ್ನನ
ಸಂಜಿೀವನಿ

ಎನ್.ಜಿ.ಒ.ವು

ಸಕ್ಷರ ಯಗೊಳಿಸ್ತ್ದ್ಯ.

ಕೀವಿಡ್

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್

ಕಾಯೆದಲಿ

ತ್ಡ್ಗಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳಳ ಲು

ಅಂದರೆ ಮಾಸ್ಕ ಸ್ತ್ದಧ ಪಡಿಕೆ, ಸಾಯ ನಿಟೈಸ್ ವಯ ವಸೆೆ , ಆಹಾರ ಸ್ತ್ದಧ ಪಡಿಕೆ,

ಜ್ನಜಾಗೃತಿ ಇತಾಯ ದಿ ಕಾಯೆದಲಿ ಮಹಿಳಾ ನಾಯಕತವ ದ ಮೂಲಕ ಕಾಯೆತತಾ ರವ್ಯಗುತಿು ದ್ಯ.
3. ಆಶ ಕಾಯೆಕತೆೆಯರು ಮತ್ತು ಮಹಿಳಾ ವೈದಯ ರು:
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ಆಶ (ಅಕೆರ ಡಿಟ್ಟಡ್ ಸೀಷ್ಟಯಲ್ ಹೆಲ್ು ಆಕ್ಷಾ ವಿಟ್ು ) ಇವರ

ಪಾತರ

ಕೀವಿಡ್

19

ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ದಲಿ ಅವಿಸಿ ರಣಿೀಯ ಕುಟ್ಟಂಬ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ವೈಯಕ್ಷು ಕ ಹಿತಾಸಕ್ಷು ಯನ್ನನ ಬದಿಗೊತಿು ಪರ ತಿ
ಕುಟ್ಟಂಬದ

ಆರೀಗಯ

ಹಲೆಿ ಯನೂನ

ಸಮಿೀಕೆಿ ಯನೂನ

ಸಹಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡು

ಆರೀಗಯ

ಮಾಡುತಾು
ಇಲಾಖ್ಯಗೆ

ಅಲಿ

ಎದುರಾಗುವ

ವರದಿಯನ್ನನ

ದುಷ್ತಕ ಮಿೆಗಳ

ಒಪಿಾ ಸ್ತವಲಿ

ಅವಿರತ

ಶರ ಮಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವುದು ಗಮನಿಸಬಹುದ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಅದೇ ರಿೀತಿ ಮಹಿಳಾ ವೈದಯ ರು ಶ್ಯಶ್ರರ ಷ್ತಕ್ಷಯರು ತಮಿ ಸವ ಂತದ ಹಸ್ತಗ್ಗಸ್ತಗಳಿಗ್ಗ ಮಾನಯ ತೆ
ನಿೀಡ್ದ್ಯ ಕುಟ್ಟಂಬ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ವೈಯಕ್ಷು ಕ ಹಿತಾಸಕ್ಷು ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಬದಿಗೊತಿು , ನಿರಂತರ ರೀಗಿಗಳ

ಶ್ಯಶ್ರರ ಷ್ಯಲಿ ತ್ಡ್ಗಿಸ್ತ್ಕಳುಳ ವುದು ಪಾರ ತಃ ಸಿ ರಣಿೀಯರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಉಪ್ಸಂಹಾರ:
ಪರ ಪಂಚದ ಜ್ನಸಂಖ್ಯಯ ಯ ಅಧೆಭಾಗವಿರುವ ಮಹಿಳ್ವಯರಿಗೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರ ಆಳಿವ ಕೆಯ ಪಾಲು
ಕೇವಲ ಶೇಕಡಾ 7 ಭಾಗವ್ಯಗಿದುೂ , ವ್ಯಸು ವವ್ಯಗಿ ಇವರ ಸೇವೆಯು ವಿಶವ ವನೆನ ೀ ರಕ್ಷಿ ಸ್ತವ ಸಾೆ ನದಲಿ ದ್ಯ.
ಗೃಹಿಣಿಯರಾಗಿ ಕುಟ್ಟಂಬ ನಿವೆಹಣೆ, ಕುಟ್ಟಂಬ ಸದಸಯ ರ ಆರೀಗಯ
ಮುಖಿಯಾಗಿ ಸಂಘ ಸಂಸೆೆ ಗಳ ನಿವೆಹಣೆಗೆ, ಮಹಿಳಾ ಸಂಘಗಳನ್ನನ
ಆರ್ಥೆಕ

ಸ್ತಸ್ತ್ೆ ರತೆ

ಕಾಯುೂ ಕಂಡು

ಮಾಗೆದಶೆಕರಾಗಿರುವುದು,

ಬರುತಿು ರುವುದು

ಸಾವೆಜ್ನಿಕ

ಆಡ್ಳಿತದಲಿ

ಸಂರಕ್ಷಣೆ, ಸಮಾಜ್

ಕಟ್ಟಾ ಕಳುಳ ವ ಮೂಲಕ

ರಾಜ್ಕ್ಷೀಯ

ಆಡ್ಳಿತದಲಿ

ಮಾಗೆದಶೆಕರುಗಳಾಗಿಯೂ

ಆರೀಗಯ ಪೂಣ್ೆ ಸಮಾಜ್ವನ್ನನ ಮುನನ ಡೆಸ್ತವಲಿ ಮಹಿಳ್ವಯರು ಕಾಯೀೆನ್ನಿ ಖರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಗಾಂಧೀಜಿ ತಿಳಿಸಿರುವಂತೆ:
“ಒಬಬ

ಪುರುಷ್ತನಿಗೆ ತರಬೇತಿಯನ್ನನ

ರೂಪಿಸ್ತ್ಬಹುದು, ಒಬಬ
ಹೇಳಿಕೆಯು ಇಲಿ
ತಿಳಿಸ್ತ್ರುವಂತೆ ಇನ್ನನ

ನಿೀಡಿದರೆ ಒಬಬ

ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ತವ

ಇರುವ ವಯ ಕ್ಷು ಯನ್ನನ

ಮಹಿಳ್ವಗೆ ತರಬೇತಿ ನಿೀಡಿದರೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರವನೆನ ೀ ಕಟ್ಾ ಬಹುದು” . ಎಂಬ

ಸ್ತು ತಯ ಹೆವೆನಿಸ್ತತು ದ್ಯ. ಪರ ಸ್ತು ತ ಪರಿಸೆ ತಿಯಲಿ
ಮುಂದ್ಯ ಮಹಿಳ್ವಯರ ನಾಯಕತವ

ಅಮೇರಿಕಾದ ಅಧಯ ಕ್ಷರೇ

ವಿಶವ ದ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ನಿವೆಹಣೆಗೆ

ಅಗತಯ ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ ಎಂಬ ಮಾತ್ತ ವ್ಯಸು ವಿಕ ಹಾಗ್ಗ ಸತಯ ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ.
ಪ್ರಾಮರ್ಶೆಗಳು:
[1] ಇಂಟ್ರ್ನೆಟ್
[2] ನೂಯ ಸ್ ಬುಲಟ್ನ್ು
[3] ದ ಹಿಂದ್ದ ನೂಯ ಸ್ ಪೇಪರ್
[4] ಪರ ಜಾವ್ಯಣಿ ನೂಯ ಸ್ ಪೇಪರ್
[5] ಟೈಮ್ು ಆಫ್ ಇಂಡಿಯಾ ನೂಯ ಸ್ ಪೇಪರ್
ಮುಂತಾದವು.
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ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾದ್ ನಡುವಿನ ಬಿಕಕ ಟಿಾ ನ ಹಿನಾ ಲೆಯಲಿ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ
ಪ್ರಿಣಾಮಗಳು
Muniraja. E
Assistant Professor of Political Science
Government First Grade College, Midigeshi
eMail: muniraja.214@gmail.com
ಆರ್ಥೆಕವ್ಯಗಿ ಚೀನಾಗೆ ಭಾರತವು ಬೃಹತ್ ಮಾರುಕಟ್ಟಾ ಯಾಗಿದ್ಯ ಚೀನಾ ಉತಾ ನನ ಗಳು ಬಳಕೆ
ಇಲಿ ದ್ಯ ನಮಿ

ದಿನನಿತಯ ದ ಬದುಕು ಸಾಗದು ಎಂಬಷ್ಟಾ

ಆವರಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿವೆ ನಾವು ಇಷ್ತಾ ಪಡುವ ಇಷ್ತಾ ಪಟ್ಟಾ

ವ್ಯಯ ಪಕವ್ಯಗಿ ಆ ಸರಕುಗಲು ನಮಿ ನ್ನನ

ಬಳಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ ಬಹುತೇಕ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳು ಚೀನಿ

ವಸ್ತು ಗಳ್ವ ಆಗಿವೆ. ಚೀನಾ ದೇಶವು ಜ್ಗತಿು ನಲಿ ಅತಿ ಕಡಿಮ್ ದರದಲಿ ಎಲೆಕಾಾ ರನಿಕ್ಟ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳನ್ನನ
ಉತಾಾ ದಿಸ್ತ್ ಭಾರತದಲಿ ಕಡಿಮ್ ಬೆಲೆಗೆ ಮಾರಾಟ್ ಮಾಡುತು ದ್ಯ ಕಚಾು ವಸ್ತು ಗಳ ಬೆಲೆಗಿಂತ ಕಡಿಮ್
ಬೆಲೆಗೆ

ಸ್ತ್ದೂ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳನ್ನನ

ತಯಾರಿಸ್ತ್

ಮಾರಾಟ್

ಮಾಡುವ

ಮೂಲಕ

ಭಾರತದಲಿ

ತನನ

ಪಾರ ಬಲಯ ವನ್ನನ ಬೆಳ್ವಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿದ್ಯ.
ಪರಿಸರ

ಸೆನ ೀಹಿ

ಉಪಯೀಗಿಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ

ಸೀಲಾರ್

ಪಾಯ ನಲ್

,ಮಾಹಿತಿ

ಉಪಕರಣ್ಗಳು,ರಾಸಾಯನಿಕ

,ರಸಗೊಬಬ ರ

ವಸ್ತು ಗಳು,ಮಕಕ ಳಾಟ್ಟಕೆಗಳು, ಯೀಗ ಮಾಯ ಟ್ಗಳು, ಹಬಬ
ವಸ್ತು ಗಳು

ಬಣ್ೆ ದ

,ಬಣ್ೆ

ಎಲ್ಇಡಿ

ಬಲ್ಬ ಗಳು

ತಂತರ ಜಾಾ ನ

ಕೆಿ ೀತರ ಗಳಲಿ

,ವಸ್ತು

ಪರ ದಶೆನದ

ಹರಿದಿನಗಳಲಿ ಬಳಸ್ತವ ಅಲಂಕಾರಿಕ
,

ಪಾಿ ಸ್ತ್ಾ ಕ್ಟಕವರ್ಗಳು

ಗಡಿಯಾರಗಳು

ಕ್ಷರ ೀಡಾವಸ್ತು ಗಳು ನಾವು ಪರ ತಿನಿತಯ ವ್ಯ ಬಳಸ್ತವ ಮೊಬೈಲ್ ಗಳು ಅದರ ಚಪುಾ ಗಳು, ಮೊಬೈಲ್
ಟ್ವರ್ ಗಳು, ಕಾರುಗಳುಅದರ ಬಿಡಿ ಭಾಗಗಳು . ಹಿೀಗೆ ಅನೇಕ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಕಾಖ್ಯೆನೆಗಳಿಂದ ಹಿಡಿದು
ಸಣ್ೆ

ಕಾಖ್ಯೆನೆ

ಗಳವರೆಗೆ

ಎಲಿ ರೂ

ಚೀನಾದಲಿ

ತಯಾರಾದ

ಯಂತ್ರ ೀಪಕರಣ್ಗಳನೆನ

ಬಳಸ್ತತಿು ರುವದು ಕಚಾಾ ತೈಲ ಶ್ಯದಿೂ ೀಕರಣ್ ಕಾಖ್ಯೆನೆಗಳಿಂದ ಜಿೀಪಿನ ಸಣ್ೆ ಸಣ್ೆ ಬಿಡಿ ಭಾಗಗಳು
ಔಷ್ತಧಕಂಪನಿಗಳಿಗೆ
ಸ್ತ್ದೂ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳನ್ನನ

ಬರುವ

ಮೂಲ

ಬಿಡಿಭಾಗಗಳನ್ನನ

ರಾಸಾಯನಿಕಗಳು
ತಯಾರಿಸ್ತ್

ಕಡಿಮ್

ಪರ ತಿಯಂದು
ಬೆಲೆಗೆ

ರಂಗಕೆಕ

ಭಾರತದಲಿ

ಬೇಕಾದ
ಮಾರಾಟ್

ಮಾಡುತಿು ರುವುದರಿಂದ ಸಾಮಾನಯ ಮತ್ತು ಮಧಯ ಮ ವಗೆದಿಂದ ಕೂಡಿರುವ ಭಾರತಿೀಯರು ಕಡಿಮ್
ಬೆಲೆಗೆ ದೊರೆಯುವ ಚೀನಿ ಉತಾ ನನ ಗಳ ಮೇಲೇಯೆ ಅವಲಂಬಿತರಾಗಿದ್ಯೂ ರೆ.
ಏಷ್ಯಯ ದ ಎರಡು ಅಣುಶಕ್ಷು ಮತ್ತು ಜ್ನಸಾಂದರ ತೆಯುಳಳ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳಾದ ಭಾರತ ಮತ್ತು ಚೀನಾ
ದೇಶಗಳ

ನಡುವಿನ

ಗಡಿ

ವಿವ್ಯದದಿಂದ

ಎರಡು

ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ

ನಡುವಿನ

ರಾಜ್ತಾಂತಿರ ಕ

ಹಾಗ್ಗಮಿಲಟ್ರಿ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು ಇತಿೀಚನ ದಿನಗಳಲಿ ಅಷ್ಾ ಂದು ಪರ ಗತಿದ್ಯಯಕವ್ಯಗಿಲಿ .
ಈ ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳನಡುವಿನ ಉದಭ ವಿಸ್ತ್ರುವ ಬಿಕಕ ಟ್ಟಾ

ವಿಶವ ದ ಇತರೆ ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ

ಕಳವಳಕೂಕ ಕಾರಣ್ವ್ಯಗಿದ್ಯ ಎರಡು ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಸೈನಯ ಗಳು ಮೇ ತಿಂಗಳ ಪಾರ ರಂಭದಿಂದಲೂ ತಮಿ
ಮರ್ಧಯ ಗುರುತಿಸ್ತ್ಕಂಡಿರುವ ವ್ಯಸು ವ ಗಡಿ ನಿಯಂತರ ಣ್ ರೇಖ್ಯÀ ಸ್ತಮಾರು 3500 ಕ್ಷ, ಮಿೀ ಉದೂ ದ
ಗಡಿಯಲಿ ಚೀನಾ ಹೆಚು ನ ಸೈನಯ ಮತ್ತು ಶಸಾು ರಸು ರಗಳನ್ನನ ನಿಯೀಜಿಸ್ತತಾು ಬಂದಿದುೂ ಇದಕೆಕ ಮುಖಯ
ಕಾರಣ್ ಭಾರತವು ಕಾಶಿಿ ೀರದ ಲಡಾಕ್ಟ ರಾಜ್ದ್ಯನಿಯಾದ ಲೆಹ್ ನಿಂದ ಗಾಲವ ನ್ ಕಣಿವೆ ಮೂಲಕ
ಚೀನಾದ ಗಡಿಯವರೆಗೆ ಮೂಲಸೌಕಯೆಗಳನ್ನನ ಕಲಾ ಸಲು ನಿಮಿೆಸ್ತತಿು ರುವ ದ್ಯಬುೆಕ್ಟ ಶಯ ೀಕ್ಟ
ಡಿ ಬಿ ಓ ರಸೆು ನಿಮಾೆಣ್ದ ಬಗೆಗ ಆಕೆಿ ೀಪ ವಯ ಕು ಪಡಿಸ್ತ್ ತನನ ಸೈನಯ ವನ್ನನ ರವ್ಯನಿಸ್ತ್ತ್ತ ಜೂನ್ 15 ಮತ್ತು
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16 ರಂದು ನಡೆದ ಎರಡೂ ಸೈನಯ ಗಳ ಸೈನಿಕರ ನಡೆದ ಮುಷ್ಟಠ ಗುದ್ಯೂ ಟ್ದಲಿ ಭಾರತದ ಬಿಹಾರ್
ರೆಜಿಮ್ಂಟ್ನ

ಮೇಲಾಧಿಕಾರಿ

ಸೇರಿದಂತೆ

ಇಪಾ ತ್ತು

ಸೈನಿಕರು

ಹುತಾತಿ ರಾದರೆ

ಚೀನಾದ

ನಲವತ್ತು ಮೂರು ಜ್ನ ಸೈನಿಕರು ಸಾವನನ ಪಿಾ ದರು. ಇದರ ಪರಿಣಾಮವ್ಯಗಿ ಭಾರತದಲಿ ಚೈನಾ
ಉತಾಾ ದಿತ ವಸ್ತು ಗಳನ್ನನ

ತಿರಸಕ ರಿಸ್ತವ, ನಿಷೇದಿಸ್ತವ ಹಾಗು ಬಳಸ್ತ್ದಂತೆ ಮಾಡ್ಲು ಸಾಮಾಜಿಕ

ಜಾಲತಾಣ್ಗಳಲಿ ದೊಡ್ಡ ಚಳುವಳಿ ಪಾರ ರಂಭವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ ಇದಕೆಕ ಪೂರಕವ್ಯಗಿ ಭಾರತ ಸಕಾೆರವ್ಯ
ಸಹ ಹಲವ್ಯರು ಚೈನಾದ ವಿರುದೂ ಹಲವು ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಕರ ಮಗಳನ್ನನ ಕೈಗೊಂಡಿತ್ತ ಇದರಿಂದ ಎರಡೂ
ರಾಷ್ತಾ ರಗಳ ಮರ್ಧಯ ಬಹಳಷ್ಟಾ ಆರ್ಥೆಕ ಸಂಬಂಧಗಳು ಹದಗೆಡ್ಲು ಪಾರ ರಂಭವ್ಯಯಿತ್ತ.
ಇತಿು ೀಚನ ದೊೀಕ್ಟಲಮ್ ಬಿಕಕ ಟ್ಟಾ ನ ವೇಳ್ವಯಲೆಿ ೀ ಭಾರತದಲಿ ಚೀನಾವಸ್ತು ಗಳ ಬಹಿಷ್ತಕ ರಿಸ್ತವ
ಹೀರಾಟ್

ಪಾರ ರಂಭವ್ಯಗಿತಾು ದರೂ

ಅದು ಗಾಲವ ನ್ ಬಿಕಕ ಟ್ಟಾ ನಿಂದ

ಇತಿು ೀರ್ಚಗೆ ಉಗರ ರೂಪ-

ಪಡೆದುಕಂಡಿತ್ತ.
ಆಕರಗಳು.
[1] ವಿಜ್ಯವ್ಯಣಿ, ಕನನ ಡ್ದಿನಪತಿರ ಕೆ.
[2] ಪರ ಜಾವ್ಯಣಿ, ಕನನ ಡ್ದಿನಪತಿರ ಕೆ.
[3] ದಿಹಿಂದು, ಆಂಗಿ ದಿನಪತಿರ ಕೆ.
[4] ಸಾ ಧಾೆವಿಜೇತ, ಕನನ ಡ್ಮಾಸ್ತ್ಕ.

[5] https://theprint.in/economy/chinas-covid-success-spurs-78-rise-in-importsfrom-india-cuts-trade-deficit/486835/
[6] https://www.indiaaheadnews.com/top-headlines/coronavirus-impacts-indiachina-bilateral-trade-349293
[7] https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/compared-to-india-and-china-usdoing-very-well-against-covid-19-says-trump/article32265863.ece
[8] https://www.hindustantimes.com/videos/india-news/india-china-border-dispute5-things-you-need-to-know-about-current-situation/videoovK8vG2Vs8jdDx4N0e6nNI.html
[9] https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/trump-says-us-trying-to-helpindia-china-sort-big-problem/story-cm3XYh9MQ59QzgtG7U5V6J.html
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the authors must ensure that their works in original or refereed form have never published anywhere
and be agreed upon the entire fraternity of authors. The authors must also agree and adhere on
originality and authenticity of their research work.
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Scope for publish:
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Review Process
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original article without any plagiarism and copyright material












Each paper will be reviewed by at least two experts and maximum four.
The submission will be allotted immediately to review through online.
Reviewers will return the review comments after receiving the paper within 48 hours.
Final document will evaluate chief editorial committee whether author modified the document
as per reviewer suggestion.
If satisfied document will forward to Chief Editor to review once again and publish otherwise
once again document will forward to author for modification.
Periodical update will happen as and when your paper accepted.
The successful paper without any anomalies will be published within 72 hours.
Publication Certificate with author’s photo will be sent to Authors immediately after the
publication through online by registered Authors mail.
Easy submission, Quick and fast publication with No publications charges/ Free and Open
source publication.
Published full length paper can be downloaded anytime and anywhere and also shares his paper
link through social media.
Published paper along with author’s photo will be appearing in the published volume and Issue.
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Online Registration for easy login to the scientific researchers.
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The incomplete research papers can be stored and resumed later within the journal software.
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Journal management software.
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management system.

Copyright Policy
The copyright of submitted article is transferred toTUMBE Group of International
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Authors hereby transfers any and all rights in and to the paper including without limitation all
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hereby represents and warrants that the paper is original and that he/she is the author of the
paper,except formate rial that is clearly identified as to its original source, with permission notices
from the copyright owners where required.The undersigned represents that he/she has the power and
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the permission for reproduction.
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must be copyright free. You must do all the submitted works and you must be the authentic
copyright holder. If whichever submission(s) get involved with any copyright entanglement
because of the above, your eligibility will automatically be revoked. You will be responsible
for all the legal consequences under all circumstances regardless of TUMBE International eMagazine awareness or not.
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paper must be 100% original. If you are referring any other paper, you should have proper
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innovation or further research work (own idea in case of Magazine).
3. Open Access: Tumbe Journals/Magazine is open access platform. All accepted work will
publish in our monthly journal and freely available to all readers. Author should agree to
provide their research work in open access after publication.
4. Formatting: Your paper must be properly formatted and adhere Tumbe Journals/Magazine
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